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ABSTRACT 
 
Making Pagans: Theatrical Practice and Comparative Religion in Early Modern England 
 
John Kuhn 
 "Making Pagans" argues that British stages played a powerful role in the articulation of 
religious difference in the seventeenth century, an era marked by an explosion of antiquarian and 
ethnographic scholarship and the first disciplinary stirrings of comparative religious studies. As 
scholars, colonists, and theologians struggled to classify the new ritual practices brought into view by 
excavation and exploration, they turned to the idea of "paganism," a concept that became widely 
adopted to categorize non-Abrahamic religions.  Not a fixed or natural category, "paganism" was a 
contested, mutable, and fictional set of ritual homologies imagined to exist between radically 
heterogeneous cultures that ranged from imperial Rome to contemporary Mesoamerica and ancient 
Britain. The early modern public theater was one site where this religious category came into being, 
and this dissertation argues that its spectacular performances of alien rituals provided a populist, 
embodied counterpart to the academic and theological arenas in which this category was also forged. 
Surveying more than a hundred plays from the emergence of the public theater in the 1580s through 
the end of the Restoration, each of my four chapters isolates one widely-used performance set-piece 
of stage paganism: oracle scenes, mass suicides of noble pagan families, triumphal parades, and 
scenes of magical priestly conjuration.  
 In designing these scenes, dramatists like Shakespeare, Marlowe, and Jonson adapted 
ethnographic and antiquarian scholarship to create striking ritual tableaux. Often, these set-pieces 
were initially tailored to the locales of particular plays--Jonson, for example, examined recently 
excavated Roman altars in designing his propitiation scene in Sejanus. But the cash-strapped theater 
companies that owned these properties and orchestrated specialized ritual performances around them 
apparently urged subsequent dramatists to recycle these set-pieces in new plays. This culture of 
material conservatism, I show, resulted in the striking anachronisms that are a hallmark of the 
period's drama: Jonson's Roman altars recur in plays set everywhere from mythic Thebes to 
contemporary South America, the carefully orchestrated group suicides in Marlowe's Dido, Queen of 
Carthage pop up again in ancient Turkey and prehistoric Britain, and the triumphal parades of The 
Wars of Cyrus reappear in contemporary Mesoamerica and elsewhere. Rather than dismiss these 
anachronisms as a mark of ignorance, "Making Pagans" argues that these unexpected transpositions 
had ethnographic force for audiences, creating fictional homologies between different sites and 
helping produce a sense of a trans-geographic, trans-temporal set of "pagan" ritual practices. These 
set-pieces became iconic beyond their in-house runs in individual repertories, and in the Restoration, 
the stock pagans of the Renaissance stage would shape the work of dramatists like Behn, Dryden, 
Lee, and Southerne, who recycled and adapted these pre-war set-pieces for their depictions of an 
increasingly capacious "paganism" that included indigenous and Asian religions. Drawing together 
theater history, Atlantic studies, and the history of comparative religion, "Making Pagans" 
reconceptualizes the uniquely iterative material practices of the theater as central to the construction 
of radical religious difference in early modernity. 
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Introduction: English Theatrical Practice and the Uses of Pagan Homology 
 In 1662, the young John Dryden and his brother-in-law and future dramatic collaborator 
Robert Howard helped discredit Inigo Jones's theories about the origins of Stonehenge. Jones, 
known to modern scholars as the stage designer and architect behind the signature architectural 
and performance extravagances of the early Stuart court, had been commissioned by the elderly 
James I to discover what he could about the monument in 1620 when the king stopped near the 
monument at Wilton House. In response, Jones sketched Stonehenge's structure and provided an 
argument about its history: to the stage designer, fascinated by Vitruvius and a tourist of classical 
ruins on the continent, the structure could only have been built by the Romans.1 Jones' tract 
would not be published until 1655, after his death, and seven years later the two aspiring 
playwrights Dryden and Howard would provide commendatory poems to another tract called 
Chorea Gigantum, which argued (equally inaccurately) that Stonehenge had been built by the 
Danes. Six months later, the two men were in the process of jointly writing and designing The 
Indian Queen, one of the most spectacular, lavish, and expensive recreations of indigenous ritual 
practice onstage in a century of English theater. The play--which helped inaugurate the craze for 
the spectacular productions that became the hallmark of Restoration theater--featured shining 
indigenous feather headdresses imported from Suriname; barbaric and exciting tableaux of blood 
sacrifices and human bodies used as furniture; and novel changeable scenery that depicted magic 
caves and golden temples.  
 I begin with this constellation of events because it draws our eye to the relationship 
between the ethnological performances found in plays like The Indian Queen and the sciences of 
                                                
1 Jones' volume was published posthumously in 1655 by his assistant John Webb as The Most 





ethnologic description (in both their historical and colonial variations) in seventeenth century 
England. The inaccuracy of these histories of Stonehenge--we still do not know who built the 
structure, but both authors were off by millennia--reminds us of the unstable and contested status 
of ethnological knowledge in the period, demonstrating one small instance of the way English 
men and women struggled to fabricate human histories to fill the visible voids in knowledge that 
surrounded old monuments and new continents. These acts of ethnological speculation--who 
built a temple, what rituals happened in it--were tentative and often, in hindsight, strikingly 
inaccurate, created as they were at vast temporal and geographic distances from the peoples and 
societies they attempted to represent. This mini-dispute over the builders and purpose of 
Stonehenge is significant, too, because it took place between Jones and Dryden, two of the most 
significant figures in the history of theater and performance in early modern England. Their 
involvement underlines the alliance between ethnology and the performances and spectacles 
which provided audiences with ephemeral, fictionalized visions of dead or distant societies. 
 A staggering number of seventeenth-century English plays are set in times and places 
beyond the semi-familiar cultural world of the Abrahamic religions and were engaged in what I 
have called acts of ethnological creation. In these plays, captured queens and their children 
follow their husbands into death, delivering impassioned descriptions of pagan cosmology as 
they burn, stab, and drown themselves. Overweening pagan emperors return home atop golden 
chariots that are drawn onstage by slaves yokes in bridles adapted for human faces. Priests and 
pagan royal families chant, light incense, and pour blood, milk, and honey in front of altar-top 
statues that miraculously come to life and provide cryptic prophecies. Pagan magicians inscribe 
mysterious symbols on the ground; wave wands; summon spirits, dragons, devils; and freeze 




actions, representations which I refer to using the term "set-pieces." This term captures three key 
aspects of these moments in early modern plays: their brevity, their theatrical nature, and their 
stereotyped nature as they were reused across plays. Set-pieces are, first, “pieces”: smaller than 
scenes or acts, their actions were diegetically embedded inside other sequences of dialogue and 
action (in contrast to dumbshows, for example, which occur outside the narrative frame). Set-
pieces also rely on the theatrical “set”:  exploiting the visual, olfactory, and sonic resources of 
the theater and combining costumes, special effects, properties, the manipulation of stage space, 
music, and specialized performance techniques into a single constellation of performed action. 
Finally, set-pieces are “set” in the sense that they are persistent and recurrent: each of the staged 
ritual actions I discuss in this dissertation appeared in many plays across a century of theater, 
becoming a recognizable, recurring, and somewhat stereotyped performance element. Set-pieces 
may have been modified in each new play, but their core components were strikingly stable, in 
some cases remaining virtually unchanged across the entire century.2 
 I argue that, through the reuse of these spectacular set-pieces, dramatists and play-makers 
helped produce a species of knowledge about paganism, a fictional category of religious 
difference that was the subject of much writing and speculation in the period. Most of these set-
pieces ultimately originated in source materials generated outside the theater, which were 
pillaged by dramatists looking for ritual details to transform into theatrical action. But the stage 
                                                
2 My use of the term “set-piece” is inspired by but slightly different from Louise George Clubb's 
valuable idea of the "theatergram": a detachable and transportable piece of performance action 
that circulates across national boundaries (Clubb coined the term in her discussion of 
connections between Italian and English drama). The concept is a useful one, but the term has 
strong if not exclusive connotations of the scholarship on what Anston Bosman has called 
"Renaissance intertheaters" and the study of traveling troupes in early modern Europe rather than 
internal transmission within repertories. Additionally, The moments I dwell on are more large-
scale, complex, and multi-sensory than the isolated, smaller tropic bits usually referred to as 
theatergrams. See the introduction to Louise George Clubb, Italian Drama in Shakespeare's 




did not merely reflect extant knowledge about paganism gleaned from other sites: it was also 
generative of new ideas about the notion of the pagan. Playwrights and companies recycled these 
spectacular moments, and the custom-built props and complex performance techniques they 
required, in subsequent plays. These reuses, reflecting a culture of material conservation in 
London's theaters, produced moments of striking anachronism: evil magician-priests lurk in 
"Indian Caves" in plays set in ancient Rome (in Dryden's Tyrannick Love), Scythian queens and 
their ancient British paramours kill themselves citing their desire to be reunited in Elysium (in 
the anonymous Locrine), and the King's Men could stage nearly identical, Roman-style augury 
scenes in plays set in mythic Thebes and first-century Britain on subsequent nights (in  Two 
Noble Kinsmen and Fletcher's Bonduca). Rather than assume that these moments are merely 
lapses in realism, I argue that these acts of recycling and iteration were powerfully ethnologically 
productive, creating fictional homologies between the religious practices of vastly disparate 
times and places. In the hands of dramatists, these homologies could be put to a variety of ends 
that ranged from propagandistic to polemic to jeremiadic: making Pawtucket worship seem as 
imminently obsolete as the vanished oracles of the ancient world, imagining ancient Britain's 
sacrificial rites as glorious and civilized as those of ancient Rome, characterizing enslaved 
African kings slaves as noble but misguided inheritors of the idea of Elysium, and even 
imagining the threatening possibility of homologies between contemporary English society and 
the wealth and cruelty of the pagan empires of the past through the shared form of the triumph.  
II. The Birth of Comparative Religion and the Construction of Paganism 
 The spectacular performances I have introduced above emerged in the context of a surge 
of interest among early modern humanists and theologians in the history and structure of the 




religious study have recently documented, though the disciplinary beginnings of comparative 
religious studies have been traditionally located during the Enlightenment era and its associated 
boom in the social sciences, its emergence substantially predates this. Driven by New World 
exploration, the rise of antiquarianism and philology, and the intra-Christian religious conflicts 
that ravaged Europe in the century following the Reformation, humanist scholars and theologians 
began to think seriously about the history and structure of the world's religions from the fifteenth 
century onward.3 An explosion of publication followed on these topics, many of which took a 
panoramic view of world's religions, like Edward Herbert's De Religione Gentilium (published in 
1663, though written earlier), Alexander Ross's Pansebeia: or a View of all the Religions in the 
World (1653), Edward Brerewood's Enquiries Touching the Diversity of Languages, and 
Religions Through the Cheife Parts of the World (1614). Others, like Richard Baxter's The 
Reasons of the Christian Religion (1667) and Hugo Grotius's A Defence of Christian Religion 
(1627), provided histories and taxonomies of the world's religions from an explicitly apologetic 
viewpoint, attempting to prove to readers the superiority of Christianity through comparison to 
other traditions.4  
                                                
3 For an overview of this historiography see Dmitri Levitin, "From Sacred History to the History 
of Religion: Paganism, Judaism, and Christianity in European Historiography from Reformation 
to 'Enlightenment'" The Historical Journal 55.4 (2012): 1117-1160, as well as the introduction to 
Guy Stroumsa, A New Science: The Discovery of Religion in the Age of Reason (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2010). 
4 I have focused on major English works or translation into English here, but the interest in world 
religions was widespread across Europe in both vernacular and international neo-Latin humanist 
contexts. A full bibliography of early modern texts on the topic from other European traditions 
would be too impractically large to attempt here: more to the point, the majority of these texts 
were not accessible to early modern audiences in England or to the playwrights and designers 
who created these spectacles. There were a few exceptions to this, like Ben Jonson's extensive 
consultation of Continental antiquarian tracts when he designed his coronation triumphs and the 




 This recent work on the history of the study of comparative religion has historicized the 
surge of interest in "paganism" in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but it has been 
produced almost exclusively by intellectual historians and historians of the study of religion, who 
have not been interested in the role that "artistic" or "literary" institutions like the theater played 
in the development of these ideas.5  Conversely, literary scholars have been relatively 
uninterested in the history of comparative religion, despite the "religious turn" in early modern 
literary studies in the past few decades. The religious turn, though it has worked as an important 
corrective to secularist accounts of the early modern period, has largely confined itself to the 
study of the relationship between literature and Christianity and, on occasion, Judaism and Islam, 
without paying much attention to the broader landscapes of religious difference attended to by 
early modern ethnographic and antiquarian writers.6 This is particularly evident in studies of 
early modern drama: despite the widespread presence of exotic "pagan" religious rituals onstage, 
scholars have been slow to systematically engage with them, and in the past few decades these 
tropes have mostly been dismissed as mere proxies for intra-Christian concerns, especially 
English engagements with Catholicism.7 "Making Pagans" focuses on the contributions made by 
                                                
5 There has, however, been some interest among scholars of visual art in these questions, as in 
the outburst of work on the De Bry engravings of indigenous religious practices or William 
Stenhouse's work on the use of illustration in antiquarian texts.  
6 The works that constitute this critical movement are too numerous to note here, but sample key 
monographs include Peter Lake, The Antichrist's Lewd Hat: Protestants, Papists, and Players in 
Post-Reformation England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002) and Allison Shell, 
Catholicism, Controversy, and the English Literary Imagination (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999). For a broad overview of this historiographical turn, including a fuller 
bibliography, see Jackson and Marotti, "The Turn to Religion in Early Modern English Studies." 
Criticism 4.1 (2004): 167-190. 
7 For examples of this critical assumption see the discussion of the altar scene in Sejanus in Peter 
Lake, “Ben Jonson and the Politics of “Conversion”: Catiline and the Relocation of Roman 
(Catholic) Virtue,” Ben Jonson Journal 19.2 (2012): 163-189 and Elizabeth Williamson's 
discussion of altar and tomb scenes in The Materiality of Religion in Early Modern English 




this institution--public theater from its emergence across England's long seventeenth century-- 
demonstrating how it helped shape popular conceptions of religious difference beyond the 
Abrahamic fold in ways that were complementary to but distinct from the work being done by 
early modern scholars and intellectuals.  
 The intellectual Hugo Grotius and other early theorists of comparative religion 
subscribed to one particular taxonomy, which split the world into four faiths--Judaism, Islam, 
Christianity, and "paganism," a division reflected in the four figures who appear on the 
frontispiece to an early English translation of Grotius's apologetic tract [Image 1]. These 
taxonomies separated out the three "religions of the book" from the fourth category, the "pagan," 
one sometimes referred to interchangeably as "gentile," "ethnic," or "heathen." These terms 
functioned as what linguists call exonyms or xenonyms: terms used only by outsiders to refer to 
a certain group (racial slurs are another example of this linguistic phenomenon). In other words, 
unlike the adherents of the miscellaneous "neo-pagan" revival movements of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries in Europe and America (most notably Wicca), no one alive in any part of the 
globe between 1500 and 1700 would have described themselves as "pagan." The category 
functioned, instead, as a Christian hermeneutic, one component of a system that sorted the 
world's ritual practices, distinguishing Christianity from the different but proximal monotheistic 
"religions of the book" (Judaism, Islam) and yet again from the even more geographically and 
historically alien religious traditions of the ancient world and contemporary Asia, sub-Ottoman 
Africa, and the New World. These latter religions were "ethnic," distinguished by their distance 
from Christianity as much as by any inherent religious traits.  
 This last category was the most vexed, nominally containing everything from the 




East Asia, the Americas, and Africa.  This tension between the category's unifying force and the 
sheer diversity of the religions it was meant to describe created a paradox of pagan variety, as 
authors struggled to see coherence and connections between a group of religions that had, in 
reality, little in common. The seventeenth-century intellectual Hugo Grotius's enormously 
influential tract of apologetics, A Defence of Christian Religion, neatly exemplifies this problem. 
The tract has four parts: the first provides positive truths about Christian religion, and the 
remaining three describe the beliefs of Jews, Muslims, and pagans in turn, while giving the 
believer ammunition against these creeds. In one section, Grotius talks about pagan belief in 
Rome during the rise of Christianity, and his discussion exemplifies the logistical inconsistencies 
that the unstable, fictional umbrella category of the pagan created: 
They [the pagans] procured all the mischief they could to the worshippers of the one most 
High God, by provoking both Magistrates and People to inflict punishments upon 
them….and any other Religion (though never so different in Rites) was allowed, as the 
Egyptian, the Phrygian, the Grecian, the Tuscan, and the sacred rites of Rome.  …this 
[the impiety of pagan religious practice] was manifest by the manner of their worship, 
which no way beseemed any good and honest Spirit; namely, by humane bloud, by the 
running of naked Men in the Temples, by Pageants and dancings, full of nasty filthiness: 
such as may be seen at this day among some People of America and Africa, who yet sit in 
the darkness of Gentilisme.8 
 
Grotius characterizes paganism in two ways. On the one hand, he describes pagan religious 
practice as diverse and disconnected, a point which he makes by enumerating various sects of 
pagans (Egyptians, Phrygians, Grecians) and by directly claiming that their practices were "so 
different in Rites" from one another.  In this part of his account, we see paganism as a 
miscellaneous and unconnected set of religious groups. But on the other hand, Grotius's account 
also works against this characterization.  He uses third person plural pronouns that lump the 
"pagans" together--"they procured," "their worship." This sense of a unified pagan "creed" is 
                                                
8 Hugo Grotius, True Religion Explained and Defended Against the Archenemies Thereof in 




underscored when Grotius shifts perspective and gives us a list of rituals that "they" all practiced: 
the running of naked men in the temples, pageants and dancing, and the use of human blood in 
sacrifices. He even goes on to claim that these rituals were not just used by pagan sects in Rome, 
but also continue to be practiced by pagans in America and Africa. Grotius's vacillation between 
the characterization of paganism as an unconnected set of local practices and the generalization 
about pagan ritual practice is typical of the way that Renaissance intellectuals struggled to give 
shape and internal coherence to a heterogeneous group of religions.9 Even the illustration 
referred to above confirms this point; though Grotius focuses the bulk of his attention throughout 
the section on ancient pagan practices, turning only occasionally to refer to contemporary 
heathen religions, the illustration of "paganism" on the frontispiece depicts not a Roman but a 
feathered Indian.  
 Here and throughout my dissertation I use the term ethnology to refer to the knowledge 
about foreign religious practices that was produced by intellectuals like Grotius as well as by 
theater makers. This term was not used in the early modern period and did not emerge until the 
                                                
9 Despite the category's incoherence, it has persisted for centuries as a way of taxonomizing the 
world's religions, and modern scholars in many disciplines continue to use the term as if it 
referred to a fixed, coherent, or natural category. Only recently, in fact, have scholars in the 
disciplines of religious history and anthropology called for the abandonment of the term, 
pointing out that "paganism" was originally a fictitious "simplifying slogan" produced and 
circulated by ancient Christian polemicists, one that was eventually revived and further codified 
in the disciplines of early modern antiquarianism, ethnology, and theology. The concept has 
persisted in different garbled guises, too, in religious studies, as one can see in this description of 
"ethnic" or "tribal" religions in the recent Routledge Companion to the Study of Religion. Here, 
"ethnic" religions are different from "universal" religions, which "seek worldwide acceptance," 
in that they do not seek converts and are each instead "identified with a particular tribal or ethnic 
group." These "tribal (or traditional) religions involve belief in some power or powers beyond 
humans, to which they can appeal for help. Examples include the souls of the departed, and 
spirits living on mountains, in stones, trees or animals." This broad definition, though here not 
used for apologetic purposes, deploys precisely the same strategies of fictionalizing homology 
creation that were de rigueur for early modern scholars of paganism. Chris Park, "Religion and 
Geography," in The Routledge Companion to the Study of Religion, ed. John Russell Hinnells 




late 18th century; the disciplines of cultural description that became the Enlightenment social 
sciences and their modern academic heirs were still inchoate in the early modern period.  But 
that does not mean that early modern writers and readers were not interested in distant cultures 
nor that there were no genres and shared systems of convention for representing those cultures.  
Indeed, the word “ethnology,” as it is defined by contemporary anthropology, helps to describe 
some of those practices of representation.  Anthropologists use the word "ethnography" to 
designate work written by embedded observers in the culture being described.  By contrast, they 
use “ethnology” to refer to cultural descriptions produced from second-hand accounts, at a 
distance.  I will suggest that early modern playwrights used precisely this process of estranged 
assemblage rather than direct observation in their attempts to capture temporally and 
geographically distant cultures.  
 Most importantly, however, I use the word to evoke the signification of the early modern 
term "ethnic," used interchangeably in the period with the word "pagan."  This word was 
imported into English sometime in the late 15th century from either the Greek ethnos or its Latin 
equivalent ethnicus. In its original Old Testament Greek contexts, the word referred to foreign 
nations or tribes who did not worship the Jewish God; in early modern European vernaculars, 
cognates of the term appeared to describe those who did not worship the Christian God. 10  In 
early modern England, the term referred not only to a non-Christian, but more specifically to a 
religious worshipper outside any monotheistic system.  So, in a 1633 sermon, Samuel Otes 
would note that "a false opinion of God, is in a Iew, Infidelity; in an Ethnike, Paganisme; in a 
Christian, heresy; in a Turke, Ignorancy."11 This usage, in which "an Ethnike" serves as the 
                                                
10 "ethnic, n. and adj., A1 and B1." OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2016.   
11 Samuel Otes, An Explanation of the General Epistle of St. Jude, EEBO, Bodleian Library 




substantive noun and "paganisme" as the religious practice, as distinct from Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam, both demonstrates the way the word fit into the four-fold religious 
division of the world and also the way these taxonomies and the terms associated with them 
could be highly idiosyncratic and shifting.12 The modern sense of "ethnic" as a broad indicator of 
unspecified cultural difference ("ethnic food"), rather than a particular religious designation, did 
not emerge until the late 19th century. Ethnology, in my use, attempts to recapture a moment 
when the most relevant differences between societies were understood in religious terms, rather 
than biological, geographical, or cultural. These uses of "pagan," "ethnic," or "gentile" reflect 
speakers and writers for whom the most significant aspect of a foreign society was their attitude 
toward Abrahamic monotheism. 
 Attending to early modern ethnological works helps clarify the way that early modern 
thinkers were not solely interested in a classical past whose culture was predominately secular 
and of interest for its philosophical content. The scholarly characterization of the Renaissance 
rediscovery of antiquity as a secular revival dates back to Jacob Burckhardt, though it continues 
to have purchase to the present day in, for example, the recent boom of scholarship on the early 
modern reception of Lucretius.13 As Burckhardt put it in his The Civilization of the Renaissance 
in Italy in 1860: "Antiquity exercised an influence of another kind than that of Islam, and this not 
                                                
12 Though many thinkers broadly subscribed to the four-fold division of the world into Judaism, 
Islam, Christianity, and paganism, the contents of these different categories were often a matter 
of debate. The mutability of these categories evident in early modern works that attempted to 
describe various ethnic groups as lost tribes of Israel or in strident polemic attacks that argued 
that Islam or various sects of Christianity were, in fact, pagan. For an example of the former, see 
Thomas Thorowgood, Jews in America, EEBO, British Library (London, 1650), for examples of 
the latter see Joshua Stopford, Pagano-Papismus, or an Exact Parallel between Rome-pagan and 
Rome-Christian, EEBO, University of Illinois Library (London, 1675) or William Russel, 
Quakerism is Paganism, EEBO, Bodleian Library (London, 1674).  
13 For one example of this, see Stephen Greenblatt, The Swerve: How the World Became Modern  




through its religion, which was too much like the Catholicism of the period, but through its 
philosophy. Ancient literature, now respected as something incomparable, is full of the victory of 
philosophy over religious tradition." Burckhardt here draws a distinction between the encounter 
with Islam and the encounter with the classical past, characterizing the rediscovery of antiquity 
not as the experience of encounter with religious difference but instead with a philosophy 
rendered as triumphantly secular. This metaphor of rediscovery, beloved by Burckhardt's heirs, 
reflects an understanding of early modern Europe's engagement with antiquity as a process of 
inheriting a fixed, intelligible set of aesthetic and philosophical traditions characterized as 
continuous with the national self. New histories of the early modern interest in comparative 
religion, however, complicate these assumptions about the early modern rediscovery of a purely 
secular antiquity. For early modern theologians, scholars, and dramatists, Greece and Rome were 
active sites of ethnological inquiry and speculation: distinct and alien religious cultures that were 
encountered rather than inherited. The reconstruction of these cultures--particularly their 
religious practices--required recourse to the same strategies of ethnological knowledge 
production as those deployed to understand the new cultures brought into view during the 
voyages and settlements of what was once known as the "Age of Discovery."  
 Paganism, in other words, was not a natural or obvious category, but an organizational 
rubric made in the seventeenth century. Stroumsa terms the emergence of these scholarly 
conversations the "discovery" of religious difference, but it might be less ontologically naive to 
refer to this process as the creation of ideas about religious difference, particularly in the case of 
temporally and geographically distant non-Abrahamic religious practices that were referred to in 
the period under the umbrella term "paganism." More theoretically inclined scholars in religious 




understanding this process. In the past few decades, Timothy Fitzgerald in The Ideology of 
Religious Studies (2000) and Tomoko Masuzawa in The Invention of World Religions (2005) 
have offered helpful correctives to these more positivist visions of the process of religious 
"discovery" as part of a larger deconstructive, post-colonial turn in the study of "world 
religions." These scholars have interrogated the applicability of the category of "religion," 
whole-cloth, as a rubric for organizing and describing any non-Abrahamic systems of ritual and 
belief.14 These insights are particularly applicable to the study of the history of the category of 
"paganism." For these scholars, paganism, an imagined set of homologies between impossibly 
heterogeneous non-Abrahamic religious sites, can be understood as a fictitious category of 
religious continuity and resemblance that was produced rather than discovered by early modern 
Europeans. This dissertation argues that seventeenth century theater was one site where the 
manufacture of this knowledge took place.  
III. Staging Pagans: Set-pieces and the Uses of Religious Homology 
 England's spectacles of pagan religious practice were produced in this intellectual milieu, 
but the knowledge they provided for audiences was of a different order than that which could be 
found in elite intellectual contexts. The set-pieces I trace were spectacular, maximizing the 
resources of the early modern theaters in which they appeared and requiring the elaborate 
orchestration of olfactory, visual and sonic elements. In my attention to the spectacular nature of 
these moments in performance, I follow and extend recent critical trends in theater history that 
                                                
14 See Timothy Fitzgerald, The Ideology of Religious Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999) and Tomoko Masuzawa, The Invention of World Religions; Or, How European 
Universalism Was Preserved in the Language of Pluralism (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 
2005), esp chapter 1. Both Fitzgerald and Masuzawa see the designation of non-Abrahamic ritual 
structures (like Shintoism) as "religions" as the imposition of set of artificial constructs onto non-
Western contexts, as a process of Western knowledge formation with deep roots in Judeo-




have returned early modern plays to the playhouse. These set-pieces were invariably among the 
most heightened moments of spectacle in any play they appeared in, and attending to them helps 
us understand what a complex visual, aural, and olfactory space the early modern theater was. In 
its attention to more than merely the verbal elements of drama, my dissertation extends the work 
done by Jonathan Gil Harris, Natasha Korda, and others. These thinkers have helped debunk the 
myth of the "bare stage" in Renaissance theater, producing a vision of early modern drama as full 
of what was once disparagingly referred to by critics as "stage business." They understand 
performed elements not as nugatory post-authorial trimming but instead as richly signifying and 
essential parts of the design of early modern plays.15 By focusing on paganism in performance 
rather than on the page or in elite academic contexts, I follow a long line of avowedly populist 
scholars who have turned to the analysis of performance as a way to capture the experiences of 
the broader, cross-class, mixed-gender public who were reached by spectacle regardless of their 
literacy.16 In other words, the theater not only provided audiences with representations of pagans 
that differed in content from those offered in elite academic contexts, but it also represented 
these objects in different media and to different audiences. Attention to these elements in 
                                                
15 See Jonathan Gil Harris and Natasha Korda, Staged Properties in Early Modern English 
Drama (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2006).  
16 Elizabeth Maddock Dillon has articulated this imperative most forcefully and broadly in her 
recent critique of Habermasian public sphere theory, which, in its focus on printed texts, elides 
aliterate people. Attention to performance offers us a way to recapture the aesthetic experiences 
of otherwise marginalized subjects in the early modern Atlantic world--the lower classes, 
women, slaves, indigenous peoples--who may not have had access to the print sphere. Elizabeth 
Maddock Dillon, New World Drama: The Performative Commons in the Atlantic World, 1649-
1849 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014), 13-14. Dillon is only the most recent major 
scholar to argue for the necessity of considering drama in performance. I turn to her because her 
work is both recent and understands English theater as part of a larger Atlantic space. For earlier 
examples of this, however, see Bernard Beckerman, Shakespeare at the Globe (New York: 
Macmillian, 1962) or Robert Weimann's explicitly Marxist claims for the importance of this kind 
of analysis in Shakespeare and the Popular Tradition in the Theater: Studies in the Social 




performance demonstrates the way that the theater offered knowledge that emerged from the 
embodied, affective experience of spectacle: audiences, for example, grew to associate oracular 
scenes with the haunting, ethereal music of recorders and triumphal processions with the glint of 
the gold paint used on the chariots at their centers. 
 These set-pieces offered knowledge that was cognate to but different from than that 
found in academic or theological writings through one of their key features: their reuse. 
Dramatists sometimes borrowed from academic discourses as they designed these elaborate set-
pieces, plundering sources ranged from historical writing and university drama to antiquarian 
scholarship and the emblem tradition. From these, dramatists aggregated details about pagan 
ritual, transforming these sources into performance action on the stage, as Ben Jonson did when 
designing the altar set-piece for Sejanus. But these moments of stage innovation were relatively 
rare for the simple reason of cost: these set-pieces were complex and difficult to perform and 
their associated properties, costumes, and effects were expensive. Each of my chapters traces the 
emergence of a ritual set-piece and shows how it slowly became synonymous with stage 
paganism through reuse across the century. Many of these reuses occurred within single 
repertories, as the companies who staged these plays attempted to get their money's worth, so to 
speak, out of these set-pieces. Thus, we see the King's Men staging a whole run of plays 
featuring similar oracular trick-altar set-pieces, or Queen Anne's Men specializing, for a brief 
period, in plays featuring magic study scenes. In its attention to the way these set-pieces seem to 
have been company specialties, this dissertation draws on the insights offered by subfield of 
repertory studies, initiated by the groundbreaking scholarship of Andrew Gurr and Rosalind 




Scott McMillin, Larry Manley, Mary Bly, and Sally-Beth MacLean. 17 This work has recalibrated 
and qualified our understanding of the relationship between playwrights and the plays that today 
bear their name in print. Supplanting Romantic ideas of solo authorship that have clustered 
particularly thickly around Shakespeare in the four centuries since his death, these scholars have 
shown the ways that playwrights worked with and drew upon existing company resources, 
casting the conception, writing, and production of plays as an intensely collaborative process in 
which authors played only one part. Various para-authorial factors have been proposed as 
influences on the construction and content of plays within individual repertories, with particular 
focus on the architectural details of venue and the skills and interests of the actors available to 
individual companies.   
 My dissertation combines an attention to the influence of repertory with an interest in the 
fragmentary pieces out of which drama was built. In doing so, I follow and extend a broader 
trend in the study of early modern drama towards the study of dramatic fragments rather than 
whole texts. In the past fifteen years, theater historians have become less concerned with the 
categorization of texts into sub-genres (as "city comedy," as "Turk play") and have begun to 
understand that some plays might be more accurately described as loose and shifting collections 
of materials that were shaped by many hands. In their landmark volume Shakespeare in Parts, 
Tiffany Stern and Simon Palfrey argue that many early modern plays might be more fruitfully 
                                                
17 Roslyn Knutson, The Repertory of Shakespeare's Company, 1594-1613 (Fayetteville, AR: 
University of Arkansas Press, 1991) and Playing Companies and Commerce in Shakespeare's 
Time (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Andrew Gurr, The Shakespearian 
Playing Companies (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996); Mary Bly, Queer Virgins and Virgin 
Queans on the Early Modern Stage (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Sally-Beth 
Maclean and Scott McMillin, The Queen’s Men and Their Plays (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998); Sally-Beth Maclean and Lawrence Manley, Lord Strange's Men and 
their Plays (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014); Lucy Munro, Children of the Queen's 





considered as a “accumulation” of elements developed collaboratively by companies and 
playwright rather than as a series of hermetically sealed individual texts produced by single 
authors. Their arguments help to account for the way that these set-pieces of stage paganism 
could recur in new plays within repertories (and sometimes beyond them) independent of 
individual authors or genres. Massinger's city comedy The City Madam, for example, borrows 
the set-piece of the stage-triumph, despite the fact that triumphs had been used mostly in 
tragedies from the 1590s onward, while scenes of oracular prediction circulated back and forth 
between tragedies and tragicomedies, all written by different authors, in the repertory of the 
King's Men.  
 These institutional structures encouraged the reuse of these spectacle-heavy set-pieces, 
leading to the formal inertia that characterizes their seventeenth-century history. Scenes of pagan 
religion, featuring as they did exotic costumes, special effects, and custom properties, were 
particularly heavy investments for companies and created particularly intense imperatives for 
reuse. After their initial debuts, these set-pieces often occur in new plays, often by different 
authors and of different generic types. Repertory study helps us understand this phenomenon; 
these set-pieces worked as transposable bits of spectacle that were available to (and perhaps even 
pushed upon) authors writing for any given company. This is visible, in some of the cases I 
discuss, in the way these set-pieces feel almost modular, placed inside plays where they have 
limited narrative connections to the rest of the action and employ characters who may not appear 
elsewhere in the play. These acts of recycling occurred frequently within individual repertories, 
but just as often through later imitation in new institutional contexts, as for example when 
dramatists working for Queen Anne's Men in the 1620s revived the magic study scene found in 




again while writing for the King's Company in the 1660s. These acts of imitation, in turn, tended 
to produce new runs of plays within these new repertory contexts, just as the magic study scene 
became a frequently recycled hallmark of Queen Anne's Men drama for several years. In other 
chapters, I show similar processes happening with the United Company's revival and subsequent 
frequent reuse of the King's Men altar set-piece in the 1670s or with Phillip Massinger's revival 
of Admiral's Men-style triumph set-pieces in five plays in the 1620s and early 1630s.  
 These processes of recycling produced moments of anachronism that seem jarring and 
inaccurate to us today. Jonson's carefully researched, hyper-specific Roman altar scene designed 
for Sejanus quickly saw new life in King's Men plays like Bonduca (set in fifth-century Britain), 
Two Noble Kinsmen (set in mythic prehistoric Thebes), and even eventually in a modified form 
in The Sea Voyage (set off the coast of South America). The group suicides created by 
Christopher Marlowe for the Children of the Chapel and the Admiral's Men, in which pagan 
royalty and their children kill themselves like falling dominos, citing a desire to reunite in 
"Elysium" eventually appear in incongruous contexts like Locrine, in which a Scythian queen 
and her lover, an ancient British prince, kill themselves anachronistically citing the same 
destination. Similar jarring re-contextualizations can be observed in the history of the magician's 
study scene, which began as an indicator of medieval heterodoxy or heresy in Admiral's Men 
plays like Faustus and Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay but eventually recurred in later plays set in 
ancient Cappadocia and contemporary Mesoamerica. 
 These examples show how reuse could generate homologies between different temporal 
and geographic settings, as individual set-pieces quickly became, through their reuse in new 
plays, broadly iconic of pagan religious practice. And though it is tempting to dismiss these 




pieces was ethnologically productive for audiences. To borrow a page from classic genre theory, 
we might see these reuses as an example of what Jauss and Benzinger once called "process of 
continuous horizon setting and horizon changing," that occurs when generic expectations are 
established and continually evolve.18 In the theater audiences learned, through the repetition of 
these ritual set-pieces, what "pagans" did, and further reuses of these set-pieces helped 
incorporate new cultures into these generic frameworks. These reuses, to put it another way, 
turned old generic knowledge into new ethnological knowledge about pagan religious practices, 
rendering, for example, indigenous religions using existing set-pieces that were initially 
developed for plays set in antiquity. This process could work in reverse, as well, as in John 
Dryden's Tyrannick Love, set in ancient Rome, which reuses an "Indian cave" from his 
Mesoamerican plays.  
 By focusing our attention on the formal inertia of these "pagan" set-pieces, which resisted 
to some extent the rapid changes in the intellectual and political contexts surrounding the theater, 
this dissertation offers a new version of the relationship between literary form and history. The 
New Historicist readings of theatrical form that have dominated readings of play content for 
three decades have tended to see seventeenth-century theater as minutely reflective of and 
responsive to its contexts. The vision of seventeenth century theater's relationship to its 
intellectual milieu that emerges from my project is very different, full of strange backward 
eddies and formal inertia. In flashes, the theater gulped and digested new ethnological 
information, but the set-pieces that resulted rapidly became frozen or ossified by the institutional 
frameworks of the repertory, where they became glacially-changing formal shorthands used to 
represent newly encountered religious cultures. So we see John Fletcher reading extensively 
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about druidic prophetic practice but resorting to the King's Men’s familiar altar set-piece to 
represent these practices in Bonduca, and Aphra Behn repeating this act seven decades later with 
her representation of indigenous Virginian religious practices. For these playwrights, new 
historical events summoned not formal innovation but the recycling and alteration of familiar, 
near-frozen theatrical forms. These recycled set-pieces were themselves productive of 
ethnological knowledge, not despite their lack of responsiveness to the contexts in which they 
appeared but because of it, as their unchanging nature provided audiences with the homological 
frameworks necessary to sustain the illusion of pagan coherence across religious cultures from 
very different times and places.  
 But these set-pieces were not wholly invariant, and my chapters show authors and 
institutions subtly altering the outlines of these inherited materials for new representational 
purposes as they recontextualized them. The four set-pieces I track did not change in simple, 
hydraulic ways in response to a single historical event, but in their histories one can trace a 
century-long turn from a kind of wondrous tolerance to skepticism in the representation of pagan 
religion onstage. As the century progresses, suicidal pagans, expecting Elysium, see instead 
terrifying flashes of hell as they die; once-truthful pagan oracles speak only false riddles and 
require blood instead of incense; pagan magicians are shorn of the learning once associated with 
their practices; and once-glorious triumphal parades become depraved displays of imperial 
barbarity. These changes in how these set-pieces worked onstage were slow and uneven, nor can 
these changes be fixed as responses to single historical events. But they do, in a general way,s 
coincide with England's expanded colonial presence from roughly the 1620s onward, as the 
nation transitioned from owning only a handful of colonies--Jamestown, Plymouth, 




Caribbean by 1700. Along with this expansion came intensified contact and conflict with 
indigenous American and African populations and a concurrent increase in attempts to convert 
these populations. With this intensified Atlantic presence came an increase in theatrical 
representations of indigenous figures and their religious practices in England, particularly in the 
post-war era, an increase that coincides with an increasingly negative representation of pagan 
religious practices onstage. These representations grow out of and are formally continuous with 
the stage "pagans" of the pre-war era, but they were also subtly altered in response to new 
political and intellectual climates that were increasingly hostile toward "pagan" religious 
practices. More specifically, this hostility developed in response to three major intellectual and 
political developments. The first was the series of military conflict between indigenous 
populations and English settlers that began with the Virginia Massacre of 1622 and extended 
through a series of small- and large-scale conflicts across the century that included the Pequot 
War and King Phillip's War. These clashes between indigenous peoples and English settlers 
generated, in turn, propaganda and news reports in England that emphasized the barbarity of 
indigenous cultural and religious practices.19 Second, the century saw the development of 
conversion schemes aimed at the "heathen" population of the New World and Africa, 
spearheaded first by individual missionaries and then by organizations like the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Finally, negative attitudes toward pagan religions 
were fueled by the rise of skepticism in English intellectual circles across the seventeenth 
century, as philosophers and ethnographers began to question the authority of all temporal 
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religious institutions, Christian and pagan alike.20 By showing how Jacobean, Caroline, and 
Restoration dramatists manipulated a inherited and surprisingly invariant formal palette to 
respond to these changes, I show how theatrical practitioners could make a virtue of their 
belatedness, exploiting pre-existing forms and their connotations for new political and aesthetic 
ends.   
 Tracing the change and continuity in the form and uses of these set-pieces across the 
century also crosses the traditional divide between the Renaissance and Restoration theaters and 
shows how post-war dramatists borrowed heavily from the performance techniques and 
technologies of the pre-war stage. The study of Renaissance drama has long taken the outbreak 
of war in 1642 and the closure of the theaters as its endpoint, and various disciplinary structures-
- hiring categories, the scope of journals, graduate admissions--are shaped around and reinforce 
the study of a "Renaissance" terminating at 1642 (or perhaps 1660). This structure has been 
further entrenched by the field's stubborn bardolatry, which places Shakespeare at the center of a 
traditional periodization, enabling the production of convenient narratives about the medium's 
"rise" and "fall," with mid- to-late 16th century theater as a rude prelude needing his perfecting 
creative touch and the post-1616 theatrical landscape as a slow slide into imitation and 
decadence terminated by the war. And even though some work has been done in the past fifty 
years on the drama that occurred during the English Civil Wars, it has mainly focused on the 
forms in which drama persisted during the war years rather than on tracing continuities in form 
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across the divide.21 This division has been entrenched by scholars working on English literature 
after the Civil War, as well, some of whom have characterized Restoration drama as a break 
from tradition.22 This assumption of novelty does not come from nowhere: it was a claim that 
Restoration dramatists themselves made about the resumption of playing in the 1660s, as a way 
to estrange themselves from the troubled war years and emphasize their loyalty to the new 
regime. These claims for novelty also seem somewhat justified given the new and extensive 
influence of Continental theatrical elements in Restorations drama, ranging from the use of 
actresses to the design of the new groove-and-shutter playhouses to the extensive pillaging of 
French and Spanish plays and other texts for source materials. This shift, part of a broader 
enthusiasm for imitation of French and Italian fashions in the wake of the court's return from 
exile on the Continent, has fueled the idea of Restoration theatrical practice as a clean aesthetic 
break from the era of Jonson, Marlowe, and Shakespeare, and contributed to the affiliation of the 
                                                
21 Susan Wiseman, Drama and Politics in the English Civil War (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998) and Dale Randall, Winter Fruit: English Drama, 1642-1660 (Lexington, 
University of Kentucky Press, 1995).  
22 Many scholars before me have questioned this divide, though mostly in the context of prose 
and poetry. Steven Zwicker, most significantly, has made a similar argument for continuity by 
analyzing the types of works that were printed and sold on either side of the "divide," concluding 
that "[the Restoration's] real structural impact on literature, on print culture, or on culture more 
broadly....was more diffuse and ambiguous, more contradictory and inconsistent than we are led 
to imagine when we observe these national events through the simplifying lens of literary labels 
and periods." Many other scholars have implicitly challenged the divide in the structure of their 
scholarly works, as in Molly Murray's work on the poetry of conversion from Donne through 
Dryden. Murray and Zwicker specialize primarily in poetry and prose, and work on continuities 
in dramatic form have been surprisingly thin on the ground, with only a few exceptions. like 
Hume and Milhouse's work on how costumes and other properties may have been passed from 
company to company across the years of the Civil War. See Steven Zwicker, "Is There Such a 
Thing As Restoration Literature?" Huntington Library Quarterly, 69 (2006): 425–50, Molly 
Murray, The Poetics of Conversion in Early Modern English Literature: Verse and Change from 
Donne to Dryden (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2009), and Robert Hume and 
Judith Milhouse, "New Light on English Acting Companies in 1646, 1648, and 1660,” The 





study of Restoration drama with eighteenth-century studies. This dissertation shows, however, 
that despite these political and institutional changes, the theaters of Restoration England were 
deeply indebted to pre-war stagecraft in ways we still only dimly understand. By offering some 
four examples of the continuities, performance techniques and set-pieces developed in the 
theaters of pre-war London gained new life in the 1660s and beyond, I hope to offer a model for 
how we might read drama across the divide of the English Civil War.  
IV. Chapter Summaries 
 This dissertation is broken into four chapters, each of which focuses on a different set-
piece through which pagan religion was imagined across many seventeenth-century plays. 
Together, they reveal the enduring influence of stage pagan paradigms developed in the early 
years of the public theater, the most notable of which is the enormous shaping reach exerted by 
the theatrical designs of the Admiral's Men in the era of Marlowe. Each individual chapter traces 
the emergence of a set-piece in either the late Elizabethan (suicides, conjurors, triumphs) or very 
early Jacobean theater (oracle scenes), its codification and achievement of iconic status through 
repetition in an individual repertory (in the first chapter, the King's Men; in the other three, the 
Admiral's Men). From there, each chapter shows how later Jacobean, Caroline, and Restoration 
dramatists picked up and transformed each set-piece through recontextualization, acts of reuse 
that often, in turn, spawned new runs of iteration and recycling in new repertory contexts. Each 
chapter concludes with a Restoration redeployment of the trope in a New World play, showing 
how these iconic pagan set-pieces were used to make legible for audiences newly encountered 
religious cultures about which little was known.  
 Each chapter spans the century, but they are ordered in two loose pairs based on their 




the efficacy of pagan ritual was investigated: the oracular altar, with its apparatus of sacrifice and 
priestly functionaries, and the magician's study, with its individual learned figure absorbed in his 
magic books of pagan ritual. These scenes explore different questions about pagan religion by 
interrogating, respectively, its ritual apparatuses and its textual bases: altar scenes focus on the 
question of whether complex pagan rituals could generate efficacious knowledge about the future 
through a link to the divine, while magician scenes interrogate the nature of pagan texts and their 
connection to the production of ritual. The second pair of chapters focus, respectively, on 
triumphs and suicides, set-pieces that dramatists used to explore the religious beliefs that 
accompanied military victory and its desperate opposite, loss and captivity, in the imperial wars 
of the ancient world. In scenes of triumph, conquering pagan emperors display their hubristic 
self-conception as divinely licensed or even divine, absolutist beliefs that dramatists linked both 
to imperial wealth and to the subjugation and bestialization of triumphal captives. In scenes of 
suicide, captured pagan aristocrats escape triumph in death, monologuing about what they 
believe they will find in the next world and comforting themselves with visions of a 
reconstituted, eternal political and familial order in the next life, usually in Elysium. 
 My first chapter examines oracular altar scenes, initiated by Ben Jonson's Sejanus, a play 
which sharply diverged from earlier conventions for representing oracles and prophecy onstage, 
linking staged ritual drawn from antiquarian sources with the production of true prophetic 
knowledge. Jonson, closely associated with a circle of antiquarians that included Robert Cotton 
and William Camden, consulted Cotton's extensive library and even the newly-acquired 
collection of excavated Roman altars that the antiquarian had gathered from across England in 
his creation of the scene. Jonson's meticulously researched oracular set-piece, which involved a 




becomes miraculously animated at a key point in the play. This set-piece would became an 
important aspect of the King's Men's brand in the next fifteen years, and the company would 
reuse versions of it in a number subsequent plays written by different authors: Bonduca; The 
Two Noble Kinsmen; The Faithful Friends; Hengist, King of Kent; The Mad Lover; and others. 
These plays transported the oracular altar far afield: Bonduca and The Two Noble Kinsmen took 
it to ancient Britain and mythic Thebes, respectively, while The Sea Voyage repurposed it on a 
South American island. Fletcher's transformation of the altar in Bonduca, in particular, shows the 
way that these theatrical forms were strongly inertial; the dramatist had consulted much more 
specific accounts of ancient British ritual but chose, instead, to recycle Jonson's Roman altar 
scene. These reuses of the set-piece by the King's Men, I argue, helped transform the set-piece 
into a mobile, free-floating shorthand for pagan prophetic action, though later iterations of made 
the rituals around the altar darker, requiring blood sacrifice, and its predictions more ambiguous. 
Having surveyed these uses of the oracle set-piece, I conclude by showing how James Shirley 
and Aphra Behn repurposed the altar in their depiction of colonial contact zones. Shirley's play 
takes the altar to a pagan Ireland on the brink of Christianization in Saint Patrick for Ireland, 
while Behn's The Widow Ranter uses it to represent indigenous Virginian ritual. Both dramatists, 
I argue, use show the altar set-piece and its products to be the result of unreliable human action, 
inefficacious and false when compared the knowledge provided by direct revelation. These plays 
stress, in the process, the inability of these indigenous religions to compete with an encroaching 
Christianity.  
 My second chapter looks at scenes of conjuration, focusing particularly on the magician's 
study, a highly stereotyped set-piece featuring magicians who are tempted by "necromantic" 




became popular in the wake of its creation by the Admiral's Men in the late 16th century in 
Doctor Faustus, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, and The Old Wives Tale. I focus on Faustus, in 
which the scene is used to depict a late medieval scholar falsely tempted by the promise that 
texts might grant him access to supernatural power that would exist outside to a Christian 
schema of divine and Satanic. I then show how this trope was seized by Queen Anne's Men, a 
late Jacobean troupe, who dropped the magician's study and its books into the anachronistic 
settings of ancient Antioch and Cappadocia under late Roman rule in Two Noble Ladies and the 
Converted Conjuror and The Virgin Martyr. These plays, I argue, take the late-medieval study 
and transform it into a universalized ground for the struggle between Christian and pagan textual 
traditions, while characterizing the latter as Satanic. The chapter concludes by showing how the 
pre-war plays featuring magician's studies were a staple of revivals in the 1660s and arguing that 
Dryden's Mesoamerican magicians in The Indian Queen and The Indian Emperor subtly evoke 
their staging practices while shifting the comparison between paganism and Christianity to the 
ground of ritual rather than textuality, skeptically questioning both traditions in the process.  
 My third chapter looks at the stage-life of the triumphal parade, a key rite of ancient 
imperial power strongly associated with the absolutist and even apotheotic claims made by 
Roman emperors. I argue that the stage, in sharp contrast to contemporary, celebratory uses of 
the triumph in other visual media, focused on the victims of pagan empire, the slaves brought 
home as "ornaments" of military victory. I begin with an examination of early uses of the 
triumph in the 1590s by the Admiral's Men in Tamburlaine, The Wounds of Civil War, and Titus 
Andronicus. These early plays, I argue, link the ritual of the triumph to the visual display of 
objectified and bestialized conquered royalty in a novel way. I then show how Marston and 




deliberate evocation of the triumph in the service of his self-fashioning as a new Augustus. These 
plays make the experience of the defeated even more central, dramatizing pagan female 
aristocrats in Carthage (Sophonisba) and Egypt (Antony and Cleopatra) who face the horror of 
Roman triumph. I then turn to a run of five plays that Phillip Massinger produced for different 
companies in the 1620s, showing how the playwright focused on the phenomenon of imitating 
triumph, depicting late- and post-Roman societies (including England itself) that attempted to 
copy this most Roman of forms at their spiritual peril. These plays transferred the triumph to new 
settings while gradually amplifying the presence of captives, turning the trope into a powerful 
critique of the brutality of pre-Christian imperial might and the danger of its imitation. I conclude 
with Howard and Dryden's The Indian Queen, which used the topos to generate an image of new 
world Indians not as noble savages but as analogous in their barbarism, absolutism, and military 
might to the empires of the Old World. 
 My final chapter looks at group suicides committed by noble pagans, a stage set-piece 
pioneered by Christopher Marlowe in his influential two-part epic play Tamburlaine and, 
perhaps simultaneously, in his tragedy Dido, Queen of Carthage. I argue that these scenes were 
designed to embody a belief in Elysium, a godless afterlife characterized by reunion with one's 
earthly loved ones, through their emphasis on copy-cat suicides of wives and children who 
"follow" their patriarchs into death. These visions, deeply at odds with reformed Christian 
theology, offered audiences a glimpse into alternate eschatologies and the actions these beliefs 
inspired in this world. Marlowe's scenic design was unprecedented, and was picked up 
enthusiastically in the five years after Tamburlaine in The Wars of Cyrus, The Wounds of Civil 
War, and Locrine.  These plays displaced Marlowe's set-piece into increasingly anachronistic 




ancient world. I then turn to a series of revisions of the set-piece across the century, showing 
how later dramatists like Shakespeare, Dryden, and Southerne borrowed this paradigm in their 
portrayals of indigenous and African royalty. I show how, in the later years of the century, 
dramatists slowly undercut these beliefs, showing them to be misguided in comparison to 
Christian visions of heaven.  
 Taken together, two larger points emerge from these chapters. On the one hand, they 
collectively demonstrate the remarkable formal stability of the theatrical palette with which 
dramatists rendered pagan rituals on England's stages from the 1580s to 1700. In individual 
plays, these spectacular elements could be used for simple purposes, as when audiences gazed in 
wonder at in Sejanus's miraculous fortune-telling statute, indulged in romantic fantasies of 
reunion in the afterlife during a play like Antony and Cleopatra, or shuddered at the barbaric 
displays of slavery in The Wounds of Civil War. Across plays, however, this formal stability 
helped audiences to see connections between sites, erasing and overwriting the specificity of 
different locations and times and rendering them legible through the reuse of familiar ritual 
forms in new settings. But this formal stability, though it frequently (and sometimes comically) 
erased the specifics of cultural difference, could also generate more complex effects that relied 
on the creation or suggestion of homology. Dramatists could use set-pieces to create homologies 
between pagan sites for polemic effect, as Shirley and Behn did when they linked newly-
encountered indigenous religions to the defunct ritual traditions that Christianity had already 
displaced and superseded or as Dryden did when he suggested a continuity between the imperial 
barbarisms of ancient Rome and contemporary Mesoamerica in The Indian Queen. Dramatists 
could use recycled pagan set-pieces to attack the Abrahamic religions, as well, suggesting that 




Marlowe's barbaric pagano-Islamic emperor in Tamburlaine, Massinger's scathing indictment of 
the ambitious merchant classes of contemporary London in The City Madam, or Dryden's 
skeptical and damning equation of Christian and indigenous ritual in The Indian Emperor. These 
moments show the theater both creating homology through its set-pieces but also exploiting 





The Tricks of the Pagan Priests": Staging Oracles from Sejanus to The Widow Ranter 
I. Introduction 
Near the conclusion of Aphra Behn’s The Widow Ranter (1689), a dying Native 
American “King” gasps to his wife “Oh, Semernia, how much more Truth had thy Divinity than 
the Predictions of the flattering Oracles!” The flattering oracle in question appears earlier in the 
play, propitiated by the royal couple as they ask for information about the outcome of an 
imminent battle. What motivated Behn to bring an oracle—a religious figure from “pagan” 
antiquity—into a play set in the colonial present? This chapter will explore the origins of Behn's 
seeming anachronism, showing how, across a century of public theater, oracles became 
synonymous with "pagan" religiosity onstage, regardless of setting.  
Behn was not the only thinker interested in oracles, which were the subject of widespread 
interest across Europe in the early modern period, part of a larger revival of curiosity in antiquity 
and its texts and practices. The text of the so-called Sibylline oracles was discovered and newly 
translated in Italy in the 15th century, and it, along with other references to the ancient oracle, 
became the subject of scholarly debates across the Continent in the next two centuries. These 
scholarly texts penetrated England in translation and through humanist networks, and eventually 
trickled into more popular forms. Sibyls and other oracular figures were a popular subject of wall 
art in England and Scotland, and they also appear in vernacular histories, romances, and drama in 
England from the late 16th century onward. 23 During the 17th century, the oracle even became 
                                                
23 Michael Bath, Renaissance Decorative Painting in Scotland (Edinburgh: National Museums of 
Scotland Press, 2003), 190-198. For a broad overview of the oracle's use in early modern literary 
and intellectual culture see C.A. Patrides, “The Cessation of the Oracles: The History of a 




ensconced in the colloquial expression “to speak oracle” or “to speak oracles,” meaning to speak 
truly: a sign of how deeply it had penetrated popular culture.24 
The interest derived from several related, fascinating intellectual problems raised by the 
oracle. These prophecies challenged Christian claims of exceptionalism, as they provided 
testimony from the ancient world that non-Christian religious rituals could enable 
communication with the divine. The key word here is ritual; Christians could accept that direct 
revelation or portents could emanate from an all-powerful God to heathens, but the oracle was a 
different matter, a set of temporal human actions that claimed to provide access to and response 
from divine beings: an alien assembly of altars, sacrifices, letters, caves, smoke, and interpreting 
priests. These accounts flew in the face of Christian belief that the institutional and ritual forms 
of the church had a unique mandate from and channel of communication to the divine. The 
oracle’s ritual elements thus proved irresistible to commenters interested in asserting 
Christianity’s superiority over other religions. Thinkers addressed this problem in a variety of 
ways: by attributing the oracle’s action to Satan; claiming that it was just another manifestation 
of the voice of the Christian God before the establishment of Christianity; or completely 
rejecting its claims to efficacy by attributing its prophecies to merely human action. These 
approaches to the oracle all attempted, in different ways, to negotiate uncertainty about 
                                                
24 In Dekker’s Old Fortunatus, one character promises Fortunatus that “If thou kisse wisedomes 
cheeke and make her thine, /Sheele breath into thy lips diuinitie, / And thou (like Phebus) 
shalt speake Oracle” in Thomas Dekker, The Pleasant Comedie of Old Fortunatus, EEBO, 
Harvard Library (London, 1600), sig B2r. Another example can be found in Dryden’s An 
Evening’s Love, or The Mock Astrologer, where one character mockingly asks “Do you speak 
Oracles that you require this strict attention? either let me share the talk with you or I am gone.” 
John Dryden, An Evening’s Love, or The Mock Astrologer, EEBO, Huntington Library (London, 




Christianity’s place in world history by asserting its superiority over other religious forms.25 For 
writers in England, these speculations derived an additional urgency in the seventeenth century, 
as antiquarian discoveries about Britain’s pre-Christian religious past and encounters with the 
indigenous religions of the New World during the rush of Stuart colonial projects brought into 
view a heterogeneous, complicated, non-Christian landscape outside early modern England.  
Drama proved a particularly apt medium in which to investigate the questions raised by 
the oracle. Performance allowed the ritual aspects of oracular propitiation to be visualized and 
deconstructed in material terms, providing popular audiences with pagan ethnology in its most 
visceral, three-dimensional, spectacular form. The oracle also had appeal as a narrative device 
that created expectancy, as it forced audiences to guess whether or not (and how) its prophecies 
would come true. Finally, embedding the oracle in narrative allowed dramatists to make claims 
about the affective experience of pagan religion, demonstrating how and why believers might 
consult and interpret the oracle. For these reasons, the oracle appeared frequently onstage in a 
variety of contexts.26 The stage used oracles in several ways; in this chapter, I trace one lineage 
                                                
25 Here, I summarize the work done by Anthony Ossa-Richardson, The Devil’s Tabernacle: The 
Pagan Oracles in Early Modern Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013). 
26 A complete list of the plays in which oracles are mentioned or appear would be impractically 
large. In this chapter I deal with nine examples: The Winter’s Tale, Cymbeline, The Broken 
Heart, Two Noble Kinsmen, Sejanus, Bonduca, St. Patrick for Ireland, and The Widow Ranter. 
To this list I would add The Island Princess (which features different oracle scenes in its pre-war 
version and its revision by Nahum Tate in 1687), Heywood’s The Rape of Lucrece (which 
features a male(!) Delphic oracle), and Robert Boyle’s Guzman, all of which have fully staged 
oracle scenes. In addition to the above, Forsythe assembled a helpful index of pre-war plays 
containing pagan prophecy in his study of influences on St. Patrick for Ireland, though he does 
not distinguish between oracles and other forms of pagan prophecy and many are simply scenes 
in which oral reports or written texts appear from the oracle without bringing it or its rituals 
onstage. Forsythe lists (in addition to those listed above): Shirley’s Arcadia, The Contention of 
Ajax and Ulysses, The Lover’s Progress, Jocasta, Sapho and Phao, Midas, Mother Bombie, 
Alphonsus, King of Aragon, Edward I, Henry VI Pt. I, King John, Richard III, Troilus and 
Cressida, Julius Casar, Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, Henry VII, Edward III, The Birth of 




of oracular staging from Jonson to Behn, looking at the transmission and mutation of a single 
way of staging the oracle. What these plays call “oracles” do not look much like the sibyl at 
Delphos, and their staging is instead derived from a Roman ritual of propitiation and augury first 
developed by Jonson for Sejanus, organized around a single trick altar owned by the King's Men. 
This chapter traces the emergence and transformation of this convention, arguing that the stage, 
over time, abstracted this staging from its Rome-specific origins and used it to subsume multiple, 
heterogeneous religious sites (Thebes, Virginia, ancient Britain, ancient Ireland) into a 
consistent, homogeneous idea of “paganism.”27  
                                                                                                                                                       
Thracian Wonder, If This be Not a Good Play, the Devil Is in It, Hymen’s Triumph, Sicelides, 
The Mad Lover, The Prophetess, Fuimus Troes, Cleopatra (Thomas May), Antigone (Thomas 
May), The Roman Actor, The Lovesick Court, Amyntas (Randolph), The Seven Champions of 
Christendom, The Shepherd’s Holiday, The Lady Errant, and The Virgin Widow. Sibyl figures 
also appear in masques and entertainments, like Thomas Goffe’s The Careless Shepherdess 
(1656), where a chorus of them sing to Jupiter. No scholar has attempted a list of pagan 
prophecies in Restoration plays, but oracle scenes appear in D’Urfey’s Cinthia and Endimion, 
Dryden’s Oedipus and King Arthur, Hopkins’ Neglected Virtue, Howell’s The Nupitalls of 
Peleus and Thetis, Behn’s The Young King or the Mistake and Romulus and Hersilia, or the 
Rape of the Sabine Women, Settle’s The Ambitious Slave and Pastor Fido, and John Banks’ 
Cyrus the Great. Robert Forsythe, The Relations of Shirley's Plays to the Elizabethan Drama 
(New York: B. Blom, 1914), 224. 
27 There are aspects of pagan prophecy this chapter does not—and cannot—include in its scope. I 
do not discuss portents at any length though they appear everywhere in drama in both Christian 
(Revenger’s Tragedy) and pagan (Antony and Cleopatra) contexts. A substantial secondary 
literature surrounds them already and, more importantly, though they do reflect a form of belief 
or revelation, they are not part of the early modern imagination of pagan ritual. This chapter also 
brackets and sets aside Merlin, a major pagan prophetic figure, though he appears in several 
plays that negotiate the problem of his “pagan-ness” in interesting ways (the anonymous Birth of 
Merlin and Dryden’s King Arthur, to name two). A large body of secondary work already exists 
surrounding Merlin in early modern England and Merlin’s omnipresence in popular culture 
makes the topic impractically large for my purposes. More importantly, however, Merlin’s status 
as a key mythic English figure meant that his historical “pagan”-ness was often conveniently 
overlooked or marginalized and he was frequently Christianized. I will also not discuss the topic 
of political prophecy and censorship, which, though condemned by authorities as threateningly a-
Christian or heathenish, is not frequently found in drama and whose dimensions have been fully 
explored by scholars over the last forty years. This body of scholarship is huge, but see 
especially the important early works Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic (New 




The trope of the stage oracle dates back to a seminal moment of contact between 
antiquarianism and the stage, Ben Jonson’s Sejanus, which was published in quarto the year 
before the chartering of the Virginia Company. This chapter argues that Jonson’s oracles reflect 
a politicized orientation toward ancient “pagan" religion that differs sharply from the use of these 
prophetic devices in other Stuart theatrical genres, particularly the tragicomic tradition of plays 
like The Winter’s Tale. From there, I trace the path of this performance set-piece across a number 
of plays by the King's Men and subsequent dramatists, showing how the oracle scene changed 
from a historically specific representation of Roman religious practice into a flexible device for 
assimilating a variety of non-Christian religious practices into an overarching idea of the 
“pagan.” Yet even though the stage oracle homogenized non-Christian cultures, positing a 
fictional ritual similarity between different traditions, the way it used the oracle to position this 
“paganism” in relation to Christianity was varied. These flexible uses of the oracle were all ways 
of negotiating its claims to know the future: sometimes this ability was neutralized by treating it 
as another vehicle for the speech of a Christian god, sometimes it was portrayed as ambiguous 
but potentially efficacious or real, sometimes it was exploited to show pagan culture’s own 
foreknowledge and acknowledgement of its imminent demise when in competition with 
Christianity, and sometimes it was dismissed as mere pagan trickery. These last two uses, which 
positioned pagan ritual knowledge as either naked chicanery or imminently to be rendered 
obsolete by Christianity, would become more frequent as the century went on, proving 
particularly useful to dramatists interested in depicting colonial contact zones in which 
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Christianity was displacing native religions, as in James Shirley's St. Patrick for Ireland and 
Aphra Behn's The Widow Ranter.  
II. Jonson Among the Antiquarians: Sejanus and the Recreation of Roman Ritual  
Altar scenes became a staple of King's Men productions in the early seventeenth century and 
were widely imitated by other troupes for the next hundred years; the set-piece, which was 
remarkably consistent in its basic outlines across plays, typically featured an act of propitiation in 
front of an altar property, which then generated prophetic knowledge through miraculous signals: 
smoke, doves, or the animation of a statue. The scene's ultimate origins lie in Ben Jonson's Sejanus 
His Fall, a tragedy set in decadent imperial Rome and which features a spectacular scene of 
propitiation and prophecy in front of an altar bearing a statue of the goddess Fortuna. Sejanus tells 
the story of the rise of its titular character, a corrupt favorite who schemes himself into the graces of 
the equally unsavory emperor Tiberius.28 Through a combination of Machiavellian scheme-hatchery 
and relentless industry, Sejanus destroys a series of semi-sympathetic but passive political enemies 
                                                
28All references to the play will occur in-text and refer to the online version of the recent 
Cambridge edition. Ben Jonson, Sejanus, ed. Tom Cain (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 2012). 
Sejanus, as its title page in Jonson’s 1616 folio Workes tells us, was first performed by the 
King’s Men in 1603. This initial production probably took place at court, given that the theaters 
were closed throughout 1603, first because of Elizabeth’s death and subsequently because of an 
outbreak of plague. Scholars have speculated that at least one subsequent production took place 
at the Globe, citing two items of paratext—Jonson’s dedication to Aubigny, which only appears 
in the 1616 folio and a dedicatory poem that appears in both Q and F—that both describe the 
play’s poor reception, respectively describing “the people’s beastly rage” and the “violence from 
our people” that the performance incurred. Whatever its initial venues, Sejanus raised eyebrows, 
famously earning Jonson a summons to the Privy Council by the Earl of Northampton. 
Irritatingly, we have no evidence of the precise reason the play offended, though scholars have 
speculated that Northampton might have been offended by perceived similarities between the 
meteoric rise and recent fall of Ralegh, his close associate, and the career of Sejanus as Jonson 
depicts it. The nature of Jonson’s mysterious indictment has piqued scholarly interest for 
understandable reasons, but the focus on this question—and on Sejanus, more generally, as a 
work designed as a local political or religious intervention—has shifted the critical conversation 
around Jonson’s first extant tragedy toward the topical and biographical and away from 





before he is publicly disgraced and dismembered, offstage, by an enraged mob of Roman citizens. 
The Fortuna set-piece comes during the play's fifth act, at the seeming height of Sejanus's political 
triumph, amid a slew of other inauspicious omens. Terentius and other counselors report smoke 
belching from the statue of Sejanus, erected earlier as part of his deification by Tiberius; when the 
head is removed, a serpent leaps out. His servants break their necks on the Gemonian stairs and no 
auspicious birds appear at a key augury. Sejanus dismisses the priestly worry generated by these 
events as superstition, the product of interpretation and “thy juggling mystery, religion” rather than 
the will of the gods. Despite this, he agrees to sacrifice to Fortuna, performing a complicated ritual to 
learn more about his political fortunes. Accompanied by "tibicines" and "tubicines" who play flutes 
and trumpets, a priest incants lines translated from Seneca while performing rituals of lustration 
(washing his hands), libation (eating and administering honey and milk to the participants), and 
propitiation (placing milk, honey, and burning poppy on the altar bearing Fortuna’s statue). These 
rites, the audience quickly learns, produce true future knowledge, and the hitherto sessile statue of the 
goddess becomes miraculously animated and turns her face away. The prediction implied by this 
silent rejection—that Sejanus has lost her favor and his luck has run out—is quickly vindicated in the 
next scene, when the favorite’s downfall begins.  
Jonson's scene and its sources exemplify one way in which the seventeenth-century 
English stage provided audiences with what we might loosely call ethnological information 
about non-Abrahamic religious practices. In this case, Jonson brought information about ancient 
rituals into the theater as a result of his interest in contemporary antiquarian scholarship. These 
debts are advertised in the play's extensive, unusual marginal notes, which source the play's effects in 
Continental texts about ancient religious practices: Giraldi’s De Deis Gentium, Stuckius’ Sacrorum, 




Panvinius’ De republica Romana. 29 All of these authors provided Jonson with concrete details about 
Roman religious praxis: the names of different classes of priests, the types of herbs used in their 
sacrifices, the nature of the feast days they celebrated. Jonson worked these details into the scene’s 
performance, borrowing the names of different types of musicians and religious functionaries 
(“tubicines,” “tibicines,” and “flamen”), the sacrifice of milk and honey, and the burning of poppy 
branches in a censer. The antiquity of these practices is flagged in the play quarto through its unusual 
system of references, making Sejanus look, in print, much like a text that could have been produced 
by any member of the circle of London antiquarians with whom Jonson was personally associated 
with at this point in his career.30  
Jonson almost certainly got the bulk of his source material from his interactions with Robert 
Cotton, one of his former classmates at Westminster, where the two had studied together under the 
prominent antiquarian William Camden. In 1603, at the probable time of Sejanus's composition, 
Jonson spent several months at Cotton's estate in Huntingdonshire. Jonson may have worked on 
Sejanus during his time at Cotton's house; the text of the 1605 edition, wreathed in dozens of 
marginal citations referring to ancient works and commentaries by contemporary scholars, certainly 
indicates that he had access to a large library. One extant letter from Jonson to Cotton, which asks for 
a book on the geography of the Campania, reveals that the playwright was accustomed to using 
Cotton as a source for books, and the presence of Jonson's source texts in contemporary catalogues of 
                                                
29 Jonson's debt to these authors is even larger than he advertised; Tom Cain has shown multiple 
instances in which Jonson cited ancient works as if he had directly read them, when he was 
actually pilfering these snippets from antiquarian intermediaries like Rosinus and Stuckius. 
Rosinus' work was also in circulation very close to Jonson: a later edition of Rosinus, edited by 
Thomas Dempster, fulsomely praised James I’s antiquarianism in its dedication to the king, an 
act which apparently earned Dempster an invitation to court and an appointment as 
historiographer royal.  
30 For an account of Jonson’s biographical connections to Camden and other antiquarians.  see 




the printed books in Cotton's library also strongly suggests that the playwright may have used the 
library during his stay and in the composition of Sejanus.31  But at Cotton's estate Jonson would have 
found more than just textual descriptions of the religious rituals of antiquity. In 1603, Robert Cotton 
and William Camden had just returned from a long collecting trip; the two antiquarian enthusiasts 
scoured parts of England, especially the north, for ancient stones and monuments, amassing a 
collection of Roman altars, milestones, and other stonework that Cotton brought back to his house at 
Conington immediately before Jonson's arrival in 1603.32 David McKitterick has briefly speculated 
that Jonson may have drawn inspiration from this collection when he designed the inscription on the 
Roman altar that appears in Hymenaei, which was performed the year after Sejanus. It seems logical 
that this encounter may have had a role in inspiring Jonson's construction of the altar scene in 
Sejanus as well, especially as one of the altars in Cotton's collection is dedicated to the Roman 
goddess Fortuna, the deity worshipped in the play's elaborate propitiation scene. 
Though it is tempting to attempt to reconstruct the appearance of the altar in Sejanus based 
on our knowledge of Cotton's altar collection, which can still be seen today at Cambridge, they are an 
unreliable source of knowledge about the appearance of the theatrical altar properties. We can, 
however, deduce some things about the altar property that was in the King's Men's possession from 
indications as to how this property was used in the theater. The altar must have been large and strong 
                                                
31 A contemporary manuscript catalog of Cotton's printed books, now in the British Library, lists 
several works by Brisson, Stuckius, and Panvinius, as well as a 16th century edition of Ovid's Fasti., 
all collected under two organizational headings that contain works on Roman festivals, triumphs, 
marriage ceremonies, and other religious rituals. Bound in British Library Additional MS 35213, 
see fol. 48 and 70-71. 
32 For an account of Cotton's collection of the altars, see David McKitterick, "From Camden to 
Cambridge: Sir Robert Cotton's Roman Inscriptions and Their Subsequent Treatment," in Sir 
Robert Cotton as Collector: Essays on an Early Stuart Courtier and His Legacy, ed C.J. Wright 
(London: The British Library, 1997), 105-128. For a catalog of the stones, including 
photographs, see Glenys Davies, "Sir Robert Cotton's Collection of Roman Stones: A Catalogue 
with Commentary," in Sir Robert Cotton as Collector: Essays on an Early Stuart Courtier and 




enough to support an actor dressed as a statue (as in plays like Sejanus and Hengist) and also must 
have had a solid front capable of concealing a company member orchestrating whatever effects it 
might generate (spontaneous smoke and flame rise from it in Bonduca, and doves, a hind, and a rose 
tree in Two Noble Kinsmen). For plays that featured a miraculously animate statue of a god or 
goddess, as many altar scenes did, it seems likely that the King’s Men would have used an actor 
costumed as a statue rather than a mechanized prop. First, at least two other King’s Men plays feature 
scenes in which actors are assumed to be statues by other characters onstage before they begin to 
move: The Winter’s Tale and The City Madam. In order for these misrecognitions to be plausible, 
they would need to emerge out of a performance context in which audiences were used to seeing 
statues played by actors. Even more compelling evidence for the costumed-actor thesis comes from a 
masque in which the King’s Men performed in 1613: Beaumont’s Masque of the Inner Temple and 
Gray’s Inn. At one point, the text lyrically describes a dance of statues: 
These statues were attired in cases of gold and silver close to their body, faces, hands and feet, 
nothing seen but gold and silver, as if they had been solid images of metals, tresses of hair as they 
had been of metal embossed, girdles and small aprons of oaken leaves, as if they likewise had been 
carved or moulded out of the metal: at their coming, the music changed from violins to hoboys, 
cornets, etc. And the air of the music was utterly turned into a soft time, with drawing notes, 
excellently expressing their natures, and the measure likewise was fitted unto the same, and the 
Statues placed in such several postures, sometimes all together in the centre of the dance, and 
sometimes in the four utmost angles, as was very graceful besides the novelty.33  
 
Lois Potter has suggested that it is possible that the King’s Men were allowed to keep some of the 
costumes used in the anti-masques during this performance, given that there is a strong overlap 
between some of the costumes required by new plays in the company’s repertory in 1613 (The 
Tempest, The Winter’s Tale) and those found in the masque. She suggests that perhaps the company 
may have eventually purchased them from Gray’s Inn, which was scrambling to recoup its 
                                                





expenditures for the masque in the months that followed, chasing down unreturned costumes and 
punishing members who had not yet chipped in their share.34 However, the reverse possibility seems 
just as likely: that the King’s Men had provided at least some of the costumes for the antimasque—
the part of the show typically performed by professional actors rather than by courtly masquers—
from their own stock. At any rate, the dance of the statues indicates that the company was certainly 
familiar, by 1613, with producing moving statue effects through the costuming of actors rather than 
mechanical means.35 These effects (the trick altar and the statue costumes) would not have been 
cheap, and Jonson's design must have required a lavish outlay from the newly formed King's Men. 
Jonson's altar may not have physically resembled those in Cotton's collection, but the 
playwright's exposure to these elements and his interest in the recreation of ancient ritual shows us 
the way that the stage could serve as a populist vessel for the display of the antiquarian fascination 
with the materiality of the ancient past, not simply its more ethereal literary or philosophical 
dimensions. Scholars have examined Jonson's debt to the literary models of antiquity more generally, 
and his use of ancient political theory and history writing in Sejanus particularly, but this classical 
orientation has traditionally been construed as bibliophilic and opposed to the medium of 
performance, as James Loxley has pointed out.36 Sejanus's connections to the antiquarian enterprise, 
                                                
34 For these administrative shenanigans see The Pension Book of Gray’s Inn, ed. Reginald 
Fletcher (London, 1901), 205-208. 
35 Conversely, little to no evidence exists for the use of mechanized statues onstage, although 
some non-King's Men plays in the period seem to call for statues or “images” that are 
manipulated in ways that suggest props rather than actors: one of the only examples comes in 
Dekker’s Virgin Martyr a pagan priest comes onstage “with an image of Jupiter,” presumably 
indicating that he was carrying it. Dekker's play has a strong polemical investment in discrediting 
pagan miracles, which may have contributed to this staging choice. See my discussion of this 
scene in Chapter 2.  
36 Scholarship on both Sejanus and Catiline has tended to implicitly follow this line of argument 
by abstracting the play from its acting and repertory contexts, focusing instead on its connection 
to the details of contemporary aristocratic politics (Ayres), its links to classical histories written 




however, demonstrate that Jonson's scholarly classicism was, at this early point in his career, 
assimilable to spectacular populist performance modes because of their shared potential to reanimate 
ancient materiality. This dedication to creating Roman-ness through the tangible reproduction of its 
materiality was visible to semi-contemporary observers: Dryden, writing later in the century, would 
praise Jonson's facility at translation in Sejanus alongside his ability to "represent old Rome to us, in 
its Rites, Ceremonies, and Customs," drawing attention to the playwright's ability to re-present the 
rituals of antiquity alongside its literary style and philosophical and political ideas.37 Jonson's other 
work around this time bears the same marks of intense antiquarian research into the materiality of 
antiquity as Sejanus does, and we can see similar traces of this interest in his masque Hymenaei 
(1606) and the royal entry he designed for James (1604). In all three of these works Jonson drew 
extensively on antiquarian sources to recreate the somatic and verbal components of ancient ritual.  
Jonson's fascination with bringing ancient materiality into public theater plays was 
aesthetically novel on the early Jacobean stage, as we can see when we compare the Fortuna scene to 
                                                                                                                                                       
as a individual writer (Barton). By doing so these scholars have uncritically accepted Jonson's own 
advertisement of Sejanus's estrangement from the theater: in the prefatory material, the playwright 
described the play's failure at the Globe and advertised the fact that he had removed the material 
originally provided by a collaborator. But despite these examples of Jonson's own loud, well-
documented self-fashioning as a "literary" rather than a theatrical writer, Sejanus's elaborate 
performance design and its long afterlives suggest the fruitfulness of restoring the play to its early 
Stuart performance contexts. In these pages I discuss the afterlife of a single scene in Sejanus, but 
much more work remains to be done on its impact on theatrical culture and the writing of drama. A 
full list of Roman tragedies that borrowed from Sejanus and Catiline would be impractically 
large for this space, but for select examples of neo-Jonsonian imperial tragedies see Massinger's 
The Roman Actor, Thomas May's Julia Agrippina, and any of the long list of anonymous Roman 
tyrant plays that periodically pop up throughout the period, including Marcus Tullius Cicero 
(1651). To these should be added the spate of imitations that followed the extravagantly 
expensive revival of Catiline in 1668, including a string of tragedies (not all with Roman 
settings) that borrow the bones of its conspiracy plot (Otway's Venice Preserv'd and Lee's Lucius 
Junius Brutus). In short, Jonson's Roman tragedies, despite their relatively low status in modern 
critical opinion, had a much larger impact in the theaters of seventeenth century England than 
has been yet appreciated by scholars.  





other scenes of pagan prophecy found in the era's drama. Jonson’s play sharply diverges from other 
dramatic treatments of the subject by emphasizing ritual as the source of supernatural prophetic truth. 
Though many other plays of the period feature pagan prophecy that proves to be accurate, they tend 
to either characterize these prophecies as acquired by direct revelation or to keep the rituals that 
produced these predictions offstage. Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale provides a clear example of 
this. We first meet the minor characters Cleomenes and Dion in the third act, though we have learned 
beforehand that they are returning from the oracle at Delphos, sent there by the jealous Leontes for “a 
greater confirmation” of his accusations against his wife Hermione’s fidelity. 38 The scene in which 
we encounter the two messengers is obscurely set; modern editions variously place it “somewhere on 
the journey back to Sicilia” or “in Sicily…a stopping point.” 39 These indeterminate settings reflect 
an ambiguity in the text; the messengers have not yet arrived home but are no longer at the oracle, a 
site which remains unstaged. Cleomenes and Dion, stopped on the road back from Delphos, provide 
us with only one of several instances of unstaged or otherwise occluded oracles in early Stuart drama. 
In Cymbeline, Posthumus, after a dream of Jupiter, wakes to find an oracular “label” (or letter) 
miraculously resting on his chest at the play’s very end: no ritual required. Ford’s The Broken Heart 
features a similar delivery from an absent oracular site: the scholar Tecnicus returns from the oracle 
to Sparta and (offstage) delivers a “box” that must be “unsealed” before the Delphic prophecy inside 
can be read (IV.iii.7-10). This device—the journey to an unstaged oracle or the delivery of a 
prophecy from one—recurs in other plays with pastoral and ancient settings, including Shirley’s 
Arcadia, The Lovesick Court, Banks’ Cyrus the Great, The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses, The 
Golden Age, The Iron Age, Love’s Dominion, Hymen’s Triumph, Sicelides: A Piscatory, The 
                                                
38 All quotations from The Winter’s Tale will be in-text and refer to William Shakespeare, The 
Winter’s Tale, ed. John Pitcher (London: Methuen, 2010). 
39 William Shakespeare, The Winter’s Tale. in The Complete Pelican Shakespeare, ed. Stephen 




Prophetess, and May’s Cleopatra. All of these examples provided the audience with the idea of an 
oracle—an exterior source of knowledge and authority—without actually staging any rituals or 
pagan priests, neatly eliding the non-Christian ritual practices involved in pagan prophecy and thus 
dodging theological questions that would arise from the direct representation of their efficacy.  
Occluding pagan ritual helped these dramatists to avoid a dangerous theological question 
about the uniqueness of Christianity’s access to the divine. If these forms of divination were shown 
to be “real” or efficacious within the frame of the play, they would have challenged the claim—
essential to Christian exceptionalism—that the core institutional and ritual forms of the church had a 
unique divine mandate that was denied to pagan cultures. The Winter’s Tale provides one example of 
how occluding these elements could be ideologically useful, and encourages a syncretic or proleptic 
method of reading paganism that treats it as a metaphor for Christianity. The scene in which the 
statue miraculously becomes the queen Hermione, for example, returns to this point again and again; 
Paulina worries that her act will cause Leontes and Perdita to “think—which I protest against—I am 
assisted by wicked powers” and assures them that her “spell” is “lawful” and that Hermione’s 
“actions shall be holy.” She asks those “that think it is unlawful business” to leave, and later Leontes 
returns to similar language, stating “if this be magic, let it be an art / lawful as eating” (V.iii.89-125). 
Paulina—and her spectators—display anxiety about the nature of her “art,” one connected to a fear of 
it being misconstrued as non-Christian. Even Hermione’s request that the “gods” (plural) bless her 
daughter is accompanied by the loaded Christian words “sacred” and—even more so—“graces.” In a 
play so anxious to render pagan “magic” in Christian terms, keeping the oracle itself—with its 
messy, alien, distinctly pagan ritual elements—offstage helps to transform pagan magic into just 




materiality of "pagan" religious ritual, and the play’s portrayal of the oracle’s efficacy serves only to 
reinforce a perception of the transhistorical power of a Christian God. 
Jonson chose  to reject this tradition in Sejanus, fully displaying the ancient religious acts that 
sought to solicit prophetic knowledge from the divine. But even more radically, Jonson chose to 
show these rituals as efficacious: we see Fortuna turn her face away, a inauspicious prediction that 
immediately bears fruit in the next scene. The stage techniques used to generate this effect, however, 
present an interpretive difficulty. If audiences were aware of the technologies used to create this 
effect, the moving statue would hint that the early modern theater drew on performance practices 
widely believed to have been practiced by the tricky pagan priests of antiquity.40 The literature of 
ancient anti-pagan polemic was full of examples of false statues—hollow images in which tricky 
priests hide or miraculously moving statues whose effects turn out to be due to chicanery—and these 
tropes had been revived with a vengeance in the wake of the Reformation and the exploration of the 
New World, where they were newly invoked by early modern writers in attacks on Catholic miracles 
                                                
40 These traditions originate in antiquity, and can be found in the writings of anti-pagan, pro-
Christian apologists like Rufinus, as well as in the writings of Epicurean skeptics, as in Lucian’s 
account of Alexander the Oracle-Monger. These accounts were widely recirculated in the early 
modern period, as we can see in one of the most popular and influential accounts of oracles, 
written by the Swiss theologian Ludwig Lavater. He reported an anecdote (citing Rufinus) in the 
English translation his Of Ghostes and Spirites Walking by Nyght, telling the story of an 
Alexandrian priest named Tyrannus, who would claim to speak as the “mouth of god” and 
convince husbands that Saturn commanded their wives to sleep in the temple. Tyrannus would 
(after making a show of locking the temple and leaving) creep back into the temple underground 
and into the “image of Saturne” from which he would talk to the wife to bring her “in great 
feare” or to “provoke hir to lust and wantonnesse.” Then, by “a certain cunning devise” the lights 
would go out and he “committed adulterie with the woman muche abashed and afrayed.” 
Eventually a chaste woman who had been summoned repeatedly recognized Tyrannus’ voice and 
reports him, whereupon “shame & dishonor was spred throughout the houses of the Pagans” and 
“together both Church and image, and wickednesse and all was utterly subverted and destroyed.” 
This account--which dismisses pagan miracles as mere priestly chicanery--is typical of the 
trope's use. Ludwig Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites Walking by Nyght, EEBO, Huntington 




and in polemic accounts of indigenous religions.41 In the Fortuna scene, however, Jonson’s play does 
not diegetically reveal the moving statue to be false, and Sejanus’s claim that Roman religion is 
merely an example of “juggling” deceit is emphatically proven to be incorrect when the statue's 
predictions come true.   
The magic of the Fortuna scene is heightened by contrast to the play's otherwise bleak portrayal of 
Roman religion as empty, corrupt, and spectacle-dominated, providing the audience with a temporary 
island of magic amid a sea of skepticism. 42  Jonson spends a great deal of time in Sejanus satirizing 
the empty, politically controlled public rites of Rome, and the play generally follows the outlines of 
the Sejanus story as told in Tacitus in its characterization of Tiberius as a ruthless and mercenary 
manipulator of the imperial cult. In Jonson's play, the emperor controls access to apotheosis, doling 
out the construction and dedication of religious monuments and statues to living politicians as a mark 
of political favor. The play also satirizes Sejanus, who sees religion as merely an instrument to be 
exploited for political gain, and portrays the crowds of Rome as mindless, vicious, and easily 
                                                
41 For the reappearance of this trope in anti-Catholic contexts, see the entertaining examples 
given by Joseph Leo Koerner, The Reformation of the Image (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2008), 146-147. For examples of the hollow-statue trope in colonial contexts, see Ralegh’s 
citation of Gomara's account of the hollow golden statues in Peru or Jean de Lery’s comparison 
of “miraculous” Tupinamba hollow gourd-statues to the idols of Baal. Walter Raleigh, The 
Discovery of the Large, Rich, and Beautiful Empire of Guyana, EEBO, Huntington Library 
(London: 1596), 11; Jean de Lery, History of a Voyage to the Land of Brazil (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1993), 145. 
42 In Ann Barton’s account, the statue of Fortuna is of a piece with the play's satire of Rome and 
is simply “dutifully included” from Jonson’s source material. She compares Jonson’s “dutiful” 
scene unfavorably to Shakespeare’s need to “force his own interpretation” on the marvels he 
found in Plutarch. It’s worth noting that Barton is, perhaps unthinkingly, tapping into a long, 
highly stereotyped critical tradition of unfavorably comparing Jonson’s “dutiful” (and by 
implication studied/dead/uninspired) classicism to Shakespeare’s “natural” creativity. Though 
Barton certainly makes Shakespeare’s portent scenes come alive as in her long, interpolated 
description of them, she gives no textual evidence to show why these are “credible and 
frightening” while Jonson’s scene is simply comic. Philip Ayres makes a similar, also 
unsubstantiated, claim in the introduction to his Revels edition of the play. See Anne Barton, Ben 
Jonson, Dramatist (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1984), 94 and Philip Ayres, "Introduction," in 




manipulated by hypocritical politicians acting in the name of religion. But unlike these rites, the 
statue of Fortuna comes, like the theater dedicated to Pompey that is destroyed to make way for a 
monument to Sejanus earlier in the play, from a purer stratum of Rome’s religious past. Sejanus 
claims that it had once belonged “to a Roman king. / But [is] now call'd mine, as by the better style” 
(V.83-88). Jonson's more positive portrayal of the Fortuna set-piece is further attested by his 
“cleaning up” of some aspects of Roman ritual in order to make it more palatable to audiences. 
One of the main authorities Jonson cites for the scene, the seventeenth chapter of Giraldus’s De 
Deis Gentium, entitled De Sacrificis, describes the elements used in Roman sacrifices to Pluto:  
 Et aras quidem inferorum, que plerunque geminae fuerunt & pares, quas nigris vittis aut 
caeruleis ornabant, & cupresso: cumque pecudes immolarent, spirantem cruorem in 
essossam terram mittere solebant, & vinum & lac & mel una infundebant, feu potius (ut 
dictum est) invergebant, visceraque caesae victimae ter circum aras ducebant, igne 
accenso.43 
 
In Jonson’s source, milk and honey are poured onto the altar along with blood and wine, but the 
play conspicuously removes the latter two elements from the Fortuna scene in Sejanus, as part of 
Jonson's creation of an efficacious and non-barbaric scene of pagan religion. The statue thus 
stands as a symbol of an older Rome where religion was more than a tool of statecraft, and when it 
turns its face away after his offering, it is a sign of its efficacy in comparison to Sejanus’s cynical 
religio-political machinations. At one point in the first act, Sejanus goes so far as to declare that “the 
oracles are ceased, / That only Caesar, with their tongue, might speak,” a pronouncement that the 
statue directly contradicts when it becomes miraculously mobile (I.i.503).  
                                                
43 "And indeed they would adorn the altars to the infernal spirits, altars which were often doubled and 
equal, with black or blue ribbons and with cypress boughs: and whenever they sacrificed livestock, 
they would sprinkle the still-warm gore onto turned earth, and they would mingle into the same place 
wine and milk and honey, or, as it is sometimes said, they would instead pour these liquids out, and 
then would draw the viscera of the slaughtered sacrificial victim around the altar three times after the 
fire had been lit." Translation mine. Giglio Gregorio Giraldus, De deis gentium varia & multiplex 




 After the Fortuna set-piece, we might expect that the characters of the play would return, 
chastened, to the worship of traditional deities after Sejanus’s villanies were unmasked: Tiberius 
stages his disavowal of Sejanus in Apollo’s temple rather than the Roman Senate, and Macro attacks 
Sejanus by analogizing his hubris to the monstrous Titans and their blasphemous, mythical assault on 
the gods. The other senators respond to these cues, shrinking away from Sejanus and invoking the 
traditional gods of Rome, asking them to protect the emperor: Phoebus, Mars, Diana, Pallas, Juno, 
Mercury. But rather than restoring the empire to the efficacious, ordered religious practices so 
nostalgically represented as effectual in the Fortuna scene, the play characterizes Sejanus’s fall as a 
dark, evacuated version of the earlier ritual. We learn that the crazed mob, incited by the Senate, has 
ripped him apart, an act that onlookers describe as a barbaric blood sacrifice in language that echoes 
and darkly revises the Fortuna scene (V.i.815-841).  At the play's end, it is clear that the efficacious, 
wondrous ritual action of the Fortuna scene ultimately has no place in the public religion of 
Tiberius’s Rome. And indeed, the brutal ritual of Sejanus’s dismemberment, we learn in the play’s 
final lines, does not seem to have healed Rome, awoken the gods, or ushered in a return to a purer era 
of religious practice: the text instead ends with the dark promise that the ouroboric entanglement 
between state politics and religious practice has not changed at all and that Macro, a new favorite 
who has replaced Sejanus in the emperor’s favors, will eventually become an even “greater prodigy” 
for the people to worship.  But despite the cynicism of the play’s ending, the Fortuna set-piece 
nonetheless opened up a temporary space of populist antiquarian reconstruction, in which audiences 
could gaze in wonder at the miraculous statue as they waited for confirmation of whether its 
prophecy might come true.  




Sejanus's oracular altar scene shows us the theater engaging with ancient ritual in a way 
that was thoroughly researched in an attempt at historical realism, and Jonson seems to have 
been devoted to the rhetorical performance of accuracy in his recreation of the gritty materiality 
of local, specific details of Roman religious practices for a popular audience. But his altar scene, 
so carefully located in ancient Rome, had a long and quite different afterlife in the public theater, 
as the King's Men would recycle versions of the scene, using the same properties, across the next 
four decades. These reuses, which occurred in plays set from ancient Britain to mythic Thebes to 
the New World, stripped the set-piece from its initial, carefully researched Roman context and 
transported it far afield. In retrospect, we may be tempted to see Jonson's learned and specific 
account of Roman religion as more "true" than the anachronistic afterlives of Sejanus's ritual in 
other plays. But these reuses, too, provided a form of popular ethnology, however fictional and 
anachronistic, for contemporary audiences, drawing on pre-existing audience knowledge of the 
trope to present subsequent heterogeneous geographic and temporal sites as analogously 
"pagan." Sejanus's scene and its afterlives thus show us two distinct but related versions of the 
relationship between early modern theater and the production of ethnological knowledge. In 
Sejanus we see the stage at its most acquisitive, curious, absorptive, and outward-looking, as a 
medium that plundered details of ritual and action from other media in order to materially 
recreate them for Londoners. But examining the reuses of Jonson's scene shows us something 
different: the way that the exigencies of repertory playing, with its emphasis on thrift and 
material conservatism, generated a theater that constructed new spectacles of religious difference 
from pre-existing properties and techniques, turning old theatrical knowledge into the semblance 
of new ethnological knowledge. Through this process of repetition, the King’s Men (and their later 




category of the “pagan”—giving shape and meaning to a fictional religious category through the 
accumulation of ritual scenes that looked remarkably similar across radically diverse settings.  
Wrenched free from the historical specificity of its footnote-wreathed debut in Sejanus, the scene 
became instead a fungible, interchangeable marker of "pagan" difference. 
 One example of this process can be found in John Fletcher’s Bonduca, a play which 
transports the Roman religious conventions of Sejanus to 5th-century Britain. 44 The oracular altar set-
piece occurs in the third act of the play, before a major battle. Bonduca, her daughters, and the 
general Caratach pray before an altar that has been piled high with incense, asking “Andate” and 
“Tiranes” for victory against the Romans and a sign that their prayers have been answered. The altar 
is silent during the first prayers by Bonduca and her daughters, who frame their need for victory in 
the terms of partisan vengeance, but the incense bursts into flames when Caratach asks that the gods 
give the victory to the most valiant side. The omen is ambiguous, and Bonduca demands to know 
more, but she is forestalled by Caratach who tells her their victory will come not from divine 
approval but from their “own endeavours.” To construct this scene, Fletcher revisited many of the 
performance elements found in Sejanus, but in more general terms. The poppies of Sejanus become 
the “flowers” strewn before the druids in Bonduca, while the Rome-specific tibicines (flute-players) 
become instead a generalized call for the music of “recorders” (recorder and flute referred to the 
same instrument in the period).45 Both plays use incense: Sejanus specifies a censer that is eventually 
placed on top of the altar, while in Bonduca characters speak of it being added to or piled atop the 
                                                
44 All further references to Bonduca will be in-text and refer to the original Beaumont and 
Fletcher folio, as there is, surprisingly, no satisfactory modern edition of the play. Francis 
Beaumont and John Fletcher, Comedies and Tragedies, EEBO, Harvard University (London, 
1647). 
45 OED, “recorder.” Beal’s Index of Literary Manuscripts records no instances of scribal 
circulation of music from Bonduca, and though Henry Purcell was to adapt the play into operatic 
form later in the century, he wrote original lyrics rather than adapting the music in the 




altar. Most importantly, however, Fletcher retains the basic, chief element present in Jonson’s play: 
the central altar in front of which supplicants ask for prophecy and which delivers various divine 
signals or answers. In Jonson’s play, the statue nods; in Bonduca, the altar emits "smoake" and 
"flame" (57). In these reuses, we can see Fletcher revisiting the basic trappings of Jonson’s play—the 
flute music, the flowers, the incense, the signaling altar—in generalized or less culturally specific 
terms. The performance elements marked as specifically Roman in Sejanus become, in Bonduca, 
abstracted or generalized. Watching Fletcher’s play, with its silent reuse and generalization of the 
Roman trappings of Sejanus, audiences were presented with a visual argument for continuity across 
ancient pagan cultures, a claim about religious consanguinity that the play silently wrote as fact. As 
we know from looking at Sejanus, Fletcher’s play, rather than "realistically" reflecting a historical 
sense of British religious practice, borrowed and extended the stage devices used in the construction 
of Roman ritual, and by doing so created and homogenized an idea of the rituals that made up 
“pagan” religiosity. 46 
                                                
46 Though Bonduca is nominally set in the historical moment of the British campaigns fought by the 
Romans during the first century AD, scholars have shown the subtle ways in which Fletcher’s history 
is constructed or fictive and thus serves as an index of the 17th century moment in which it was 
composed. Most of these accounts focus on political divides between and within the Romans and 
Britons, arguing about the direction, intensity, and nature of Fletcher’s satire and its possible 
contemporary applications. None of these accounts, however, have paid much attention to the 
religious content contained in the play, other than to note, as Curran and Crawford have, that Rome 
might have served as shorthand for modern Catholicism. Julie Crawford, for example, has shown 
the ways Fletcher’s portrayal of the homosocial connections between Caratach and the Romans 
responds to anxieties about a nascent moment of Jacobean rule, while Claire Jowitt has drawn 
attention to the way the play might have recalled for audiences contemporary conflict between 
settlers and natives in English Virginia. Both, though they see the play as less directly topical 
than scholars who have argued for the play’s immediate relevance to the events of 1613, see the 
play’s connection to the 17th century moment as either political, as in Crawford’s discussion of 
the various forms of political virtue in the play, or cultural, as in Jowitt’s discussion of guerilla 
warfare and face-painting, rather than as explicitly religious. For an overview of these 
arguments, see the literature review in Julie Crawford, “Fletcher's The Tragedie of Bonduca and 
the Anxieties of the Masculine Government of James I,” SEL Studies in English Literature 1500-




The play produces this homology most forcefully in its oracle scene, but it reinforces the 
sense of continuity between Rome and Britain in speeches that describe other rituals that are never 
staged. Early in the play, Caratach describes the rituals enacted by the Britains to celebrate a triumph 
over the Romans:  
Why are your Altars crown’d with wreathes of flowers, 
The beasts with gilt horns waiting for the fire? 
The holy Druides composing songs 
Of everlasting life to Victory?  
Why are these triumphs, Lady? For a May-game? 
For hunting a poor herd of wretched Romanes? 
Is it no more? Shut up your Temples, Britains 
And let the Husband-man redeem his heifers; 
Put out our holy fires; no Timbrel ring: (47) 
 
Here, Fletcher projects well-known Roman ritual forms onto the “Druides.” No mistletoe here; this 
scene instead draws from accounts of Roman triumphal and sacrificial culture that Fletcher could 
have found in Arthur Golding’s popular translation of Ovid, which described oxen with “hornes fair 
gilded,” and in many other early modern accounts of Roman ritual.47 Even the capitalization of 
“Victory” recalls the goddess Victoria, whose name the Romans shout later in the play, while the 
reference to “triumphs” draws on the well-known tradition of the Roman triumphal parade, which 
had recently been mimicked in James’s welcome to England, which featured a parade through 
triumphal arches.48  
                                                                                                                                                       
Fletcher's Bonduca,” SEL Studies in English Literature 1500-1900 43.2 (2003), 475-494. 
Another recent addition to the debate (which frames the question in the same terms- is Fletcher 
satirizing Rome or Britain?) can be found in John C. Curran, Roman Invasions: The British 
History, Protestant Anti-Romanism, and the Historical Imagination in England, 1530-1660 
(Wilmington: University of Delaware Press, 2002), 203-207.  
47 Arthur Golding, The XV Books of P. Ovidius Naso, EEBO, University of Illinois (London, 
1584), 89. 
48 See Ben Jonson, B. Ion.: His Part of King James His Royall and Magnificent Entertainment 




When Bonduca’s religious content has been attended to by scholars, they have only pointed 
out that the play is historically faithful in its refusal to portray Christianity in any explicit institutional 
or ritual way, while being “anachronistic” in its more subtle uses of what we might call proleptic or 
allegorical references to Christianity. The play’s religious landscape—already a contest between two 
different forms of pagan religion—Roman and British—is further complicated by these references 
around two figures: the saintly child Hengo and the unsubtly-named villain Judas. The former has 
been read as an allegorical reference to the deceased Prince Henry, who represented a hope for a 
return to the militant Protestantism of Elizabeth’s reign.49 These readings are certainly correct in 
noting that Henry is marked as Christian, though not necessarily specifically Protestant, within the 
play’s text; during a discussion with his uncle Caratach about death, he claims he “never / 
blasphemed ‘em [the gods], uncle, nor transgressed my parents; / I always said my prayers” (62). 
Moments like this testify to the complicated religious layering happening in the play; Hengo and the 
other characters always speak of “gods” plural, but the forms of piety he describes seem 
contemporary and Christian, as does the fact that his uncle asks “you blessed angels” to take him to 
“Heaven” after the child dies (71). 50  The play prompts a related reading of his murderer, the lower-
class soldier Judas, who enters at one point with a “halter” around his neck, reminiscent of Judas’ 
suicide by hanging, and whose treacherous behavior in tandem with his name is suggestive of the 
Biblical figure. Scholars have drawn attention to the “anachronism” of these Christian elements, 
while remaining silent about Fletcher’s use of “pagan” materials. By implicitly insisting on the 
historicity of pagan performance set-pieces, scholars have unknowingly and uncritically reproduced 
                                                
49 Andrew Hickman, "Bonduca's Two Ignoble Armies and The Two Noble Kinsmen," Medieval 
and Renaissance Drama in England 4 (1989), 15. 
50 This use of “gods” might reflect necessity as much as anything else, given that the word “God” 
in the singular had been banned from drama in 1606. For a recent, helpful contextualization of 
the act, which forbid saying “God” or “Jesus” onstage, see Hugh Gazzard, “An Act to Restraine 




and taken for granted a category of difference—the pagan—that we must instead understand as 
fictive and actively under construction by the material practices of the early modern stage. The most 
interesting thing about Bonduca, from this vantage point, is not that the Christian elements on view in 
the play are anachronistic, but rather that critics have never observed that Fletcher’s use of “pagan” 
religious elements is just as fictive. 
 Fletcher's reuse of the set-piece from Sejanus becomes even more remarkable when we 
consider that he had access to antiquarian materials that could have enabled the creation of a much 
more detailed, local account of ancient British religious practices. The playwright took his inspiration 
and the bones of the Bonduca story from texts that reflected a flurry of interest in ancient Britain in 
the three years leading up to Bonduca’s composition. The two major sources for Fletcher's play had 
appeared in this short window: the first English translation of William Camden’s massive Britain, A 
Chorographicall Description of the Most Flourishing Kingdomes, England, Scotland, and Ireland in 
1610, which was followed just two years later by Michael Drayton’s Poly-Olbion. Fletcher borrowed 
the narrative outlines of the Bonduca story from these texts, as well as a handful of details like the 
unusual names of British gods ("Andate" and "Tiranes") that only appear in Camden. These 
borrowings show that Fletcher knew Camden and Drayton's works, but his play does not reflect this 
familiarity in its scenes of ancient British religion. Both Camden and Drayton were professionally 
linked to Jonson, and they shared his enthusiasm for detailing the strange material practices of 
antique religions; Drayton dwelt at length on a practice described by Pliny, in which druids cut 
mistletoe with golden sickles at midnight, while Camden revisited the allegations of Bonduca’s 




a rabbit-based divination ritual originally recounted in Dio Cassius.51 Given Fletcher's reliance on 
these sources, we might expect to see his play tap into some of these lurid, exciting religious 
elements: false omens, ritual mutilation, or human sacrifice. But Fletcher seems to have borrowed the 
names of these gods and not much else when writing Bonduca, and the play’s scene of pagan 
prophecy is not indebted to antiquarian accounts but rather to contemporary dramatic tropes, and 
especially the ritual staging practices pioneered in Sejanus. In doing so, Fletcher's play demonstrates 
the way that the theatrical imperative for thrift and material conservatism--an imperative that was 
perhaps particularly sharp for the King's Men in 1613 in the aftermath of the burning of the Globe--
could override or replace religious specificity, even when this information was directly available to 
playwrights. In the process, Fletcher elided the more savage and alien elements of the historical 
Boadicea's religious milieu, especially human sacrifice. In doing so, the playwright may have been 
attempting to clean up Britain's own history and make it appear similar to the rites of Rome, 
themselves sanitized by Jonson, who had also edited out the blood sacrifice contained in his sources. 
Fletcher also may have been indirectly providing evidence for the ultimate Roman origins of Britain, 
as other writers of the period did in their circulations of the myth of Brutus of Troy. Many of these 
accounts aimed at "rescuing" ancient Britain from the stain of primitivism by associating it with the 
Mediterranean civilizations of antiquity. 52   
 I have dwelt at length on Bonduca because it exemplifies two things. First, it shows the way 
that the reuse of familiar theatrical forms could generate new religious homologies for audiences. 
Second, it shows the way that theatrical inertia around expensive and elaborate set-pieces often took 
                                                
51 Michael Drayton, Poly-Olbion, EEBO, University of Wisconsin (London, 1612), 152 and 
William Camden, Britain, EEBO, Yale University Library (London, 1610), 457. 
52 For background and examples of this, see Graham Perry, "Ancient Britons and Early Stuarts," 
in Neo-historicism: Studies in Renaissance Literature, History, and Politics, eds. Robin Headlam 




priority over cultural specificity in scene design, even when authors had more specific information at 
their disposal. Bonduca, however, is just one example of this process and similar observations might 
be made of a whole slew of plays that recycled the altar set-piece in the next three decades. Two 
Noble Kinsmen, for example, which the King's Men premiered alongside Bonduca in 1613, uses an 
almost identical altar set-piece in its depiction of the religious practices of a mythically ancient 
Thebes. The effect created by this similarity, a silent visual homology between "pagan" sites, would 
have been heightened by the plays’ near-simultaneous premiere, and even more so by the fact that 
King’s Men would have probably used an identical altar prop for both stagings. 53 The King's Men, in 
fact, seem to have specialized in altar scenes, and the bulk of the plays that contain altars in the 
period were performed by the company. Alan Dessen lists a total of eighteen plays that contain 
named altars. This figure is almost certainly an underestimate, given that at least two more plays 
indicate the use of an altar, though in speech rather than in stage directions: Shirley's St. Patrick for 
Ireland and Fletcher's The Mad Lover. 54 Of this group of twenty plays, fourteen are definitively 
                                                
53 Few of these plays except Two Noble Kinsmen have attracted scholarly attention. When 
discussing Two Noble Kinsmen, however, critics have implied that its religious content is handled 
historically, accepting paganism as a fixed or natural category. Lois Potter’s statement in the 
introduction to her recent edition of Two Noble Kinsmen is an example of this approach: “Since the 
authors of The Two Noble Kinsmen are generally careful to avoid obvious religious anachronisms 
(Naseeb Shaheen finds fewer biblical references than in any other play of the Shakespearean canon), 
the influence of this period of religious questioning [i.e. intra-Christian confessional conflict in 1610] 
can only be indirect.” Potter here implies that Two Noble Kinsmen, in its omission of Christian 
elements in a play nominally set in pre-Christian Thebes, “avoid[s]… anachronism”: in other words, 
implying that the play is faithful in its representation of what she elsewhere calls a “pagan” setting. 
(39)  
54 Dessen’s list: The Broken Heart, The Brazen Age, The Iron Age I & II, Sophonisba, Bonduca, 
Amyntas, The Faithful Friends, Hengist, The Jews’ Tragedy, Sejanus, Two Noble Kinsmen, 
Women Beware Women, A Game at Chess, Match Me in London, The Knight of Malta, The 
Pilgrim, The Sea Voyage, Arviragus & Philicia II. All of these were definitively performed by 
the King’s Men except Sophonisba (Children of the Queen’s Revels), The Jews’ Tragedy 
(unknown; probably unstaged), Match Me in London (Queen Anne’s), The Faithful Friends 




known to have been performed by the King's Men. Two more plays whose initial performance 
circumstances are unknown--The Faithful Friends and The Jews' Tragedy--might be included in this 
group because of their strong links to the King's Men: the former by strong aesthetic affinities with 
the Fletcherian canon and the latter by strong personal connections with company personnel (its 
author, William Heminges, was the son of the noted, long-time King's Men actor John Heminges). 
That fourteen, and perhaps sixteen, of these plays originated in a single repertory group indicates that 
the altar scene was an in-house specialty practiced predominately, almost to the point of exclusivity, 
by the King's Men.55 Significantly, all twenty of these altar plays post-date Sejanus, an indication of a 
probable source in that play, as well as further evidence of how iconic Jonson's scene eventually 
became, even if it originally premiered in a play that audiences, famously, loathed.  
 The bulk of these plays, following Sejanus, use altar properties in ancient or contemporary 
"pagan" settings that range from the mythical past of Greco-Roman mythology (the Ages plays) to 
ancient Britain (Hengist) to contemporary South America (The Sea Voyage).56 This group of King's 
Men plays can be broken into two eras, with an earlier subgroup that closely follows Sejanus and a 
slightly different set of plays initiated by The Sea Voyage in 1622, distinguished by the presence of 
blood sacrifice and by the interruption of the prophetic ritual. The first group, performed from 1603 
through the early 1620s--Sejanus, Bonduca, Two Noble Kinsmen, The Faithful Friends, Hengist King 
                                                                                                                                                       
(King’s Revels). The three Heywood Age plays that require altars were jointly staged by both the 
Queen’s and King’s Men.  
55 This is not to say that other playing companies did not own altar properties. The “Henslowe” 
prop list that Edmond Malone reproduced in 1790 (which has since vanished) records one “little 
altar.” The smallness of the Admiral's Men altar and the fact that other non-King's Men altar 
scenes did not deploy the same elaborate special effects found in King's Men altar scenes both 
provide further evidence of the uniqueness of the King's Men's specialized--and probably 
expensive--trick altar property.  
56 Only six of these twenty plays--Women Beware Women, The Knight of Malta, Match Me in 
London, A Game at Chess, The Jews' Tragedy and The Pilgrim--have Abrahamic (Christian or 




of Kent, and The Mad Lover--all closely follow Sejanus with only slight variation.57 In Fletcher’s 
Bonduca and the Shakespeare/Fletcher collaboration The Two Noble Kinsmen, main characters 
perform complicated rites of propitiation before altars strongly reminiscent of those in Sejanus as 
they seek to know the outcome of important battles; in Middleton’s Hengist, King of Kent, "ffortune 
is discouered vppon an Alter," holding lots in her hand that are drawn to determine military 
assignments early in the play, and in the anonymous The Faithful Friends and Fletcher’s The Mad 
Lover characters mock oracular pagan altars only to be punished and terrified when the altars 
                                                
57 The initial performance context of The Faithful Friends is unknown, and no external records 
connect this last play to the King’s Men, but its strong affinities with the Fletcherian canon and its 
use of a very similar oracular altar scene indicate that it may have been a part of their repertory. See 
the Malone Society edition for a discussion of its parallels with the Fletcherian canon; the 
substantially similar altar scene, I would argue, is another strong indication of its links to the King's 
Men repertory. Bonduca, The Two Noble Kinsmen, and The Mad Lover, on the other hand, can all 
be confidently attributed to Fletcher during the period he was working for The King’s Men, with 
Shakespeare contributing parts of Two Noble Kinsmen. Harbage dated the first two plays to 
1613, an estimate with which more recent scholarly work has tended to agree. The Arden 3 
edition of TNK presents evidence (links between Bartholomew Fair and the Inner Temple 
Masque) that enables a confident date in a narrow window in 1613-1614. Dating Bonduca is 
trickier than Harbage’s simple claim of 1613 might indicate, as the play did not appear in print 
until 1647 (though a 1620s scribal manuscript in the hand of Edward Knight, a later bookkeeper 
of the King’s Company, is also extant). Most scholars agree on a date between 1609 and 1616; 
after Fletcher’s emergence as a dramatist and relatively soon after the performance of Antony 
and Cleopatra, a play which Fletcher clearly draws from. Hickman and others have argued that 
the play memorializes Prince Henry and use this speculation to more narrowly date it to 1613-
1614. This seems plausible to me, and puts the plays in the same or adjacent theatrical seasons 
for the King’s Men as TNK, right around the burning of the Globe in June 1613. The Mad Lover, 
as we know from an extant cast list and a report of its performance, followed around 1616. The 
remaining two plays are trickier to date, as both exist before 1642 only in manuscript. The 
Faithful Friends can be tentatively dated to the 1620s based on the hands in the manuscript, and 
its strong narrative resemblance to other works in Fletcher’s canon was noted in the Malone 
Society edition of 1970. I would suggest that its oracle scene, reminiscent as it is of Sejanus and 
Fletcher’s earlier King’s Men dramas, indicates that it was also a King’s Men play. Hengist, the 
last of this group, presents a series of interpretive difficulties because of its complex and 
muddled textual history: it comes down to us in two MS versions (the Lambarde and Portland 
manuscripts) and one printed quarto edition from 1661. This textual multiplicity, along with the 
lack of an early, dated print edition makes the play’s composition difficult to fix, though Grace 




suddenly demonstrate their supernatural power. 58 All of these plays show clear lines of descent from 
Sejanus, as they all display acts of “pagan” propitiation that center on the worship of an altar that tells 
the future: TNK and Bonduca recreate the ritual aspects of the Fortuna scene, relying on similar 
music, props, and costumes, Hengist combines an altar with a statue of Fortuna for fortune-telling 
purposes, and The Faithful Friends and The Mad Lover stage scornful altar worshippers at the altars 
of Mars and Venus (respectively), who, like Sejanus, are subsequently punished. 
 Though these plays put their oracle scenes to different narrative uses, they preserve the 
ritual core of the Sejanus set-piece and particularly its focus on the altar, altering only minor details 
in their depiction of the religious practice. Playwrights, in fact, seemed to enjoy altering details to 
give these set-pieces small amounts of local flair. The priests in Bonduca, for example, are named as 
druids onstage, and the silver hind in Two Noble Kinsmen provides a special nod to the cult of Diana 
(though the worship of the goddess is ahistorically attributed to Thebes). But the substantial 
similarity between the central ritual elements of these scenes--a sacrifice to a central altar, usually 
with garlands and incense, that generates a prophetic reply--would have suggested a strong parallel or 
homology in religious ritual, even as the plays maintain pretensions to historicism by altering details 
like the names of gods or religious functionaries. 
 A later group of plays in the King's Men repertory continued to recycle these altar scenes 
but with more significant differences, reintroducing the use of blood sacrifice to these scenes (which 
Jonson, in one of his only major departures from antiquarian scholarship, had originally carefully 
                                                
58 For these scenes see Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, Comedies and Tragedies, EEBO, 
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edited out of his source material, replacing it with milk, honey, and incense) and depicting the 
interruption of the sacrifice before it could be completed. 59 These plays, which include The Sea 
Voyage (1622), Amyntas (1630), II Aviragus and Philicia (1636), and The Royal Slave (1636), return 
to the model we saw in The Winter's Tale and related pastoral plays, by refusing to stage the ritual 
practices that might generate prophecy. In all these examples, heroic characters initially believe 
that their gods demand payment in the form of a human sacrifice on an altar, only to have their 
minds changed at the last second and the sacrifice deferred. In these plays, altar scenes became 
not rituals that produce wondrous supernatural communication but acts of barbaric blood 
sacrifice that victims and celebrants avoid in the nick of time. These plays replace Jonson's radical 
depiction of pagan sacrifices that work with a polemic account of them as both dependent on blood 
offerings and inefficacious when compared with the revelations provided by providence or the voice 
of a Christian god.60 Whatever the proximate reasons for the shift in these scenes, they nonetheless 
preserve the altar and sacrifice upon it as the central feature of pagan religious practice, moving the 
core of Jonson's design to a setting even as remote as the unidentified island off South America 
where The Sea Voyage takes place.  
                                                
59 Mentions of blood sacrifice appeared in Jonson's antiquarian sources, but he carefully avoided 
including it in the Fortuna scene, another sign that it was meant to be perceived as wondrous 
rather than empty or horrifying.  
60 This shift in the company's use of altar scenes seems to have begun with The Sea Voyage (1622),  
and may have been driven by the increasingly strident anti-pagan polemic tone taken by a major 
competing dramatic company, Queen Anne's Men, which peaked in their 1622 play The Virgin 
Martyr.  It may also have been influenced by the Virginia Tidewater massacre of 1622, the first 
major Indian massacre of English settlers in the New World, an act that was reported in London by 
Edward Waterhouse, who emphasized the barbaric nature of the massacre and the mutilation of dead 
English bodies by Powhatan warriors. The massacre, in which around a quarter of Virginia's 
colonists died, occurred in March, but news of it did not reach London until sometime in June or 
July. The Sea Voyage, set off the coast of South America, premiered on June 22nd, and the 
conjunction of the arrival of news of the massacre with the sudden adoption of an anti-pagan 




 These plays are linked to each other and Sejanus not by authorship, though Fletcher figures 
largely in this group, nor by genre, as some are tragicomedies and some are tragedies. The unifying 
thread here, instead, is repertory, as all of these plays are linked either directly or indirectly to the 
King's Men. This run of scenes demonstrates the way that the resources of the playing company, not 
authorship or genre, could dictate the content of plays at the level of the ritual set-piece. This 
provides us another example that, as Simon Palfrey and Tiffany Stern have argued, early modern 
drama might be more fruitfully considered as a “accumulation” of elements developed 
collaboratively by companies and playwright rather than as a series of hermetically sealed individual 
texts produced by single authors. Palfrey and Stern are talking about “parts”—the individual roles 
that actors played—but here the theatrical company's reuses seems to be working instead at the level 
of what we might call a performance set-piece, a combination of props and ritualized action that 
companies re-embedded into new plays regardless of author or genre.  
 After the altar scene became abstracted into a free-floating set-piece "pagan" set-piece, 
later authors took this staging possibility and transported it to settings even farther removed from 
Rome, settings that, like Bonduca, featured colonial conflict, though between Christians and 
pagans. As the oracle scene, loosened from the strictures of its original historical context, began 
to be used in settings with a stronger resemblance to contemporary religious conflict between 
Christians and pagans, the plays in which it was used became increasingly skeptical about its 
validity. In a way strikingly different from its earlier portrayals as efficacious, the oracle instead 
became a sign of falsity, trickery, and futile resistance to a triumphantly encroaching 
Christianity. It is to two examples of this kind of oracle scene that I will now turn: James 
Shirley’s St. Patrick for Ireland, set in an Ireland on the brink of Christianization, and Aphra 




IV. Indigenous Oracles: St. Patrick for Ireland, The Widow Ranter, and the Afterlives of the 
Altar Scene 
James Shirley would pick up and transform the King's Men altar scene in 1639 in his play 
St. Patrick for Ireland, which was composed during the playwright’s stint at the newly-opened 
Werburgh Street Theater in Dublin in the years leading up to the Civil War.61 Ireland, at the time, 
was under the deputyship of Thomas Wentworth, the first earl of Strafford, part of whose 
mandate was to restore the power of the Protestant church in the face of Catholic resistance and 
to bring it in closer conformity to English Laudian standards.62 Shirley’s play avoids explicitly 
addressing this contemporary controversy and instead looks back to an older moment of religious 
conflict: the arrival of the titular saint in Ireland and his conversion of the island’s pagan 
inhabitants. 63 By doing so, Shirley creates a common "pagan" enemy for the mixed Catholic and 
Protestant audience for whom the play was performed.  
 St. Patrick features two spectacular altar scenes modeled closely on those developed by 
the King's Men earlier in the century. The pagan Irish King Leogarius and his court, encouraged 
by the villainous, Satan-worshipping arch-priest Archimagus, seek advice from statues of Jove 
and Mars after Patrick’s arrival. The scene reprises the core elements from the King's Men 
tradition: Archimagus supervises a central altar featuring actors dressed as "idols" on it, as in 
                                                
61 Ira Clark, ":Shirley, James (bap. 1596, d. 1666)," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(Oxford: OUP, 2004).  
62 Ronald G. Asch, “Wentworth, Thomas, first earl of Strafford (1593–1641),” Oxford Dictionary 
of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
63 St. Patrick For Ireland has mostly escaped the attention of modern critics, and scholars have 
even been uncertain about how exactly to categorize it. Alfred Harbage classified it as a “neo-
miracle” play, and Ira Clark’s ODNB article on Shirley oddly describes it as a “pageant.” Both of 
these classifications take into account the play’s interest in the exemplary deeds of saints, but in 
doing so understate both how narratively “realist” the play is compared to pageants and neo-
miracle plays, as well as how indebted St. Patrick is to popular theatrical genres, a debt that is a 




Sejanus and Hengist, while recorders play and incense is burned during the sacrifice. 64 A “flame 
behind the altar” signifies that the offerings have been accepted, as it does in Bonduca, and the 
statues atop the altar “miraculously” move and speak in response, urging Leogarius to act 
aggressively against Patrick. St. Patrick follows the post-Sea Voyage turn in altar scene design 
by presenting human blood as the main ingredient necessary for the sacrifice.  
 It is clear that, like Fletcher before him, Shirley turned to the tradition of the King's Men 
set-piece rather than to more ethnographically specific source material that was available to him. 
Jocelin's account of the life of Saint Patrick, Shirley's major source for the play's dramatic action, 
describes the idols of the Irish at the time of the saint's arrival in some detail: "King Leogarius 
had an Idol, gilded magnificently over with gold and silver, called Ceancrochie, that is, the head 
of the Gods. This Idoll was compassed about with divers petty Gods made of brasse, that 
inclined towardes it in signe of subiection."65 We know Shirley had read this passage, as he 
mentions the very unusual name "Ceancrochius" or "Ceancrachius" elsewhere in the play, but the 
playwright instead chose to design a scene that features only two idols, placed atop an altar next 
to one another rather than in the attitudes described by Jocelin. Most tellingly, Shirley has the 
idols represent the two Roman deities "Jove" and "Mars" (186, 188). Here, just as in Bonduca, 
we see the inertia of inherited theatrical set-pieces overwriting cultural specificity, even when 
alternate, localized details of religious ritual were clearly available to the playwrights designing 
these moments.  This reuse also demonstrates the way that the set-piece had become broadly 
iconic of paganism; Shirley was working in a repertory context that had no material connections 
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to the King's Men, yet he still turned to a form that had become, by 1639, synonymous with a 
broad variety of "pagan" traditions onstage.  
 Shirley transformed the set-piece in two significant ways, however. St. Patrick alters the 
set-piece in ways that reflect an even more aggressively anti-pagan polemic stance than that 
found in the late King's Men plays, characterizing pre-Christian Irish worship as dependent on 
sacrifices of "Christian bloud” (203). Though late King's Men plays dramatize similar rituals, 
these are typically interrupted at the last minute in plays like The Sea Voyage and The Royal 
Slave. In Shirley's play, these sacrifices proceed uninterrupted. In addition to associating Irish 
pagan worship with blood sacrifice, Shirley also used the altar scene to characterize these 
religious practices as corrupt, artificial, and man-made. We see this in a diegetic comment on the 
anachronism of the worship of the Roman gods Jove and Mars in Ireland made by the comic 
servant character Rodamant, who jokes about the anachronistic inappropriateness of Roman gods 
in a pre-Christian Irish setting, claiming that “these be new Dieties [sic], made since yesterday, / 
we shift our gods, as fast as some shift trenchers” (132). Rodamant's joke draws attention to the 
novel nature of these practices in the play's Ireland, comically linking them to eating customs 
and thus emphasizing further their changeable, man-made nature. Even more significantly, 
Shirley eventually reveals that the "miraculous" prophecies given by the statues are merely a 
human scam designed by the Satan-worshipping priest Archimagus. After the first scene of 
sacrifice, in which the newly made statues miraculously speak, the play suddenly reveals that the 
idols are actually the sons of the courtier Dichu, who was converted by Patrick earlier in the play 
(137). Doomed to death by Leogarius as punishment for their father’s conversion, the two had 
sought help earlier in the play from the King’s chief priest and counselor, Archimagus. The 




does he reveal that he has dressed the sons as gods and hidden them atop the altar, asking them to 
"uncloud" and step down (137). Shirley thus presents what first seems to be a standard wondrous 
ritual of pagan religion, sucking the audience into believing that these rituals could produce 
authentic, miraculous future knowledge as they did in plays like Sejanus. But this illusion is 
quickly and didactically dispelled and the miracle exposed as fraud. In the process, the play 
demonstrates seductive power of these pagan illusions techniques first-hand for the audience, 
requiring first a suspension of disbelief regarding the actions of the actors dressed as idols and 
then subsequently interrupting the moment of magic.  
  The altar scenes are just one piece of the play's binary characterization of religious 
difference: Shirley presents pagan prophetic ritual as sterile, false, and artificial and Christian 
revelation as generative, true, and organic. Archimagus’s cynical use of ritual to manipulate the 
Irish pagans is mirrored by the actions of other morally questionable pagan characters in the 
play: the evil prince Corybreus and the King’s two daughters, Fedella and the interestingly-
named Ethne, whose name does not appear in Shirley's source material and is perhaps suggestive 
of ethnos, the Greek term for pagan. All three of these characters see religion as something 
manipulable for this-worldly gain. Corybreus, romantically rejected by the devout pagan Emeria, 
assumes the guise of Ceancrochius, the “king of the gods” in an attempt to seduce her. When she 
resists, he rapes her. Ethne and Fedella have a similarly instrumental view of religion: when their 
suitors, the sons of Dichu, are condemned to death as punishment for their father’s conversion, 
they demand to know why Archimagus did not “bend” the king by claiming that “the gods would 
be offended, and revenge their death / with some strange curse upon this island” (120). Like 
Archimagus (and Sejanus before him), these characters see religion as a man-made or artificial 




“miraculous” animation, calls it an “artificiall tonguelesse thing,” a moment of profound irony 
given that we later learn just how “artificiall” the “statue”— one of Dichu’s sons in disguise—
actually is (136). Earlier, he asks Rodamant about the statues, inquiring whether they “are....not 
lively form’d,” ironically drawing attention again to the artificiality or “man-made” nature of the 
idols (14). 
The play links this critique of “artificiall” religious practices to the courtly language used 
by Corybreus and the two daughters.  When the saintly Emeria rejects Corybreus’s advances, she 
twice negatively describes his language as “courtly” and “neer the wickedness of court praise” 
(125). The pagan King’s daughters are similarly “courtly,” rejecting St. Patrick during one of his 
audiences with the King, sharply asking “What does my father meane to doe with this / dull 
thing? Hee’le never make a courtier” (152). The artificial, mannered nature of courtly speech, a 
man-made tool for seduction and advancement, becomes analogous in the play to the artificiality 
of pagan religion, and Shirley's villains are equally adept at using both to get what they want. 
The play further links these characters to disordered or non-reproductive sexuality. During 
Corybreus’s unsuccessful wooing of the devout pagan Emeria, he praises her by presenting a 
catalog of plants in the garden who, he says, “court thy beauty.” His ecstatic description places 
Emeria at the center of a garden of plants straining to love her, but Shirley laces the lover’s 
praise with undertones of sexual immorality and sterility. The woodbine attempts to embrace her 
by seeking to “be divorc’d” from the sweet-briar; an unseasonal and hermaphroditic rose, which 
would have “slept still within his bud” bursts forth and “betrayes her love in blushes”; and a 
detumescently “droop’d” violet becomes “exalted” and “spreads a virgin bosome to thee.” 
Corybreus’s catalog, delivered in the language of high love compliment in the artificial space of 




hermaphroditism: all characteristics associated with sterility or a lack of generation (126). The 
daughters of the King, too, act outside of “proper” sexual norms, desecrating the pagan temple 
by meeting their suitors there for a liaison; the comic servant Rodamont interrupts their meeting, 
describing it angrily and ironically as “fine devotion,” a phrase that suggests a connection 
between the daughter’s manipulation of the acts of courtly love and their understanding of the 
artificiality of pagan worship (206). 
These courtly, cynical, and sexually “unnatural” characters have no future in the world of 
the play. Corybreus dies at Emeria’s hand when he attempts to rape her a second time. The 
King’s daughters never repent, unlike their male suitors, who eventually denounce their lustful 
actions in the temple and convert to Christianity. The women have no similar moment of 
punishment or redemption, and are instead strangely absent in the play’s final scenes, in which 
Patrick defeats Archimagus’s snakes, learns that the more sympathetic parts of the pagan court 
have converted, and predicts a glorious future for Christianity in Ireland. The daughters are 
instead left in a strange state of narrative suspension, and we learn nothing about their future. 
The play thus punitively links courtly sexuality or wooing, portrayed as an artificial or unnatural 
use of language, with the skeptical or atheist belief that religion is a manipulable “art.” Both 
practices, St. Patrick argues, are ungenerative, a point it makes through metaphor but also 
through the fates of characters who do not repent of these perspectives, all of whom end up dead 
or left in narrative limbo.  
By placing it in this dramatic context, Shirley transforms the set-piece of the altar scene 
from a moment of wonder, as it was in Sejanus, to a piece of human trickery. Archimagus, the 
chief pagan priest in Shirley’s Ireland, embodies these “cheats,” and he is at the center of 




disguise and hocus-pocus directly recalls a different signature moment of Jonsonian theater: the 
trickster figure, and more specifically the shenanigans of Face and Subtle, the charlatan 
protagonists of The Alchemist, who gull the unwary with their manipulation of false hermetic 
knowledge. Shirley knew this part of Jonson's work well; he prepared a prologue for The 
Alchemist for its revival at the Werburgh Street Theater during the same short period. 66 This line 
of influence creates a distinct irony of transmission, as Shirley uses one Jonsonian tradition—the 
modern charlatan—to undercut the claims of another—the ancient “efficacious” stage oracle, 
with its origins in Sejanus.67 These tropes, kept sealed from each other in different genres in 
Jonson, are combined in St. Patrick for Ireland to create a portrayal of pagan religion as mere 
trickery. This line of influence helps explain the resemblance to anti-oracular polemic in 
Shirley’s work, because as Douglas Duncan has noted in passing, Jonson’s trickster figures are 
probably modeled on or drawn from Lucian’s account of Alexander the Oracle Monger, a long 
screed against a false prophet and the schemes he used to ensnare credulous followers.68 The 
story, a sustained assault on the oracle from an ancient source, was also a major touchstone for 
anti-oracular writers like Fontenelle, whom Aphra Behn would translate some decades later; the 
common source in Lucian explains why Shirley’s play resembles scholarly prose attacks on 
oracles.  
 Shirley's characterization of pagan religion as artificial, sterile, and this-worldly develops 
in opposition to the play's representation of Christianity as an organic, reproducing belief system, 
                                                
66 The prologue is printed in James Shirley, Poems, EEBO, British Library (London, 1646), 36. 
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and the Christian God as offering true future knowledge through revelation rather than through 
ritual. To do so, St. Patrick sets its altar scene against two other prophecies--one read by 
Archimagus in the play's opening scene, one experienced in a dream by the pagan king--that are 
reminiscent of the ritual-free oracles that appear in The Winter's Tale and other pastoral 
tragicomedies. Like the oracles in The Winter’s Tale or The Broken Heart, these prophecies 
appear without any form of pagan ritual associated with them and are proven true in the course of 
the play. Shirley brought his source material even more in line with this tradition of the ritual-
free true prophecy. In Jocelin, Shirley’s primary source for the events of the play, “the 
Magitians, and Divines of that Region, prophecyed of his coming”; in Shirley’s play, by contrast, 
Archimagus merely comes onstage reading “the fatall prophesie,” a pre-existing parchment of 
unexplained origin, a choice that draws attention away from the ritual practices that might have 
produced the prophecy.69 The King’s dream works in much the same way. In his dream, a flame 
from heaven burns the “images of our gods,” out of which “deformed worms, and hideous 
serpents” crawl to attack him and his family, who are eventually saved by “a Tribe of reverend 
men,” one of whom—“a pale man coming from the sea” tells the king he must “submit too” and 
“humble my selfe to him” (94-95). Just like the unexplained parchment at the play’s beginning, 
the King’s dream is not produced by a pagan religious or institutional practice, but is the result of 
direct, divine revelation.70 Thus, even when the play deploys real prophecies that come true and 
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70 The king, in the play’s second scene, approaches Archimagus for an explanation of his vision, 
just as Tarquin sends his sons to Delphos for an explanation of his own ominous dream in 
Heywood’s The Rape of Lucrece.  In these moments, dramatists were drawing on a widespread 
tradition from antiquity onward that accepted some dreams as prophetic, as articulated in 
Macrobius’s five categories of dreams (in his 5th century commentary on Cicero’s Somnium 
Scipionis). Three of these, Macrobius tells us, are of use in predicting the future. The first is the 
oracular dream, in which “a parent, a pious or revered man, or a priest, or even a god reveals 




seem to be the result of divine communication, it de-emphasizes the role that pagan ritual action 
had in producing them. These moments work in tandem with the fake statutes atop the altars to 
disassociate pagan ritual acts from authentic prophecy.  
 These sui generis, ritual-free prophecies help develop the play’s characterization of pagan 
religion as futureless by invoking and adapting the story of the cessation of the oracles at the 
birth of Christ, a story that circulated widely in early modern Europe in both popular and 
scholarly culture. The story had its origin in the 17th chapter of Plutarch’s De defectu 
oraculorum, which was widely available from during the 16th and 17th centuries in both Greek 
and Latin and, after 1603, in English in Philemon Holland’s translation. In Plutarch’s account, a 
ship during the reign of Tiberius hears a voice calling out from a nearby island, requesting that 
“when thou shalt passe by the Gulfe, called Palodes, that ther thou remember to cry aloud, and 
give it to understand; that the great God Pan is dead.” The mariners resolve to do so if it is 
                                                                                                                                                       
Macrobius offers two other categories of foretelling dreams: the prophetic vision (in which a 
scene that becomes true is dreamed- distinct from the oracular dream in that it has no authority 
figure speaking in it) and the enigmatic dream, which must be explicated to be understood. Peter 
Holland has written of the widespread acceptance of the Macrobian framework through the early 
modern period in early modern Europe, where it coexisted with more materialist, medical, 
humors-based theories of “vapors” causing dreams. Dreams were tightly tied to the oracle in 
other ways; many classical accounts speak of kings consulting oracles for interpretation of their 
dreams, and ancient writers tell of priests having supplicants sleep in their temples and wait for 
prophetic dreams. Anti-oracular writings were very concerned with this claim, and offered a 
number of hostile, materialist explanations for how these were effected. Some priests, van Dale 
tells us, required those consulting their oracles to sleep in dark temples, where they were exposed 
to suggestion, made to sleep on the skins of former sacrifices rubbed with drugs, and further 
confused with vapors and drugged waters (Behn 236). These conditions, he asserts, would trigger 
dreams in anyone. Both neutral and oppositional sources, however, agreed that dreams and the 
workings of the oracle were linked, whether by chicanery or true prophetic content. These 
materialist critiques of dream-visions do not appear in Shirley’s play, or in another play with an 
oracular dream, Aphra Behn’s The Widow Ranter. Peter Holland, "'The Interpretation of Dreams' 
in the Renaissance," in Reading Dreams: the Interpretation of Dreams from Chaucer to 





convenient, and when they find themselves becalmed near the gulf, they call out the message, 
upon which “they heard so many voyces crying and complaining, that all the Sea resounded with 
their dreadfull echoes.”71 C.A. Patrides, in his history of this legend, notes that this was 
interpreted unevenly by early modern commentators: some authors thought that the “Great God” 
was Christ, giving himself up to redeem mankind, while others argued that the dead god was 
Satan. Both camps agreed, however, that whoever had died had triggered the death of the pagan 
oracles, as well, and this story circulated widely in England as proof of the devilish nature of 
ancient pagan religions and their collapse in the face of Christianity. Patrick draws on this 
tradition; in the play’s first scene, after the King’s dream and Archimagus’s reading of the 
prophecy, three spirits flee across the stage, declaring that “he is come” and “we must flye” (3-
4). The King and his sons appear to be unable to see the spirits; Leogarius asks “What voyces 
make the air so sad?” (4). The unknown clamor recalls the mingled, confused voices of the 
defeated demons heard in Plutarch’s story, just as the arrival of Patrick mimics, in miniature, the 
birth of Christ. In one compact scene, the play shows effective pagan prophecy followed by its 
cessation at the introduction of Christianity, a timeline of Christian triumph that Shirley speeds 
up and moves forward from the first century to the fifth, adapting it to a colonial setting in the 
process. By tapping into this tradition, the play slots the conversion of Ireland into a historical 
narrative of Christian inevitability. 
 Unlike Plutarch’s demons, however, the oracles in Shirley’s play see their doom coming, 
and this self-knowledge of their undoing is a key part of how St. Patrick imagines pagan religion. 
The internal prediction of the end of paganism that we see in the King’s dream and 
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Archimagus’s prophecy draws on the story of the Sibylline oracles. These ancient oracular texts 
were discovered in the sixteenth century; a princeps edition was produced in Augsburg by Sixtus 
Birken in 1545; Latin translations followed (Basel 1546,  Paris 1596), and the texts and their 
contents eventually made their way to England, where they are cited frequently in 16th and 17th 
century English writings. Popular vernacular histories like Thomas Heywood’s 1624 tract 
Gynaikeion, or Nine Books of Various History, Concerning Women also took up the subject of 
the sybils and reprinted their prophecies in translation:  
A King, a Priest, a Prophet, all these three  
Shall meet in one: sacred Diuinitie  
Shall be to flesh espous'd. Oh who can scan  
This mysterie, vniting God with man!  
When this rare birth into the world shall come,  
Hee, the great god of Oracles strikes dombe.72  
 
This version of the Libyan sibyl’s proclamation is typical of the content of the Sibylline 
“oracles” which were in circulation, all of which prophesied the arrival of Christ and the demise 
of pagan oracles, including the Sibyl herself. Heywood connects this translation to Plutarch’s 
story of the destruction of the pagan oracles at the birth of Christ, citing it as straightforward 
proof of a forward-pointing, fated transition to Christianity that was so powerful the pagans 
themselves could not deny it. Shirley’s play evokes these two narrative patterns and moves them 
forward in time, so that their triggering event is not the moment of Christ’s birth but at the 
moment of the arrival of Christianity in Ireland. By re-envisioning this transition point in Irish 
history in the familiar terms of the cessation of the oracles, the play makes the change seem as 
inevitable as the birth of Christ. The play's pagans, who are aware of and admit their religion has 
no future (in Archimagus's case, this admission is made before the Christians even arrive), mimic 
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the self-immolating prophecies of the Sybils. In both cases, this admission of defeat portrays the 
eradication of paganism through conversion as a foregone, agreed-upon outcome rather than as a 
contingent struggle.  
 Archimagus's prophetic label, which he reads at the play’s beginning, characterizes the 
destruction of paganism in the language of sterility and fertility:  
A man shall come into this Land,  
With shaven Crowne, and in his hand  
A crooked Staffe, he shall command,  
And in the East his table stand;  
From his warme lips a streame shall flow·  
To make rockes melt, and Churches grow,  
Where while he sings, our gods shall bow,  
And all our kings his law allow (91). 
 
The prophecy juxtaposes an image of a static, inorganic pagan religion against images of 
organicity, growth and reproduction. Paganism is a rock that “meltes," an image that evokes the 
“stone heart” image often associated with conversion or repentance in the period, while the 
arrival of Christianity is symbolized by Patrick’s “warme lips” and the image of a church that he 
makes “grow.” 73 These metaphors are concretized, just scenes later, when Patrick freezes the 
pagan nobleman Dichu when the latter attacks him on Archimagus's orders. When Patrick 
unfreezes him shortly afterward, Dichu converts: a literalization in performance of the “melting,” 
stone-to-flesh, pagan-to-Christian transformation promised metaphorically in the prophecy.74 
                                                
73 This contrast, between an artificial, sterile, man-made pagan religion and a green, organic, 
reproducing Christianity, is an unusual characterization of the contact between Christianity and 
an indigenous religion. In Shirley’s play, the pagans are decadent and hypercivilized, while 
Christianity is “naturalized.”  
74 Shirley adds an emphasis on organicity and growth that is not found in B.B.’s translation of 
Jocelin: “…where being ready to go ashore, a multitude of Pagans stood there in a readiness to 
hinder his entrance; for the Magitians, and Divines of that Region, prophecyed of his coming in 
manner following: There will one come with his crowne shaven, & in his hand a croked staffe, 
his Table shalbe set in the East of his house, and his people shall stand behind him, from his 




These images of growth and organicity cap the play, when the “good” prince Conallus, who 
Patrick foretells will reign long and happily at the play’s end, marries the converted Emeria, the 
only “uncourtly” single woman remaining, tying together their sanctioned reproduction with the 
religio-political future of Irish Christianity. Even Patrick’s final words in the play reinforce these 
images of growth and organicity, when he claims that “the Blood of Martyrs is the Churches 
seed” (248).  
Shirley’s polemic reuse and transformation of the altar set-piece must be understood in 
the play’s Irish context. Much has been written about intra-Christian confessional conflict in 
Ireland, and I will not rehearse this history at length here, but only note that these acrimonious 
divides were very much alive in the early 1640s. St. Patrick itself admits the potential differences 
of taste—and perhaps, by implication, of religion--in the audience, stating in the prologue that 
“we know not what will take, your pallats are / various” (82). This catering to various aesthetic 
and religious “pallats” is developed further by Shirley’s alteration of his source material. The 
anti-Protestant polemical tract the play is based on emphasized that Patrick was specifically 
Catholic, whereas in Shirley’s play he is only described as generically “Christian.”  The play 
thus finds a way to please all palates, or at least those of various Christians, by choosing to focus 
on a past moment of shared religious triumph without explicitly claiming it for any Christian 
denomination, a gesture of inter-Christian ecumenicism that depends on and is developed 
through the vilification of the pagan as a common enemy. Shirley’s play reminded the Dublin 
audience that the true battle was external to Christianity, and that the paramount “confessional” 
divide was not between Protestants and Catholics but rather between the followers of Christ and 
                                                                                                                                                       
shal come, will destroy our Gods, overthrow our Altars, and Temples, seduce the people after 
him, he will subdue, or cut off our Kinges, that will resist him, and his doctrine shall raigne for 




everyone else. Shirley’s play used the altar scene to justify a colonial expansion whose 
successful outcome—the triumph of Christianity in Ireland—was already known to audiences, 
though the colonization of the island was long from over.  
Like St. Patrick, Aphra Behn’s The Widow Ranter uses an oracle to imagine the erasure 
of a pagan society, but it does so in a seventeenth-century Virginian setting, a modern colonial 
and conversion venture whose future was as yet unknown to audiences.75 The Widow Ranter, or 
the History of Bacon in Virginia, a city comedy/heroic tragedy mashup produced in 1689, 
dramatizes and liberally fictionalizes “Bacon’s Rebellion,” a 1676 insurrection against the 
Virginian governor William Berkeley led by Nathaniel Bacon, the play’s protagonist. Bacon and 
his supporters, disgruntled by Berkeley’s refusal to retaliate in response to Native American 
attacks, eventually drove Berkeley from Jamestown, the provincial capital, and torched it to the 
ground. Scholarly attention to The Widow Ranter has mostly limited itself to discussions of the 
play’s place in the micropolitics of late Stuart absolutism or to its relationship to early modern 
ideas about race and miscegenation.76  I am interested in Behn’s depictions of cultural difference, 
but in terms of religion rather than race, and in this section I will argue that The Widow Ranter 
draws on a tradition of oracle scenes to revive a category of cultural difference—paganism—
from antiquity as a way to understand and incorporate native culture into a triumphal vision of 
Christian history.  
                                                
75 All references will be in-text and are to Aphra Behn, The Widow Ranter, in The Works of 
Aphra Behn, Vol. 7. The Plays, 1682-1696, ed. Janet Todd (London: Pickering, 1996).  
76 See, for examples of race-focused criticism, Margo Hendricks, "Civility, Barbarism, and 
Aphra Behn's The Widow Ranter," in Women “Race,” and Writing in the Early Modern Period, 
eds. Margo Hendricks and Patricia Parker (London: Routledge, 1994) and Margaret Ferguson, 
"News from the New World: Miscegenous Romance in Aphra Behn's Oroonoko and The Widow 
Ranter," in The Production of English Renaissance Culture, eds. David Lee Miller, Sharon 




Scholars have been divided regarding how much Behn knew of Bacon’s rebellion and 
where her information originated, but this is less important than how she molded the historical 
circumstances to fit two well-developed Restoration genres. 77 The Widow Ranter portrays Bacon 
as one of the proud, ambitious, bombastic heroes of heroic tragedy and turns the Virginian 
settlement into a cousin of the familiar, satirizable London of city comedies, populated by a 
merry widow and her suitors. Behn’s ficionalizations extend to her treatment of the “Indians” in 
her play, which have little to do with those found in the direct reports of the rebellion. The 
multiple tribes specified in these accounts (the Pamunkey and Occaneechi) become one 
undifferentiated, non-tribally specific group of “Indians,” and Behn creates a fictional love affair 
between Bacon and the Indian Queen that resembles the many cross-national love-or-duty 
pairings found in other Restoration heroic tragedies.  
In addition to her other alterations of the story to fit stage conventions, Behn also turned 
to a pre-existing dramatic set-piece: the stage oracle to dramatize Indian religious practices. As a 
battle with Bacon looms, the Indian King demands to consult an oracular “idol” to determine 
“what the event shall be of this our last War against the English General” (IV.i). Janet Todd had 
suggested that this scene was partially derived from the account of native religious practice given 
in Richard Blome’s 1687 tract The Present State of his Majesties Isles and Territories in 
America, which describes “images” of a bear, a dragon, a leopard, and a giant in Powhatan’s 
                                                
77 Wilber Henry Ward has pointed out that the play reveals Behn’s knowledge not just of the only 
printed account in her lifetime—a 1677 anonymous news pamphlet called Strange News From 
Virginia Being a Full and True Account of the Life and Death of Nathanael Bacon—but also 
probably of the long manuscript report eventually produced in London by crown envoys  sent to 
investigate the aftermath of Bacon’s rebellion. Wilbur Henry Ward, “Mrs. Behn's The Widow 





[Pocahantas’s father] house in Virginia.78 Blome's text attributes a vaguely religious function to 
these “images”, claiming that Powhatan’s house was “frequented only by Priests” and describing 
the statues using the loaded term “image.” But The Widow Ranter’s staging does not look like 
this at all; Blome’s account mentions nothing about the images having an oracular function, and 
Behn’s play does not use any of the statues Blome names, nor place them as “centinels” at the 
corners of a room. Blome was not the only extra-theatrical source Behn had access to but seems 
to have not used. Just two years before the publication of The Widow Ranter, she had published a 
translation of Bernard Fontenelle’s Histoire de Oracles under the name The History of the 
Oracles, and the Cheats of the Pagan Priests, a work of scholarship that questioned ancient 
oracles and claimed they were the product of human deceit rather than divine speech.79  But 
though this translation might generally explain her decision to include an oracle because of her 
interest in the subject matter, the oracle that appears onstage in The Widow Ranter is neither 
merely attributable pagan trickery nor very historically accurate.  
Behn's scene, instead, derives from the pre-war tradition of the stage oracle.80 In it, the 
Indian court propitiates a single “idol” of an “Indian God” set upon an “altar.” “Soft music”—
often used in supernatural scenes and which often involved the use of the recorder, among other 
instruments--plays while the king and queen separately approach the altar, accompanied by 
                                                
78 Richard Blome, The Present State of his Majesties Isles and Territories in America, EEBO, 
British Library (London, 1687), 185. 
79 Aphra Behn, The History of the Oracles, and the Cheats of the Pagan Priests, Made English, 
EEBO, Huntington Library (London, 1688).  
80 That Behn would plunder the earlier dramatic tradition is not surprising; she seems to have 
been notorious for similar acts, as she defended herself from charges of plagiarism in the 
postscript of her play The Rover, adapted from a Thomas Killigrew play. The Luckey Chance, 
written two years before The Widow Ranter, was an adaptation of Shirley’s The Lady of 
Pleasure, and in 1680 she had rewritten Marston’s Dutch Courtesan as The Revenge. Behn, like 
other Restoration playwrights, borrowed liberally from pre-war drama; see my discussion of 




gendered retinues, and offer “little Crowns from their heads” (IV.i.17).81 These separate 
propitiations are reminiscent of both Two Noble Kinsmen, where Emilia, Palamon, and Arcite 
individually approach the altar with sacrifices and of St. Patrick for Ireland, where Leogarius 
and the Queen also approach in turn. The crowns offered by the pair in Behn’s play look back to 
the golden crown and the wreath offered in St. Patrick for Ireland, as well as Emilia’s wheaten 
wreath in TNK (332). Behn does render the oracle in slightly more site-specific terms, though it 
is unclear how these would have been translated into performance; the idol is described as a 
specifically “Indian god,” and the natives dance around the altar chanting unrecognizable, 
possibly nonsense phrases that presumably were intended to simulate a New World language.82  
But despite these small customizations, the scene recalls earlier treatments of the oracle, 
and in doing so provides another example of how the oracle as a trope of pagan religion was used 
by the stage to turn the “pagan” from a confusingly heterogenous reality into a consistent and 
schematic category of difference. In Behn’s stage directions, the Indian dances—and their 
oracle—are described as "anticke": meaning not just antic, in the modern sense of grotesque or 
lively, but also its homonym meaning antique, as the two senses had yet to orthographically 
differentiate in the 17th century (332).83 Behn’s description of the natives as “anticke” is another 
mark of their assimilation into a framework once associated solely with the ancient world.  
                                                
81 For soft music sometimes referring to flutes and its use supernatural contexts, see Dessen, 
"recorder," 177-178.  
82 Todd’s edition states that she was unable to find a specific antecedent for these phrases, and I 
similarly have had no luck in sourcing these incantations.  
83 This word crops up in Shirley, as well, where it is used to describe the god-disguises of the two 
songs. Todd only notes the one sense--“antic” in the sense of grotesque—in her edition. The 
OED differentiates "antic" from "antique" but they shared the same range of spellings in the 




What are the political implications of this imaginative homogenization? The oracle in The 
Widow Ranter delivers a tricky, double-sided prophecy: 
The English General shall be, 
A Captive to his Enemy; 
And you from all your Toyls be freed 
When by your hand the Foe shall bleed: 
And ere the sun’s swift course be run, 
This mighty Conquest, shall be won (332). 
 
The Indian King, like Bonduca seventy years before, incorrectly understands the ambiguous 
oracle as a straightforward indication that he will triumph over Bacon. The Queen has 
misgivings, citing an ominous dream in which a “Lyon fell with hunger” devours her husband; 
she warns him that “the Oracles have double meanings, their sence is doubtful, and their words 
Inigma’s” (332). Her interpretation of the ambiguous oracle is ultimately correct, and the King 
dies at Bacon’s hand in the next scene. Though characters in the play doubt the oracle’s clarity—
Sermernia doubts them and as the King dies, he calls them “flattering Oracles”—their prediction 
is ultimately vindicated and Behn’s play is not skeptical about the divinity of the oracle in the 
same way as St. Patrick for Ireland. And though the play stages priests and priestesses around 
the oracle, it does not attribute the oracle’s speech to their human action. The play instead looks 
back to the oracle’s narrative use in Fletcherian tragicomedy, where it provides ambiguously true 
prophecies and the audience is confronted with multiple, competing interpretations.  
Behn’s oracle, like its predecessors, paradoxically proves it has access to divinely-given 
future knowledge only while predicting the destruction of the culture that produced it. In the 
tradition of the “real,” revealed prophecy that opens St. Patrick for Ireland or the oracle 
foretelling the defeat of the British in Bonduca, the Widow Ranter’s oracle works to create 
another indigenous culture aware of its own imminent destruction, and its admission of defeat 




of the oracles at the birth of Christ. By soldering Native American spirituality into this pre-
existing framework, Behn analogizes native culture to Delphos and Rome, locating it in a 
receding past and characterizing it as already in the process of being superseded by a historically 
irresistible Christianity. And by doing so, the play again suggests not just that native religion will 
pale and fade as the oracles before it did, but that pagan religion itself would admit, through its 
own internal prophecies, the inevitability of this timeline.84 The play, otherwise, is not overtly 
concerned with villainizing individual Indians—the Queen is an appropriate romantic match for 
Bacon, and the King fights nobly, parleys according to ‘gentlemanly’ norms, and dies in Bacon’s 
arms thanking him for being a worthy adversary. As Elliott Visconsi has pointed out, responding 
to earlier readings of the play as an anti-miscenegation fantasy, the play devotes most of its time 
instead to a savage satire of the Virginians, who are drunk, mendacious, and mercenary. Visconsi 
argues that Behn connects this “English barbarism” to a rejection of royalism, implying that a 
non-Christian racial past was bubbling just below the surface, constantly ready to erupt in the 
less-obedient, less-Stuartized corners of the empire.85 But though Behn’s play does not satirize or 
attack individual characters, it nonetheless revives and expands a narrative of ancient religious 
history in order to imagine, as George Chapman did nearly a century before, a self-destructing 
native culture in Virginia whose predetermined collapse would obviate the necessity of 
                                                
84 I would suggest, though it is beyond the scope of this chapter, that early Franciscan accounts 
from New Spain of Aztec “prophecies” that predicted the coming of colonists—Bernadino de 
Sahagun’s Historia General, specifically—draw on the same classical topos in service of a 
similar ideological goal.  Fernandez-Armesto has noted the parallels between some of the omens 
in Sahagun’s account and classical portents, but his goal is simply to show that these were 
European rather than “native” accounts. I agree, and would extend his reading by asserting that 
Sahagun and others were drawing on the specific tradition outlined above. See Felipe Fernandez-
Armesto, "'Aztec’ Auguries and Memories of the Conquest of Mexico," Renaissance Studies 6:3-
4 (1992). 
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prolonged conquest, where “a world of savages fall tame before them, / Storing their theft-free 
treasuries with gold.”86   
******************* 
The oracles that pepper Stuart drama do not bear much resemblance to the popular vision of 
the Delphic oracle as an ecstatic, raving priestess hidden away in a grotto; they instead originated 
in Sejanus, the site of an unusual intersection between antiquarianism and performance. 
Originally devised to be a historically specific reflection of ancient Roman practice, the oracle 
instead became generalized, a pagan catch-all that was transplanted to new dramatic settings 
increasingly far in space and time from Delphos or Rome. These movements—the appearance of 
a familiar set of performance conventions in distant, unfamiliar settings--helped audiences 
process new cultural sites by imaginatively analogizing them to other non-Christian settings, 
creating an imaginary category of “paganism” homogeneously bound together by the shared 
ritual of the stage oracle. These moments of homology had a range of political uses: John 
Fletcher created one designed to elevate ancient Britain by emphasizing its continuity with the 
classical world, while Shirley and Behn used the device, instead, as a polemic tool. As the newly 
portable oracle scene was moved to settings where Christianity competed with pagan religions, 
the stage found different ways to undercut its authority: stressing its ambiguous and open-ended 
nature, using antitheatrical language to attack its workings as trickery, and de-emphasizing the 
role of its ritual elements in obtaining prophecy. At the same time, dramatists found in the 
oracle—in many stories, a harbinger of disaster—a helpful device with which to justify the 
conversion of native peoples, providing proof of the sterile, self-consuming, and futureless 
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nature of pagan religion. By the end of the century, the stage oracle existed only as a paradox: a 
way to see the future, but only a future in which the oracle itself would be consumed and 





The Magician in His Study: Staging the Problem of Pagan Textuality from Doctor Faustus 
to The Indian Emperor 
I. Introduction 
 Christopher Marlowe's Doctor Faustus opens with one of the most well-known scenes in 
Renaissance drama: the chorus, after giving the audience a capsule biography of the magician, 
directs our attention to him as "the man that in his study sits."87 Faustus the scholar appears, 
delivering a long monologue in which he evaluates a series of books, surveying the knowledge 
he has gained and rejecting authorities one by one. Over the course of the scene, Faustus's 
intellectual hubris shifts from mere boredom into active heresy, as the scholar turns away from 
more legitimate ancient authorities (Aristotle, Galen, Justinian) and Biblical commentary 
(Jerome's Bible) to "necromantic" books and the "metaphysics of magicians." Marlowe's scene 
encapsulated a larger intellectual problem for early modern audiences: that of the status of 
ancient non-Christian knowledge and its textual forms. The scene, and the play that follows, 
carefully separate out more legitimate pagan authorities from disallowable or heterodox magical 
practices, providing audiences with a distinction in content that was visualized and materialized 
onstage through action and specialized book properties. Marlowe's set-piece, of the 
scholar/magician in his study choosing between texts, rapidly became iconic of the Faustus story 
both inside and outside the early modern theater, and versions of its staging would be recycled 
by dramatists for the next century. This chapter traces the complex lineage of these study scenes 
across the seventeenth century, showing how these scenes depicting the study, a Renaissance-era 
architectural space, came to embody a transhistoric struggle between texts of "paganism" and 
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Christianity that playwrights would eventually project anachronistically to both the ancient and 
the New World.   
 I begin with a discussion of Faustus as part of a constellation of "study scenes" staged by 
the Admiral's Men in the late 1580s, delineating the way this early play characterizes pagan 
knowledge and its textual manifestations in performance, before turning to two later moments in 
the repertory. Queen Anne's Men, from 1612-1622, would revive the "study scene" at the Red 
Bull, most notably in two plays--The Virgin Martyr and Two Noble Ladies and the Converted 
Conjuror--that transport the distinctly modern and Renaissance space of the magician's study and 
its attendant books to the ancient Roman provinces during the emergence of Christianity. I 
conclude by looking across the war, showing how the King's Company drew inspiration from 
revivals of Faustus and other magician's study plays at the newly-reopened Red Bull in the early 
1660s in their development of scenes of indigenous magic found in The Indian Queen (1664) and 
The Indian Emperour (1665). In his borrowing and transformation of the set-piece of the 
magician's study for his indigenous plays, Dryden would remove its signature property, the 
pagan book, producing a vision of an atextual pagan magic that was formally linked to but 
distinct from its pre-war predecessors.  
 Compared to altar scenes, scenes of conjuration and magic had a more complex role in 
the production of information about "pagan" religious practices, because these scenes mapped 
less neatly onto non-Abrahamic settings. Seventeenth-century English drama is filled with 
magicians who populate plays with Christian settings, but these are typically the mountebank and 
astrologer figures in comedies like The Alchemist or The Fair Maid of the Inn or The City 
Madam. These figures account for about a third of the eight-six public theater plays that contain 




their magic as spirited fakery; though interesting, they are not my concern in this chapter. 88 The 
remaining magicians (those who have a claim to supernatural power) can be broken into two 
groups by their narrative function. The first group, consisting of the bulk of these magic figures, 
came to the stage from romance sources. These magicians are minor characters who are 
encountered in small episodes that take place in one (or sometimes two) individual scenes: like 
the magician who is summoned to the palace to provide a love-charm in The Wars of Cyrus, the 
evil sorceress who is burned to death as part of a series of quests in Caradoc the Great, or the 
soothsayer who is consulted for advice about the future in Antony and Cleopatra. A much 
smaller handful of plays feature magicians as main characters who perform a substantial amount 
of magic onstage, and it is these figures I have focused on in this chapter, as they are strongly 
associated with staging practices that were recycled in a broad set of contexts over the course of 
the century. In plays like Doctor Faustus, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, Two Noble Ladies and 
the Converted Conjuror, The Old Wives Tale, and The Virgin Martyr, magician figures appear as 
main characters, and all of these plays spend time fleshing out the space in which these figures 
                                                
88 The Index of Characters in Early Modern English Drama lists 124 texts containing magical 
figures, broadly defined: only 86 of these figures occur in public theater plays.  These figures go 
by many names onstage, and this number includes all the uses of "conjuror," "enchanter," 
"enchantress," "sorceror," "necromancer," "magician" "soothsayer," "witch," "astrologer," 
"wizard," "oracle," and "prophet." About a third of this total appear in masques and pageants and 
do not concern me here; another substantial chunk of these magician figures are the magical 
mountebanks, swindlers, and astrologers that populate city comedies with contemporary 
Christian settings. This leaves around thirty-four plays with magic figures in non-Christian 
settings. Endymion, The Tempest, The Wars of Cyrus, Sophonisba, The Faithful Shepherdess, 
The Brazen Age, The Valiant Welshman, The Birth of Merlin, The Prophetess, Antigone, 1 
Arviragus and Philicia, 2 Arviragus and Philicia, 1 St. Patrick for Ireland, The Enchanted 
Lovers, Gallathea, Antony and Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Cymbeline, Two Noble Ladies and the 
Converted Conjuror, Sappho and Phao, The Comedy of Errors, Troilus and Cressida, Caesar 
and Pompey, 1 The Iron Age, 2 The Iron Age, Thierry and Theodoret, Messalina, Marcus Tullius 
Cicero, Julia Agrippina, Cleopatra, The Broken Heart, and The Roman Actor. See An Index of 
Characters in Early Modern English Drama: Printed Plays, 1500-1660, eds Berger, Bradford, 




do magic: the study.89 The magicians who inhabit these studies would first be presented as quasi-
heretical Christians in plays like Doctor Faustus, but these set-pieces would eventually be altered 
and the magicians inside them changed to actual "pagans," like the Chaldean magician Cyprian 
in Two Noble Ladies or, much later, the Indian magicians of Dryden's Mesoamerican plays. By 
manipulating the times and places in which they embedded this scene, dramatists universalized 
the conflict between Christianity and paganism that the scene represented, moving the conflicted 
Faustus figure to the ancient Roman colonies and eventually to early modern Mesoamerica.  
 Textuality is key in these scenes, which dramatize a conflict between Christianity and 
magic that is manifested onstage by Bibles and angelic books that are juxtaposed against "black" 
or "curious" or "necromantic" books. These latter books are characterized as the hieroglyphic, 
non-alphabetic fruits of non-Abrahamic religious traditions in these plays, which also link these 
texts to Satanic or devilish action rather than representing them as instruments of separate, 
supernaturally-efficacious ritual traditions. In doing so, these scenes worked to buttress a long 
theological tradition that insisted on Christianity's special and unique access to divine revelation 
through the texts of the scriptures.  In the wake of the Reformation, with its emphasis on the 
doctrine of sola scriptura, Protestant writers and thinkers would use the scripture's supposed 
unique authority to attack not just the traditions of the Catholic church, but also the textual bases 
of non-Christian traditions ranging from the Kabbalah to the Koran to more esoteric texts. The 
plays I discuss in this chapter do not precisely name the magical texts they dramatize or their 
authors; we learn that they are "curious," hieroglyphic, "black," perhaps "Caldean." But the plays 
do work to stage Christian-pagan conflict on the ground of textuality and to enclose non-
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Christian texts of ritual knowledge within a dualist schema that insists on their devilish nature. 
Though its origins are in the magician plays of the 1580s and 1590s, the scene would be later 
reused in plays set in the "pagan" colonies of ancient Rome and, eventually, in the indigenous 
societies of the New World. These final reuses, however, cite the magician's study while 
stripping it of its books, staging the familiar contest between paganism and Christianity not in 
terms of competing textualities, but as a competition between equally fallible religious 
institutions. In their transformations of the magician's study, Dryden and Howard imagined New 
World societies as atextual and aliterate, but they did so in the service of skeptical assault on the 
institutional fallibility of pagan and Christian institutions and rituals alike.   
II. The Admiral's Men, Doctor Faustus, and the Advent of the Magician's Study 
 
 Scholars of Marlowe's play have tended to cast Faustus not as a pagan, but as a "black 
magician" whose magic is merely an inversion of Christian ritual forms.90 These readings focus 
on the anti-Christian elements in Faustus's magic books--the "breviated names of holy saints" 
and "Jehovah's name, / Forward and backward anagrammatised"--as well as the character's 
eventual disembowelment by devils. But these moments of simple Christian inversion appear 
alongside other elements in Faustus's magic books: figures and "characters" that seem to point 
into longer hieroglyphic traditions of astrology and cabalism that predate and are exterior to 
Christianity. Faustus's understanding of his own magical rituals and their effects reflects, from 
the play's start, a poorly-separated mixture of Christian and extra-Christian elements. When he 
                                                
90 Scholars who see the play as an outgrowth of the medieval morality play tradition (that is, as a 
schematic struggle between God and Satan) have emphasized this aspect of the play. See David 
Bevington, From Mankind to Marlowe: the Growth of Structure in the Popular Drama of Tudor 
England (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1962) or the discussion of the play in John Cox, The 
Devil and the Sacred in Renaissance Drama, 1350-1642 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 
2000). Neither engage with the play's suggestion that Faustus dreams of something exterior to 
Christian eschatology, but instead see the play's structure and thematic concerns as an outgrowth 




dreams of the benefits of magical power in the play's opening scene, the scholar claims he will 
use the magic to summon the neutrally designated "spirits" (neither devils nor angels); a scene 
later, he seems intent on conjuring to "try if devils will obey" his "hest" (I.i.81, I.iii.6). Later, he 
claims he is unafraid of damnation because he will "confound hell in Elysium...with the old 
philosophers!" (I.iii.60-61). Faustus's words invoke two different cosmological models that sit 
uneasily beside one another in the play's early scenes: a standard Christian cosmology in which 
all supernatural power falls into a divine or Satanic dichotomy, and a broader one that allows for 
"spirits" who are neither angels nor demons, "Elysian" pagan afterlives that are neither heavenly 
nor hellish, and an efficacious magic drawn from ancient or exotic sources whose practice is 
unrelated to a Christian God's power.  
 The play materializes this confusion onstage in the form of Faustus's prop books. Our 
hero rapturously describes the nature and contents of the "necromantic" volumes that have so 
enchanted him:  
And necromantic books are heavenly,  
Lines, circles, signs, letters, and characters--- 
Ay, these are those that Faustus most desires (I.i.53-55). 
 
Slightly later in the play, Faustus copies the book's contents on the ground to summon "spirits," 
demonstrating more of the books' contents: 
Within this circle is Jehovah's name,  
Forward and backward anagrammatised, 
The breviated names of holy saints,  
Figures of every adjunct to the heavens,  
And characters of signs and erring stars,  
By which the spirits are enforced to rise (I.iii.8-12). 
 
Faustus's books mix anti-Christian forms--the shortened and inverted names of God and the 
saints--with other elements, figures and "characters" that seem to point beyond the Christian 




distinguished by their pictorial or hieroglyphic qualities, set apart from the transformations of 
alphabetic forms associated with the saints and the name of the Christian god. These include 
circles and lines, as well as "characters," a term which referred to cabalistic signs in the period, 
and "figures," or diagrams of the planets.91 
 We get a hint at where these figures might originate in Marlowe's major source, The 
Historie of the Damnable Life, and Deserued Death of Doctor Iohn Faustus (usually referred to 
by scholars as The English Faust Book), which describes Faustus's activities thus: 
...he accompanied himselfe with diuers that were séene In those diuelish Arts, and that had 
the Chaldean, Persian, Hebrew, Arabian, and Greeke tongues, vsing Figures, characters, 
Coniurations, Incantations, with many other ceremonies belonging to these infernal Arts...92  
 
The anonymous author of the Faust Book links the "figures" and "characters" of Faustus's 
conjuration to the knowledge of "the Chaldean, Persian, Hebrew, Arabian, and Greek tongues." 
These languages, though obviously very different from one another, were united for Renaissance 
authors by the fact that they did not use Roman alphabetic script, a distinction that Marlowe's 
major source returns to just pages later, when it describes Faust's initial summoning of the devil 
as coming from his use of "Vocabula, Figures, Characters, Coniurations, and other Ceremoniall 
actions." Marlowe's play, unlike his source, never mentions the specific languages that Faustus's 
"necromantic books" are written in, but the play does borrow, via the vocabulary of "figures" and 
"characters," the link that the source text establishes between non-Roman alphabets and visuality 
rather than textuality. This shift--from alphabetic text that might be read to symbols or 
hieroglyphs that must be seen--is also registered in the language that characters use to describe 
interacting with the magic books. These books filled with not-quite-language inspire 
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corresponding states of not-quite-reading throughout the play. Unlike the Holy Scriptures, which 
the angel urges Faustus to simply "read," the books of magic are "beheld" or "gazed upon" by 
various characters: an associated performance act that made the hieroglyphic nature of these 
books even more obvious to the audience.  
 Other plays and woodcuts associated with Faustus also suggest that these "necromantic" 
books may have been visually differentiated onstage. The text of Faustus certainly insists on a 
visual distinction between the "necromantic" books and regular books of learning in various 
characters' description of the books, and there are indications throughout the period's drama that 
playing companies used book properties in different forms for different dramatic purposes.93 One 
later play, Barnes' The Devil's Charter, performed by the King's Men, calls particularly for a 
"magic book" and, given Faustus's insistence on visually differentiating its own volumes 
thematically and in speech, the Admiral's Men may have had a similar property. There are other 
indications that this might have been the case in the record of woodcuts associated with 
Admiral's Men magic plays. Early woodcuts of Faustus show him in his study, holding a book 
that contains lines of text in front of a magic circle filled with alchemical figures (see Image 1). 
This woodcut may not directly reflect stage practice, but it does show us the way the woodcut 
artist read the play. In this early Faustus woodcut, the book contains lines of text and is not 
visually marked as hieroglyphic. But later woodcuts of similar scenes indicate otherwise, like the 
woodcuts that accompany contemporary editions of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. The play, 
which also features an extended magician's study, was also performed by the Admiral's Men 
contemporary with Faustus. Though the play was first printed without illustrations in 1593, 
subsequent printings of the text in 1630 and 1655 by Elizabeth Allde featured a woodcut that 
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strikingly resembles that found in the Doctor Faustus texts (see image 2). A number of elements 
from the Friar Bacon woodcut are clearly derived from the earlier Wright woodcut for Faustus: 
the globe, the background window and shelf of books, the conjurors' robes, the central open 
"magic" book.  But closer attention to the books in the Allde Friar Bacon woodcut reveals even 
more identical details: the background book that has a visible cover is identical in both woodcuts, 
and the four of the alchemical symbols that fill Faustus's magic circle in the earlier woodcut 
recur inside the magic book in the Allde Friar Bacon woodcut. Imitation in print might explain 
this similarity, but it is also possible that the shared symbols both point to an external staging 
practice.  
 Through the figure of the magic book, with its confusing mixture of sign systems, 
Marlowe embodies Faustus's dilemma in the early scenes of the play. On the one hand, the text 
offers Faustus "figures" and "signs" associated with exotic languages that promise the possibility 
of magical tradition external to Christianity. On the other hand, Marlowe clouds this possibility 
with the incorporation of signs that are merely anti-Christian, encouraging us to read its 
"Chaldean" figures alongside and perhaps as merely inversions of Christian practice. But though 
the character of Faustus vacillates between these two understandings of magic early in the play, 
the action of Marlowe's drama quickly and decisively forecloses the second possibility. Faustus's 
hope that he will summon extra-Christian "spirits" is belied by the prompt appearance of what 
the A-text calls the "Good Angel" and the "Evil Angel" in the psychomachia that punctuates I.i. 
These figures undercut, in their dichotomous pairing, the suggestion that there might be spirits 
operating outside the framework of a Christian cosmology.94  The play returns even more 
explicitly to this issue in the scene of first encounter between Faustus and Mephistopheles. 
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Having inscribed the hieroglyphs from his book onto the floor and read the Latin phrases aloud, 
Faustus triumphantly celebrates his own power, saying: "There's virtue in my heavenly words. / 
Who would not be proficient in this art?...Such is the force of magic and my spells" (I.iii.27-28, 
32). Faustus focuses on the supernatural efficacy of the rituals he has conducted, attributing 
supernatural power to his "words," "art," "magic," and "spells." However, Mephistopheles 
quickly corrects him, in the play's most important discussion of magic: 
 Faustus: Did not my conjuring speeches raise thee? Speak. 
 Mephistopheles: That was the cause, but yet per accidens. 
 For when we hear one rack the name of God, 
 Abjure the Scriptures and his Saviour Christ, 
 We fly in hope to get his glorious soul,  
 Nor will we come unless he use such means 
 Whereby he is in danger to be damned.  
 Therefore, the shortest cut for conjuring  
 Is stoutly to abjure the Trinity 
 And pray devoutly to the prince of hell (I.iii.44-55). 
 
Mephistopheles' speech argues that Faustus's magic book, with its uneasy mixture of ancient 
languages and inverted Christian signs, has no power in and of itself. It has only summoned a 
devil "per accidens," a legal term that, in 16th and 17th century use, meant to cause something 
indirectly or through a non-essential virtue.95 In other words, Mephistopheles reveals Faustus's 
magic books to be useful as conjuring tools only inasmuch as they contain anti-Christian 
blasphemy.96 The ancient magic hieroglyphs, the eschatologically neutral spirits, the promises of 
an ancient non-Christian afterlife: all these are shown to be illusions, and Faustus's magic rituals 
are correspondingly revealed as mere vestigial, non-efficacious ceremonies unless they refer 
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96 Scholars have cited this passage in order to place Faustus in the landscape of reformist 
Protestant conceptions of magic in the 1580s and 1590s, which claimed that language and ritual--
devilish or divine---had no inherent link to the supernatural. For a full overview of the context 
and its relationship to Faustus see Genevieve Guenther, "Why Devils Came When Faustus 




negatively to the Christian God. In this moment, Marlowe's play forcefully renders extra-
Christian supernatural power impossible.   
 The play returns to this issue slightly later, after Faustus has signed the devilish contract. 
He asks Mephistopheles for a series of books, including one "wherein I might behold all spells 
and incantations, / that I might raise up spirits when I please." Here again, magic ritual has an 
essentially devilish source, a characterization reinforced by Mephistopheles's involvement in 
most of Faustus's subsequent magical displays, even though the devil claims to have imparted 
independent magical power to Faustus in this scene. Mephistopheles transports Faustus across 
vast swathes of space, he grants the invisibility robe that allows the magician to torment the 
devil, and he fetches the spirits of Alexander and his concubine for the Emperor in the fourth act. 
In all of these scenes, Faustus's nominally independent magic stems from devilish action in a 
way that persistently reminds the audience of its inherently anti-Christian nature. Marlowe's 
play, in short, dramatizes the temptation of thinking that there might be supernaturally 
efficacious "pagan" textual traditions external to Christianity in the form of "necromantic books." 
But the play eventually reveals this tempting conception of paganism as mere Satanic fiction, 
foreclosing any more capacious sense of religious possibility by insisting on a dichotomy 
between Christianity and Satanic blasphemy.  
III. Paganizing Faustus: The Virgin Martyr & Two Noble Ladies and the Converted Conjuror 
 Faustus's study quickly became iconic of the play itself, and indeed of the genre of the 
"magic play" more generally. This is clear in the afterlives of the woodcuts associated with 
Faustus and Friar Bacon, two of the magician's-study plays performed by the Admiral's Men. 
These woodcuts, working as an interpretation of the play as a whole, focus on the study scene, 
isolating and prioritizing it as appropriately emblematic of these magic plays. The study scene 




of the Faustus story even used versions of this illustration on their covers. The original woodcut, 
which first appeared on the title page of the 1616 edition, would be reused by John Wright's 
printing shop in their reissues of the playtext in 1619, 1620, 1624, and 1631, and Wright would 
also use the same woodcut on the title page when he reprinted Marlowe's major prose source, 
The English Faust Book, in 1636. Later printers modeled their woodcuts closely on the Wright 
woodcut for the remainder of the century; Restoration editions of the prose version of the story 
featured one, as did a mid-century ballad about Faustus and a verse version of the story from 
1664 (see Image 3). These reuses show the signature scene of Marlowe's play becoming iconic 
outside the theater; the ballad version of the Faustus story, for example, makes no mention of the 
magician's study, but is prefaced by a woodcut of the study scene modeled on the 1616 edition of 
the play!  
 At the same time as the study scene was becoming mobile and iconic in print, dramatists 
continued to cite and reuse it in theater. One company in particular--Queen Anne's Men--seized 
on the magician's study found in Faustus, in which extended magical action and "hieroglyphic" 
book properties are staged for extended periods of time within the discovery space. Formed 
under Anne's patronage in 1603, the troupe operated until they ran into financial trouble in the 
early 1620s. The troupe specialized in elaborate special effects, as can be seen in the following 
stage direction from Heywood's play The Silver Age, performed in 1611: "As he touches the bed 
it fires, and all flyes up. Jupiter from thence takes an abortive infant."97 This spectacular, 
elaborate stage direction, typical of the company's plays, reveals their investment in novelty 
props--the "abortive infant"--combined with complex uses of vertical space and pyrotechnics. In 
addition to their interest in spectacle, the company also seemed to have a particular interest in 
                                                




plays that featured beleaguered Christians under siege from various kinds of unbelievers. Their 
repertory contains an unusual number of plays with plots featuring Christian conflict with Islam, 
like Fair Maid of the West and The Travels of the Three English Brothers. The troupe also 
specialized in the use of devil and angel figures, in plays like A Shoemaker a Gentleman, The 
Virgin Martyr, Two Noble Ladies, If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody, and If This Be Not a 
Good Play, the Devil is in It. Given these specializations, it is easy to see why Queen Anne's 
Men would have been drawn to Marlowe's spectacularly beleaguered magician.  
 The company produced four plays featuring magician studies in the years between 1612 
and 1622: The White Devil, The Two Merry Milkmaids, The Virgin Martyr, and The Two Noble 
Ladies and the Converted Conjuror, as well as one other popular play, Greene's Tu Quoque, that 
featured a non-magical study scene. These scenes drew on two specific elements of the Admiral's 
Men's study scenes: their use of magical book properties, discussed earlier, and their extended 
use of the discovery space. The study in Faustus was almost certainly staged in the discovery 
space, a curtained aperture at the back of the stage: V.i. of the 1616 B-text begins with the 
direction "Enter devils with covered dishes. Mephistopheles leads them into Faustus's study." 
This doubled direction, in which the devils enter onto the stage before being led into the space 
demarcated as the study, strongly suggests that the study was in the recessed discovery space at 
the Rose Theater, where the Admiral's Men seem to have been performing from the early 1590s 
onward.98  Other contemporary Admiral's Men plays clearly indicate that their magician study 
scenes were in the discovery space, as well, as in Peele's Old Wive's Tale and Greene's Friar 
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Bacon and Friar Bungay (both plays are difficult to date precisely but were certainly staged 
within a few years of Faustus). In the former, the sorcerer Sacrapant enters "in his study," while 
later in the play "two Furies" "enter...out of the Coniurers Cell" [emphasis mine].99 It seems 
likely that the "cell" and the "study" refer to the same space, which must have been separate from 
the thrust stage. In the latter play, Friar Bacon enters the place where he will do magic by 
"drawing the curtains with a white stick, a book in his hand" before consulting a prophetic 
Brazen Head.100 This brazen head he reveals was almost certainly located in a recessed discovery 
space, as attested by its use in another Greene play that may have been performed at the Rose, 
Alphonsus, King of Aragon (1587), which describes a prophetic brazen head as placed "in the 
middle of the place behind the stage" (l. 1246). The use of curtains to cover discovery spaces is 
also attested by a number of other plays.101 The study scenes in Friar Bacon and The Old Wives 
Tale point to a pattern of staging by the Admiral's Men, who seem to have used the discovery 
space for extended scenes of magic while at the Rose.  
 Queen Anne's Men drew on this tradition during their years at the Red Bull, where they 
spent the majority of the 1610s and the early 1620s, with only a short stint at the Cockpit theater. 
Eva Griffith has concluded that the Red Bull also had a discovery space that was frequently used, 
as one can see in the frontispiece attached to Francis Kirkman's much later text The Wits, or 
Sport Upon Sport, which illustrates the playing space of the revived Red Bull after the 
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100 Robert Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. In English Renaissance Drama: A Norton 
Anthology, eds. David Bevington, Lars Engle, Katherine Maus, Eric Rasmussen (Norton: New 
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Restoration.102 Here, a clown figure labelled "tu quoque," probably intended to represent an actor 
in the role of Bubble in Greene's Tu Quoque, peeks from behind a set of curtains that conceal an 
aperture at the back of the thrust stage (see Image 4). Kirkman's drawing shows us an active 
discovery space in the Red Bull, one that is linked by the illustration to a play with a study scene. 
Internal evidence from other plays in the repertory themselves also indicates that Queen Anne's 
Men continued the Admiral's Men's tradition of staging study scenes in the discovery space. 
Nowhere is this clearer than in the bizarre conjuror scene in The White Devil, in which an 
unnamed "one in the habit of a Conjuror" enters with the evil Bracciano (II.ii). The scene that 
follows closely mimics the scrying scenes in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, where the 
magicians sat in the discovery space watching a geographically-distant scene through a magic 
instrument while the scene in question unfolded for the audience on the thrust stage. In The 
White Devil, Bracciano and the Conjuror "see" a dumbshow of murders--one by a rigged 
vaulting accident, one by a poisoned painting--that developed on the thrust stage while the two 
sat in the discovery space.103  
 Queen Anne's Men would recycle the set-piece of the magician's study in four plays from 
1612 to 1622, though the individual plays use it to different ends. Two Merry Milkmaids, or the 
Best Words Wear the Garland is a hybrid pastoral/city comedy with magical elements, while 
Webster's The White Devil is a revenge tragedy with a vaguely contemporary Continental setting. 
The two plays that the company staged right before they became inactive, however, have far 
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more interesting settings: Dekker and Massinger's The Virgin Martyr and the anonymous Two 
Noble Ladies. These plays, instead of reproducing the Continental geography and late medieval 
temporality of Faustus, anachronistically transport the magician's study far afield into the ancient 
Roman colonies during the emergence of Christianity. The Virgin Martyr takes place in 
Cappadocia (present-day central Turkey) during the third century Diocletianic persecutions, 
while Two Noble Ladies is set in ancient Antioch, Syria, and Babylon during roughly the same 
period. The two plays tell the story of black magician figures, discovered in their studies just as 
Faustus is, who associate with devils and who eventually turn away from their pagan beliefs to 
Christianity, obtaining the happy ending denied to Faustus. These reuses of the Faustus study 
scene and its associated books may have well been driven as much by financial incentives as by 
anything else. These plays premiered at a time when Queen Anne's Men were experiencing 
intense financial difficulty; the troupe may consequently have had a strong imperative to reuse 
costumes and properties from play to play.104 Whatever the cause of their repeated return to the 
set-piece, the company's reuses provided audiences with a set of ideas about ancient religious 
practices in the Roman provinces. This anachronistic projection of the study scene erased the 
local, Roman rites found in ancient North Africa and Turkey during their administration by the 
empire, replacing them with (in the case of Two Noble Ladies) or relating them to (in the case of 
The Virgin Martyr) the familiar tropes of the black magician, his devilish companions, and his 
"blacke books." In their generalization of the study scene to the ancient world, Queen Anne's 
Men provide us with another example of the way that the theater's culture of material 
conservatism generated the reuses of material that, in turn, provided audiences with sweeping 
transhistorical homologies regarding the nature of paganism. 
                                                





 Two Noble Ladies begins in early Christian, late Roman Antioch, but its first scene 
features a Faustus-style study scene projected on this ancient location with anachronistic 
abandon. As the city of Antioch burns, a comic servant character named Barebones emerges 
onstage to tell us that he--"the poorest puppie that is left" in the city--will seek refuge and "runne 
into my masters studdy, and hide mee in his inckehorne."105 He attempts to do so, moving 
backward on the stage, to where his master, the "caldean" magician Cyprian, is suddenly 
"discovered at his booke" (6). The structure of the scene is clearly modeled on the Admiral's 
Men's magic scenes staged in discovery spaces: the magician Cyprian is identified as such by the 
book he holds and by his position in the discovery space, which is described in-text as a "study" 
(6). Barebones himself, as well, would cue audiences to think of the comic servant Robin in 
Doctor Faustus, an identification that becomes even stronger later in the play's subplot, in which 
Barebones, just as Robin was before him, is teased and tormented by the devil Cantharides 
whom Cyprian has summoned.106  
  Looked at from one angle, this reuse of the elements of the magic study scene is merely 
historically inaccurate. The projection of the humanist study, with its apparatus of "inckhornes," 
into a late imperial Roman province bears little relationship to historical fact; Lisa Jardine and 
Anthony Grafton have persuasively argued that the Renaissance study was a distinctly novel 
technological and architectural space. Likewise, the proliferation of books in codex form found 
                                                
105 All further quotations to Two Noble Ladies will be in-text and refer to the page numbers found 
in the only modern reproduction of the manuscript by the Malone Society. Unfortunately for this 
study, the original MS is missing one of its pages, which contains the second half of the study 
scene with which the play opens! See Anonymous, The Two Noble Ladies and the Converted 
Conjuror (Malone Society Reprints: London, 1930), 6. 
106 Cantharides' marvelous name comes from cantharis, the Latin name for the Spanish fly, 
known in the early modern period for both its sting and its aphrodisiac qualities. As Barebones 
points out in the play, "Cantharides is a bawdy fly, of which the apothecaries make a provocative 




in the play might strike scholars of the history of the book in late antiquity as equally 
anachronistic, given that during the late Roman/early Christian era the codex had barely gained 
parity in use with the older technology of the scroll.107 As Peter Stallybrass has shown, at least 
some thinkers in England were aware of this history and connected the spread of Christianity to 
the spread of the codex, which replaced the pagan or Jewish form of the scroll.108 But if we set 
aside our expectations for historical realism (rarely a priority in the early modern public theater), 
this moment, however anachronistic, comes into focus as powerfully ethnographically productive 
for audiences, rendering the unfamiliar religious terrain of Rome's North African colonies in the 
familiar terms of the Faustian study paradigm.   
 The play offers a landscape of ancient religion that consists merely of black magic. 
Cyprian the magician speaks of "gods" in the plural, but his magical actions--freezing guards and 
summoning devils--are attributed to Satan, an association underscored by the magician's frequent 
unselfconscious claims that he believes hell "could all desires accomplish" (71). Statements like 
these reveal that Cyprian, rather than espousing a belief in a competing non-Abrahamic vision of 
the afterlife (like Elysium, for example), understands himself as always working within the 
Christian frame of heaven and hell, even before his conversion. The play continues this revision 
of the past in its depiction of Cyprian's study and the books found within it. Whereas Faustus's 
                                                
107 For the Renaissance study as a technologically novel space, see the discussion of the book 
wheel and other book storage apparatuses in Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton, "Studied for 
Action: How Gabriel Harvey Read His Livy," Past and Present 129 (Nov 1990): 30-78. Another 
study which considers the Renaissance library as a unique technological space can be found in 
William Sherman, John Dee: The Politics of Reading and Writing in the English Renaissance  
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1997), esp chapter 2. For an overview of the 
transition from scroll to codex culture and the role played by Christianity, see Colin Roberts and 
T.C. Skeat, The Birth of the Codex (London: Oxford University Press, 1983).  
108 For a short discussion of one Renaissance reader linking the two forms to Judaism and 
Christianity, respectively, see Peter Stallybrass, "Books and Scrolls: Navigating the Bible," in 
Books and Readers in Early Modern England: Material Studies, eds. Jennifer Andersen and 




study contained both acceptable texts of pagan wisdom alongside his hieroglyphic books of 
black magic, Cyprian's study, Barebones reveals in the opening scene, is only filled with texts of 
"arte." Here, the texts of pagan learning are gone, along with their Christian counterparts: 
Jerome, Galen, Aristotle have vanished and are replaced entirely with the books of Cyprian's 
magical "caldean" learning, described throughout the play as both devilish and "blacke." Stage 
directions and dialogue within the play both work to mark these magic books as separate, 
particularly in the scene where Cyprian finally renounces his art, saying he will burn his "curious 
bookes" (emphasis mine) and hurling them under the stage (74). "Curious" could mean "occult" 
in the period, and was also used to describe crafted objects that bore the traces of elaborate, 
unnatural work, the cura or care of the word's Latin root.109 These "curious" books are quickly 
differentiated from another property, "The Angells booke," which Cyprian has been granted by a 
heavenly messenger and to which he turns after his renunciation of his magic volumes (74). 
Cyprian's magic book, described as "curious" and differentiated from heavenly texts, is marked 
as a visually distinct book prop of the kind that I have argued the Admiral's Men may have used. 
By using these magic book props and the discovery space, Two Noble Ladies transports Faustus's 
study to the ancient world, helping transform the self-consciously devilish black magic of 
sixteenth century Germany into a universal figure for pagan difference, erasing the polytheistic 
possibilities of religious traditions external to Christianity and rewriting the ancient religious past 
as a merely another battleground between Satanic magic and the emergence of Christianity.  
 The Virgin Martyr, another Queen's Men production from the same era, would do related 
but far more polemical work with its magician's study. Dekker and Massinger's collaboration 
                                                




tells the story of the Christian martyr Dorothea and her Roman persecutors.110 The play features 
a triple plot, shuttling between the politics surrounding the arrival of Diocletian in Cappadocia 
and his daughter Artemia's unrequited desire to marry Antonius, the valorous son of the 
provincial governor (who in turn nurtures an unrequited love for the martyr Dorothea); the 
persecution of Dorothea by the Christian-hunter Theophilus and his "secretary," the disguised 
devil Harpax, a persecution impelled by a province-wide crackdown on Christians and the 
jealous Artemia's discovery of Antonius's unrequited passion for the martyr; and a clown subplot 
featuring Hircius and Spungius, two unrepentant criminals who have been rescued by Dorothea 
from the gallows before the events of the play. Though Dekker and Massinger probably drew the 
outlines of their story from a version of the saint legend found in Flos Sanctorum, The Lives of 
Saints, a 1609 English Catholic book of saints lives translated from the Spanish, they 
substantially altered this source material in order to bring it in line with the dramaturgical 
practices of Queen Anne's Men.111 The Virgin Martyr was a natural fit for the company, with its 
focus on a Christian attacked by unbelievers, and Massinger and Dekker filled out the story with 
extended use of angel and devil characters, novel use of offstage sound, and, most important for 
my purposes here, a scene that cites and revises the magician's study paradigm developed by the 
Admiral's Men. 
 The Virgin Martyr's invocation of the study scene tradition sits alongside a number of 
other citations of earlier "pagan" dramatic forms in the play. Though scholarship on the play has 
                                                
110 The play can be firmly located in the repertory; it was licensed on October 6th, 1620, and the 
title page of the first edition in 1622 attributes the play to both Massinger and Dekker, as well as 
informing us that the play was acted by "the Servants of his Maiesties Reuels," as Queen Anne's 
Men became known after Anne's death in 1619. 
111 For a full discussion of this source and others that Dekker and Massinger could have drawn on 
for the outlines of their story, see Julia Gasper, "The Sources of The Virgin Martyr," Review of 




documented its in the pre-Reformation "Catholic tradition" of the saints play, scholars have 
ignored the extent to which the play engages with the "pagan" theatrical forms found on the 
public stage from the 1590s onward. 112 This scholarly lacuna has resulted in the almost complete 
neglect of the play's ancient setting and the Roman politics of the play's framing plot and a 
corresponding, inaccurate characterization of the play as an unusual, radical throwback to the 
form of the medieval martyr play rather than as an outgrowth of contemporary public theater 
trends.113 Though the play does reprise elements of earlier martyr plays, it also contains a tissue 
of references to far more recent "pagan" plays, from its citation of Tamburlaine in the elaborate 
"captured king" triumphal parade during Diocletian's first entry to its citation and repudiation of 
the tradition, found in King's Men plays, of the miraculous and oracular moving statue.114 When 
scholars have dealt with citations in these and other Queen Anne's Men plays, it has been to 
characterize Red Bull productions as nostalgic and aesthetically stagnant, as if the troupe merely 
                                                
112 For an extended discussion of the play's larger-scale plot resemblances to other works by 
Massinger as well as contemporary tragicomedies, see the discussion in Peter F. Mullaney, 
Religion and the Artifice of Jacobean and Caroline Drama (Salzburg: Institute for English 
Studies, 1977). 
113 A number of scholars have characterized the play in this way, using the play's supposed 
radically nostalgic form as the basis for readings of the play that see it as Catholic. These 
readings ignore the play's many links to contemporary pagan dramaturgy. For readings of the 
play as an aesthetic throwback or sport, see Holly Pickett Crawford, "Dramatic Nostalgia and 
Spectacular Conversion in Dekker and Massinger’s The Virgin Marty," SEL 49:2 (Spring 2009): 
437-462; Louise George Clubb, "The Virgin Martyr and the Tragedia Sacra,” Renaissance 
Drama 7 (1964): 103–26; and Julia Gasper, The Dragon and the Dove: The Plays of Thomas 
Dekker (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990).  
114 The play also looks back to Lear in its opening scene. As Diocletian and his daughter Artemia 
discuss her marriage, he praises her, describing her as "my only child whose lue to me and duty / 
Strive to exceede each other," and she replies, saying "I make payment / But of a debt which I 
stand bound to tender / As a daughter, and a subiect." This scene's placement at the play's 
beginning, its careful rhetorical measurement of a princess's love for her father, and the 
arrangement of three marriageable kings onstage, all reveal Massinger and Dekker using the 




reproduced earlier theatrical forms without substantially altering them. 115 This characterization 
has gone hand in hand with the critical reproduction of class-inflected assumptions about the Red 
Bull and its patrons' undiscerning taste. However, though Dekker and Massinger's play is indeed 
deeply citational, it invokes earlier conventions only to sharply revise and remake them, drawing 
on its audience's sophisticated horizons of expectation about pagan tropes and their effects only 
to undermine them.116  
 One of the most obvious citations found in the play comes in the form of the triumphal 
parade in the first act, in which the emperor Diocletian enters in triumph, behind "three kings 
bound," a tableau described by one observer as akin to the emperor being "drawne by captiue 
kings."117 Here, The Virgin Martyr clearly looks back to the use of triumphs as symbols of pagan 
                                                
115As Richard Rowland has recently persuasively argued, scholarship has wrongly seen the use of 
spectacle and older forms in the Red Bull as indicative of an audience of "semi-literate fools, 
addicted only to fireworks, noisy spectacle and gratuitous sexual comedy, and prone to 
vociferous and violent protest when their appetites were disappointed." For critics to make this 
assumption is, as he puts it, to "buy into a shameless advertising campaign mounted by their 
rivals, a campaign of which the purveyors of entertainment at the Red Bull were themselves 
increasingly and amusingly aware." Richard Rowland, Thomas Heywood's Theatre, 1599-1639: 
Locations, Translations, and Conflict (London: Ashgate Publishing, 2010), 15.  
116 The most interesting reading of the play to date has been done by Jane Hwang Degenhardt, 
who claims that the play demonstrates the theater's "reliance on prior templates for Christian 
resistance to persecution, as well as a refiguring of these templates to characterize what was 
perceived to be a new threat [of Islamic conversion]." There are no Muslims in the play, but 
Degenhardt points to links between this play and other contemporary works like The Renegado 
to make her case that audiences would have read the threat as Islamic through analogy. Though I 
agree that the play participates in a dramatic vogue for theologically and sexually resistant 
Christian woman who are threatened with rape and conversion by non-Christian men, Dekker 
and Massinger's play is far more directly concerned with the tropes of stage paganism than with 
Islam, which appears only as a handful of confused references to circumcision in the comic plot. 
See Jane Hwang Degenhardt, "Catholic Martyrdom in Dekker and Massinger's The Virgin Martir 
and the Early Modern Threat of Turning Turk," ELH 73.1 (Spring 2006): 83-117. 
117 All further citations to The Virgin Martyr will appear in-text and are to the original edition. 
Phillip Massinger and Thomas Dekker, The Virgin Martir a Tragedie, EEBO, British Library 





cruelty and imperial success, as in plays like Tamburlaine and The Wounds of Civil War (which I 
discuss more fully in Chapter 3). In The Virgin Martyr, the triumph is characterized as just one 
aspect of the Roman state's ruthlessness: Diocletian claims that "In all growing Empires / eu'n 
cruely is vsefull," and one of the bound kings notes that "we are familiar with what cruelty / 
Roome since her infant greatnesse, euer vsde" (B4v). These observations about the triumph, in 
the same scene in which we learn that the persecution of Christians has intensified during 
Diocletian's arrival, links the triumph to the torture and murder of Christians as another facet of 
Roman imperial "cruelty." This link recurs later in the play, when, after Dorothea's head has been 
struck off, Theophilus demands that Christians: "Die all. / That are or fauour this accursed Sect, / 
I triumph in their ends, and will raise vp /A hill of their dead Karkatses [carcasses]" (K3r, 
emphasis mine). The play does not stop merely with the dramatization of the cruelties of 
triumph, but instead reworks the pagan triumph in Christian terms in its closing moments, when 
a triumphant parade of martyred Christians lead Dorothea in, "A Crowne upon her head" and 
"crownes upon her robe" (M1r). Here, the distinctions of imperial rank become instead the 
distinctions of relative holiness, and the play offers not just a critique of but an alternative to the 
display of pagan power offered by the trope of the triumph.  
 In a similar vein, the play's use of a distinctly dead and immobile statue of Jupiter cites 
the practice of using magical moving idols that distinguished the pagan dramaturgy of the King's 
Men in the preceding two decades and which I discuss in Chapter 1.118 Unlike the costumed 
actors that stood in for miraculously moving pagan statues in other plays, Massinger and 
                                                
118 By the time of The Virgin Martyr's performance, the King's Men themselves were moving 
away from "miraculous idol" scenes. Their  oracular rituals (scenes of which often included 
miraculous statues) were increasingly linked to the horrors of human sacrifice after the premiere 





Dekker's statue seems to have been a constructed prop. The actions done to the statue onstage 
reveal its inanimacy: the reconverted Christian daughters of Theophilus take the "Image of 
Jupiter" and "both spit at the Image, throw it downe, and spurne it" (G2r). These actions, 
particularly the act of hurling the statue down, suggest that the image in question was merely a 
prop rather than the betrayingly flexible body of an actor. This conclusion is also supported by 
the Christian characters' frequent descriptions of the idol as merely dead material. Theophilus 
draws explicit attention to this in the moment of his conversion, meditating on the fact that 
"Jupiter / For all my sacrifices done to him / Neuer once gaue me smile: how can stone smile, / 
Or woodden Image laugh?" (K4v). Dorothea, in the speech that converts Theophilus's daughters, 
insults their "gods" made of "gold...silver, brasse, or wood" (F3v). Massinger and Dekker's play 
uses an inanimate image to highly pointed effect, and the satire here, as in their reuse of the 
triumph, cuts two ways. On a superficial level, The Virgin Martyr polemically attacks pagan 
religious practices, showing how they are inferior to Christianity. But canny theatergoers, 
familiar with the stage languages through which "paganism" had been portrayed in the past three 
decades by troupes like the King's Men, could also see another level of satire here, directed 
against the stage practices through which paganism had been positively portrayed and, by proxy, 
the theatrical companies who had produced them. The Virgin Martyr, in other words, takes plays 
like Sejanus or Tamburlaine to task, questioning their representations of the efficacy of pagan 
ritual and the lavish and glorious power of pagan empires.  
 Just as it does with the triumph and the idol, The Virgin Martyr revives the study scene 
only to polemically transform it into another sign of the ritual inefficacy of paganism. From the 
play's very beginning, The Virgin Martyr sets up textuality as one of the arenas in which 




books are used to separate characters along confessional lines. The first time Angelo (an angel in 
disguise) enters, he comes onstage with a "Booke and a taper" which he, lines later, passes to 
Dorothea when she enters (D1v). The "booke" they hold in turn is unspecified, but the over-
determined holiness of these two characters strongly implies that it is a Bible. Dorothea also 
praises Angelo by saying that "in golden letters downe ile set the day / Which gaue thee to me" 
(D3v). Dorothea's "golden letters" glance back to the tradition of gilded Biblical letter 
illumination, further linking her to Christian writing practices. Christian figures are not the only 
characters marked with metaphors of textuality in this early scene, which begins with an 
extended episode of banter between Hircius and Spungius, the unrepentant ruffians the saint has 
rescued from the scaffold.119 The two reveal they have sold the victuals that Dorothea gave them 
for the relief of prisoners and used the proceeds to sate their own appetites for "whores" and 
"pottle pots of wine" (D1v). The two then gleefully characterize themselves as "demy Pagan" 
and "demy Christian," only to quickly "counterfeit devotion" when Angelo enters. Angelo 
immediately sees through their feigned virtue, telling them "your hearts to me lie open like 
blacke bookes, / And there I reade your doings" (D2r). Here, Angelo invokes a phrase commonly 
used to describe works of necromancy or black magic like those found in Faustus, characterizing 
their hearts as being as visibly evil as the symbols in a necromantic volume. This scene, though it 
does not take place in a study, lays out the conflict between Christianity and paganism as a 
competition between forms of textuality; the hyper-visible writing found in necromantic "blacke 
books" juxtaposed against the "golden letters" and the holy book linked to the angel and the 
saint.  
                                                
119 The pair's respective vices--lust and drunkenness--are signaled by their highly allegorical 
names: Hircius's name derives from hircus, the Latin word for goat, while Spungius is named, 




 This early scene sets up the book as metaphor for the division between Christianity and 
paganism, but this device finds material expression in the play's later study scene. Earlier plays 
like Two Noble Ladies and Faustus open their first acts with magicians' studies, but the Virgin 
Martyr places the scene, instead, in its fifth act. This placement is part of the play's narrative 
uniqueness: its action seems to build to a climax with the failed rape, failed conversion, and 
eventual martyrdom of Dorothea, but these events in the fourth act work as a false ending. The 
remainder of the play shifts focus to the Christian-hunter Theophilus, and the study scene 
signifies the beginning of a new single-act-sized drama that documents his conversion and 
subsequent martyrdom. This final section of the play opens with a study scene: the zealous 
Christian-hunter retires to his home to crow over his successful execution of the saintly 
Dorothea, as he "enter[s]...in his study, Bookes about him" (K3r). The connections between this 
scene and Faustus are obvious. The use of the discovery space (confirmed later in the stage 
direction "fire flashes out of the study") and the references to books would trigger associations 
with the Admiral's Men scenes (L1r).  Both characters enter in a "study" marked as such by the 
presence of books, both begin their respective scenes with gleeful monologues about the contents 
of their libraries, both characters are tempted by companion devils, and both characters are the 
subjects of a psychomachia-esque struggle over their souls by an angel and a devil. Audiences 
may also have already been thinking about Faustus after seeing the earlier subplot in which the 
clownish lower-class figures Hircius and Spungius comically interact with the devil Harpax and 
the angel Angelo, in a set of scenes that have clear affinities with the Wagner/Robin subplot of 
Marlowe's play, including the presence of a comic pick-pocketing-by-sprites episode.  
 But though this scene, from the moment of Theophilus's entry in his study, would trigger 




substantially revises its predecessors. The books Theophilus draws from his shelves and looks at 
as "admirable peece[s]" are not works of logic or rhetoric, divinity or medicine, but instead 
contain records of his brutal crusade against Christians in the Roman provinces (K3r-K3v). The 
volumes, as he tells us, contain the details of so many mutilations and executions that the dead 
they record could fill the city of Rome. The Virgin Martyr takes the pagan books, good and bad, 
learned and "necromantick," that are found in Faustus and replaces them with a ledger filled with 
accounts of increasingly bizarre tortures inflicted on Christians. Theophilus' book contains 
descriptions of Roman soldiers slicing off the breasts of British women, turning loose starved 
dogs on naked, bound, defenseless East Anglians, boring out eyes with augurs, and burying 
victims up to the neck and leaving them to starve within smelling distance of heaped piles of 
food (K3r-K3v). 120  This entirely fictitious depiction of Christian Britain under the savage yoke 
of pagan Rome is part of an attempt to set ancient Britain apart from Rome's pagan cruelty and 
make it seem proleptically Christian. We see this agenda telegraphed even more clearly in 
another earlier scene, when a British slave refuses a direct order commanding him to rape 
Dorothea 
 The transformation of the magic book into the record of Christian tortures is even more 
clearly marked in an earlier scene when Theophilus recalls another moment when he has 
rendered the tortures of Christians in writing. He describes the death orders for Christians that he 
has written:  
this my hand  
Set downe a Christians execution  
                                                
120 The events Theophilus describes are clearly fictitious--the Roman empire never committed 
large scale persecutions of Christians in Britain (and indeed, could not have) because the island's 
late 6th century conversion to Christianity happened much later than the early 4th century 




In such dire postures, that the very hangman  
Fell at my foote dead hearing but their figures (E1r). 
 
 Theophilus's death orders contain "figures" rather than "orders" or "words," evoking the precise 
term used for the hieroglyphics of Faustus's magic book. Here, Massinger and Dekker effect a 
nightmarish transformation of the cabalistic symbols of the magic book into forms associated 
instead with the "dire postures" of the tortured Christian body, metaphorically re-rendering 
hieroglyphs as crushed and mangled corpses. Pagan textuality, rather than a source of acceptable 
knowledge or of tempting dark supernatural power, becomes in The Virgin Martyr a symbol of 
the brutal persecution of Christians at the hands of pagans, as well as a source of aesthetic 
enjoyment and trophy-taking for the zealous torturer.  
 Another Queen Anne's Men play deployed a similar "black book of Christian tortures" 
property, though not in the context of a study. In Henry Shirley's The Martyred Soldier (1619), 
the Vandal king cannot sleep, and refuses the offer of music, demanding instead that his servant  
King: ....unclaspe that booke,  
Turne o're that Monument of Martyrdomes:  
Read there how Genzerick h'as serv'd the gods,  
And made their Altars drunke with Christians blood:  
Whil'st their loath'd bodies, flung in funerall piles,  
Like Incense burnt in Pyramids of fire,  
And when their flesh and bones were all consum'd,  
Their ashes up in Whirle-winds flew i'th Ayre,  
To show that of foure Elements, not one had care  
Of them, dead or alive; Read Anthony.  
Anthony: 'Tis swelld to a faire Volume. 
King: Would I liv'd to adde a second part too't, read, & listen,  
No Vandall ere writ such a Chronicle.121  
The recitation of the atrocities contained in what is elsewhere referred to as a "black Kalends" 
goes on for some lines, gruesomely describing the Vandal persecution of Christians (D1r). Like 
                                                




Theophilius' book, this text revisits the "necromantic" texts of an earlier generation of stage plays 
but also transforms them only into records of Christian torture and persecution.  
 The metamorphosis of the "black" magic book into a "black" record of torture goes hand 
in hand with The Virgin Martyr's broader evacuation of the supernatural aspects of black magic. 
The summoning of Harpax is never shown, though the devil is everywhere in this play, 
sodomitically "hugging" Theophilus while whispering in his ear, encouraging the ruffians 
Hircius and Spungius to betray Dorothea, and generally shaping things to his will while in the 
disguise of a secretary. But unlike the devil Mephistopheles or his many magical descendants 
that populated the public stage from the 1590s to the moment of The Virgin Martyr's production, 
Harpax seems strangely devoid of supernatural powers. He achieves his ends, instead, with the 
"gentle words and milde perswasions" that he teaches Theophilus to use to help reconvert his 
daughters from Christianity early in the play. The only glimpse of Harpax's devilish powers 
comes at the play's very end, when he reveals his true shape at the moment of Theophilus's 
conversion. As Theophilus eats from a fruit basket sent back to him from Dorothea in heaven, 
Harpax laughs insolently at him from "one end" "within" and "tother end" of the stage, before 
entering "in a feareful shape, fire flashing out of the study" and being banished by the angel 
(L1r). Harpax seems genuinely threatening and powerful in his appearance at this moment, but 
seems curiously unable to directly effect Theophilus or others except through persuasion. The 
diminution of the power of the devil Harpax fits, more broadly, with the play's assertion of 
Christian truth, as it shows pagan religion and black magic to both be supernaturally empty and 
inefficacious compared to the power of the angel. Contemporary commentators would emphasize 
these Christianized aesthetics of the play: Pepys Samuel Pepys, who saw the play no less than 




the most unusual and extended comments on the theater in his entire diary, Pepys focuses in on 
the moment of the angel's descent in a 1668 production by the King's Company:  
 [I went] to the King's House to see "The Virgin Martyr," the first time it hath been acted a 
great while... that which did please me beyond anything in the whole world was the wind-
musique when the Angel comes down, which is so sweet that it ravished me; and endeed, 
in a word, did wrap up my soul so that it made me really sick, just as I have formerly 
been when in love with my wife.122 
 
If we place The Virgin Martyr back in a theatrical milieu typically saturated with devilish 
fireworks and wondrous pagan miracles, we can perhaps understand Pepys's ecstatic description 
in a new light. When Pepys was "ravished" in the theater by The Virgin Martyr's angel scene, he 
was transported by just how unusual and wondrous the play's deliberately Christianized 
aesthetics were.   
 The play, like Two Noble Ladies before it, adopts the Faustian paradigm of competing 
textualities, staging magician figures who turn away from black books to Bibles, while erasing 
the "good" books of pagan learning found in the earlier play. The Virgin Martyr is particularly 
pointed about this, as texts of both legitimate learning and illegitimate magic become reduced to 
the book of tortures. Dekker and Massinger underscore this point in a curious, extended parable 
that Dorothea delivers to a group of listening pagans. Dorothea tells the story of Amasis, an 
Egyptian king who created an idol of Osiris out of the jewels of the matrons of Egypt. Later, 
believing his god had abandoned him, he melted the gold idol down into a footbath for his 
concubine. Still later, he changed his mind and re-formed the gold into an idol. Dorothea's 
parable, delivered as a warning against putting "trust in drosse," also resonates on another level, 
as a response to a well-known reading of the third chapter of Exodus (H4r-v). Originating with 
                                                






St. Augustine in De Doctrina Christiana but circulated widely in vernacular English sermons 
and religious polemic, the reading focused on the Egyptian jewelry taken by the Israelites as they 
left Egypt, treating the verse as license for the appropriation of pagan learning.123 For Augustine 
and those who came after, Egyptian gold and the pagan learning it represented could both be 
melted and reformed, its former associations shed and its material repurposed to better ends. 
Dorothea's parable draws on the same language, but tells a different story about Egyptian gold, 
one in which its gross materiality can never be transcended, and the pagan learning it represents 
can never be repurposed: a fitting emblem for a play so concerned with emptying out the forms 
of stage paganism.  
 By universalizing the study scene to Cappadocia and Antioch, these two Queen Anne's 
men plays use the magician's study to characterize historical pagan religious practices as Satanic, 
erasing the specificity of Caldean and Roman religious practices and replacing them only with 
the black magic of the Faustus paradigm. Massinger's play, the more polemic of the two, even 
goes so far as to tie the black books of the 1590s to the records of early Christian persecution, 
replacing Roman religion and state power with a property associated with Satanic ritual 
practices.  
                                                
123 For examples of Augustine's reading circulating in early modern English sermons and 
religious polemic, see Anthony Cade, A Sermon Necessarie for these Times Shewing the Nature 
of Conscience, EEBO, Union Theological Seminary (London, 1639), 12-17; William Ames, A 
Fresh Suit Against Human Ceremonies in God's Worship, EEBO, British Library (London, 
1633) 504-505; Jonathan Hanmer, Archaioskopia, EEBO, Bodleian Library (London, 1677), 
259-260. Hamner's citation is typical: "Tis Augustine's allusion, whose words for their weight 
and worth do deserve perusal, which I shall here insert. As the Egyptians (saith he) had Gold and 
Silver, and Rayment, which the people of Israel departing out of Egypt, did clancularly [secretly] 
challenge for a better use, not by their own Authority, but by the command of God; the 
Egyptians ignorantly lending them those things, which they used not well: So the Doctrines of 






IV. Faustus in Mexico: the King's Company and Dryden's Magicians, 1663-1667 
 Three new plays that featured magicians premiered in the mid- to late-1660s and bear 
traces of the legacy of the study scene: the John Dryden-Robert Howard collaboration The Indian 
Queen (1664), Dryden's solo-authored sequel The Indian Emperor (1667), and Dryden's 
Tyrannick Love (1669). In these plays, all three of which he wrote for The King's Company in 
succession, Dryden turned to the pre-war trope of the study scene, reconfiguring this template to 
portray indigenous and Roman religious practices. These first two plays, hereafter referred to as 
the "Mesoamerican plays," are set during two invasions of Mexico, the first by the Incan empire, 
the second by Cortez, Vazquez, and Pizarro. Tyrannick Love, a revival and very loose adaptation 
of The Virgin Martyr, tells the story of the tyrant Maximin's failed attempts to woo, convert, and 
rape the holy Saint Catherine. All three plays feature, mid-way through their plots, a magician 
figure who is consulted for advice and knowledge of the future, and who summons spirits and 
ghosts during elaborate musical sequences. The Indian Queen and The Indian Emperor were 
among the first handful of productions mounted by the King's Company in their newly built, 
Continental-style venue, the Theater Royal, which opened in 1663. The new theater replaced the 
thrust stage with a proscenium arch and introduced a system of moveable scenery in the form of 
an array of painted flats that could be slid on or offstage as needed. But though these plays 
exploited the novel space of the Restoration groove-and-shutter system, audiences watching their 
scenes of magic would have been confronted with subtle reminders of the magic scenes of the 
pre-war repertory. 
 But though these plays, as we will see, borrowed a number pre-war performance 
conventions, their authors loudly advertised them as novel theatrical events. Dryden emphasized 




You see what Shifts we are inforc'd to try 
To help out Wit with some Variety; 
Shows may be found that never yet were seen, 
'Tis hard to finde such Wit as ne're has been: 
You have seen all that this old World cou'd do, 
We therefore try the fortune of the new... 124 
 
The witty prologue makes a double claim--the "shows...that never yet were seen" contained in 
the two Mesoamerican plays are new both in terms of what they represent--indigenous 
Americans, who had never appeared in a full-length public stage play before--but also in terms of 
how they represented these stories. The word "shifts," a contemporary term for an ingenious 
device or  contrivance, refers both generally to the aesthetic novelty of the new theater, but also 
punningly and more specifically to the novel shifting movement of the shutter backdrops found 
in the newly-built Theater Royal.125 Dryden here positions The Indian Queen as a decisive break 
in the dramatic tradition: new stagecraft used fittingly to depict a new world. Elsewhere, Dryden 
emphasized the novelty, particularly, of the representations of indigenous religion found in the 
play. In his printed preface to The Indian Emperor, he wrote that "the difference of their [the 
                                                
124All further citations will be in-text and refer to John Dryden, The Indian Queen, in The Works 
of John Dryden, Volume VIII, eds Smith, MacMillan, and Dearing (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1965), 231. 
125 These new backdrops appeared in the play alongside another set of aesthetically novel objects, 
most famously the elaborate "habits of white and red Feathers" for the Indian priests that Aphra 
Behn later claimed to have brought back from the New World, as well as, in The Indian 
Emperor, an "Indian Hamock" displayed hanging in the royal Indian palace in the fifth act.  For 
Aphra Behn's claim that she had provided feather habits for the productions, see the preface to 
Oroonoko. Similar feather costumes had been used by Davenant in his semi-opera The Cruelty of 
the Spaniards in Peru in 1658, and were presumably still being used by the competing Duke's 
Company, which Davenant ran, in their performances of its later revised version, The Playhouse 
to be Let, in 1663. The source of the hammock is a mystery, but some were in circulation in  
England in the early seventeenth century: John Evelyn writes of seeing one on display in a grotto 
at Bushell's Wells in 1664 house and Nehemiah Grew's Royal Society catalog of 1685 records 
that they owned one. Modified canvas versions of this indigenous technology were also slowly 
being adopted by the navy at this point; the King's Company may have used one of these. 
Nehemiah Grew, Musaeum Regalis Societatis, or, A Catalogue and Description of the Natural 




Mexicans'] religion from ours, I have taken from the Story it self; and that which you find of it in 
the first and fifth Acts, touching the sufferings and constancy of Montezuma in his Opinions, I 
have only illustrated, not alter'd from those who have written of it." 126 Here, Dryden claims that 
his representations of Indian religion emanate from the "story" itself, merely "illustrating" the 
ethnographic and historical materials he drew on and eliding the lineage of theatrical forms on 
which the plays rely.  
  Scholars in subsequent centuries have largely taken Dryden at his word, characterizing 
the Mesoamerican plays as both formally and politically novel, and focusing primarily on their 
relationship to the context of the metastasizing English colonial presence in the Caribbean and 
North Atlantic in the second half of the seventeenth century rather than on their immediate 
dramatic contexts and generic antecedents.127 The persistence of pre-war performance traditions 
after the Restoration has often been underestimated because of a tendency to gloss over the 
complicated, liminal years of the early 1660s, when playing had been re-established but was still 
poorly regulated. In these chaotic early years, the Duke's Men and the King's Men had yet to gain 
the exclusive duopoly over London's theater market that they would enjoy from the mid-1660s 
until their merger in 1682. These companies and others struggled to find suitable long-term 
playing spaces, and the period saw the use of converted tennis courts alongside the revival of 
                                                
126 All further citations to The Indian Emperor will appear in-text and refer to John Dryden, The 
Indian Emperor, in The Works of John Dryden, Volume IX, eds. Loftis and Dearing (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1966), 28.  
127 For an overview of this historical transition see the broad synthetic summary of the period 
offered in J.H. Elliot, Empires of the Atlantic World: Britain and Spain in America, 1492-1830 
(New Haven, CT: Yale UP, 2006). For treatments that emphasize the play's relation to its 
historical context, see Heidi Hutner, Colonial Women: Race and Culture in Stuart Drama 
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001) and Joe Roach, Cities of the Dead: Circum-Atlantic Performance 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1996). Roach writes eloquently of the strange afterlives 





playing in pre-war playhouses like the Red Bull and the Phoenix. These venues would eventually 
be abandoned for the new Continental-style groove-and-shutter theaters (like the Theater Royal) 
that have subsequently become iconic of Restoration playing, but the reopening of pre-war 
venues brought with them the revival of pre-war performance techniques, chief among them the 
scene of the magician's study. The King's Company revived a number of plays with study scenes 
in the early years of the Restoration. Some of these--The White Devil and The Virgin Martyr--
were staged at the adapted tennis courts the company temporarily played in on Vere Street, and it 
is unclear how or whether the company would have preserved the discovery space staging I have 
documented in Admiral's and Queen Anne's men productions. But the company would also 
revive plays at the Cockpit, a pre-war theater that featured a discovery space. In fact, in 1662, the 
year before The Indian Queen was written, Dryden's employer the King's Company would revive 
no less than three plays with study scenes in the Cockpit: The White Devil, Friar Bacon and 
Friar Bungay, and Doctor Faustus. Pre-war plays featuring magic study scenes were revived by 
other companies as well at the same time; an unknown troupe would revive both Doctor Faustus 
and Two Merry Milkmaids in the early 1660s at the Red Bull, the same venue at which Queen 
Anne's Men had performed their many study scene plays in the 1620s.128 In the early 1660s, the 
magic study scene, devised seventy years before, had a weird new life in London, and Dryden 
and his audiences, in the years leading up to The Indian Queen, would have encountered 
magicians torn between Christianity and paganism in the exact same discovery spaces, in the 
same theaters, in which these scenes were played decades before. 
                                                
128 See the relevant records for the seasons from 1660-1663 in The London Stage: Volume 1, 





 In this and other chapters, I have argued that the theater's production of ideas about 
paganism depended on the accumulation and recontextualization of certain nearly-invariant 
performance set-pieces. Given that the exigencies of playing, especially the material 
conservatism practiced by individual playing companies within their own repertories, tended to 
accelerate these accumulations, it might seem counterintuitive to look across the eighteen-year 
closure of the theaters for further evidence of these kinds of accumulation and repetition. The 
eighteen-year disruption of playing caused by the Civil War, the arrival of Continental-style 
theaters, the emergence of the English actress: these factors might suggest a radical break in the 
performance tradition that would disrupt the repetitions that I have suggested were so productive 
of the homologies necessary to create and sustain the illusion of "paganism." But the study 
scene's post-war afterlives provide us with an intriguing example of the continuing homology 
effects that could be generated across longer timescales.  
 Dryden recycled a number of aspects of pre-war magician study scenes. The most 
obvious are the characters themselves and the magic they perform--the indigenous figures are 
called magicians and perform magic actions--incantation, waving wands, summoning spirits--
that are drawn from this earlier stage tradition. But Dryden also did something much subtler with 
these scenes, manipulating stage space in the new theaters to mimic the discovery space staging 
of the earlier magic study scenes. The Indian Queen was staged in a new "Continental-style" 
theater, with moving shutters and a proscenium arch. But in the radically different space of the 
Restoration theater, with its distinctive shutter arrangement, these scenes nonetheless occurred in 
a spatial relationship to the audience that recalled Renaissance discovery spaces. Restoration 




backdrops of decreasing size behind it.129 These shutters were moveable and arranged in a row, 
with larger shutters in the front and smaller ones in the back for reasons of perspective. The order 
of these shutters was invariant, as each shutter had to be a different size to fit the grooves of 
different, decreasing length. This order correlated somewhat with the narrative order of scenes in 
Restoration plays; in the case of temple scenes, for example, which were a very common 
backdrop used in the Restoration theater, there is a very clear relationship between narrative 
position and shutter size. Scenes with temple backdrops almost always occur as either the first or 
last scene in Restoration plays; an indication that theatrical companies generally started plays 
with large exterior scenes like temples or landscapes in the large, outer grooves and then moved 
narratively and spatially inward into smaller, enclosed, interior spaces like chambers, prisons, 
and caves. 130 This certainly is the case in Dryden's Mesoamerican plays, and at least one editor 
has speculated that the play progressed from its large shutters to its small ones and then back out, 
moving away from the audience into smaller and more recessed scenes as the play progressed 
and then moving back out toward the end.131 According to this account, Dryden's "magician" 
scenes, with their cave settings, would be in either the fourth or fifth groove, set far back from 
the audience in a correspondingly narrower space, an arrangement that would have mimicked the 
placement of magicians in discovery spaces in thrust-stage theaters. This is supported by the 
unusual stage direction that accompanies the initial reveal of the Indian magician in The Indian 
                                                
129 For an illustration and basic overview of Restoration theater architecture, see Edward A. 
Langhans, "The Theater," in A Cambridge Companion to Restoration Theater, ed. Deborah 
Payne Fisk (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000), 6-10. 
130 After the The Indian Queen (1664, V.i.), these reuses of the temple scene include The Indian 
Emperor (1665, I.ii--the very first scene was acted, unusually, exterior to the curtain), 
Mithridates (1678, I.i. and I.ii), All For Love (1677, I.i), The Destruction of Jerusalem I (1677, 
first and last scenes), The Destruction of Jerusalem II (1677, last), and Thyestes (1680, V.i). 
Only one King's Company play during this time--Sophonisba (1675)--features a temple scene not 
in the first or final position. 




Queen: "Ismeron is discovered asleep in the scene" (206). This description, of an actor inside the 
scene rather than on the thrust stage, reveals not only that the "Indian cave" backdrop was one of 
the more recessed shutters, but that the magician's actions actually took place in the shutter zone 
rather than on the thrust stage. During these scenes, audiences would have found themselves in a 
spatial relationship that mimicked the pre-war discovery space, watching magicians in enclosed, 
interior spaces set back from the main playing area. In other words, even in the radically 
architecturally novel space of the groove-and-shutter theater, Dryden's magician scenes would 
have recalled, in their narrative function and spatial arrangement, the scenes of his predecessors.  
 The existence of a connection between Dryden's plays and discovery-space magician 
scenes is further supported by the dramatist's long-running tendency to silently borrow 
Marlovian visuals. Scholars from Eugene Waith onward have recognized Dryden's general 
aesthetic debt to Marlowe in the former's development of the genre of heroic tragedy, which, 
with its bombastic rhetoric, overweening heroes, and exotic settings, clearly looks back to 
Tamburlaine.132 But Dryden's use of Marlovian designs also occurred in much more localized 
and granular visual ways, as demonstrated in his use of the iconic Tamburlainian motif of human 
furniture in The Indian Queen (for a full discussion of which see Chapter 4). Another of Dryden's 
early-career reuse of Marlovian visual forms can be found in the first part of The Conquest of 
Granada (1670), in a scene in which a pair of queens argue over the outcome of a battle while 
listening to their respective champions and their armies clash offstage. This is a direct citation of 
an identical scene of argument between Zabina and Zenocrate in the first part of Tamburlaine, 
while the pair await the outcome of an offstage battle between Tamburlaine and Bajazeth. 
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Dryden's re-imagination of Marlowe here borrows the visual elements of the scene--the queens, 
pendant, represent opposing offstage armies--while also indirectly, winkingly citing Marlowe by 
having the ambitious villainess Lyndaraxa exit the scene declaring she will  
to the turrets of the Palace goe,  
And add new fire to those that fight below.  
Thence, Hero-like, with Torches by my side. 
(Far be the omen tho'), my Love I'll guide. 
No, like his better Fortune I'll appear, 
With open arms, loose vail and flowing hair, 
Just flying forward from my rowling sphere (III.i.263-268).  
  
This speech, capping a scene whose visual construction directly refers to Tamburlaine, shows the 
depth and complexity of Dryden's engagement with Marlovian visuals. The bloodthirsty, 
ambitious, ultimately defeated Moorish woman Lyndaraxa--strongly reminiscent of Marlowe's 
Zabina--imagines herself instead, almost comically, first as the more likeable lovelorn Hero from 
Hero and Leander and then, discarding the association, instead as the all-powerful allegorical 
figure of Fortuna whose presence so saturates Marlowe's plays. Scenes like this and the triumph 
of Zempoalla in The Indian Queen show us Dryden directly imitating the arrangement of bodies 
in Marlowe's plays, and lend further support to the thesis that the Mesoamerican magician scenes 
emerged out of an older staging tradition. 
 I have dwelt at length on the importance of the reuse of pre-war theatrical venues for the 
transmission of these elements, but many other material links connect the practices of the early-
Restoration companies and the pre-war period. Judith Milhouse and Robert Hume have shown, 
for example, that the troupe was not reluctant to cannibalize "materialls" and costumes from 




"materialls" is not often clear.133 Similarly, though the groove-and-shutter system with its painted 
flats was trumpeted as a novelty, variations of it had been in use in England in the contexts of 
court masques, private performances, and university performances for decades. At least one 
theatergoer seems to have understood or suspected the longer lineages of the visuals on display; 
John Evelyn recorded going to see The Indian Queen and remarked that it was "so beautiful with 
rich scenes as the like had never been seen here, or haply, (except rarely) on a mercenary 
theater." Evelyn's assessment of the play's novelty is weirdly equivocal--he first claims it is 
totally new, then qualifies this by saying the production only "haply" or "rarely" has occurred in 
"mercenary" (i.e. public) theaters.  
 In fact, the historical connection between The Indian Queen and other King's Company 
backdrops may be even more specific than Evelyn's general reference indicates. One of the other 
backdrops that the company would use in both Mesoamerican plays and in many subsequent 
plays, "The Temple of the Sun," may have been either literally inherited from a pre-war 
production or based on its extant or remembered design. A "Temple of the Sun" shutter appears 
twice in the pre-war play The Royal Slave (1636), a play that the King's Men had been given 
exclusive right to stage after the pre-war repertory was divvied up between the two companies 
after the Restoration. As the title page of the 1639 edition informs us, the play was initially 
performed for Charles and Henrietta Maria by Oxford students in the great hall at Christ Church, 
and then subsequently revived by royal demand at Hampton Court with the King's Men as actors. 
With music by Henry Lawes and scenic design by Inigo Jones, The Royal Slave combined the 
long-form, non-allegorical narrative form of a public stage play with the painted backdrops 
usually associated with the masque. An extended eyewitness account of the The Royal Slave's 
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production at Oxford describes five different moveable scenes, operated by the same "groove" 
system that Killigrew would eventually bring to the public stage in the 1660s.134 Killigrew 
himself was writing plays for the King's Men in the late 1630s as they mounted these 
productions of The Royal Slave, and it seems unlikely that a production acted by the troupe could 
have escaped his notice, especially given the inordinate amount of royal attention that the work 
received: according to Evelyn, Charles I called the play "the best that ever was acted."135 
Furthermore, Killigrew's younger brother William (himself also writing plays for Charles in the 
mid 1630s) was attending Christ Church at the time Cartwright's play was staged.136 One final 
and intriguing point of congruence exists between the two scenes: the size and deployment of the 
shutter upon which the temple of the sun was painted. Jones' shutter designs during the part of 
his career in which he designed the sets for The Royal Slave were invariably thirty-four feet wide 
by thirty feet tall, only slightly wider than the proscenium arch of the Restoration stages (Orrel 
158). We can infer that the temple scenes used by the King's Company during the Restoration 
was nearly the same width, as it was probably located in the first groove, closest to the audience, 
and therefore nearly the full width of the proscenium and among the tallest flats the company 
would have owned: almost the same width as Jones's original design for Christ Church.137 These 
                                                
134 qtd in John Orrel, The Theaters of Inigo Jones and John Webb (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985), 157.  
135 John Evelyn, The Diary of John Evelyn, Volume 1, ed. Austin Dobson (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge UP, 2015), 354. 
136 J.P. Motten, "Henry Killigrew," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004).  
137 Scholars have been divided as to whether these sets could have been continuously reused 
throughout this period and beyond: Rowe's The Ambitious Stepmother, performed as late as 
1700, calls for yet another "temple of the sun" backdrop. Smith and MacMillan have pointed out 
that the shutters were unlikely to have survived the burning of the Theater Royal in 1672, and 
Stroup has argued that it seems unlikely, through sheer wear and tear, that the troupe, no matter 




facts, combined with the fact that the temple scenes in The Royal Slave and in The Indian Queen 
are narratively similar, both featuring fifth-act forestalled human sacrifices in exotic locales 
(Persia and Mesoamerica, respectively), strongly suggest that the temple shutters in the 
Mesoamerican plays were either a reused pre-war flat or a new object whose design mimicked 
those used in the Cartwright play. These reuses--of texts, of theatrical spaces, of properties, of 
scenery--all point to the enduring legacy of pre-war performance traditions in the early 
Restoration and their continuing influence on the writing and construction of new plays in the 
1660s. 
  But though these plays evoked and recycled older forms, they did not merely copy them. 
Dryden excised the single most important property from the magician's study: the book. As the 
stage direction in The Indian Emperor tells us, these plays staged their magic not in a study but 
in the "Magitian's Cave," and though these conjurors recite ritualized chants, they do not rely on 
magical texts for their production (44). We might think that Dryden's plays, by severing the 
association between pagan magic and textuality, are merely an exercise in realism--the dramatist 
attempting to avoid anachronism by refusing to attribute literacy to indigenous religious figures. 
But recent work done by scholars of early modern indigenous cultures makes Dryden's choices 
appear in a slightly different light. In the past decade, scholars like Birgit Rasmussen, Elizabeth 
Hill Boone, and Walter Mignolo have painted a picture of the post-Columbian moment as one of 
a clash between European alphabetic writing systems and a variety of largely pictographic 
                                                                                                                                                       
objections are valid, there is nonetheless a striking continuity in where these scenes are used in 
the plays and in the unusual nomenclature of the "temple of the sun" (which appears in 
Mithridates and, later, in The Ambitious Stepmother). These continuities suggest that, even if 
individual shutters perished through fire or wear, that the troupe replaced them with a backdrop 
of similar size and function. See Thomas Stroup, "Scenery for the Indian Queen," Modern 





writing systems practiced by indigenous peoples. Documenting events from the systematic 
destruction of Mayan codices in the Yucatan by the Spanish to the creation of new taxonomies of 
language that denied pictographic or hieroglyphic sign systems the status of "writing," these 
scholars have shown how three centuries of conquest slowly produced a false image of the 
Renaissance colonial encounter as one between "literate" colonizers and "illiterate" colonized, 
between the "religions of the book" and "natural religions" that lacked textual traditions. 138 With 
this history in mind, Dryden's adaptations of the tradition of the "study scene" come into focus 
not as an accident of theater history, but as part of a larger erasure of literacy and learnedness in 
indigenous contexts.139 These plays recast the struggle between competing forms of pagan 
textuality inherent to the Marlovian study scene paradigm as one between an a-textual pagan 
religious practice and the arrival of Christianity. But the Christianity on view in the play, as we 
will see, is itself startlingly bookless.  
 But the easy assumption that Marlowe's bookless Indian magicians are Dryden's sign of a 
tradition whose lack of sacred texts demonstrates its inferiority is considerably complicated 
elsewhere in the play. In the final scene of The Indian Emperor, Montezuma, the hero of both 
plays, and an un-named "Indian High Priest" are brought onstage bound. Their Spanish torturers, 
including a "Christian Priest" and Pizarro, "fasten them to the racks, and then pull them," trying 
simultaneously to convert the pair and to pry information from them about the location of hidden 
                                                
138 See Birgit Brander Rasmussen, Queequeg’s Coffin: Indigenous Literacies and the Making of 
Early American Literature (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2012) and Writing Without 
Words: Alternative Literacies in Mesoamerica and the Andes, eds. Elizabeth Hill Boone and 
Walter Mignolo (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1994).  
139 Dryden may or may not have directly known about indigenous literacy practices, though we 
know at least one of his audience members did: John Evelyn, who records seeing The Indian 
Emperor, reported hearing of a "huge folio [that] contained 400 leaves full of scratches of 
Indians" at the Ambrosiana Library in Milan during his stint in Italy in 1646. John Evelyn, The 





Indian gold. During this violent but ultimately failed conversion attempt, the two priests and 
Montezuma conduct an extended discussion about the nature of religious truth. At first, it seems 
as though Dryden merely intends to emphasize Montezuma's functionally monotheistic devotion 
to the sun god and his belief in an eternal soul: the character describes the sun god as a father 
deity who will take his "Soul" and "pull him through the Air" into the heavens when he dies.  
These characteristics of indigenous religions were often emphasized by conversion advocates as 
signs of an essential "religious impulse" in native peoples, and Dryden's characters reflect the 
influence of these tropes.140 We see this demonstrated even more clearly when the Christian 
priest commends Montezuma for these aspects of his beliefs in a single father deity, saying that 
"from Natures common hand" they have received a shared impulse to "Adore and Love / One 
power Immense." But midway through the scene, Montezuma becomes a mouthpiece for a much 
more radical set of religious arguments when he addresses both priests:   
In seeking happiness you both agree,  
But in the search, the paths so different be, 
That all Religions with each other Fight, 
While only one can lead us in the Right. 
But till that one hath some more certain mark, 
Poor humane kind must wander in the dark; 
And suffer pains, eternally, below, 
For that which, here, we cannot come to know (V.ii.53-60). 
 
Montezuma, while he admits the possibility that "one" religion might be able to lead its 
adherents "in the Right," goes on to conclude that this religion does yet exist and, in the interim, 
"humane kind must wander in the dark" as a result of our limited knowledge of the divine. 
Montezuma's arguments look suspiciously like a set of arguments about the fallibility of 
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institutional religion that circulated in England from the 1640s onward, and which was most 
famously articulated in Edward Herbert's De Religione Gentilium (Of Pagan Religion).  
De Religione Gentilium was printed posthumously in Amsterdam in 1663, two years before The 
Indian Emperor premiered, though Herbert began writing it much earlier.141 In it, Herbert, 
drawing on vast amounts of source material describing "pagan" religious practices past and 
present, argued that pagan worship of non-Christian gods reflected a universal tendency toward a 
universal deity, an impulse that had been corrupted across the world by institutional corruption 
and crafty priests.142 Herbert's arguments, which essentially excused pagan worshippers from sin 
because they had been misled by priests, also implicitly linked Christianity to the pagan cults of 
antiquity and the New World in their shared institutional fallibility.  
 Montezuma's argument that "humane kind...cannot come to know" God while here 
"below" echoes the critiques of Herbert and other contemporary skeptical thinkers, as does a 
question he asks of the Christian Priest later in the scene: "What's more vain than Publick Light 
to shun, / And set up Tapers while we see the Sun?" (V.ii.68-69). Montezuma draws a distinction 
between the limited perception provided by artificial light and the universal experience of 
                                                
141 Herbert composed the MS of De Religione Gentilium in the mid-1640s, as witnessed by extant 
MS drafts and fragments in the extensive collection of Herbert family papers at Powis Castle, for 
details of which see the entry in question in Peter Beal, Index of English Literary Manuscripts, 
Volume I Part 2 (New York: R.R. Bowker, 1980), 180. After its completion, Herbert contacted 
Gerardus Vossius, a Dutch theologian and printer, to arrange for the tract to be printed in 
Holland: a detailed negotiation of transnational publication recorded in a published collection of 
Vossius’s Latin letters.  
142 In his preface, Herbert lays out this basic premise: "But yet neither their Religious Worship or 
Rites, could ever make me have an ill Opinion of the Common People, they being the Inventino 
of the Priests only; wherefore this Crime ought solely to be imputed to their Great Men, and not 
to the Populace, who were only passive in the matter....Their great Defection from the Pure 
Worship of the Supreme God being justly to be attributed to the Sacerdotal Order, put me upon 
the Enquiiry, whether amongst those Heaps of Ethnical Superstitions, a Thread of Truth might be 
found...." Edward Herbert, The Antient Religion of the Gentiles, and Causes of their Error 




sunshine, mapping these onto the divide between sectarian religious practices and universal 
religious feeling. But the tapers of Montezuma's metaphor are more than just a conventional 
Platonic reference to the limitations of human knowledge. In the context of a play interested in 
the material aspects of religious practice, they also refer to the "tapers" widely associated with 
both pagan and Christian religious ceremonies in the period and thus serve as an assault on the 
specific ritual materiality of any given religious creed.143 Montezuma's transformation across the 
scene--from a symbol of the ease of native conversion to Christianity to a deist critic of its 
institutions--separates him out from the "Indian High Priest," who remains faithful to his creed, 
declaring "our Belief is best" before expiring on the rack.144  
 But though these scenes equate Christian and pagan institutional religion as equally 
weak, The Indian Emperor ultimately insists on the collapse of Indian religion, in a passage in 
which the "High Priest" summons an "earthy spirit": 
High Priest: By powerful Charms which nothing can withstand 
                                                
143 We might dismiss this scene as merely another example of Stuart anti-Catholic and anti-
Spanish polemic rather than a broader attack on Christianity's status as revealed religion, and it is 
true that the scene substantially draws on the Black Legend in its depiction of Spanish Catholic 
reliance on violence in their conversion efforts. But Dryden seems to have gone to some lengths 
to generalize this critique: in an early manuscript copy of the play, the "Christian priest" is called 
a "Jesuit priest," but Dryden seems to have chosen to replace this more specific denominational 
reference with a character named the "Christian priest" in the print version of the text. See the 
fifth act of the play, contained in Trinity College MS R3.10. An inscription in the front of the 
volume dates it to 1665, the same year as the play was first produced, but two years ahead of its 
first printing in 1667. More work is needed to establish the precise relationship between the MS 
text, the printed text, and the performance. 
144 I am not the first to make this point; see Loftis's introduction to the play, where he claims that 
Montezuma's viewpoint is a form of "modified skepticism." (316-317) In making this distinction 
between noble worshipper and unconvertible priest figure, Dryden draws on and adapts a long 
tradition of similar stories in the theater. Shirley's Saint Patrick for Ireland and Behn's The 
Widow Ranter, for example, both feature virtuous "pagan" aristocrats who convert to Christianity 
despite the machinations of a tricky priest caste. Dryden takes this tradition--which excuses 
pagan worshippers from sin by claiming they were mislead by malicious priests--and gives it a 
skeptical twist; Montezuma rejects both his own religion and Christianity, preferring instead his 




I'le force the Gods to tell what you demand. 
Charm 
..... 
Once, twice, and thrice, I wave my Sacred wand,  
Ascend, ascend, ascend at my command. 
An Earthy Spirit Rises 
Spirit: In vain, O mortal men your Prayers implore 
The aid of powers below, which want it more: 
A God more strong, who all the gods commands,  
Drives us to exile from our Native Lands; 
The Air swarms thick with wandring Deities,  
Which drowsily like humming Beetles rise 
From their lov'd Earth, where peacefully they slept, 
And far from Heaven a long possession kept.  
 
Dryden's play takes place in a more capacious religious universe than Marlowe or Massinger's, 
and instead of merely summoning devils by blasphemy, the High Priest seems to have legitimate 
supernatural access to non-Christian deities. These deities are, of course, still pitted against and 
weaker than the overwhelming might of "a God more strong," and the scene's basic narrative 
function--to display a vision of Christianity in conflict with other religious practices--is more or 
less unchanged from Marlowe. And, as Shirley did before him in Saint Patrick for Ireland, 
Dryden here draws on and adapts the Plutarchan story of the flight of the pagan gods at the birth 
of Christ to the arrival of Europeans in the New World. Pagan religion, in the Mesoamerican 
plays, is just as bankrupt as Christianity, but the spirits it points to are weaker than a Christian 
God.  
 Like his predecessors in Queen Anne's Men, Dryden drew on old dramatic material to 
produce new ethnological arguments. The Mesoamerican plays transport the pagan magician's 
study to the New World, using it to imagine another zone of contest between paganism and 
Christianity, while stripping the set-piece entirely of its association with textuality. But unlike his 
predecessors, who used the scene to suggest the inherently Satanic origins of "pagan" religious 




arguments about the nature of pagan religion. Like Cyprian and Theophilius, Dryden's magicians 
and their non-Christian magical arts are eventually overcome by an irresistible Christianity, but 
The Indian Emperor and The Indian Queen never suggest that these practices are Satanic and 
instead produce profoundly equivocal, skeptical statements about Christianity's triumph. Dryden 
evokes the spatiality of the study scene but strips it of the books audiences would have expected, 
choosing to juxtapose not "blacke" books and the Bible, but rather pagan ritual against the 
equally weak "tapers" of institutional Christianity. In doing so, Dryden simultaneously insisted 
on the spiritual triumph of a Christian god over the pagan deities who flee him, while linking 
Christian practice to paganism in a shared critique of their institutional fallacy. 
V. Tyrannick Love and the Indigenization of Antiquity 
 Dryden's erasure of indigenous literacy and its inscription into expensive material props 
had unintended ripple effects. The Indian Queen and The Indian Emperor were wildly popular: 
each went into numerous editions (Emperor was reprinted a remarkable eleven times by 1700), 
achieved large initial production runs and notoriety, and were eventually revived.145 Because the 
King's Company had sunk so much money into the new flats, including the "Indian Cave" used 
for the magicians, subsequent plays featuring pagan magicians would use the cave instead of 
study property, bringing into being a whole generation of stage pagan magicians without texts. 
This becomes clear in another Dryden play which premiered just two years after the 
Mesoamerican plays: Tyrannick Love, a Christian martyr play set in ancient Rome that Dryden 
adapted loosely from Dekker and Massinger's The Virgin Martyr. In Dryden's ancient Rome, the 
magician Nigrinus appears not in a study, but without books and in front of the exact same 
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"Indian Cave" backdrop used in The Indian Queen and Indian Emperor.146 The Roman magician 
shows us an irony of theatrical history, illuminating how the material aspects of Dryden's scene 
lived on in new plays, creating new pagan homologies for audiences through the practices of 
material conservatism Dryden sought so eagerly to distance himself from in the paratexts to his 
Mesoamerican plays. In the post-Indian Queen theaters of Restoration London, audiences got a 
new vision of an atextual pagan magic that, though it may have been designed for Tenochitlan, 
eventually moved to Rome. Dryden's skeptical theft of the magician's books lived on, from a 
Prospero staged with only a wand, without a need to ever "drown his book" in The Enchanted 
Island, to Merlin and Osmond in King Arthur who battle with pagan charms without the benefit 
or need for any magical text. 
 Moments of reuse like this bring up questions of agency in the writing of plays; they 
seem to demonstrate one way in which playwrights were to some extent creatively held hostage 
by the inventories of the companies that employed them. But it may be more productive to look 
at these processes not as moments in which creativity was curtailed, but as representing 
opportunities for collaborative production. Dryden may have been forced to reuse scenery in 
Tyrannick Love, but contemporary documentation suggests that he may have been directly 
involved in the initial design of the flats for his plays in this period. Tyrannick Love's production 
generated a lawsuit against a scene-painter Isaac Fuller. 147 The text of the depositions reveals 
that the process of scenery-creation, at least in Dryden's case, may have been an active 
collaboration between the writers of texts and the financial resources of the company, with 
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Novak and George Guffey (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970), IV.i. 
147 The original text of the lawsuit may be found in P.R.O. C7 486/74. For a basic overview of 
the people involve and the meaning of the lawsuit, see the discussion in The Works of John 




writers having to take into account new scenes while also drawing some from the company's 
stock. The company sued Fuller for the hefty sum of 500 pounds, alleging that the late delivery 
and poor execution of a "scene of Elysium" for Tyrannick Love hindered the production of the 
play and cost them the King's patronage.  The most interesting detail of the suit, however, can be 
found in Fuller's reply to the court. In his description of the circumstances of his commission, he 
briefly notes that Dryden and a "scene maker" came to his house to discuss the design of the flat 
in question--an indirect indication of the extent to which the playwright was working closely 
with other artisans in the production of the visual elements of his plays in the 1660s. This 
suggests that Dryden may have had a direct hand in the initial design of the flats for The Indian 
Queen, showing that, at least in the case of Dryden's collaboration with the King's Company, 
Restoration playwrights had a hand in the commission of new scenes that, mixed with pre-
existing elements from the company's stock, would determine the line-up of scenes they included 
in new plays: a new "Elysium" for a play set in Rome had to co-exist with the "Indian Cave" 
designed for a previous production.  The design of new flats could temper some of the homology 
effects I have described as constituting the production of "paganism" in the early modern theater, 
allowing playwrights to make custom-built flats that depicted locally-appropriate settings for 
individual plays. But the example of Dryden's early tragedies, which share a single "Indian cave" 
and magician figure, shows us the way that the Restoration theater's vaunted visual elements 
were a complicated mixture of old and new, subject to the same material limitations as pre-war 
theatrical design and thus part of the same processes of accumulation and homology-creation.  
 ************************************************************* 
 Tracing a century of magician's studies demonstrates the curious inertia that the basic 




Queen Anne's Men and then the King's Company relied on these earlier set-pieces to represent 
both ancient and New World pagan religious practices in the familiar terms of stage magic, with 
its connotations of devilish summons and black books. But the alterations made to this set-piece 
late in its seventeenth-century life also demonstrate the transforming effect that skepticism had 
on theatrical practice, as Dryden and Howard used this familiar paradigm to represent the 
struggle between Christianity and other religions not as an unequal contest between the revealed 
Scriptures and devilish texts, but as a struggle between equally corruptible and fallible ritual 





"I Could Not Triumph if These Were Not My Slaves": Staging the Pagan Triumph from 
The Wounds of Civil War to The Indian Queen 
I. Introduction 
 Seventeenth-century English plays are filled with references to and reenactments of 
triumphs, the ritual parades used by the emperors of Rome to celebrate military victories. The 
triumph, in its original context, celebrated the supposed special connection between the 
conqueror and the deity whose endorsement had enabled his success in battle: these parades, 
which were filled with functionaries, military officials, captured goods, and prisoners, terminated 
with sacrifices to Jupiter at his temple on the Capitoline Hill.148 Renaissance Europe, as scholars 
have shown, was fascinated with the forms of the triumph, and royal and civic authorities across 
the Continent remobilized the ritual and its associations of power in a variety of media, from 
paintings to masques to coins in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.149 In England, 
particularly, the early Stuart kings (and, later, to a lesser extent, London's mayors) would invoke 
the form in civic processions, royal masques, and other forms of visual art, and scholars have 
documented the forms of neo-Roman self-fashioning carefully designed by these authorities and 
the way they connected to royal arguments for divine right and absolute rule.150 In this chapter, 
however, I want to turn to less familiar territory, documenting the seventeenth-century English 
public stage's uses of the triumph, which differ in important ways from the more propagandistic 
invocations of the ritual found in celebratory royal and civic contexts. On the one hand, these 
staged triumphs were used to demonstrate the pagan belief in godhead, a special relationship 
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between a ruler and the divine forces that enabled his victory. This connection, built into the 
form of the Roman triumph, with its termination at the temple and attendant sacrifices, could 
take a number of forms on the early modern English stage: sometimes, as in Tamburlaine, 
triumphing figures expressly compare themselves to gods; sometimes, as in The Martyred 
Soldier, characters merely insist they have received special divine favor. Though the precise 
relationships between the conqueror and the divine vary from play to play, the triumph 
nonetheless embodied pagan belief in some form of a divine mandate, the elevation of a mortal 
ruler by the gods. In performance, this was emphasized by overweening speeches, the elevation 
of a central conqueror figure in a central chair or chariot (in early productions, colored gold), 
costuming in royal purple, and scepters and other properties signifying rulership.  But at the 
same time as stage triumphs emphasized the ritual's apotheotic aspects, they also focused 
simultaneously and polemically on the human costs of these rituals, emphasizing the pain and 
humiliation of the defeated. In a manner quite unlike the triumph as it appeared in more 
propagandistic contexts, stage triumphs focused on these captives, on the figures who preceded 
and trailed triumphal chariots and who were forced to draw them like horses or follow, bound, at 
their wheels. These figures, bestialized and objectified, were marked by shackles and other 
signifiers of enslavement and humiliation including, in The Bondman, an ape costume forced on 
a prisoner.  
 For audiences in the seventeenth century theater, these displays presented a strange kind 
of double vision. On the one hand, they worked as a kind of ethnology, representing the pagan 
belief in godhead and its attendant rituals, at once splendid and barbaric, offering a glimpse, 
however fictionalized, of a key politico-religious ritual of an alien culture. This ethnology was 




ness in plays like The Wounds of Civil War or Titus Andronicus. As time went on, the set-piece 
was eventually recycled by dramatists and used to imagine successful "pagan" empires across a 
wide variety of geographies and times, from ancient Syracuse to fifteenth-century Mesoamerica, 
united by the ritual and the attendant hubris and cruelty of the triumphators.151 But at the same 
time as these set-pieces provided English audiences with visions of the empires of the ancient 
past and, eventually, of the New World, they were also intensely topical. These set-pieces 
appeared in and spoke to a cultural moment during which the Stuart monarchy was busily 
appropriating ancient Roman imperial imagery, including the triumph, to endorse their own 
forms of Christian absolutist divine right and the empire they imagined would accompany it.  
 I begin with a group of early Admiral's Men plays from the late 1580s and early 1590s, 
Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus, Marlowe's Tamburlaine, and Lodge's The Wounds of Civil War, 
showing the basic staging patterns involved in the triumph set-pieces developed by the company. 
These plays, I argue, combined the inherited trope of the captured, debased king with the 
language of the Roman triumph, juxtaposing the lavish glory of the triumph and its rhetoric of 
godhead to the image of slaves and captives in order to emphasize pagan hubris and cruelty. 
From there, I turn to a pair of early Jacobean reuses of the topos in Marston's The Wonder of 
Women, or the Tragedy of Sophonisba and Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra, showing how 
these plays amplify the Admiral's Men focus on captives. Instead of focusing on male 
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protagonists who triumph over minor characters, these plays instead feature female protagonists 
who face the threat of being triumphed over during Roman invasions of Carthage and Egypt, 
respectively. These plays, which premiered at the same time as James's most strident divine-right 
appropriations of the triumphal form, emphasize the experience of triumphal subjugation even 
more than the earlier Admiral's Men productions had and offer, eventually, alternate processional 
forms that act as correctives to the strident militarism of the Roman triumph. From these early 
Jacobean critiques of triumphalism, I turn to another set of reuses of the triumph in the hands of 
Phillip Massinger, an important late-Jacobean and early-Caroline playwright who wrote a series 
of five plays featuring triumphs in the 1620s and early 1630s in a variety of repertory contexts. 
Massinger's five plays, I argue, collectively dwell on the phenomenon of post-classical 
appropriation of the triumph, characterizing the imitation and circulation of the ritual in the wake 
of Rome's collapse as ethically dangerous and un-Christian. The chapter concludes with a brief 
coda on Restoration reuses of the form, focusing particularly on John Dryden's deployment of it 
in The Indian Queen. Dryden's citation of an earlier dramatic form that helped audiences to 
understand indigenous American political and religious organization in the familiar, highly 
negative terms of the empires of the ancient Old World. Across the century, the form became a 
flexible dramatic signifier for the political and religious structures of successful pagan empires 
far beyond Rome, one that dramatists increasingly used to characterize these empires as cruel 
and ethically bankrupt by focusing on the horrors they inflicted on their captives. 
II: "Kings are Gods and Make the Proudest Stoop": Slavery and Godhead in Titus 
Andronicus, Tamburlaine, and The Wounds of Civil War 
 
 In the late 1580s and early 1590s, the Admiral's Men staged a group of three plays that 
collectively relied on scenes of triumphal spectacle: Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine, 




plays are all difficult to date, but all three seem to have been written in the late 1580s, and were 
certainly in the Admiral's Men repertory by the mid-1590s.152  Marlowe’s play uses the word 
"triumph" seventeen times in its first part and nine times in its second part; variations on the 
word appear sixteen times in Wounds and five times—localized in the first act, when Titus 
returns with captives to Rome—in Titus. In addition to the frequent reference to “triumph” in the 
language of these plays, 2 Tamburlaine, Titus, and Wounds all stage elaborate processions that 
are referred to in-text as triumphs.153 These three plays all use this set-piece for similar narrative 
ends, and in each case the triumphator figure returns home from a successful conquest only to 
face domestic trouble. Scilla returns home from conquering Mithridates only to face civil broils 
in Rome; Titus returns from the conquest of the Goths bearing captives only to face treachery 
and scheming in Rome; Tamburlaine appears in triumph at the apex of his near-global conquest 
only to fall ill and die. All three of these plays, in their displays that pair imperial finery with 
                                                
152 See the Wiggins entries for these three plays. Tamburlaine was not printed until 1590, The 
Wounds of Civil War in 1594, and Titus Andronicus in 1594, but their relative dates of 
composition are uncertain. For question about dating, see Martin Wiggins, British Drama 1533-
1642: A Catalogue: Vol II, 1567-1589 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 
408. Priority is not critical to my argument here, given that these three plays have shared features 
and clearly emerged together out of a similar repertory context. All further citations will be in-
text and refer to Thomas Lodge, The Wounds of Civil War, EEBO, Huntington Library (London: 
1594); Christopher Marlowe, Tamburlaine, ed. J.S. Cunningham (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1981); and William Shakespeare, Titus Andronicus, ed. Jonathan Bate 
(London: Bloomsbury, 1995). 
153 In Titus, Tamora says she has been "brought to Rome / to beautify thy triumphs" (I.i.111-112); 
in Wounds, a stage direction specifies that Scilla "enter triumphant" (B3r) and "enter in triumph" 
(E1v); the Tamburlaine plays are saturated with this language, but two examples will suffice 
here. In 1 Tamburlaine after capturing Zenocrate and Bajazeth (and before re-entering with them 
drawn in a cage), Tamburlaine says "come bring them in, & for this happy conquest / triumph, 
and solemnize a martial feast" (III.iii.271-272); In 2 Tamburlaine he makes a similar declaration 
after winning a battle and before he appears drawn by captured kings: "prepare whips, and bring 





debased captives, use the triumph to embody the hubristic and cruel behavior of conquering 
generals who understand themselves as divinely licensed by pagan gods. 
 These scenes emphasize the glory of the conqueror in a variety of ways that would 
characterize triumph scenes for the next century. These include the use of vertical and horizontal 
spacing to indicate rank, with the triumphator at a central vertical apex atop a chariot, preceded 
and followed by prisoners and lower-ranked military and political figures. These triumphal set-
pieces also involved spectacular orchestrations of actors' bodies in large numbers. The triumphal 
set-pieces found in these three plays each drew on nearly the entire personnel of the company. 
Scilla's parade in Wounds specifies, at a minimum, twenty actors onstage, and may have featured 
significantly more, given that some of the groups do not have numbers clearly specified (E1v). 2 
Tamburlaine specifies, at minimum, sixteen actors onstage in the chariot scenes (IV.iii). Titus’s 
triumphal parade specifies twelve actors and ends with the open-ended direction that the parade's 
tail should be filled out with additional prisoners that the text describes only as “others, as many 
as can be” (I.i.73). This open-ended locution in Titus's directions is particularly interesting, as it 
indicates that these were spectacles in which a fixed number of figures was less important to the 
company than the effect created by the deliberate maximization of personnel onstage.  
 These spectacles also overwhelmed through their display of a rich variety of costumes 
and properties. The procession in Wounds requires costumes and makeup to indicate “Moores”; 
unnamed “captains”; common “soldiers,” some who carry flags marked with Scilla’s “colors” 
and “crests”; prisoners of “divers nations”; manacled kings carrying crowns; Scilla’s named 
lieutenants; and Scilla himself (E1v). The company seems to have taken a maximalist approach 
to costuming, as it did with the number of bodies onstage. In Wounds, the triumphal stage 




national costumes, indicating that the parade should end with “prisoners of divers Nations, and 
sundry disguises” (E1v). Like the concluding gesture in Titus toward the inclusion of “as many 
[prisoners] as can be,” this demonstrates that the prisoner sections of these parades were 
opportunities to display a kind of national or ethnic panorama that involved maximum use of 
company costume resources.  
 The spectacular impact of these scenes was augmented by their use of a chariot, a large 
moveable property hauled onstage by actors playing captured royalty. The Wounds of Civil War 
has Scilla entering in "his chare triumphant of gold, drawen by foure Moores, before the chariot," 
while Tamburlaine enters in 2 Tamburlaine "drawn in his chariot" by captured kings (E1v; 
IV.iii.). The defeated Callapine, as he plots his escape and ascendance in the same play, dreams 
of a triumph in which he is drawn in a coach by “naked negroes” (I.iii.40). Titus's stage 
directions do not explicitly indicate the use of a chariot, but exchanges within the language of the 
scene suggest the possible appearance of one. At the end of the scene wherein he returns to 
Rome with the enslaved Gothic royalty, Titus indicates that he will surrender "my sword, my 
chariot, and my prisoners" to the emperor, perhaps indicating the presence of a chariot similar to 
those used in other contemporary Admiral's Men productions (I.i.252-253). This scene in Titus is 
also peppered with the language of "yoking" found in other chariot scenes; Titus is applauded for 
having "yoked a nation strong" and, right before his entrance with the captured Goths, described 
as having "returned...and brought to yoke the enemies of Rome" (I.i.30, 70). Later, a suppliant 
Tamora asks that her son be spared because they have already been "brought to Rome / To 
beautify thy triumphs, and return / captive to thee and to thy Roman yoke." (I.i.133) Sans explicit 
stage directions, it is impossible to know whether an actual chariot was used in these early 




heavily from the imagery and language of its contemporary "triumph" plays in a way that seems 
highly suggestive.  
 These chariots were large and their unusual use of bridled men would have been 
spectacular and strange to audiences, but they also made a visual impact through their color. 
Philip Henslowe’s diary, one of the most important surviving documents of English Renaissance 
theater history, tells us more about what the Admiral’s Men chariot may have looked like. The 
property inventory contained within the document, now at Dulwich College, describes a 
“Phaeton’s chariot,” the only chariot or car in the company's property list. The link to Phaeton 
suggests that the Admiral’s Men property was golden, a fact that is corroborated in-text in both 
Wounds and Tamburlaine. Wounds tells us this in its stage directions, which specify a "chare 
triumphant of gold," drawing on a now-extinct sense of "chair" meaning "chariot."154 
Tamburlaine also strongly hints that the chariot used in Act V of Part II is gold. In one of his 
speeches, Tamburlaine links himself to Phaeton and the captured kings to the horses that draw 
the chariot of the sun. In another moment, as well, he analogizes himself to Jove and his "shining 
chariot, gilt with fire."155 The Admiral's Men chariot may have actually been gilded, or it may 
merely have been painted yellow; either way, the large moveable property would have required a 
significant investment and was clearly meant to have a corresponding visual impact.  
 The shining chariot with a conqueror atop it was accompanied by speeches which linked 
their military triumph to divine approval and even apotheosis.. Tamburlaine describes his bridled 
emperors as more honored than the "the horse that guide the golden eye of heaven," presumably 
referring to the horses of Phaeton. Later in the scene where he enters drawn by kings, he is not 
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just the "scourge of Jove" but "a king as absolute as Jove" (IV.ii.24, 33). Scilla makes similar 
statements throughout Wounds; before his death he claims that "yet Kings are Gods and make the 
proudest stoope," linking the humiliating power of triumph--which renders the "proudest" bound 
and humbled before a chariot--to his own quasi-divinity (I3r). Titus, interestingly, does not 
contain this rhetoric, which would have been expected by audiences as an aspect of triumph 
scenes: a deliberate part, perhaps, of Shakespeare's characterization of Titus as humble and 
uninterested in assuming the mantle of emperor. 
 These set-pieces emphasized the glory, wealth, and power of the conquering figures at 
their center, but they link this to the spectacle of extreme violence experienced by its captives. 
We can see this in the alterations these plays made to an earlier play by George Gascoigne, 
Jocasta, which was played in 1566 at Gray's Inn, which scholars have pointed to as a source for 
these captured king set-pieces.156 Jocasta features, before its first act begins, a dumbshow 
featuring King Seostris, a common Renaissance emblem of hubris and ambition, being drawn in 
on a chariot drawn by captured kings.157 The Admiral's Men dramatists never saw Jocasta 
performed; Shakespeare and Marlowe would have been only two years old in 1566 and even an 
older company member like Philip Henslowe, nearly thirty-five when the Admiral's Men triumph 
plays were initially staged, would have been only eleven and probably still living in Sussex at the 
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157"....king with an imperial crown uppon his head, very richeley apparelled: a scepter in his 
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time of Jocasta's initial production.158 It also seems unlikely that the play saw revivals, given the 
highly occasional nature of Inns of Court drama. A more likely scenario is that the Admiral's 
Men dramatists were inspired by the posthumous reprinting of Gascoigne's collected works, 
including Jocasta, in 1587, around the probable time of the composition of these three plays. 
Significantly, however, Jocasta does not actually use the word “triumph,” and the association 
between the emblematic image of bound and humiliated kings featured in Gascoigne's work and 
the Roman triumph also does not appear in emblem books that reproduce the Sesostris story, like 
Henry Peacham’s slightly later Minerva Brittana (1612).159 In the hands of the Admiral's Men, 
however, the captured-king set-piece, where conquered royalty draw chariots onstage or follow 
them, bound, became inextricably linked to the ancient Roman political rite. This transformation 
shows us the extent to which theatrical triumphs emphasized the experience of captivity, 
rendering the Roman form as more savage and less sympathetic than it would appear in other 
media.  
 These plays stress the bestialization and objectification of captives in the triumph, who 
are rendered less-than-human as a consequence of the arrogance accompanying godhead. Most 
notoriously, this was done in these plays by the use of captured characters to draw chariots and 
other objects. As mentioned earlier, in Part I of Tamburlaine, a large moveable cage property on 
wheels is drawn onstage by anonymous Moors and in Part II, two captured kings draw 
Tamburlaine’s chariot out, while in Wounds Scilla’s chariot is drawn onstage by four Moors. The 
opening scene of Titus also refers, metaphorically if not literally, to this process in its multiple 
references to "yoking." All of these moments of “drawing” action would have been 
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accomplished with the "Tamburlaine bridle" that is listed in Henslowe's diary, a property that 
was presumably either a bridle designed for horses that had been adapted for human bodies or 
one custom-made from scratch.160 All three plays emphasize the bestialization of the captive 
kings in various ways: Tamburlaine describes the bridled kings not even as regular horses but as 
"jades," a term for a particularly worthless or broken down horse.161 In Wounds, Scilla describes 
the Moorish princes as drawing his chariot "like oxen in a plough" (E2v). This language of 
bestialization--cattle, horses, yokes--demonstrates the way in which these plays depict glory of 
triumph as premised on the dehumanization of its captives and the ostentatious display of their 
bodies, laboring like animals. In Tamburlaine, Marlowe linked these local moments to a larger 
performance lexicon in which captive royalty are dehumanized through the repurposing of their 
bodies for other tasks typically done by animals or objects. In the scene in which Tamburlaine 
enters drawn by the kings, he also commands that their captured queens be raped by his men, 
who should "take them, divide them, and their jewels too / and let them equally serve your turns" 
(IV.iii.70). Here, the women become dehumanized spoil, interchangeable with the "jewels" 
acquired by conquest. A related moment occurs in the first play, when the captured Turkish king 
Bajazeth is treated as a footstool. Lodge's play features a similar set-piece, in which Scilla 
demands that Carbo, a consul who "worships gods, not foolish men" and will not bow to him, be 
"cast...downe before my feete" by soldiers, after which he puts his foot upon the consul's neck 
                                                
160 These triumph set-pieces make much of the bestialization of captured characters, as part of 
their meditation on the moral effects of godhead, but there were also practical dramatic reasons 
for these moments where humans draw chariots like horses. The chariots (and wheeled cage in 1 
Tamburlaine) needed to be brought onstage by some mechanism, and given that horses do not 
seem to have been used onstage in Elizabethan theater, the captured kings provided a necessary 
performance action. See Louis Wright, "Animal Actors on the English Stage before 1642," 
PMLA 42 (1927): 656-669 and Harry Levin, "Falstaff Uncolted," Modern Language Notes 61:5 
(May 1946): 305-310. 




(H2v). These moments of pedal humiliation form part of both plays' characterization of god-head 
and its consequences for captured opponents, who lose not just their royalty but their humanity in 
rituals that transform them into objects or animals.162   
 These processions also feature trailing captives who do not draw chariots but whose 
subjugation and humiliation is visually signaled by shackles. One piece of contemporary visual 
evidence may provide an indication of the stage design at play here: the Peacham drawing, which 
scholars have suggested may depict an early production of Titus Andronicus, though this 
characterization has been contested.163 If the Peacham drawing does depict the triumph scene in 
the first act of Titus, it may provide us with an illustration of the kinds of binding practices used 
onstage to signify captivity. In the illustration, the figures located on the far right have their 
hands restrained, one in front and one in back; in some later plays there is an indication that these 
bonds may have been somehow attached to the back of a triumphal chariot so that prisoners 
would go "bound at the wheel" as Syphax does in Sophonisba. Lodge plays with this convention 
within The Wounds of Civil War; Scilla's less overweening and more merciful nemesis Marius 
captures Cornelia and Fulvia, two aristocratic women of the opposing party, but rather than 
enslave them, he claims that: 
Vertue sweete Ladies is of more regard 
                                                
162 Marlowe's conqueror is characterized, at different points in the play, as both pagan and 
Muslim. This was a common polemic technique used to discredit Islam (see the full discussion of 
this in Chapter 4). In linking a quasi-Islamic hero to the revival of barbaric Roman imperial 
forms, Marlowe may be indirectly attacking the Ottoman empire, England's greatest trade 
competitor in the late sixteenth century. Other authors have made similar points about Marlowe 
and the anxieties surrounding Ottoman competition, though without reference to the triumph. For 
one example, which stresses the coexistence of East-West trade in the play with images of 
Tamburlaine as a raging, expansionist conqueror, see Jonathan Burton, "Anglo-Ottoman 
Relations and the Image of the Turk in Tamburlaine," Journal of Medieval and Early Modern 
Studies 30.1 (2000), 125-156. 
163 June Schlueter has argued that the Peacham drawing illustrates an early German version of the 




In Marius minde where honor in inthronde,  
Than Rome or rule of Romane Emperie. 
Here he puts chaines about their neckes 
The bands that should combine your snow white wrests 
Are these which shall adorne your milk white necks (G2v).  
 
Here, Marius inverts the ritual of the triumph; he values “vertue” not “empire,” grants them 
necklaces instead of chains, an escort home instead of an executioner, free reign of the world 
instead of a cell. But Scilla and his counterparts in Titus and Tamburlaine are less merciful than 
Marius, and their three scenes of triumph all end with a final humiliation, as the captives 
involved are taken off to execution. Tamburlaine orders soldiers to take the kings of Trebizond 
and Soria offstage, "now their best is done to honour me, / Take them, and hang them both up 
presently" (V.i.131-132). Titus orders that the highest ranking Gothic captive must die at the 
tomb of the Andronici to "appease" the "groaning shadows" of his own dead sons, while Scilla 
commits his captured kings, after they have drawn him onstage, to soldiers who he commands to 
"goe...with as quicke dispatch as may be, / Hasten their death, and bring them to their end" 
(I.i.129, E2v). Through these depictions of objectification, bestialization, and execution, these 
scenes emphasize the dark side of pagan triumphal power. As part of a sudden vogue for triumph 
scenes in the 1590s, they helped embodied an idea of what the consequences of a belief godhead 
might look like: absolutist conquerors brag of their link to pagan gods, taking it as license for 
humiliation and plunder. As we will see, later troupes would pick up these staging practices and 
the ideas about pagan divine mandates and the power structures they embodied for reuse in a 
wide variety of settings, and it is to two slightly later examples of this I now turn. 
III. Egyptian Puppets, Carthaginian Slaves: Colonial Queens and the Roman Triumph in 
The Wonder of Women, or the Tragedy of Sophonisba and Antony and Cleopatra 
 
 The stage triumph would find new life in the first decade of the seventeenth century, as 




renewed interest in recreating the religious rituals of ancient Rome. I will focus on a pair of plays 
about Roman Mediterranean colonization produced during this moment that staged and 
meditated on the form of the triumph: Marston's little-read play The Wonder of Women, or the 
Tragedy of Sophonisba (1605) and Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra (1606-1608?). These 
plays, though they are not frequently discussed together, both drew on and reconfigured the 
triumphal set-piece developed by the Admiral's Men, transforming the ritual into a complex and 
ambivalent shorthand for Roman imperial aggression.164 Both plays dramatize clashes between 
North African female aristocrats (Carthage's Sophonisba and Egypt's Cleopatra) and an 
expansionist Roman empire, and both conclude with Roman victory, the suicide of these women 
by poison, and the subsequent presentation of triumphal processions featuring the women that 
are linked to but distinct from those practiced by the Romans. Like later manifestations of the 
triumph in the theater and unlike its presence in extra-theatrical performance media like masques 
and pageants, both of these stagings of the ancient ritual focused extensively on the experience of 
sympathetic prisoner figures and were, as a result, profoundly ambivalent about the triumph and 
the Roman political values of godhead and imperial expansion it represented. 
 Both Marston and Shakespeare were writing at a moment when the triumph had been 
recently revived in the service of divine-right absolutism. As Jonathan Goldberg and others have 
demonstrated, the triumph was a key aspect of James I's self-fashioning in the mold of Augustus 
and other late Roman emperors, part of a larger appropriation of imperial Roman imagery in a 
wide range of media ranging from coins to masques. For example, Jonson and others drew on 
                                                
164 Here I accept Michael Neill's dating of the play to late 1606 or early 1607, and indeed my 
discussion of the play's strong thematic and performance connections to Sophonisba (1606) 
provide further support for a date in or near this window. See the discussion of dating in William 
Shakespeare, The Oxford Shakespeare: Antony and Cleopatra, ed. Michael Neill (Oxford: 




this imagery in their design for James I's coronation procession in 1603, describing the parade as 
a "triumph" befitting Augustus; Jonson's printed version of his contributions even begins with an 
epigram from Martial describing an ancient triumph.165 Charles, though he eschewed James's 
public pageantry, acted in another version of the triumph in the 1632 masque Albion's Triumph, 
designed by Aurelian Townshend in conjunction with Inigo Jones.166 This Stuart fascination with 
the triumph extended into other forms of visual art, as well. In Hampton Court Palace today, one 
can still see a remnant of the early Stuart obsession with the Roman triumph, in the form of a set 
of giant Italian quattrocento murals purchased by Charles I in 1629, entitled The Triumphs of 
Caesar (see Image 1). Each of the nine panels in the series (originally painted by Andrea 
Mantegna) features a different cluster of figures in a sample Roman imperial triumph, including 
different ranks of Roman officials and their booty, with a single panel devoted to the depiction of 
prisoners of war. Shortly after, Charles I was to purchase another painting modeled directly on 
the Mantegna panels, Rubens' A Roman Triumph, now located in the National Gallery, which 
compressed the larger triumphal parade into a single painting and featured no prisoners at all, 
focusing instead entirely on the lavish display of Roman officials and imperial treasure (see 
Image 2).167  
                                                
165"Quando magis dignos licuit spectare triumphos." [When have men been allowed to view such 
well-deserved triumphs?" translation mine.] Ben Jonson, B. Jon: His Part of King James His 
Royal and Magnificent Entertainment through the Royal City of London, EEBO, British Library 
(London: 1604), 1. 
166 Midway through the masque Charles enters: "Here the Scene is changed into the Forum of the 
City of Albipolis,and Albanactus triumphing, attended like a Roman Emperor is seene a farre off 
to passe in pomp." Aurelian Townshend, Albion's Triumph, EEBO, Folger Shakespeare Library 
(London, 1632), 8.  
167 Though I have emphasized the celebratory nature of these representations, some scholars have 
argued that some of them contain seeds of imperial critique. I do not contest this, but as we will 
see, the public theater would produce far more explicit and aggressive critiques by comparison in 




 These elaborate court spectacles drew on a burst of antiquarian scholarship that had 
sought to unearth and recreate these spectacles in early modernity. The most significant of these 
texts was Onofrio Panvinio's enormous volume de Triumpho Romanorum, which described the 
nature and history of the Roman triumph. In Panvinio's work, which first appeared in Italy in the 
late 16th century, a lavish fold-out illustration depicts the triumphal parade, which winds across 
almost five feet of paper when its leaves are fully extended.168 As William Stenhouse has argued, 
Panvinio's work must be understood not merely as "illustrations" of his text, but as an important 
transformation in the media strategies used by Italian antiquarians: a move away from mere 
description to an exploration of how the visual arts might enable a fuller engagement with and 
reanimation of the rituals and materials of the past. 169 Both Jonson and Jones would consult to 
Panvinio's elaborate antiquarian volume in their designs for the early Stuart kings, drawing on 
his illustrations and descriptions for the masques and processions they designed. Panvinio and 
his followers depicted, as Reubens and Mantegna did, the full stretch of these parades, focusing 
on the vast number of Roman military, religious, and civic officials involved in the parade and 
minimizing the display of enslaved bodies. In Panvinio's giant fold-out illustration, for example, 
only one small corner is dedicated to a group of conquered people and their kings, who appear 
shackled, despondent, and led captive, a minimal presence amid the ostentatious displays of 
office, military finery, and the spoils of war (see Image 3).  
                                                                                                                                                       
Cultural History of the Early Modern Lord Mayor's Show, 1585–1639 (Manchester: Manchester 
UP, 2010). 
168 Onofrio Panvinio, De Ludis Circensibus, Columbia Library (Venice: 1600).  
169 For a narrative account of the creation of Panvinio's volume and its key role in the late-16th 
century Italian antiquarian turn to visual reconstruction alongside textual description, see 
William Stenhouse, "Panvinio and Descriptio: Renditions of History and Antiquity in the Late 




 But Marston and Shakespeare's productions turned to the stage tradition instead, 
emphasizing the horror of capture and the experience of prisoners in order to make much more 
ambiguous claims about the nature of triumph. Sophonisba narrates the story of the titular 
Carthaginian princess, who is promised to the Libyan king Massinissa during the Punic Wars. On 
their wedding night, before their marriage can be consummated, news arrives that the Roman 
general Scipio has invaded Carthage, joined by the Libyan King Syphax, one of Sophonisba's 
rejected suitors, and Massinissa is called away to the field. Treacherous Carthaginian senators--
with one honest holdout, the elderly Gelosso--decide to give Sophonisba to the lustful Syphax in 
order to convince him to fight for Carthage; they dispatch an assassin to the battlefield to kill 
Massinissa. Gelosso warns Massinissa in time, but Sophonisba is delivered in Syphax's hands. 
He informs her that her would-be husband is dead and attempts to rape her; she escapes through 
a secret passage, substituting the drunken, passed-out body of Syphax's Ethiophian servant 
Vangue in her bed. Syphax, enraged, kills Vangue and seeks a love-charm from the witch 
Erichtho, who pretends to help him, disguising herself as Sophonisba so she can absorb Syphax's 
semen in order to grow young again. Massinissa, realizing he has been betrayed by Carthage, 
joins with Scipio and the Roman forces, capturing Syphax and besieging the city. He finds 
Sophonisba and the two realize that she, no matter what, will be brought back in triumph in 
Rome. To avoid this, she poisons herself, dying a virgin, and her dead body is crowned by Scipio 
as an example of chaste womanhood. 
 As this capsule summary indicates, Marston's play, by turns sententious and surprisingly 
lurid, is broadly concerned with issues of political virtue, setting Sophonisba's chastity and 
patriotism against the sexually invasive violence represented by Syphax and its broader political 




triumph works as the ultimate embodiment in performance of the play's larger recurrent thematic 
concern with the justification of actions based on superior "force," a word used both by Syphax 
and the Romans. Syphax, as he attempts to rape Sophonisba, claims that "Kings' glory is in their 
force," while Scipio's general Laelius demands that Massinissa surrender Sophonisba to be led in 
triumph out of respect for "Rome's force."170 Marston repeatedly figures this "force" through the 
triumph, which becomes a stand-in throughout the play for unjust uses of violence, both sexual 
and military. We are first introduced to the Roman general Scipio by the report of Carthalo, a 
messenger who arrives in the play's second scene to report on the invasion and who renders 
Scipio's advance across the battlefield in metaphoric terms tied to the ritual of triumph. Scipio, in 
the messenger's account, appears as a giant, divine figure, proceeding across the battlefield "like 
the god of blood...whose hideous voice / makes turrets tremble and whole cities shake." The 
general--apotheosized through metaphor into a towering Mars figure--marches forward, 
accompanied with "Burnings, murder, wrong, waste, rapes," while behind him "a sad train is 
seene, woe, Feares, / Tortures, Leane, Neede, Famine, and helplesse teares" (I.ii.96-103). This 
image conflates the horrors of Scipio's physical procession across the battlefield with the 
abstract, supposedly glorious ritual of triumph, where his "train," a word frequent used for the 
trailing figures in a triumphal procession, becomes the horrors that follow war. In this 
compressed image, Marston reminds the audience of the bloody underside of this most 
magnificent ritual of Roman godhead by showing the bloody chaos that it depends on and which 
generate its spoils. This early introduction to Roman triumph ironically contrasts with Scipio's 
last entrance in the play, when he enters "in full state triumphal ornamentes carried before him 
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and Sy[phax]. bound" (V.iv.) The audience, by the time of Scipio's onstage triumph, has already 
been primed to understand the Roman triumph from the Carthaginian point of view--not as a 
glorious parade celebrating Roman supremacy, but as a violent act of conquest.  
 The play makes this point of view clear, as well, through the extended scenes in which 
we witness Sophonisba's terror at the prospect of Roman aggression. Sophonisba fears not only 
the physical degradation involved in triumph, asking to be saved from their "fetters and 
contempt, their proud insults and more than insolence," but also how it denies victims the ability 
to control their posthumous reputation (V.iii.22-23). Marston develops this threat imagistically 
through the play's repeated return to the desecration of the bodies of dead heroes and the erasure 
of their monuments by those who outlive them. Erichtho the witch, who Syphax briefly enlists to 
help woo Sophonisba by magic, lives in a ruined temple where "tombs and beautous urns of 
well-dead men" are broken open, their contents defecated upon by shepherds, whose waste 
continually "mingl[es] itself with their renowned ashes" (Iv.i.156-159). Erichtho herself opens 
coffins, harvesting body parts and searching for "some life yet lurking close" in a dead body 
before "sticking her black tongue in his dry throat" in order to whisper "dire murmurs" to 
communicate with the spirit world (IV.i.118-121). We also see the ghost of Sophonisba's father, 
whose grave monument was destroyed by a "violent multitude" and his body "hurl[ed] among 
the rocks / to stanch beasts' hunger" (V.i.57-58). "Ungraved," he wanders as a ghost. Even 
Sophonisba herself is threatened with postmortem violence; she threatens suicide to escape the 
rapist Syphax, who insists that if she kills herself he will "use / With highest lust of sense thy 
senseless flesh, / And even then thy vexed soul shall see, / Without resistance, thy trunk 
prostitute  / Unto our appetite" (IV.i.58-62). The threat of postmortem desecration haunts the 




memorialization. As Syphax, the mouthpiece for the play's collection of Machiavellian villains, 
puts it, the continued "glory" of a king depend on its ability to exercise "force." Killed or taken 
captive, rulers lose control over their posthumous reputation and its material traces: urns 
crumble, ashes mix with feces and earth, graves disappear. These images throughout the play 
helps us see the triumph as representing a threat that has to do with immediate physical harm but 
also with the forms of memorialization produced by winners' histories.  
 The play moves beyond simply referring to triumphs in language and metaphor, however, 
and Marston carefully orchestrates a series of processions, including a final "triumph" that 
includes the queen's dead body. Dieter Mehl has noted Marston's particular skill in manipulating 
silent bodies onstage on his unusually frequent and robust use of "pantomime," or extended 
sequences of silent action, to begin scenes. 171 In Sophonisba, these pantomimes take the form of 
the processions that open each unit of dramatic action and which are integrated into the drama's 
thematic play with the nature of triumph and imperial power. Nine of the play's scenes begin 
with processions that involve anywhere from three to twenty actors. All of these entrances are 
sonically marked by "cornets sounding a march," and all of them arrange actors in formations 
that signal rank and status, with central figures like Sophonisba, Scipio, and Massinissa preceded 
onstage by paired sets of "pages" or "ushers" and followed by the Moorish servant figures 
Vangue (in the case of Syphax) and Zanthia (Sophonisba) or other "waiting women" or military 
subordinates. One example--the largest procession, which opens the prologue--demonstrates 
Marston's careful arrangement of bodies in these scenes:  
 Cornets sound a march. Enter at one door the Prologue, two Pages with torches, Asdrubal 
and Jugurth, two Pages with lights, Massinissa leading Sophonisba, Zanthia bearing 
Sophonisba's train, Arcathia and Nycea, Hanno and Bytheas. At the other door two Pages 
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with targets and javelins, Two Pages with lights, Syphax armed from top to toe; Vangue 
follows. These, thus entered, stand still, whilst the Prologue, resting between both troops, 
speaks (Prologue). 
 
Here, Marston marks the dueling processions with the blare of cornets signaling a march, as the 
Carthaginian nobility and Sophonisba's new husband enter on one side of the stage, while the 
frustrated suitor Syphax enters on the other. Both of these processions sandwich aristocratic 
figures between servants who are marked as such by the objects they carry: Asdrubal 
(Sophonisba's father) appears between two pairs of pages, while Sophonisba and Massinissa 
(preceded by pages and followed by a Moorish servant "bearing" her "train") appear in the place 
of honor in the procession's very center. Syphax's smaller procession is structured the same way, 
with pages proceeding before him and a Moorish servant behind. Marston uses these parades to 
visualize and embody power relations in his fictional Carthage, and they work as a kind of 
punctuating refrain throughout the play, one that demonstrates the proper functioning of rank and 
servitude before the incursion of Rome. And indeed, only one of these parades--the entry 
following Rome's victory in the play's final scene--is referred to as a triumph, and is marked as 
such by the presence of "triumphal ornaments" and "Syphax bound," symbols, respectively, of 
Rome's wealth and its attendant investment in the cruel display of captured bodies.  
 Marston's Sophonisba ends by replacing the horror and glory of the Roman triumph with 
an alternate spectacle premised on female sexuality and its control. The heroine drinks poison as 
the Romans take Carthage and burst into her palace, and thus escapes the horror of being led in 
triumph. The Roman general Scipio enters the scene "in full state, triumphal ornaments carried 
before him," with the defeated prince Syphax "bound," and the sneering prince asks if 
Sophonisba will "with me go bound, and wait on Scipio's wheel?" (V.i.30-33). But the triumph is 




her virtue, "adorns" the corpse with "this crown, / This robe of triumph, and this conquest's 
wreath, / This sceptre and this hand" (V.i.44-46). She is subsequently borne offstage in a 
spectacular triumph-cum-funeral in which the bier holding her imperially-garbed dead body 
takes Scipio's place at the procession's center. An examination of Marston's handling of his 
source material makes his choice to transform of the Roman triumph into a spectacle of chastity 
even clearer. The dramatist borrowed the details of Sophonisba's final triumphal incarnation 
from Philemon Holland's translation of Livy, first published in 1600, but with significant 
differences. In Holland's translation, after Sophonisba kills herself, Scipio  
 mounted up into his Tribunall seat, and assembled an audience. There first, he openly 
styled Masanissa by the name of king, and honored him with singular praises and 
commendations: which done, he gave him a golden crowne, a faire cup likewise of gold, 
a chaire of estate and a scepter, both of yvorie, a rich long robe embrodered of divers 
colours, and a coat wrought with needle worke, representing the Date tree. These 
honourable presents wanted no words to set them out. For as (quoth hee) there is nothing 
among the Romanes more stately & magnifical than triumph, so they that ride in triumph, 
have no ornaments more rich & sumptuous than this, which the people of Rome 
esteemeth Masanissa onely of all strangers and aliens to be worthie of. 172    
 
 Marston took the triumphal ornaments enumerated by Holland, changed them slightly, and 
depicted Scipio granting them to the deceased Sophonisba rather than Massinissa. In both 
versions, non-Romans are granted triumphal honors, but Marston's alteration of the recipient 
shifts the ritual's focus from celebrating martial virtue to celebrating Sophonisba's refusal to 
sexually or politically surrender. In doing so, it neatly encapsulates the extent to which Marston's 
play works against and rewrites Roman triumphal values by first emphasizing the horror of 
triumph and then by presenting an alternative spectacle that celebrates "virtue" rather than arms.  
                                                
172 Philemon Holland, The Romane historie vvritten by T. Livius of Padua, EEBO, Huntington 
Library (London, 1600), 750-751. Marston was among a whole crop of dramatists who used 
Holland for their source material; for more details on the translation of Livy in England and the 
political challenges it posed, see Peter Culhane, "Philemon Holland's Livy: Peritexts and 




 Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra deploys triumphs in a similar way, focusing on the 
terror of the subjugated and providing an alternative vision of the triumph premised on an 
idealized female sexuality. Cleopatra describes the nightmare of being led captive in a triumphal 
parade, and imagines herself and her servant Iras being shown in Rome as "Egyptian puppet[s] 
(V.ii.208)" Cleopatra's unusual verbs in her two horror-of-triumph speeches are telling: she 
imagines herself as the subject of a series of passive verb phrases that range from physical and 
typical (like a lifeless puppet, she will be "hoisted," "pinioned," "uplifted," "caught at") to the 
extraordinary ("boyed," "balladed"). In these lines, Cleopatra imagines herself first as an 
inanimate object, an "Egyptian puppet" whose unresisting body is physically manipulated in the 
service of a demonstration of Roman glory and then, more abstractly, as the equally unresisting 
raw material for other artwork: she will be "boyed" by young actors, "balladed" by song-writers 
(V.ii.52-63, 207-221). In these lines, Shakespeare characterizes an additional horror of triumph: 
its power to transform royalty into the object of representation. As in Marston's play, which links 
the rite to the terror of posthumous desecration, here the triumph works like a ritual engine that 
processes its once-agentive captive aristocrats into the helpless raw material for ballads, puppet 
shows, stories, plays.  
 Though the threat of triumph saturates the final scenes of the play and impels the 
protagonists' suicide, only one triumph actually appears in the work, in a central scene that is 
narratively and geographically disconnected from the main story and which is almost always cut 
in production.173 The scene features Ventidius, a Roman general who appears at only one other 
scene, where he appears without speaking and is instructed by Anthony to go to Parthia. In this 
scene, he enters “as it were in triumph” in the Parthian wilderness, “with Silius, and other 
                                                




Romans, Officers, and Soldiers; the dead body of Pacorus borne before him” (III.i). Like 
Ventidius, Silius and Pacorus also do not appear elsewhere in the play, and the set-piece, like 
other elaborate “pagan” rituals I have discussed, feels modular and somewhat narratively and 
characterologically discontinuous with play’s main plots. These disjunctions—compare the 
highly modular magician scenes in Dryden’s Mesoamerican plays in Chapter 2 or the similarly 
seemingly cut-and-pasted altar scenes in late King’s Men productions like The Royal Slave in 
Chapter 1—may be one consequence of recycling, as dramatists faced the challenge of 
incorporating a well-defined and self-contained scenic set-piece into a new narrative. 
Shakespeare had, however, worked with a similar set-piece in Titus Andronicus, which also 
features a triumph with the body of a dead prince at its center. And just as in Titus Andronicus, 
the Parthian triumph occurs in celebration of a Roman general who is not politically ambitious 
and who refuses a full triumph. Just as Titus hands over “my sword, my chariot and my 
prisoners” to the emperor Saturnius, so Ventidius’s triumph is similarly vitiated: he enters only 
“as it were” in triumph and the procession occurs not as part of an entry into Rome, but as an 
unseen event somewhere in the wilderness of Parthia (located in present-day Iran). There are no 
prisoners here, only a dead body on display; no sacrifices are made to Jupiter, and there is no 
celebration of Ventidius’s special link with the gods. He himself explains why, telling his 
lieutenant that “a lower place, note well, / May make too great an act” (III.i.12-13). Ventidius 
dare not complete his conquest of Parthia as his lieutenant urges him to in this scene, telling him 
that that Antony “shall set thee on triumphant chariots and / Put garlands on thy head” if he does 
(III.i.10-11). Like Titus, Ventidius prefers a “lower place,” pointing out that though Caesar and 
Antony are lauded, they “have ever won / More in their officer than person” (III.i.16-17). In 




victory possible but who are denied the glory of triumph for political reasons. Just as captives 
like Cleopatra suffer in the production of spectacles of glory, so do the common soldiers. 
 Like Sophonisba, Shakespeare's Cleopatra escapes the horror of the triumph through 
suicide, and the play offers, in her final moments, an alternative model of the triumphal 
procession. As she dies, she imagines herself "again for Cydnus," re-enacting her procession on 
the river in the moment she first meets Anthony. Shakespeare carefully positions this procession, 
which is narrated second-hand by Enobarbus to an audience of curious Romans early in the play, 
as an alternative to the Roman triumph. As scholars have long known, this passage draws both its 
outline and some of its verbal details from Thomas North's account of the scene in his 1579 
translation of Plutarch. However, North's translation does not use the word triumph, while 
Shakespeare's version is framed by the commentary of two Roman soldiers, who say they have 
heard that Cleopatra is a "triumphant lady" who "appeared triumphantly indeed" on Cydnus.174 
Shakespeare adds other details to Plutarch, who he otherwise follows closely, that link  
Cleopatra's progress to the Roman triumph: in North, Cleopatra is only described as "laid under a 
pavilion," a description that Shakespeare repeats while adding that the barge she sits in is "like a 
burnished throne" under a canopy made of "cloth-of-gold tissue," details that metaphorically link 
Cleopatra's barge to the golden chariots of the triumphs staged by the Admiral's Men. The 
passage also looks back to these earlier triumphs in the way it features subordinate figures--here 
they are "pretty, dimpled boys" and "gentlewomen" rather than newly conquered and enslaved 
enemies--who are portrayed as art objects who contribute to the central figure's glory. The boys 
become "like smiling Cupids," the gentlewomen "like the Nereides," and a woman at the helm "a 
seeming mermaid." And like Tamburlaine before her, Cleopatra is imagined as exceeding the 
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gods: Enobarbus claims that "she did lie / in her pavilion...o'er-picturing that Venus in which we 
see / The fancy outwork nature" (II.ii.208-209). More beautiful in her triumph than the most 
beautiful paintings of Venus, Cleopatra draws her power in this scene not from militarism or the 
brutality of conquest, but from her eroticism, with fawning, willing servants taking the place of 
conquered slaves. As in Sophonisba, Antony and Cleopatra presents us with a royal colonial 
heroine who faces the humiliation of Roman triumph only to avoid it at the last minute. The two 
queens appear at the center of alternative, reconstituted versions of the ritual that celebrate the 
sexual power of, respectively, Cleopatra's superhuman eroticism and Sophonisba's resistant 
chastity. These triumphs offer a version of the imperial spectacle that generates consent and 
admiration from its conquered "captives" and which contrasts sharply to the militarism and 
cruelty of the Roman triumph: imperium by consent. In doing so, these plays extend the nascent 
critique of triumph found in the Admiral's Men productions of the 1590s, spending far more 
narrative time on the experience of slavery: Cleopatra and Sophonisba, unlike the captured 
Zabina before them, are given much more stage time and sympathy, finally appearing in 
alternative versions of the triumph stripped of its militarism and cruelty, if not its associations 
with absolutism. In doing so, these works offer a potentially subversive counter-appropriation of 
a politically-charged ritual that succinctly embodied both the divine right James claimed and the 
imperial spread, beginning with the Union of the Crowns, that he pushed for early in his reign. 
But if these plays offer this reading, it is at best indirect, and lest we become too starry-eyed 
about their counter-imperial critiques offered by these early Jacobean plays, we must remember 
that both works take issue primarily with the enslavement of monarchs by foreign empires. Both 
plays end on staunchly royalist notes, reinforcing structures of rank and servitude (servitude that, 




III. Post-Roman Triumphs in the Plays of Phillip Massinger, 1622-1631 
 The triumph would gain new theatrical life in the 1620s and 1630s in the work of Phillip 
Massinger, a Caroline playwright who engaged with the trope more extensively than any other 
author of the era. Five of Massinger's plays written between 1622 and 1632 recreate triumphs 
onstage; four of these have settings akin to Sophonisba and Tamburlaine and take place in the 
empires around the rim of the ancient Mediterranean. The Roman Actor takes place in Domitian's 
imperial Rome, Believe as You List follows a fugitive king from Carthage to Bithnyia to 
Callipolis to Syracuse before he is captured and taken to late imperial Rome, The Virgin Martyr 
takes place in an ancient colonial Cappadocia under Diocletian's reign, and The Bondman tells 
the story of a Corinthian general saving ancient Syracuse from a Carthaginian invasion. These 
plays, like their predecessors, use the triumph as a figure for imperial glory and cruelty, but they 
extend and amplify this critique, while simultaneously moving the triumph far beyond the 
borders of imperial Rome. In the plays of the 1620s written by Massinger and his close 
associates, almost no Roman emperors from the high point of the empire actually appear in 
triumph: instead, freed slaves mimic their Roman forebearers, lascivious late-imperial empresses 
arrogate their husband's power, savage post-Roman Vandals imitate the triumphal form in the 
Germanic wilderness, and a collapsing late-imperial Rome produces processions that retain only 
the cruelty of the triumphal form, absent its glory. In depicting these events, Massinger's plays 
imagine a post-Augustan epoch in which the triumph has become a dangerously mobile ritual 
appropriated by those who seek Roman power and who become, in turn, barbaric. Through this 
process, the playwright diegetically illustrated and reflected on the act of imitating triumph, a 




early modern theater and in the ritual's simultaneous appropriation by civic and royal powers 
outside the theater.  
 Over the course of his career, Massinger brought his fascination with triumphs and his 
facility at designing them to several repertories who employed him in succession. Massinger 
probably initially developed a fascination with the triumph during his early collaboration with 
Dekker on The Virgin Martyr, a play which takes a dark view of triumph as part of its attack on 
the "pagan" religious cultures surrounding early Christianity (see chapter 2). After writing this 
play for Queen Anne's Men, Massinger brought the technique to plays he wrote for Lady 
Elizabeth's Men (a troupe named for Elizabeth of Bohemia), beginning with The Bondman in 
1623. The troupe would double-up on triumphs in 1623, premiering Massinger's play alongside 
Henry Shirley's The Martyred Soldier in the same year. Henry Shirley's play features a triumph 
closely modeled on that found in The Virgin Martyr, perhaps an indication of collaboration 
between the newly hired Massinger and Shirley, as the former brought his experience from his 
work with Queen Anne's Men to the new company. The coincidence in dates, even if it does not 
conclusively prove the transfer of this design through Massinger, are a broader indicator of the 
triumph's sudden return to popularity among troupes active in the early 1620s. Massinger's 
involvement with both troupes would be cut short when they went bankrupt in the mid-1620s 
(Queen Anne's Men in 1623 and Lady Elizabeth's in 1625), and the playwright transitioned into 
writing primarily for the King's Men in the late 1620s and early 1630s. Here, too, Massinger 
seems to have brought the triumphal set-piece with him to a new repertory context, as similar 
stage triumphs and their associated imagery are in evidence in his plays The Roman Actor 
(1626), Believe as You List (1631), and The City Madam (1632). The peregrinations of this set-




fascination with the device and its meanings. But it also shows the way that later triumphs were 
relatively easy to stage and thus impossible to assert ownership over at the troupe level. Only one 
of Massinger's triumphs requires a custom property (the triumphal chariot at the center of 
Domitian's entry in The Roman Actor); the others seem to have relied more on costume and the 
orchestration of groups of bodies rather than expensive or large properties.  
 In his early collaboration with Dekker on The Virgin Martyr, Massinger created a triumph 
that looked back to its antecedents Sophonisba and Antony and Cleopatra. The play, like those 
early Jacobean works, encourages audiences to feel the horror of Roman triumph only to revisit 
and recuperate the trope at the play's end. Dorothea escapes the horror of Roman triumph only to 
appear smiling in a recuperated, inverted version of the set-piece, processing in, after her death, 
led by angels and the souls of departed Christians. In this early play Massinger looks back to 
Cleopatra, who escapes the horror of Roman triumph only to imaginatively re-enact her own 
triumphal entry on the river Cydnus as she kills herself, as well as Sophonisba, who is borne in 
triumph at the center of the procession originally designed to humiliate her. All of these plays 
recuperate and modify the form of the triumph, using its associations with glory and stateliness 
to elevate its captured heroines in death. But Massinger would quickly turn away from this 
version of the triumph, and his subsequent plays present a much darker version of the ritual 
without a corresponding recuperation of its form.  
 Massinger's plays focus on imitations of the triumph in decadent late Roman society and 
its successors. In The Roman Actor, for example, we see Domitian's glorious triumphal entry at 
the end of the first act, in which the emperor returns from subduing the German provinces. 




by slaves.175   The stage directions do not specify how the chariot was moved, but as Dessen 
notes, such properties were usually "drawn" onstage by other actors; Domitian is thus elevated 
not just above the "prisoners" he leads but also symbolically above the men who drew the chariot 
in place of horses, a callback to the equivalent scene in Tamburlaine and Wounds. But though 
Domitian's triumph acts as one of the spectacular centerpieces in Massinger's play, it is far from 
the only use of triumphal imagery present in The Roman Actor, and the play explicitly and 
implicitly demonstrates the spread of triumphal thinking and its adoption by other Romans. In 
their discussion of Rome's moral disorder, for example, the actors describe the widespread use of 
litters in the city in terms that mirror Domitian's triumph and its dramatic predecessors.  
Pleasures of worse natures 
Are gladly entertained, and they that shun us 
Practise, in private, sports the stews would blush at. 
A litter borne by eight Liburnian slaves, 
to buy diseases from a glorious trumpet, 
The most censorious of our Roman gentry- 
Nay, of the guarded robe, the senators- 
Esteem an easy purchase (I.i.13-19). 
 
The litter, though it is only invoked in this passage and never appears onstage, mirrors 
Domitian's triumph seen later in the play, as both are modes of transportation that ostentatiously 
display the subjugated bodies of slaves from the Roman colonies (Liburnia, an ancient Roman 
                                                
175 All references to the play will appear in-text and refer to Philip Massinger, The Roman Actor: 
A Tragedy, ed. Martin White (Manchester: Manchester UP, 2007). Massinger's play, which 
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Domitian. Like Sejanus before it, The Roman Actor invested in elaborate historical recreations of 





colony, is in present-day Croatia).176 Like the unspecified figures who must have drawn out 
Domitian's chariot, the litter-bearing slaves are bestialized, assuming laboring roles that are 
typically associated with horses or other animals. 
 Another imitation triumph appears after Caesar's elevation of the housewife Domitia, 
who he has forcibly divorced from her husband Lamia. In the second act, in a set-piece that 
mimics the action of his own triumph and similarly looks back to Tamburlaine, Domitian 
commands that his female relatives Domitilla, Caenis, and Julia bear Domitia's train, and the 
newly crowned Augusta enters at the center of a procession, preceded or "ushered in" by one of 
Caesar's henchmen and "her train with all state borne up" by the three women. After Domitia's 
mini-triumph concludes, Domitian describes the spectacle, theorizing about the connection 
between the appearance of glory and the subjection of others: 
Now you appear, and in 
That glory you deserve, and these that stoop 
To do you service, in the act much honoured. 
........To be slaves 
To her is more true liberty than to live 
Parthian or Asian queens. As lesser stars 
That wait on Phoebe in her full of brightness, 
Compared to her you are. Thus I seat you  
By Caesar's side, commanding these that once 
Were the adored glories of the time 
(To witness to the world they are your vassals) 
At your feet to attend you (II.i.246-259). 
 
                                                
176 Massinger's play here briefly satirizes the sedan chair or litter by linking an analogous form to 
the triumph. Introduced into England in the 1620s, the sedan chair rapidly became fashionable in 
London and, as rapidly, became the target of satire. Associated with the extremely unpopular 
Spanish ambassador Godomar (instrumental in the equally reviled plans for the Spanish Match) 
and linked to anonymous sexual liaisons in the popular imagination, the litter became for some a 
sign of sexual impropriety, even as its use became widespread. A narrow covered cabin carried 
by two bearers, the vehicle concealed its occupants at the same time as it displayed their 
conspicuous wealth through the display of servant bodies. As we will see, Massinger returns to 




Domitian's rhetoric makes subjection a necessary--indeed, the only--element required to ensure 
Domitia appears "in that glory" the emperor claims she deserves. The speech omits mentions of 
Domitia's own beauty or any of her intrinsic qualities, instead attributing her glory only to the 
corresponding abjection of Domitian's royal kin before her. Indeed, Domitian casts this 
subjection as honorable for the women; a characterization rejected by the angry women when 
they immediately begin to scheme his assassination, citing Augusta's elevation as one reason for 
their anger; Caenis subsequently describes her as so proud that she "disdains the service / of her 
own women, and esteems herself / Neglected when the princesses of the blood / On every coarse 
employment are not ready" (III.ii.80-84).  
 The princesses' rejection of Domitia's triumph are part of the play's larger depiction of 
these spectacles failing to achieve their ends, and Massinger's cynicism about the triumph must 
be considered in relation to the other inset performances in The Roman Actor, especially the 
miniature plays-within-a-play that Paris puts on for Domitian, which have attracted the most 
critical attention of any aspect of the play. As Eric Dunnum and others have pointed out, 
Massinger's play depicts "medicinal" theater that fails to work, frustrating the desires of the 
actors who stage it and the (corrupt) patrons who hope to control its effects.177 The miser 
Philargus is confirmed in his avarice rather than cured of it after watching The Cure of Avarice, 
and a subsequent play, Iphis and Anaxarete, staged at her husband's request for Domitia's 
"delight," only averts her passion from him to the actor Paris. Massinger's triumphs in The 
Roman Actor work in similar ways, failing to transfer the infallibility and glory of godhead onto 
the figures who enact them. They instead act only as proof of the triumphator's violent nature 
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whether Massinger's views are anti-theatrical or not--see the review of criticism in Eric Dunnum, 
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and unfitness to rule and generate unexpected reactions--resentment and usurpatory scheming--in 
those who witness them.  The minor character Rusticus's asides show us one example of this in 
the first act: delivered as a series of asides, his commentary punctuates and punctures the glory 
of Domitian's entrance, encouraging us to understand it as "bloody" rather than militarily 
glorious, "proud" rather than splendid, and the plaudits of some Romans in response to it as 
merely "base flattery" rather than true appreciation. Like the resentful commentary indignantly 
produced by the subjected princesses, Rusticus's comments reveal to the audience the indignities 
and amorality of Roman triumph in the age of Domitian.178 
 Massinger's interest in imitation triumphs appears again in the late play Believe as You 
List (1631).  In it, the deposed prince Antiochus, after fleeing from Roman authorities around the 
Mediterranean rim, terrified of being brought back to the capitol in triumph, is captured and 
brought out by "officers" with "his head shaved, in the habit of a slave." He invites the audience 
to understand his subjection in the familiar terms of triumph: 
In all the changes 
Of fortune, such a metamorphosis 
Antiquity cannot show us. Men may read there  
Of kings deposed, and some in triumph led 
By the proud insulting Roman; yet they were  
Acknowledged such, and died so; my sad fate 
Is of a worse condition, and Rome 
To me more barbarous than ere yet to any  
Brought in subjection..... 
the locks of this our royal head are shaved off 
My glorious robes changed to this slavish habit 
                                                
178 In a fascinating and perhaps deliberate irony of theatrical history, Massinger based the scene 
in which Domitian enters in his chariot to hostile choric commentary on the structure of a similar 
scene from Jonson's earlier decadent Roman tragedy Sejanus. In that play, Sejanus and his 
flatterers cross across the stage in the first scene, with hostile framing narration provided by the 
play's good characters. Massinger's play takes the structure of this scene--developed by one of 
the great architects of Stuart triumphal appropriation--and instead uses it to display a triumph 




This hand that grasped a sceptre manacled...179 
Captured at an unspecified time in late imperial Roman history, Antiochus understands his 
subjection as the most recent development in a long line of parades featuring "kings in triumph 
led." Unlike these examples from Rome's "antiquity," however, his subjection is more total. His 
former status as a king is not even acknowledged in his bondage, and he gestures one by one to 
the signifiers of his rank that have been stripped from him: his hair, his robes, his scepters, all 
replaced by the marks of slavery. Antiochus's triumph seems more barbaric to him than its 
Roman antecedents not just because his former kingly state is not acknowledged, but because 
nameless "officers" lead him in rather than a resplendent imperial figure. In this moment--the 
worst triumph ever!--Massinger strips the ritual down to a parade featuring only a single slave 
led in shame: a far cry from Panvinius's elaborate celebratory parades or even the glory of 
Sophonisba's final moments, twenty-five years before. Positioned at the end of more than four 
decades of stage triumphs, this scene neatly encapsulates the triumph's transition from a symbol 
of imperial glory (equivocally presented) to merely a synonym for and prelude to the 
commercialized galley slavery to which Antiochus is subsequently condemned in this play. The 
sacrificial triumph ends at the docks rather than Jupiter's temple on Capitoline Hill, reflecting a 
shift to a commercial Mediterranean empire that retains only the cruelty of its imperial past 
without its religiosity or visual glory. 
 A final example of Massinger's triumphs illustrates the playwright's fascination with the 
belated imitation of Roman triumph and appears in his play The Bondman, which premiered in 
1623. The play tells the story of the Carthaginian invasion of Syracuse, a city characterized by its 
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harsh treatment of slaves. In the absence of the fighting men, a slave revolt led by the titular 
"bondman" Pisander breaks out, and the slaves assume control of the city. They quickly become 
as cruel as their former masters, however, and in one of the scene of revolt they are shown 
leading their former employers in "triumph." As one of the former slaves puts it, they "like 
conquering Romans walke in triumph, / our captiues following. Then mount our Tribunals, / And 
make the slaues our footstooles."180  Gracculo describes a process by which their "slaues" 
become footstools, a clear reference to Tamburlaine's similar scene and one that demonstrates the 
triumph as a process of, literally, the objectification of its captives.181 We see this mirrored in the 
description of the stage action that Massinger provides: the stage directions tell us that Gracculo 
comes onstage leading "Asotus in an Apes habit, with a chaine about his necke. Zanthia, in 
Coriscaes Cloathes, she bearing vp her traine" (F3v). Just as the triumph makes human bodies 
interchangeable with inanimate furniture, so here it makes human bodies interchangeable with 
animal ones, just as slaves stand in for horses and other beasts of burden in The Roman Actor. 
Asotus's subjection is signified here by his ape disguise: a costume that both mimics one 
category of conventional loot in these parades--exotic animals were often brought back into the 
Roman capital in triumph--but also works as a sign of his debasement, into a human-like but not 
quite human beast. As Holly Dugan has noted in her discussion of Ram Alley, to become a 
baboon or associated ape on the Renaissance stage carried with it associations of eroticized 
humiliation: a meaning that places the male Asotus in a long lineage of subjugated stage queens, 
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F4r. 
181 They are both Moorish characters. Zanthia, whose name recalls the Turkish empress Zabina 
from Marlowe's play and who, like Zabina and the many Moorish waiting women with "Za-" 
names who populate the period's drama, was almost certainly wearing blackface: Zanthia in 





like Cleopatra, who cite the sexual humiliation involved in triumph as one of its worst indignities 
or Antony, who claims he will be subject to "penetrative shame" when brought back to Rome.182  
But in addition its familiar emphasis on the abjection that triumph requires and generates, The 
Bondman also demonstrates Massinger's peculiar obsession with the phenomenon of the 
imitation of Augustan triumphal culture by others. Looked at from this perspective, the 
compressed emblem of the ape costume signifies differently, becoming not just a symbol of 
sexualized humiliation but of the irrational mimicry widely associated with the animal. The freed 
slaves thus "ape" their former masters in two senses, transforming them into monkeys while 
simultaneously adopting their practices of triumph.  
 The simultaneous premiere of The Bondman with The Martyred Soldier (just a year after 
a competing company had staged a more traditional Roman triumph in The Virgin Martyr) must 
have encouraged audiences to see the triumph as a mobile signifier of paganism, an 
interchangeable signifier of absolutist pagan societies and their lack of mercy. But at the same 
time as Massinger's plays and those adjacent to them in the repertory enacted a kind of pagan 
interchangeability in their recycling of the trope, the playwright's work also thematized the act of 
imitating Roman forms. This is why Massinger's plays never feature triumphs from the high 
point of Roman empire: in these plays, the days of Augustus are long gone. We are presented 
instead with pale imitations put on by figures and regimes who hope to assume Rome's imperial 
mantle and who become barbaric in the process, a transformation marked through the savagery 
of their triumphs. In The Roman Actor, Domitia, a housewife forcibly divorced and elevated to 
empress by Domitian, appears "ushered in" with her train born by Domitian's female relatives; he 
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places them "at her feet" as her "vassals" and informs the women that "to be slaves to her is more 
true liberty than to live / Parthian or Asian queens" (II.i251-253). Domitia, who boasts that she, a 
nightmarish Cleopatra, holds even Domitian "beauty's captive," turns arrogant, lascivious, and 
violent as she gains power, coercing Paris into an adulterous affair by threatening to execute him 
and plotting against her husband's life. The Bondman, similarly, focuses on characters who newly 
gain power across the course of the play and whose turn to triumph signifies the moral corrosion 
that accompanies this rise, and its Moorish characters explicitly state that they will behave "like 
Romans" as they subdue their masters (F4r).  
 Massinger's transportation of the triumph far from its early Roman imperial origins seems 
to have influenced the writers he worked alongside, as well. We can see this in Massinger's early 
work for Lady Elizabeth's Men, which coincided with the premiere of Henry Shirley's play The 
Martyred Soldier.183 Shirley's play first appeared in the same year as The Bondman at the 
Cockpit, and demonstrates the extent to which the triumph had become synonymous with ancient 
"pagan" imperial cruelty beyond Rome in the repertory's plays. The Martyred Soldier opens in 
the Vandal empire, where the aging Vandal emperor awaits the return of his son from a campaign 
against Christians in North Africa.  He is not disappointed, and his son returns with captives in 
tow, informing his father that "what lives the Sword spar'd, serve to grace your Tryumph, / Till 
from your lips they have the doome of death."184 These prisoners, we learn lines later, are 
"Christians and their Chiefe...Bishop of Carthage, and with him / seven hundred Captives more, 
all Christians" (B2r). The captive Christians are led onstage in a way that recalls the triumphs we 
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have seen in other contexts. The triumph is cued with trumpets ("A Flourish"), as in Sophonisba, 
and the prince and his cohorts enter first, with the subjugated Bishop and "other Prisoners" 
trailing "in Chaines" (B2v). This procession is marked in dialogue as a triumph, but even if it 
were not, audiences would have recognized it as formally similar to triumphs they had seen in 
other theatrical contexts, with central figures trailed by prisoners marked as such by shackles. 
This triumph, like its predecessors, also serves as a sign of the empire's divine mandate--the 
dying Vandal king asks to be elevated to see the triumph, so he can know whether "the Immortal 
powers powre blessings downe," a sentiment returned to him by his son, who describes the good 
fortune marked by the triumph as "heaven...shedding beams over-glorious on our heads" (B2v). 
The aging king even gleefully and anachronistically recalls the execution of thirty pregnant 
women earlier in his reign in honor of the Roman God Jupiter (not, presumably, actually 
worshiped by the Vandals); their "dugges sear'd off, their wombes ript up, / About their miscreant 
heads their first borne Sonnes / Tost as a Sacrifice" (B2r). The Vandal empire, the play suggests, 
has adopted Roman triumphal culture, the gods involved, the divine mandate it connoted, and the 
extreme cruelty associated with it. The Martyred Soldier would generate for audiences an 
impression of pagan continuity across ancient empires, and like Massinger's plays, it treats 
triumph not as a stable, pre-existing ethnographic feature of cultures invested in godhead, but 
instead as a dangerously mobile, learnable ritual. This characterization would reach its peak one 
of Massinger's final plays, The City Madam, to which I will now turn.   
IV: "In State Like Julia": Triumphant London, Pagan London in The City Madam 
 In The City Madam Massinger would return again to the triumph in both language and 
performance, transporting the set-piece to contemporary London to show the dangerously 




commercial heir to the Roman empire. The City Madam may seem like an unlikely text in which 
to find traces of the pagan triumph, given that it is set almost entirely in the house of an upwardly 
mobile London merchant rather than on the battlefields of Mediterranean antiquity. But the play, 
written at the tail-end of Massinger's productive life as a dramatist, borrows the imagery, the 
performance elements, and the moral associations of the triumphs that pepper the playwright's 
earlier work, refashioning them into a pointed critique of the potentially paganizing effects of 
mercantile empire. The play's main plot tells the story of Lady Frugal, its titular "city madam," 
the arrogant wife of an upwardly mobile merchant. Massinger develops an extended satire on 
Lady Frugal and her daughters in the first acts of the play, who are shown to be vain, haughty, 
and materialistic. Massinger's satire on the worldliness of Lady Frugal and her daughters hits the 
familiar misogynist notes of city comedy; the women first enter "in several postures, with 
looking glasses at their girdles."185 They spend this and subsequent scenes fussing over their 
appearance while listening to the flatteries of their ladies' maid and the charlatan astrologer 
Stargaze, all as a hostile pair of apprentices satirically observes them in asides. But Massinger's 
otherwise conventional satire quickly turns to the language of the triumph, using it to emphasize 
the imperial aspects of the family's commercial success and its potentially de-Christianizing 
effects.  
 Earlier in this chapter, I described how scholars have shown that the crown adopted the 
trope of the triumph as a way to link the English monarchy to the Roman emperors and 
emphasize James's arguments about divine right. This appropriation of the form was not 
exclusive to the monarchy, however, and London's civic pageants also turned to this trope, as 
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well, figuring mercantile growth in ways that linked the London merchant classes' success to that 
of ancient pagan empires. One of the clearest examples of this can be seen in Middleton's 
Triumphs of Honor and Industry, which, as its title page indicates, was written for the ascension 
of George Bowles to the mayoralty in 1617. 186 Bowles was one of the Worshipful Company of 
Grocers, a livery company specializing in the spice trade, and, as its title indicates, the pageant 
draws heavily on the language of triumph to represent the success of these colonial ventures. The 
"first invention" of the pageant features a "company of Indians" who dance around artificial 
nutmeg and "other spice" trees, followed by a golden chariot proceeding "triumphantly" that 
bears the allegorical personifications of India, Merchandize, and Industry (A4v). The golden 
chariot, a callback perhaps to the triumphs of the Elizabethan stage, clearly links the commercial 
growth of London to the power of pagan empires through the language of stage paganism 
developed in the theaters.  
 Massinger attacks precisely this equation in his comic satire of London's merchant 
classes. His satire of the women of the household focuses partly on their enthusiasm for imported 
goods, and the playwright links their hunger for foreign goods acquired through trade to those 
acquired by the ancient Romans through conquest. We learn that, in addition to the "orient pearl," 
"Spanish quellio ruffs," and "Hungerland bands" that the women dress themselves in, Lady 
Frugal once demanded a richly furnished nursery for the baby Anne (IV.iv.108). The nursery was 
hung with curtains of "scarlet, of the rich Tyrian dye; a canopy / to cover the brat's cradle," and 
Lady Frugal sat near it "in state / Like Pompey's Julia" (IV.iv.126-128). Tyrian dye--a rich red-
purple coloring agent made from a mollusc-- was one of the greatest luxury products of the 
                                                





Roman empire at its height, imported to the capital from Rome's Phoenician colonies.187 On the 
early modern stage, it became a common signifier of Roman imperial excess, invoked in, for 
example, a catalog of decadent Roman products in Jonson's Catiline.188 Here, the scarlet nursery 
hanging links Lady Frugal's material acquisitiveness, developed in the wake of her husband's 
successful trade business, to the arrogance and stateliness of the Roman capital in the wake of 
Pompey's colonial wars.  
 Elsewhere, the play explicitly associates this acquisition of imperial wealth with de-
Christianization. Lady Frugal's attachment to the rich interiors she demands, among them the 
nursery, is castigated as "idolatry / paid to a painted room" (IV.iv.118-119) In an early scene, 
Young, one of the family's apprentices, convinces the apprentice Tradewell of the desirability of 
"riot" and the two, in imitation of their mistress, begin to swindle Sir John Frugal and spend the 
money on fine clothing and prostitutes. Massinger renders this transformation from devoted 
servant to imperious, lavishly-dressed "spark" in language that links the acquisition of wealth to 
the process of paganization: Young Tradewell claims to be "converted" to riot and Goldwire 
describes the keeping of prostitutes "I have had my several pagans billeted / for my own tooth," a 
statement that extends the riotous Frugal family's cosmopolitan "tastes" in clothing and food to 
the sex trade and the threat of becoming "pagan" (II.i.110). 
 The claim behind the image of a new Julia at the crib--that an English merchant empire 
has stepped into the shoes of a Roman military one--recurs in the play's discussion of foreign 
labor and the issue of slavery. Lady Frugal and her daughter refuse native English servants; when 
                                                
187 For a complete and swift overview of the literature on Tyrian purple and a historical overview 
of its use, see Natalie Sussman, The Roman "Frantic Passion for Purple" (Pliny 9.66): A 
Geographic Analysis of the Murex Dye Industry from the late Roman Republican Period to Late 
Empire, MA Thesis, Tufts University, 2011. 
 




presented with London's best cooks, recommended to her because they have "wrought at my lord 
mayor's," the lady of the house haughtily rejects them, demanding instead cooks who are 
"Frenchmen and Italians; they wear satin, / And dish no meat but in silver." Her daughters share 
their mother's enthusiasm for foreign labor; as Luke points out much later in the play in his 
history of how the women grew so proud: "no English workman then could please your fancy; / 
The French and Tuscan dress your whole discourse" (IV.iv.94-95). Anne follows in her mother's 
footsteps, demanding "French and Italian cooks" from her suitor and, in the play's most 
compressed and telling image of their imperial aspirations, "a caroch / drawn by six Flanders 
mares, my coachmen, grooms, / Postillion, and footmen" (II.iii.112-114). Anne's demand links 
the laboring bodies of fine, exotic animals acquired through England's growing commercial 
empire with the ostentatiously subjugated bodies of servants: a display of wealth that is both 
gramatically and visually reminiscent of the "litter born by eight Liburnian slaves" that appears 
in The Roman Actor. This imagery recurs elsewhere in the play, as well; after Lord Frugal 
absconds from his household in disgust, his wife demands of Luke why he "went...not by his 
stirrup?" to discover his plans as he left, an image of the servant running along below his 
master's horse that mimics the metaphoric and spatial subjection of slaves and attendants below 
their elevated rulers in the triumph (III.ii.25). This characterization--of the Frugals and their 
trading business as heirs to Roman empire and the foreign-sourced wealth and cruelty that 
attended it--is developed further elsewhere in the play, when Luke and the apprentices repeatedly 
describe themselves metaphorically as "slaves" to the women, while Lord Frugal describes his 
wife's behavior to her servants as "barbarous" (III.ii.99). 
 The characterization of the women as imperious and acquisitive comes to its peak in Sir 




their haughtiness and greed, he leaves, putting his brother Luke in charge. Luke, depicted as 
grasping and cruel in his business deals and as libertine and riotous in his consumption habits as 
the women, promises them free reign. He does so in language that makes explicit the presence of 
the triumph in the play, which to this point has existed only in the more subtle evocations of its 
associated imagery discussed above: 
And it shall be 
My glory, nay a triumph to revive 
In the pomp that these shall shine, the memory 
Of the Roman matrons, who kept captive queens 
To be their handmaids. And when you appear 
Like Juno in full majesty, and my nieces 
Like Iris, Hebe, or what deities else 
Old poets fancy (your cramm'd wardrobes richer 
Than various natures'), and draw down the envy 
Of our western world upon you, only hold me 
Your vigilant Hermes with aeriel wings, 
My caduceus my strong zeal to serve you, 
Press'd to fetch in all rarities may delight you, 
And I am made immortal (III.ii.160-174). 
 
Luke's promise to the women makes explicit the play's characterization of the women as a new 
kind of "Roman matron," and his speech ticks all the boxes of conventional Massingerian 
triumphal imagery. The women will be deified, appearing like "Juno," "Iris," or "Hebe," while 
Luke himself will be "made immortal." This deification or ascension to godhead is signified in 
Luke's promise not just by exotic goods--their "cramm'd wardrobes"--but by the presence of 
enslaved bodies, the "captive queens" that recall Marlowe's Zabina.  
 At another point in the play's labyrinthine plot, Sir John returns in disguise with the 
rejected suitors as "Indians," claiming that his own last wish was for Luke to take them in and 
"make 'em Christian" (III.iii.77). Speaking a nonsense language, the "Indians" quickly claim that 
they have tricked Sir John and have come to London with the intent of capturing a matron and 




depravity extends, they attempt to convince the offered women (who are, of course, Lady Frugal 
and her daughters) to accompany them in triumph. Sir Maurice promises them they will be 
"ador'd there as goddesses," while Sir John describes the rituals that will accompany and mark 
their deification in triumphal terms, promising "litters made of gold / Supported by your vassals, 
proud to bear / The burden on their shoulders." Mr. Plenty piles on, adding that "Pomp and ease, 
/ With delicates that Europe never knew, / Like pages shall wait on you" (V.i.111-122). These 
promises reveal the extent to which the triumph had become mobile as a generalized signifier of 
pagan imperial glory and the slavery that it depended on, extending beyond Rome and even 
beyond the ancient world. In indigenous Virginia, Sir John Frugal promises the women, they will 
live the triumphs they have only experienced metaphorically in mercantile London. But Frugal's 
statement also reveals the extent to which the triumph functions as fantasy in the play. Promised 
by a figure we know to be merely "playing Indian," it functions for the audience less as a realist 
depiction of Virginia's possibilities and more as a projected fantasy designed to appeal to the 
womens' pride.  
 The play's deployment of triumph imagery comes to a head in a sequence in which Sir 
John, dressed as an Indian, puts on a display intended to reform and move his brother, intending 
Luke to see "your servants, debtors, and the rest that suffer / By your fit severity" personated by 
"spirits in their shapes" (V.iii.50-51). The pageant Sir John summons mimics the dark triumphs 
deployed onstage in Massinger's five other plays, consisting, as they do, of a parade of degraded 
and enchained bodies. We see Goldwire and Tradewell enter "as from prison," a state presumably 
expressed through shackles, chains, or other properties signifying their imprisonment; the whore 
Shave'em appears in the "blue gown" assigned to women arrested for prostitution, an equivalent 




"Sergeants." The parade of the imprisoned kneels in front of Luke, "holding up their hands for 
mercy" (V.iii.59).  
 In its processional form and its focus on signifiers of imprisonment or enslavement--the 
blue gown, the shackles, the armed escort--this scene clearly recalls Massinger's early triumphs.  
Here, however, the event is rendered not as part of the diegetic action, but as instructional meta-
theater, a masque of "spirits" intended for educational and reformatory purposes. Sir John 
appropriates the savage elements of the ancient form in an attempt to appeal to Luke through the 
display of the degraded bodies whose lives he has ruined. But instead of reforming Luke, the 
pageant has the opposite effect, and he meditates at length on the spectacle's lack of effect on 
him:  
Ha, ha, ha! 
this move me to compassion, or raise 
One sign of seeming pity in my face? 
You are deceiv'd. It rather renders me 
More flinty and obdurate. A south wind 
Shall sooner soften marble, and the rain 
That slides down gently from his flaggy wings 
O'erflow the Alps, than knees or tears or groans 
Shall wrest compunction from me. 'Tis my glory 
That they are wretched, and by me made so; 
It sets my happiness off. I could not triumph 
If these were  not my captives (V.iii.60-71). 
 
In a manner reminiscent of the misfiring educational mini-dramas contained within Massinger's 
earlier work The Roman Actor, which have unpredictable and unsavory effects on those who they 
are nominally intended to reform, the imitation triumph only confirms its spectator's villainy. 
Intended to turn him from his life of riot by revealing the enchained bodies his usury creates and 
depends on, the triumph instead confirms for him their necessity. As he chillingly puts it: "I 
could not triumph / If these were not my captives." Luke's claim makes explicit the visual link 




is rendered, here and in the rest of the scene, in metaphors closely linked to the stone heart that 
so often features in early modern discussions of conversion.189 Luke announces his refusal to be 
"moved" in lithic metaphors; he is "flinty," "obdurate," and claims that the spectacle's effect on 
his heart is as ineffectual as wind trying to soften marble or rain attempting to drown the Alps. 
Luke remains stone, unmoved to Christian charity, despite the evidence of his own affinities to 
the barbarism of the pagan triumph.  
 The faux triumph is sandwiched between two other displays of pagan spectacle intended 
to "move" Luke "to compassion." Sir John, still dressed as an Indian, also orchestrates a 
performance of the music that Orpheus used that "mov'd / Charon and Cerberus to give him 
way," followed by a display of "statues" of the daughters' alienated suitors that miraculously 
come to life when Lady Frugal, Anne, and Mary repent of their haughtiness (V.iii.39-40, 99). 
Both of these set-pieces reinforce the imagery of conversion that characterizes this scene. We 
hear, as Luke does, the music with which Orpheus transformed Cerberus and Charon from 
obstacles to allies; music which, as educated members of the audience would know, Ovid 
celebrated as so powerful that the stones themselves came alive and attempted to follow the 
poet.190 Massinger's tableau of statues further reinforces the association with pagan lithic bodies 
that become animate, and the repentant daughters see the inanimate "figures" of their 
supposedly-absent loved ones miraculously come to life before their eyes, in a full-body 
literalization of their scornful stone hearts made flesh.  
                                                
189 These discussions typically drew on Ezekiel 36:24-26, which in the King James version reads: 
"For I will take you from among the heathen, and gather you out of all countries, and will bring 
you into your own land.  Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean: from 
all your filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you. A new heart also will I give you, 
and a new spirit will I put within you: and I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and 
I will give you an heart of flesh." The Bible: Authorized King James Version with Apocrypha 
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 2008), 949.  




 But if Massinger's play uses the triumph as an instructive pagan counter-example, The 
City Madam's critiques of absolutism are at best partial and its concluding lines specify its satire 
as only of the overweening merchant classes, "our city dames, whom wealth makes proud." The 
play concludes with Sir Frugal moralizing at his newly humbled wife, telling her to "instruct / 
Our city dames....to move / In their spheres, and willingly to confess / In their habits, manners, 
and their highest port, / A distance twixt the city and the court" (V.iii.153-156). The play, which 
has spent so much time characterizing triumphal ideology as monstrous, suddenly backpedals in 
its last few lines, curtailing any possibility that its satire might be more widely applied to other, 
monarchical appropriations of similar rituals.  
 Seen through the lens of the triumph, The City Madam emerges, somewhat unexpectedly, 
as the culmination of Massinger's career-spanning interest in the post-classical world's 
fascination with the forms of Roman power. And its appearance in a city comedy also underlines 
the way that the stage forms of pagan difference could circulate as independent modular 
elements across genres. These performances themselves reflect on the process of ritual imitation 
that was being enacted in the repertory as troupes developed and borrowed triumphal set-pieces 
from each other. But these rituals also spoke directly to the arrogation of the ritual and the values 
it embodied in royal venues, providing a corrective counter-vision to any easy embrace or 
reanimation of the triumph as a marker of imperial success and absolutist claims for divine 
approval. In Massinger, we see a refinement and an extension of a critique that has its seeds in 
the early Admiral's Men productions: as Luke says, one cannot "triumph, unless these were my 
captives." By attending to the bodies and the fears of the slaves that triumph depended on and by 
maximizing their presence in these processions, Renaissance play-makers provided a 




this most absolutist ritual as a symptom of barbaric, pagan ambition with costly human 
consequences.  
V. Mesoamerican Tamburlaine: Imagining Indigenous Godhead in John Dryden's The 
Indian Queen 
 John Dryden would draw on the pre-war set-piece of the triumph in three plays in the 
1660s and 1670s: The Indian Queen, set in contemporary Mesoamerica, Aureng-Zebe, set in 
contemporary Mughal India, and Oedipus, an adaptation of the Sophocles play of the same 
name. I will address only the first play here, as it shows one example of the way the triumph was 
used to help render distant religious and political cultures legible for late seventeenth century 
audiences. Similar observations, however, might be made about Aureng-Zebe, which transposes 
the triumph to contemporary Mughal India, where it is used in a similar manner to depict 
imperial cruelty and arrogance.191 In the references to triumph and their full-scale stagings in 
these plays, Dryden would again turn to Marlovian visual paradigms in his depiction of 
Mesoamerican and Mughal political and religious culture, as he did in the conjuror scenes I 
discuss in Chapter 2. By recycling these, Dryden invited audiences to see Mesoamerican empires 
in the familiar, cruel, and absolutist terms of the empires of the Old World.  
 Dryden's prologue to The Indian Queen sets up the expectation of native life as one of 
simple, Edenic ease and pleasure: a pair of Indian children sleep under "Plantain-Trees" and, 
when they awake, characterize their life as "soft Rest," "Peace," a setting where "Nature never 
feels decay" that is free of "quarrel."192 This characterization of indigenous life as tied to nature 
                                                
191 "Enter in triumph Emperor, Morat, and train" in John Dryden, Aureng-Zebe, ed. Frederick M. 
Link (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1971), III.i.142. 
192 All subsequent references will be in-text and are to John Dryden, The Indian Queen, in The 
Works of John Dryden Volume VIII, ed. Smith and MacMillan (Berkeley: University of 




and free of political conflict already had a long history in Europe by the 1660s, and the two 
children tell us, as they look out at the audience, that their pastoral is under threat. They speak of 
a prophecy that "world...more old" will subdue them, before looking out to the audience and 
claiming they "seem to us like Deities" and that they can tell that, based on their appearance, 
"Mercy flows from thence." The prologue wittily links the act of viewing to the act of conquest, 
setting up the expectation that an English audience is about to encounter a drama of noble, 
natural indigenous peoples, threatened simultaneously by viewership and colonial expansion. 
 Dryden's play, however, promptly and viciously punctures this expectation. The first 
performance action we witness in The Indian Queen is the conquering Incan army bringing 
Mexican prisoners onstage, and the play's first lines describe the violent subjugation of one 
indigenous society by another: "Thrice have the Mexicans before us fled, / Their Armies broke, 
their Prince in Triumph led" (I.i.1-2). This compressed initial image--prisoners of war in chains, 
a triumph leading a captive prince--characterizes indigenous cultures not as the leisured, natural 
savages of the prologue, who exist without conflict or political organization, but, through the 
homological set-piece of the triumph, as akin to the cruel, successful, wealthy empires of the Old 
World. The language and action of the triumph is not limited to the invading Incas in the text, as 
we learn when we meet Zempoalla, the savage and ambitious queen of the Mexicans, who is 
revealed "seated upon a Throne, frowning upon her Attendants" (II.ii). In a reversal of fortune 
typical of Dryden's heroic tragedies, the Mexicans capture the Incan royalty, and Zempoalla 
swears to celebrate her own victory in the form of the triumph: 
 That Prince, upon whose ruins I must rise, 
 Shall be the Gods', but more my sacrifice: 
 They, with my slaves, in Triumph shall be tied, 
 While my devotion justifies my pride: 
 Those Deities, in whom I place my trust, 





This scene recalls the triumphs of the pre-war theater in the way it argues that the "ruin" of 
royalty (here, a prince) is necessary for "rise," that debasement and enslavement are necessary 
for glory. Zempoalla, like Luke, expresses the idea that she could not triumph in the absence of 
captives. This moment also renders Zempoalla in the familiar absolutist terms of a triumphing 
figure and like Marlowe's conqueror before her, who imagines himself as licensed by, equal to, 
and even greater than the gods, Zempoalla eventually goes so far as to threaten the gods 
themselves in the play's third act, saying she will burn their houses of worship and claiming 
"down go your Temples, and your Gods shall see / They have small use of their Divinity" when 
they refuse to answer her prayer (III.ii.151-152). In his presentation of Zempoalla's god-defying 
arrogance, Dryden makes a familiar link between godhead and its consequent disregard for the 
suffering of prisoners. We see this again in a speech in which Zempoalla, having fallen in love 
with the now-captive Montezuma, has learned that he prefers another, the princess Orazia. She 
schemes: 
 She dies, this happy Rival, that enjoys 
The stranger's love, and all my hopes destroys; 
Had she triumphed, what could she more have done, 
Than robbed the Mother, and enslaved the Son? 
Nor will I, at the name of cruel, stay: 
Let dull successive Monarchs mildly sway: 
Their conquering Fathers did the laws forsake, 
And broke the old, ere they the new could make, 
I must pursue my love (III.i.108-116). 
 
This speech is remarkable for its conflation of erotic contestation with the competition for 
thrones: to Zempoalla, Orazia's achievement of Montezuma's love can only be understood in 
comparison to being triumphed upon, and for the queen--who does not shrink from being named 
"cruel"--the contest for his love can only be understood in the terms of usurpation and the 




 A Mexican Tamburlaine, Zempoalla actually gets the triumph of which she dreams in the 
play's third act, which begins with the appearance of "Zempoalla...seated upon her Slaves in 
Triumph, attended by Traxalla; and the Indians as to celebrate the Victory, advance in a warlike 
Dance." The parade is interrupted by her son Acacis and the warrior Montezuma, who she meets 
by descending from "her triumphant throne" (III.i.). This sequence indicates that Zempoalla is 
brought out on some kind of elaborate moveable "throne," presumably the same chair she sits 
upon in the second act with attendants around her. In this moment, Zempoalla is the culmination 
of a long tradition of arrogant pagan queens depicted in triumph--Zabina, Domitia, Zanthia, and 
that new Julia at the crib, Lady Frugal--but unlike her forebearers, Zempoalla sits alone at the 
triumph's center without a paired king or emperor.193 Like Tamburlaine, she is physically 
elevated above her prisoners and attendants; like Scilla, she is brought onstage through the 
physical labor of the subjugated, bestialized bodies of those she has conquered. And like Titus, 
she demands the sacrificial execution of prisoners, though at the "Temple of the Sun" rather than 
at the tomb of the Andronici.  
 I have emphasized the way that Dryden's play revives a familiar signifier of stage 
paganism in its portrayal of Mesoamerican absolutism and cruelty, but the complexity of 
Dryden's new dramatic product becomes clearer in the sacrifice scene that follows Zempoalla's 
triumph. She demands that her prisoners be taken to "Temple of the Sun all of Gold," where 
"four Priests in habits of white and red Feathers attending by a bloody Altar, as ready for 
sacrifice" (V.i.). Here, Dryden mixes his inherited materials--the sacrifice of prisoners at the end 
of a triumph and the Temple of the Sun backdrop, which had a history in English theater (see 
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marker of Moorish descent on the early modern stage, and both The Bondman and Tamburaline 
emphasize the barbarity of the triumph by racializing triumphant queens. Zempoalla's unusual 




Chapter 2)--with new, ethnologically specific materials like distinctive feather costumes 
imported from Suriname.194 In this moment Dryden links Mesoamerican ritual sacrifice to a 
deeper inherited paradigm, inviting audiences to make an identification that worked two ways. 
On the one hand, the comparison challenged ideas of indigenous simplicity, inviting audiences to 
see the Mexicans and the Incas as successful, complex societies invested in the familiar imperial 
ritual of triumph. But on the other hand, by linking the practice of triumph to New World human 
sacrifice, linked in many contemporary accounts to cannibalism, these scenes invited audiences 
to read the rituals of the ancient world in the light of the most savage practices of the New 
World, emphasizing the continuity between the practices of Rome and the notoriously barbarous 
ones of Tenochitlan in an unexpected way. 
************************************************************** 
 At the end of William Davenant's operatic mini-drama The Cruelty of the Spaniards in 
Peru, the dramatist presented a vision of what English empire might look like; unlike the play's 
vicious Spaniards, who subdue and torture the natives, the English are welcomed by the 
Pervuians, who declare that the "English shall sit and rule as our guests," before mingling with 
these "guests" in dance.195 Davenant fantasizes about the possibility of an English rule that might 
be marked by mutuality, exchange, and joined growth rather than by violence, domination, and 
subjugation. The versions of the triumph that circulated outside London's theaters in street 
pageants and on the walls of royal palaces promised the same thing: envisioning a splendid, 
consequence-free arrogation of the imperial ritual that would mark and accompany wealth, 
power, and peace.  
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 But across a century of stage triumphs, English dramatists presented audiences with 
something else: visions of the religious beliefs that accompanied successful empire and their 
human consequences. These scenes, filled with golden chariots and purple robes, linked the 
growth of empire to dream of godhead, showing how past imperial structures had produced 
immense, spectacular wealth that depended on and was shadowed by equally spectacular cruelty 
in the form of the degraded, bestialized, objectified slaves that followed in the wake of the 
triumphator. On the one hand, these spectacles worked as representations of reassuringly distant, 
alien religious cultures. It is not hard to see that for some spectators, Marlowe's Tamburlaine 
might be a symbol of the essentially pagan ambition of the Ottoman empire, England's major 
commercial rival, and Shakespeare's Octavius a sign of a comfortably discarded political culture 
that had been superseded by Christianity. But these plays also presented a nightmare vision of 
what England, with its imperial dreams and absolutist political, had already or might become. 
For audiences who saw triumphs in the streets and James heralding himself as a new Augustus, 







I Come to Thee!": Staging Reunion Suicides and Pagan Heavens from Marlowe to 
Southerne 
I. Introduction 
 Christopher Marlowe's epic tragedy Tamburlaine offered its audiences some of the most 
gruesome and unusual suicides in the canon of seventeenth-century drama: no less than five 
characters, all captives dreading protracted torture at Tamburlaine's hands, kill themselves across 
Marlowe's sprawling two-part saga.196 In Part I, the captured Turkish king and queen Bajazeth 
and Zabina sequentially dash their brains out on the bars of the cage in which they have been 
kept while being fed scraps for the amusement of Tamburlaine's court. In Part II the Balseran 
queen Olympia and her son, their kingdom overrun by Tamburlaine's forces, seek to follow their 
slaughtered king into death by stabbing themselves and joining him on his pyre. These set-
pieces, with their suicides of whole pagan royal families, departed from the established 
conventions for representing suicide that had characterized English drama in the middle years of 
the sixteenth century. In place of the tradition of reporting suicides that occurred offstage, these 
early plays established a paradigm for representing the act that would be seized upon by 
dramatists not just in the immediate aftermath of Tamburlaine's premier, but intermittently 
during the next century of public theater. In this chapter, I argue that Marlowe developed a 
                                                
196 I will not discuss only four of these suicides, leaving aside one of them which does not have 
the same religious content. In the first installment of the play, the captured Damascan counselor 
Agydas urges Zenocrate not to marry Tamburlaine; when the warlord overhears, he looks 
"wrathfully" on Agydas before sending him a messenger bearing only a dagger. The counselor 
kills himself rather than risk Tamburlaine’s wrath by remaining alive. This set-piece, in which a 
captive is suggestively offered a dagger as a threatening injunction to suicide, has its own 
afterlife and appears in several other later plays before the Civil War, usually as proof of virtuous 
Christian characters' ability to resist the temptation of suicide: the Duchess of Malfi is offered a 
dagger by her captors in Webster’s play of the same name, the captive Antiochus is offered both 
a poniard and halter by his jailor in Massinger’s Believe as You List, and a similar set-piece 
occurs in John van Olden Barnavelt, except that the captive character Leidenberch goes through 




powerful performed embodiment of pagan beliefs about the nature of the afterlife, offering 
English audiences a fantasy of a religion whose royal adherents hoped for an escape from the 
contingencies of history into an eternal reign in a godless, anthropocentric heaven.197 This trope 
and the claims about pagan religion that it embodied were widely imitated in plays in the 
immediate aftermath of Tamburlaine's premiere, as other dramatists drew on the techniques 
Marlowe had pioneered in their construction of new plays set in other places in the ancient 
world. By doing so, these Elizabethan plays turned old theatrical knowledge into new ethnologic 
knowledge, suggesting parallels between religious beliefs held in Rome and Carthage, Scythia 
and ancient England. Later plays, as well, would invoke and subvert Marlowe's set-piece. These 
texts, by Shakespeare, Dryden, and Southerne, ascribed similar eschatological beliefs to pagan 
royalty while diegetically demonstrating these beliefs as false or misguided in various ways, 
offering increasingly hostile rejections of the afterlife fantasy that these moments had offered 
Elizabethan audiences.198  
 In the three preceding chapters, I have shown how ideas about pagan religion were 
inscribed in spectacular theatrical practices whose expensive components demanded to be 
reused. Triumphs, sacrifices, and scenes of conjuration all involved investments in materials that 
were somewhat inflexible, like costumes, properties, and unique stage spaces; in this last chapter, 
I will turn to royal pagan suicides, a set-piece that was distinguished primarily by language and 
                                                
197 In doing so, I offer a counterargument to Ramie Targoff's recent work on this subject. Targoff 
argues that English literary culture enthusiastically embraced the Reformation doctrine that love 
ended at death and no reunion was possible. Targoff focuses mostly on poetry; this chapter 
demonstrates a long lineage of dramatic works running in parallel that dramatized "pagan" 
eschatologies that involved posthumous reunion. Ramie Targoff, Posthumous Love: Eros and the 
Afterlife in Renaissance England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014). 
198 All references to Marlowe's play will appear in-text and are to Christopher Marlowe, 




performance action rather than by properties or costume. By focusing on suicides, this chapter 
offers an extension of my arguments about the materials of seventeenth-century English 
stagecraft, showing how these fictional religious homologies could develop from language and 
performance action alone, in the absence of material objects that needed to be conserved and 
reused. But I also show the way that a set-piece that was less attached to and based on objects 
could be more manipulable and flexible in different dramatists’ hands; the suicides I trace 
through this chapter, though their basic outlines remain stable, vary more in their staging and 
motivation than other "pagan" forms like the triumph. 
II. Embodying Pagan Suicide in Marlowe's Tamburlaine 
 Tamburlaine (1587) was popular and widely imitated, and scholars have shown how it 
served as an important ur-text for the development of the dramatic type of the Herculean hero, 
the ambitious geographical sweep that would characterize later conquest plays, and an emphasis 
on lavish and cruel displays of imperial power onstage.199 Despite these treatments and the well-
developed literature around Tamburlaine as a document of cultural difference in an era of trade 
and military conflict with the Islamic nations that ringed the Mediterranean, little attention has 
been played to the play’s suicides or their influence on longer generic lineages of the 
representation of death. 200  Marlowe's plays, along with The Spanish Tragedy, which probably 
                                                
199 see Eugene Waith, The Herculean Hero in Marlowe, Chapman, Shakespeare, and Dryden 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1962); David Thurn, "Sights of Power in Tamburlaine," 
ELR 19:1 (December 1989), 3-21. Marlowe's influence on Shakespeare, in particular, has been 
well-documented; see, for example, James Shapiro, "Revisiting Tamburlaine: Henry V as 
Shakespeare's Belated Armada Play." Criticism 31 (1989): 351–366 and Robert Logan, 
Shakespeare's Marlowe (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007).  
200 Only one scholar has commented on the deaths in Tamburlaine at any length. In David Riggs' 
recent biography of Marlowe, he argues that the play “offers a Lucretian meditation on the 
meaning of death. Characters who imagine themselves in a conscious afterlife, rewarded and 
punished by the gods, are ridiculed and tormented; characters who take the Epicurean view that 




premiered alongside it in 1587, stand at the beginning of the public theater era in England, and 
both plays took advantage of their new venue to break sharply from the earlier dramatic 
conventions of decorum that skirted the direct depiction of violence of all kinds, including 
suicide. 201 The closet drama and classical translations that preceded the advent of public theater 
tended to reproduce ancient drama's reluctance to present the act onstage, preferring to report 
offstage deaths instead through the convention of the nuntius or by other means. To pick just one 
example, in George Gascoigne's Jocasta, performed at Gray's Inn in the late 1560s, the titular 
                                                                                                                                                       
puzzlingly does not offer specific examples to support the first part of his claim, and his reading 
oversimplifies the affective machinery at work in both parts of the play around the act of suicide 
and the desire for heavenly reunion. According to Riggs’ reading, the “ridicule and torment” that 
Bajazeth and Zabina suffer is justified within the frame of the play and works as further proof of 
the validity of Epicurean models of the afterlife; the play, I think, is more cautious and polyvocal 
about their experience of torture and Tamburlaine's "ridicule" of these figures is not the same as 
Marlowe's point of view. Bajazeth and Zabina are not likeable characters by any stretch, but we 
are nonetheless invited to see their torture and death as overkill, a fact borne out by Zenocrate's 
lament over their dead bodies, when she describes their deaths as "barbarous" and "untimely" 
(V.i.348, 351). David Riggs, The World of Christopher Marlowe (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 2014).  
201 Discussing the relationship between these two plays and the suicide traditions that emerged 
out of them--"escape" suicides at the end of revenge tragedies and the royal pagan group suicides 
I discuss here--is unfortunately far beyond the scope of this chapter. There are intriguing links 
between the two plays, however. Zabina’s maddened speech and subsequent suicide partially 
resembles Isabella’s suicide in Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy, though the latter is set in a nominally 
Christian Spain and not, as in plays by Marlowe and most of his imitators, in war-torn North 
Africa. Like Zabina, Isabella murders herself in hope of a reunion with family members in the 
afterlife, though one that she characterizes in pagan rather than Christian terms; she will see her 
murdered son Horatio “plead with Rhadamanth” and urges her husband Hieronimo to “make 
haste to see thy son.” It seems likely that Isabella’s speech is somehow linked to the female 
suicides in Tamburlaine, as all three stem from a desire for reunion with male family members 
who have preceded them in death. The direction of influence is uncertain; scholars agree on an 
approximate 1587 date for both texts, but neither play can be firmly dated. Sketchy biographical 
evidence also connects the two playwrights in the early years of the 1590s, and a later letter from 
Kyd implies that the two may have shared lodging, writing, and possibly a patron. The literature 
surrounding the biographical connections between the two is well developed, though it 
occasionally strays into speculation. For a short overview see J. R. Mulryne, "Kyd, Thomas (bap. 
1558, d. 1594)," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2004). Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, in English Renaissance Drama: A Norton Anthology,  




queen kills herself offstage, an act which is then reported to the audience.202 These conventions 
persisted in closet drama well into the public theater era in texts like William Alexander's four 
Monarchike Tragedies, or, to pick another roughly contemporary example, Mary Herbert's 1590 
closet-drama/translation of Garnier's play Antonius. Herbert places Antony's self-stabbing 
offstage (it occurs between the last two acts) and closes with Cleopatra's declaration that she 
plans to kill herself, rather than showing the act itself.203  
 Unlike these earlier plays, Marlowe's two-part epic brought suicides gorily onstage, 
illustrating the motivations, some explicitly tied to pagan religion, that inspired them. On the one 
hand, the plays are filled with characters who cite the horrors of captivity as their motivation. 
Agydas dwells on this first motivation at length in his soliloquy before his suicide, coming to the 
conclusion in an extended address to himself that: "more honour and less pain it may procure / to 
die by this resolved hand of thine / Than stay the torments he and heaven have sworn." Agydas 
resolves instead to "wander free" from the "plagues," "the torments and the hells" that 
Tamburlaine will visit upon him (III.iii.97-102). Bajazeth, the captured Turkish king, presents a 
similar rationale for his decision to bash his brains out, claiming that he plans to escape his 
"baneful days" and "loathed life" (V.i.286, 305). These characters declare their desire to escape 
not just from the physical pain they endure, but, even more importantly, from the shame of 
captivity and of the condition of being on display. In Marlowe's play, these defeats are figured as 
a process of objectification, and captured characters rail against their transformation into 
symbols of the success of Tamburlaine's new imperial order. Besides their loss of power and 
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status, Bajazeth and Zabina fear most being put on view as objects for others to view: she 
mourns that they have been reduced to a state of slavery "that all the world will see and laugh to 
scorn / The former triumphs of our mightiness / In this obscure infernal servitude" (V.i.252-253). 
This moment is heavy with irony--the barbaric Turkish king and queen, who have themselves 
borne many spoils and captives home in triumph, are reduced themselves to being objects of 
scorn. In the case of Bajazeth, this objectification is literal, as Tamburlaine uses him a footstool 
in an earlier scene: a potent moment in performance in which the subjugated king becomes not 
just a symbolic testimony to Tamburlaine's greatness but an object literally used to elevate him.  
 Just as Zabina and Bajazeth refuse to endure their transformation into objects designed to 
shore up Tamburlaine's power, so too the character of Olympia resists another form of 
objectification in Part II. In the story of Olympia, Marlowe figures a different kind of 
assimilation and its resistance: after the death of her husband, the general Theridamas attempts to 
woo her, offering to incorporate her into a new imperial order as "the stately queen of fair 
Argier." The language of objectification is clear in Theridamas's promises: she will be passively 
"clothed in costly cloth of massy gold," displayed almost like a statue "upon the marble turrets of 
my court" (IV.ii.39-41). Like Bajazeth and Zabina, Olympia is threatened with the prospect of 
being incorporated into a new imperial order, rendered into just another lavish object brought 
back from foreign parts used in a display of new imperial splendor. We see this repeated even 
more violently elsewhere in Part I of the play, when Tamburlaine massacres the party of 
Damascan virgins who issue forth from their beleaguered city to plead for mercy. The conqueror 
commands that their "slaughtered carcasses" be "hoisted up" and displayed upon the walls, 





 But the push-factor of escape is only one part of the rationale for suicide and it is paired 
in these speeches with the pull of a pagan heaven in which characters claim they will be reunited 
with their loved ones and restored to power. This argument is mostly made by Marlowe's women 
and children, who at first attempt to preserve their reduced lives as long as their husbands or 
fathers are alive. Zabina consoles Bajazeth, suggesting that they "live in spite of them, looking / 
some happy power will pity and enlarge us" (IV.iv.101-102). Later, she goes to fetch him water, 
telling him "Sweet Bajazeth, I will prolong thy life / As long as any blood or spark of breath / 
Can quench or cool the torments of my grief" (V.i.283-285). Olympia, too, as Tamburlaine's 
forces take Balsera, argues for self-preservation rather than death, encouraging her husband and 
son to flee through the "cave" or tunnel that "leads beyond the foe" (III.iv.2). These women, 
though they are initially determined to continue to live beyond military defeats, promptly change 
their tunes upon their husbands' deaths. Bajazeth dashes his brains out while Zabina has gone 
offstage to find him some water; when she returns, she immediately resolves to kill herself in 
order to remain by his side in the afterlife: her dying words are "I come, I come, I come!" 
(V.i.319). Olympia makes the same sudden reversal, abandoning her plans to escape as soon as 
her husband is struck by a stray bullet. She and her son resolve to kill themselves; she asks that 
"ugly Death, stretch out thy sable wings, / And carry both our souls where his [her husband's] 
remains" (III.iv.16-17). Her son echoes her sentiment, asking that she "strike, that I may meet my 
father" (III.iv.30). Olympia kills her son as he requests, and though her own suicide is 
temporarily forestalled when she is captured, she eventually manages to get her wish for the 
release of her "troubled soul, which beats against this prison to get out / And meet my husband 
and my loving son." (IV.ii.35-37).  Marlowe frames Olympia's suicide in softer terms, as 




afterlife in which she both rejoins her husband and regains her queenship, calling out as she dies 
to servants in the afterlife to "make ready my coach, my chair, my jewels—I come!" (V.i.318-
391).  
 These dreams of reformulated family in the afterlife were more heterodox than they 
might initially appear to modern readers. Though early Christian theology embraced similarly 
"anthropocentric" theories of heaven, the church moved sharply away from these models in the 
4th and 5th centuries toward what Colleen McDonnell has called a "theocentric" model, the idea 
that the afterlife was primarily a space in which the individual soul reunited with God. This 
suspicion of anthropocentric visions of heaven, which was associated with suspect "pagan" 
practices of ancestor worship, continued through the Reformation, with theologians like Calvin 
entirely rejecting the idea that the family would be reformed in heaven.204 In other words, the 
early modern church viewed theories of reunion in the afterlife as heterodox at best, arguing that 
reunion should not be considered heaven's primary attraction and to fetishize it was to minimize 
the importance of the soul's reconnection with God. Ramie Targoff has recently demonstrated 
the way that early modern English literary culture enthusiastically embraced the idea that 
heavenly reunion might be impossible; Marlowe and his imitators, conversely, designed dramas 
in which the idea of heavenly reunion could be entertained through pagan figures and their 
suicides. These visions of the afterlife would have been heterodox even if Marlowe's characters 
did not label them as non-Christian, as when Zabina specifically (and ahistorically) describes her 
imagined future destination as the Elysian fields. 
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These episodes look even more unusual when we examine the source material from 
which Marlowe constructed them, which the dramatist altered to emphasis the "reunion" aspects 
of suicidal motivation. A robust body of scholarship has identified the sources that Marlowe 
drew on in the composition of Tamburlaine, and from this we know that the Bajazeth and Zabina 
incident derives from two places: George Whetstone’s The English Myrror and Pietro 
Perondino’s Latin life of Tamburlaine, Magni Tamerlanis Scytharum Imperatoris Vita.205 In 
Whetstone's account, Bajazeth does not commit suicide at all; the latter text, however, describes 
the Turkish king’s punishment and death in some detail. Perondino tells us that Bajazeth killed 
himself out of despair after being forced to watch a naked Zabina forced to serve food to 
Tamburlaine and his advisors. Zabina drops out of Perondino’s account entirely after this, and 
Bajazeth, after praying for death and not receiving it, dashes out his brains on his cage. Marlowe 
borrowed two details—the manner of Bajazeth’s death and the fact that he turns to suicide after 
his prayer goes unanswered—directly from Perondino’s account. But he also elaborated on 
Perondino’s story, adding Zabina's suicide and attributing it to an eschatological belief 
completely absent from Perondino: a desire to be reunited as queen with Bajazeth in the afterlife.  
 Marlowe’s transformation of the Olympia episode that appears in Part II is equally 
telling. 206 Olympia’s death-trick is modified from a similar incident in the twenty-ninth canto of 
Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, a text which Marlowe probably encountered either in the original 
Italian or in the twelve French translations that followed it, as the first English translation, by 
John Harington, was not published until 1591, just after the probable window of composition for 
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Tamburlaine. 207 Marlowe drew on the episode in which the virtuous Christian Isabella is 
captured and threatened with rape by the evil pagan Rodomont. Unable to escape, she falsely 
promises Rodomont that she will brew him an invincibility potion and suggests that she will act 
as a test subject once it is finished. She thus engineers her own decapitation and escape into 
death, where she hopes to meet her dead lover Zerbin. After she dies, this wish is granted, and 
she is celebrated in the poem as a Christian Lucrece.208  Marlowe altered this episode in several 
ways, most notably by transforming Olympia into a wife and mother. And just as he had added 
an additional familial suicide to the Bajazeth episode, Marlowe added a suicidal son to the 
template he took from Ariosto. In both of these examples, we can see Marlowe altering his 
source material to increase the number of suicidal characters and to emphasize that they are 
motivated by a desire to follow the heads of their families into the afterlife.  
 So far, I have outlined the key aspects of Marlowe's set-piece in terms of character type, 
situation, and motivation: royal pagan couples and their children, military defeat and capture or 
the threat of capture, and the fear of objectification and the hope of royal reunion and re-
thronement in the next life. In addition to these aspects of story and character that were not 
necessarily unique to drama, Marlowe's use of stage space underlined and physicalized the 
beliefs articulated by these characters in their speeches in three different ways. The first is the 
unusual act of braining, which Marlowe found in Perondino and brought onto the stage and 
which mimics, in its hyper-determined physicality, the enthusiastic and determined claims these 
suicidal characters make about their transition into their imagined afterlives. The second is the 
phenomenon of iteration: by adding Zabina's suicide to this scene, Marlowe even found a way to 
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underline the pervasive rhetoric of reunion that his pagan characters evoke. As she declares she 
will "come" to Bajazeth in the afterlife, Zabina literally retraces his steps, flinging her body 
toward the same bars of the cage that have killed him as she "runs against" them: a violent 
physical approximation of her dreamed-of following of Bajazeth into Elysium. A similar 
movement of bodies occurs in Part II, as Olympia casts her son's body onto the pyre that contains 
her father, and is forestalled from doing so only by her capture, asking Theridamas to 
nonetheless "cast her body in the burning flame, that feeds upon her son's and husband's flesh" 
(III.v.70-71). This iteration --multiple suicides committed by dependents or subordinates, 
copycat-style, often literally following the same path as the initiator--would become one of the 
most reproduced aspects of the set-piece in the early modern theater.  
 Additionally, in a nod to the poetic genre of complaint and the traditions of classical 
drama, Marlowe's characters give long, lamenting death speeches explaining their motivations. I 
have already addressed the content of these speeches above: one of their primary purposes seems 
to have been to explain motivation, outlining and detailing pagan beliefs in the afterlife in the 
process. Zabina, Bajazeth, and Olympia all speak solus before killing themselves, and their 
speeches are exercises in bombastic, hyper-emotional apostrophe--either to the unfeeling 
heavens, as in Bajazeth's address to the "highest lamp of ever-living Jove, accursed day" or to the 
dead body of the loved authority figure that has gone before them, as in Zabina's extended 
address to Bajazeth's bleeding body or in a piteous address to themselves, as in Olympia's 
command to herself to "devise some means to rid thee of thy life" during her captivity 
(1.V.i.290-291, 2.II.ii.5). In the decades after Tamburlaine's production, as Cunningham has 
noted, this acting style, which borrows the rhetorical techniques of complaint in its long, 




of drama, and later plays that cited other aspects of Marlowe's suicidal set-pieces would almost 
always include these laments. These speeches emphasize the characters' isolation as they are left 
behind in this life: alone on stage, they address dead bodies or the sky. 
  Beyond their belief in reunion in heaven, the religious beliefs of Marlowe's characters are 
difficult to precisely pin down. Critical attention in recent years has focused on the way the plays 
spoke to contemporary anxieties about Islamic conversion, piracy, and economic competition. 
And indeed, the bulk of the play's suicidal characters are from 14th-century North Africa and the 
Middle East and thus would be expected to be Muslim: Zabina and Bajazeth hail from Turkey, 
Agydas from Damascus, and Olympia from Balsera (probably located in what would become 
modern Iraq).209 But Marlowe's characters freely mix references to classical deities and 
                                                
209 Modern critics have had some difficulty precisely locating "Balsera," but the action of the 
play puts it somewhere vaguely in Asia Minor. For this ambiguity, see Cunningham 265. As 
scholars have pointed out, at times Tamburlaine himself even seems oddly allied with Christian 
interests. In this, Marlowe may have drawn on a technique derived from portrayals of 
Tamburlaine himself as a Christian ally whom God had sent as a scourge to punish the Muslim 
world. Later biographers would bend over backward to explain away Tamburlaine’s Muslim 
inclinations, as in the English translation of Jean Du Bec’s life of the conqueror published in 
1597. Du Bec’s life opens with a description of Tamburlaine’s education, emphasizing his 
religious instruction:  
Very true it is, that he had not an Homer, but a great and worthy person, learned as well 
in naturall Philosophy, as in Astrology, who was in the time of this Prince, a companion 
and familiar of his conquests, named Alhacen, an Arabian. Alhacen, by birth, making 
profession of Mahomets religion, not according to the fond and vaine follies of the 
Turkes; but for want of Christian instruction, he worshipped one onely God, the author of 
nature, & maker both of Mahomet. Heauen and Earth (the which Mahomet taught as he 
had learned in the Schoole of the Christians) meaning to be contrary vnto the Heathen, 
who did allow of sundry Goddes. 
In Du Bec’s account of Tamburlaine’s life, which W.L. Godschalk has speculated that Marlowe 
consulted in between composing Part 1 and Part 2 of the play, the hero’s Muslim beliefs are 
acceptably monotheistic. Here, though Tamburlaine is a Muslim because of a chance “want of 
instruction,” he nonetheless instinctively subordinates Mahomet to a single higher god. 
Tamburlaine is thus rescued from the charge of being “heathen” or pagan and made to seem, if 
not exactly Christian, only removed from being so by the historical accident of non-exposure. 




landscapes with their prayers to Mahomet and their references to the Alcoran. Through this 
mixture, the play relies on and reproduces the convention, originating in the Christian polemical 
tradition, of denying Islamic monotheism. 210 A frequent characteristic of Turk plays and 
polemical literature in England, this convention described Muslims as engaged in sun and moon 
worship alongside their veneration of Mahomet, distancing Islam from the other Abrahamic 
monotheisms. Marlowe's play bears this out, and we see the play's Muslims treat Mahomet as 
just one god among many, invoking him in one sentence only to turn and speak of the gods of 
antiquity in the next breath.211  
 Despite their often somewhat incoherent mixture of religious language, Marlowe's 
suicides turn with special force to the language of classical antiquity when they commit suicide, 
becoming less Islamic in the moment of their deaths.212 It is unclear whether Marlowe would 
have known that early modern Islam had its own robust tradition of suicide prohibition, but he 
dodges this issue entirely in Tamburlaine. For example, after fruitlessly praying for death, 
Zabina rails at the heavens, denying Mahomet and monotheism: “then there is left no Mahomet, 
no God, / No fiend, no Fortune, nor no hope of end / To our infamous, monstrous slaveries?” 
(V.i.239-241). She and Bajazeth turn instead to an image of the afterlife derived from ancient 
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Greece, describing “the blasted banks of Erebus” and “Elysium” (V.i.244-247). These Muslims 
reject Islam and turn instead to a pagan creed for comfort in the moment of their deaths.  
 In a manner reminiscent of its use of the barbarous Roman triumph that also appears in 
the play, Tamburlaine uses suicide to paganize its Muslims, drawing on a long polemical 
tradition designed to discredit Islam and distance it from Christianity. But unlike its treatment of 
the triumph, Marlowe's play does not seem interested in polemically discrediting the act of 
suicide. As such, it is part of what Roland Wymer has described as the Renaissance stage's larger 
predilection for remarkably tolerant or even heroic portrayals of suicide, despite the act's official 
status as both sin and crime in early modern England.213 Though Marlowe's pagans are rendered 
as passionate to the point of barbarism, the play nonetheless presents these suicidal figures as, if 
anything, objects of empathy as we witness their apostrophic laments to the sky, the dead bodies 
of their loved ones, and themselves. Even the brutal tyrants Bajazeth and Zabina are rendered 
likeable or at least pitiable in death, as Tamburlaine's queen Zenocrate, who functions as the 
closest thing the play has to a moral compass, laments over their bodies in a long soliloquy after 
their deaths (V.i.325-375). Ultimately, Marlowe's play gives us no indication that these suicides 
do not accomplish what these characters hope for, but instead invites the audience to believe, 
perhaps against their doctrinal convictions, that suicide may have provided these characters an 
escape into a reunion in some kind of anthropocentric afterlife. These set-pieces were appealing 
not just because they offered thrillingly gory and elaborate scenes of death, but also because they 
embodied an alien, exotic, and pagan religious viewpoint that was nonetheless potentially 
unsettlingly familiar, if heterodox, to Protestant audiences. 
                                                





III. Bajazeth's Afterlife, Part 1: Royal Pagan "Reunion" Suicides in the Repertory, 1587-
1591  
 Tamburlaine inaugurated a fashion for multiple-suicide plots in the late 1580s and early 
1590s, in a series of plays that reused the set-piece of pagan royalty seeking "reunion" in death. 
Three tragedies that premiered the year after Tamburlaine borrowed this model: Marlowe's own 
Dido, Queen of Carthage, Lodge's The Wounds of Civil War, and the anonymous Wars of 
Cyrus.214 These would be quickly followed sometime in the next four years by the vexingly 
difficult-to-date anonymous play Locrine (1591?). These plays appeared in two repertories--that 
of the Admiral's Men, who owned Tamburlaine, and the Children of the Chapel, a playing 
company for which Marlowe would write Dido, Queen of Carthage in 1588, probably 
immediately after completing Tamburlaine. The Children of the Chapel would follow Dido with 
The Wars of Cyrus, whereas the Admiral's Men would follow Tamburlaine with The Wounds of 
Civil War. Presumably, these companies hoped to get maximum use out of the performance 
techniques they had mastered for these two similar suicide set-pieces by reusing them in 
additional plays, capitalizing on the well-documented contemporary success of Tamburlaine.  Of 
these plays, only Locrine's initial performance circumstances remain a mystery, but I would 
suggest that it belonged to one of these two troupes in the immediately post-Tamburlaine period, 
given how much its suicides resemble the others in this group. Collectively, these plays borrow 
the formal elements of the Marlovian noble pagan reunion suicides found in Tamburlaine, 
attributing the belief in Elysian reunion implied by these set-pieces to a wide variety of ancient 
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cultures from Persia to mythical Britain. In doing so, they invited audiences to see these sites as 
religiously homologous in their conceptions of the afterlife. 
 The suicide found in these plays, though they retain many aspects of Marlovian suicide 
dramaturgy, have not been considered as a group by scholars, probably because the means used 
to accomplish suicide in these plays is quite varied. Marlowe's sensational deaths in Tamburlaine 
were followed by his triple pyre scene in Dido, a triple stabbing atop a wall in Lodge's Wounds 
of Civil War, and two onstage drownings in Locrine and one offstage in The Wars of Cyrus. This 
spike in novel means of suicide looks even more unusual when we consider how, in later 
decades, the means of accomplishing suicide would become highly conventionalized onstage. Of 
the forty-two Jacobean and Caroline plays that contain on-stage suicides, only six dramatize 
suicides that are not accomplished by stabbing, falling on a sword, or consuming poison.215 The 
relatively low number of these exceptions--six in the nearly forty years between 1603 and 1642--
highlights, by contrast, the unusual diversity of suicides in these early plays. The degree to which 
Elizabethan theater producers and audiences put a premium on novel means of suicide can be 
seen even more clearly when we consider The Life and Death of Heliogabalus, a lost play that 
either premiered at the same time as Tamburlaine or a few years later.216 Assuming the play 
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followed the basic outlines of the Heliogabalus story as it was widely retold in early modern 
England, the play would have told the story of the eccentric and corrupt emperor Heliogabalus, 
including his obsession with novelty ways to die. Foxe, in his wildly popular Acts and 
Monuments, gives one version of this episode in the emperor's life: "And when he was foretold 
by his Sorcerers and Astronomers, that he should dye a violent death, he prouided ropes of silke 
to hang himselfe, swordes of gold to kill himselfe and strong poyson in Iacincts and Emeraudes 
to poyson himself, if needs he must thereto be forced."217 Other versions of the story render 
Heliogabalus's preparations in even more exotic terms, claiming that the halters were made of 
cobwebs, that he filled an entire fish-pond with rosewater to drown himself in, or that his boxes 
of poison were made from "unicorn."218 Though the play would not have shown Heliogabalus's 
suicide--the whole point of the legend is that he fails to kill himself--the elaborate story of his 
preparations provides more evidence that Tamburlaine inaugurated a dramatic craze for novel 
means of suicide, rather than engendering dozens of plays that simply contained more brainings.   
 But though these suicides were accomplished by diverse means--indeed, their variability 
seems to have been part of the act's exotic appeal--all of these scenes nonetheless draw heavily 
on Marlowe. One aspect of this copying in these plays can be seen in their reuse of character 
types and motivations from Tamburlaine. These plays all feature deaths of major rulers or 
military leaders (by suicide or otherwise), who are then quickly followed into death by grieving 
mothers, daughters, wives, loyal military subordinates, and maidservants, all attempting to 
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escape the consequences of military defeat by following a loved one into the next world. In the 
anonymous Wars of Cyrus, the virtuous Panthea kills herself immediately upon learning that her 
husband Abradates has died in battle; her maidservant Nicasia, standing over her mistress's 
corpse, then resolves to drown herself (G3r). In Marlowe's own Dido, Iarbas and Dido's sister 
Anna both dive onto Dido's pyre after her death; Iarbas to follow his beloved Dido into the 
afterlife despite the fact she has scorned him and Anna to follow Iarbas despite the fact that he 
has in turn scorned her (G2r-G2v). In Locrine, the titular character commits suicide after his 
military defeat, an act which is immediately mimicked by both his wife Estrild and daughter 
Sabren (K2r-K2v, K4r). In The Wounds of Civil War, the Roman leader Marius, trapped and 
defeated in Campania, stabs himself atop the walls of the city, an act that is immediately 
mirrored by two soldiers who represent all the fighting men of the town (I1v). The dramatists 
generalize Marlowe's basic paradigm of iterated familial suicides, extrapolating it to other 
relationships like service, but they retain the same essential structure: defeat, followed by a group 
suicide with the monarch or military leader first, followed by their subordinates. This investment 
in the follower suicide also helps to explain the sheer number of suicides that appear in these 
early plays, which far outpace later drama: 1 Tamburlaine, Dido, and The Wounds of Civil War 
all depict three suicides each; The Wars of Cyrus and 2 Tamburlaine each have two; and Locrine 
has a staggering five. Though other, individual plays throughout the seventeenth century--
Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra, for example--also contain whole groups of suicidal 
characters, these are isolated, individual examples, and the bulk of post-Elizabethan, pre-war 
tragedies have one or at most two suicides each. The enthusiasm for Tamburlaine-style suicides 




more suicides than the plays that precede or follow them, as dramatists imitated Marlowe by 
tacking on extra follower suicides.  
 Another imitative aspect of these scenes can be seen in how three of the plays that 
premiered soon after Tamburlaine treat their source material: they all add--just as Marlowe did--
additional suicidal dependents not found in their major sources. Lodge's The Wounds of Civil 
War dramatizes the story of the wars of Marius and Sulla as recounted in Appian's Roman 
History, a text that had been available in English since 1578. In that edition, Marius "hidde 
himselfe in a Caue, and shortly after killed hymselfe," whereas Lodge has him instead give a 
triumphant and defiant speech atop the walls of the besieged city of Campania before killing 
himself, an act which is then immediately mimicked by two of the soldiers under his 
command.219  Locrine, taken from a story found in Geoffrey of Monmouth, takes even greater 
liberties with its source material in order to add follower suicides. In Historia Regum Brittaniae 
and later histories that draw on it, like Holinshed and Stow, none of the major players in the 
Locrine story kill themselves: Humber kills Albanact in battle before drowning by accident while 
crossing a river, Locrine is struck by an arrow during Guendoline's rebellion, and Sabren and 
Estrild are drowned by a vengeful Guendoline.220 The anonymous author of Locrine transformed 
all of these five deaths into suicides. Marlowe himself performed a similar adaptation again in 
his play Dido, Queen of Carthage, written for the Children of the Chapel soon after 
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Tamburlaine. As he had in Tamburlaine, Marlowe elaborated extensively on the source material 
available to him, in this case Book IV of Virgil's Aeneid and the Dido portion of Ovid's 
Heroides. Other scholars have argued about the extent to which Marlowe's Dido is Ovidian or 
Virgilian, but none have noted the transformations of his source material that Marlowe made in 
his construction of Dido's suicide scene or the way these transformations mimic those he made of 
the source material for Tamburlaine.221 In Virgil's telling of the story, the prince Iarbas drops out 
of the story completely after Dido rejects his advances early in Book IV of The Aeneid; in 
Marlowe's version, Iarbas continues to seek Dido's attentions throughout the play and is present 
at her death, hurling himself onto the pyre after her. Marlowe's version of the story also adds an 
unrequited love between Anna, Dido's sister, and Iarbas that is not found in the source material. 
After Iarbas hurls himself onto the pyre, Anna follows him and her sister into the flames, 
declaring that she will meet Iarbas in the afterlife. In The Aeneid, Anna does climb onto the pyre 
to hold her dying sister, but Anna does not die and Virgil's text mentions nothing about Anna 
looking forward to meeting Dido (or anyone else) in the afterlife.222 Unlike these others, the 
author of the Wars of Cyrus seems to have chosen source material that already contained mass 
suicides, retaining the traditional outline of the story in which Panthea kills herself after her 
husband's death but replacing the three suicidal eunuchs in the original story with the invented 
character of Nicasia, a devoted maidservant, replacing the "Nurse" in the source text, who 
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drowns herself immediately after Panthea dies.223 These four plays show dramatists actively 
altering their historical source materials to include Tamburlaine-style follower suicides or, as in 
the case of Cyrus, picking source material that already fit the bill.  
 These plot structures--in which subordinates immediately follow their leaders into death--
continued to embody the basic religious content of Marlowe's suicides, the idea of reunion in an 
afterlife. This is embodied in all of these plays through the action of their rapid sequential 
suicides and through their reuse of the language of reunion at the moment of death. Iarbas and 
Anna justify their suicides in Dido with utterances that copy Zabina's almost exactly. The 
Turkish queen's last words are "Make ready my coach, my chair, my jewels, I come, I come, I 
come!" while Iarbas and Anna declare, respectively, that "Dido, I come to thee" and "Now, sweet 
Iarbas, stay! I come to thee!" (G2v). Almost identical language crops up in Locrine: after Locrine 
kills himself in act five, his wife Estrild and his daughter Sabren immediately stab and drown 
themselves. Locrine tells his wife that they will "meet in the Elysian fields," while her last words 
are nearly identical to Zabina's in Tamburlaine: she dies proclaiming that "Locrine I come, 
Locrine I follow thee" (K2r-K2v). Lines later, their daughter Sabren discovers the corpses and 
resolves to kill herself to "bring my soule unto my parent's ghosts" (K2v). Similar language 
characterizes the suicides of the rank and file soldiers who kill themselves in Lodge's Wounds of 
Civil War: they address Marius's dead body, informing it that they will "follow thee our 
chiefetaine euen in death" (I1v). These declarations are lexically similar across plays, and are all 
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embedded in speeches that imitate the extended, hyperbolic apostrophes that we find in 
Marlowe, which he himself ultimately derived from the complaint tradition.224 Characters in 
these scenes bewail their fates in apostrophic addresses to everything from the severed hand of 
their dead husband (Panthea in Cyrus) to nearby rivers (Panthea again), "the judges of the nine-
fold Stix" (Locrine in Locrine), Jupiter (Estrild in Locrine), "You mountain nimphs...you 
savadge bears" (Sabren in Locrine) and "ye gods" (Dido in Dido).225 These addresses, probably 
relying on the stock acting methods that scholars have argued characterized the practice of 
complaint onstage in the period, would have thus recalled similar set-pieces in Tamburlaine, in 
which lone characters bewail their fates, in form as well as content.226 
 These plays also follow Marlowe's use of performance space in the way they stage 
subsequent suicides as precisely iterated action. In the Tamburlaine plays, Marlowe imagined 
distraught characters who die retracing the steps of the loved one that preceded them, a physical 
approximation of the identical postmortem trajectory these characters claim their souls are 
embarking on. This technique recurs in the pyre scene in 2 Tamburlaine, as Olympia tosses the 
dead body of her son onto the same pyre that contains his father before attempting the same act 
herself. These four post-Tamburlaine plays all reuse aspects of this staging, either by featuring 
suicides that involve iterated body-flinging or simply by featuring followers who imitate the 
means of suicide. Dido concludes with an almost comically rapid triple suicide, in which Iarbas 
and Anna fling their bodies onto Dido's pyre after her; this moment builds on Anna's earlier 
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disconsolate claim to Iarbas that she will continue, despite his rejection, to "follow thee with 
outcries ne'ertheless" (E2r). This gestus--the act of imitatively hurling the body toward a dead 
body, the object that killed it, and reunion in an imagined afterlife--lingers on in Dido's pyre 
scene as well as in the unusual number of drownings that occur in these plays--one in Cyrus, two 
in Locrine (though only the latter two are staged). The symbolic act of throwing one's body 
toward something--pyres and cages in Marlowe's work--is repurposed in these later anonymous 
plays as the flinging of the body into water. Lodge's play The Wounds of Civil does not use this 
motion, but it does borrow Marlowe's emphasis on iterated movement, as Marius stabs himself 
first and 1 Citizen and 2 Citizen--standing in for the entire army--immediately stab themselves in 
a precise imitation of his action (I1v).    
 By using similar suicidal character types, outlining similar motivations for suicide, and 
repurposing the uses of stage space, language, and acting techniques found in Marlowe's scene, 
these plays exported the "follower" suicide and the anthropocentric, Greco-Roman model of the 
afterlife it implied to new locations. These later plays coexisted with Tamburlaine in the London 
theatrical scene, as Marlowe's play continued to be staged throughout the 1590s.227 In this 
performance milieu, audiences could see suicides by Scythian princesses and mythic British 
kings, Turkish warlords and spurned Carthaginian sisters, all performed in a way that showed an 
interchangeable belief in a Greco-Roman vision of an anthropocentric afterlife. To a modern 
reader, these anachronisms might seem glaring and amusing: it is hard not to wonder how 
audiences did not raise their eyebrows at Locrine, in which a Scythian concubine and a mythical 
prince from Britain's pre-history kill themselves together on the banks of the Severn while 
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invoking Elysium. But if we set our expectations of realism aside, we can see how an intensely 
plagiaristic and collaborative theatrical culture could produce its own brand of ethnology through 
the repetition of certain set-pieces, encouraging audiences to see homologies in pagan beliefs 
about the afterlife across widely disparate geographic and temporal sites.  
 The vogue for multiple-suicide plots would eventually wane, and the follower suicide 
would be replaced by other forms of the act: chastity suicides modeled on the story of Lucrece; 
Roman honor suicides, committed out of shame; and Christian revenger suicides, committed 
after acts of violence to escape the humiliation of capture, trial, and execution. These suicides, 
though dramatists presented them as originating from diverse impulses, were expressed in 
increasingly stereotyped ways on the stage. The pyres, mass stabbings, drownings, and brainings 
of the Marlovian moment would be replaced by simpler acts of poison and self-stabbings, as 
suicide lost the force of novelty and audiences became accustomed to it as a trope. The 
Elizabethan plays I have outlined in this section, however, would remain in the collective 
memory of theatergoers and dramatists. Though the frenzy of imitation and iteration that 
characterized the years after Tamburlaine's premiere would never return, these suicides would 
still serve as an important touchstone for later dramatists, who drew on it to represent new 
cultural and geographic sites even while questioning the religious content expressed by the set-
piece. It is to examples of these later citations--Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra, Dryden's 
All For Love, and Southerne's Oroonoko--that I now turn.  
IV. Bajazeth's Afterlife, Part 2: Antony & Cleopatra  
 Writing almost two decades after Marlowe's play premiered, Shakespeare was to return to 
the trope of the royal pagan couple suicide in Antony and Cleopatra, written for the King's Men 




pieces closely in order to generate pathos, cash in on audience enthusiasm, and re-use staging 
techniques their playing companies had already mastered, Shakespeare was writing long after the 
enthusiasm for Tamburlaine-style drama had waned--indeed, at a point when it had become 
perceived as creaky and outdated--and in a very different repertory context. Antony and 
Cleopatra extensively cites Marlowe, but it recontextualizes his suicide set-pieces, juxtaposing 
them against other pagan beliefs in the fate of the soul after death and dramatizing Cleopatra's 
eventual embrace of a Roman model of reunion suicide. By doing so, Shakespeare's play asked 
audiences to consider why pagans might choose this belief over others, emphasizing the 
consoling power of the Elysian myth. But at the same time as Shakespeare offered a 
romanticized look backward to plays in which pagans dreamt of heavenly reunion, Antony and 
Cleopatra questioned another aspect of this trope: suicide's effectiveness at enabling escape from 
the acquisitive or objectifying force of empire. Antony and Cleopatra demonstrates not only that 
this escape is an illusion, but that theater itself is implicated in its failure through its endless 
resurrection, re-narration, and distortion of the past.  
 Antony and Cleopatra depicts the doomed love of its protagonists amid the fracturing of 
the Second Triumvirate and the Octavian invasion of Egypt in the first century BC, and 
represents a social world in which different ideas about the afterlife fly thick and fast. At the 
play's beginning, Antony seems to have “gone native,” rejecting his responsibilities in Rome and 
embracing Egypt: 
Let Rome in Tiber melt, and the wide arch 
Of the ranged empire fall! Here is my space.  
Kingdoms are clay. Our dungy earth alike  
Feeds beast as man (I.i.34-38). 
 
Here, Antony’s rejection of his political responsibilities at home, symbolized by the collapse of 




of “kingdoms” as in the non-transcendent terms of “clay.” This image—of the futility of striving 
for lasting glory—is succeeded by an assertion that humans are equivalent to animals, both 
“alike” feeding on the earth. This image emphasizes man’s material, fallen nature and links him 
to beings that, notoriously, lacked souls. Antony argues here against political success—tied in 
Roman culture to the deification that awaited successful emperors—and, more broadly, against 
all forms of any human immortality or apotheosis. Antony introduces a related, slightly different 
theory of the afterlife, when he returns to Rome from Egypt and tells tales of his travel to 
Lepidus and Pompey. The crocodile, he claims, “moves with it[s] own organs. It lives by that 
which nourisheth it, and the elements once out of it, it transmigrates” (II.viii. 42-44).  This image 
of an animal sounds suspiciously Pythagorean: a body that dissolves while its soul merely 
changes houses rather than moving to heaven. The play presents these non-apotheotic theories of 
the afterlife as local and specific to Egypt, tied to and emanating from its landscape, animals, and 
soil.  Shakespeare shows us Cleopatra subscribing to another non-apotheotic model of the 
afterlife at the beginning of the play's last scene. As Octavian's troops break down the doors of 
her monument, she describes suicide as ushering the soul into an eternal, changeless sleep: 
My desolation does begin to make 
A better life. 'Tis paltry to be Caesar; 
Not being Fortune, he's but Fortune's knave, 
A minister of her will: and it is great 
To do that thing that ends all other deeds; 
Which shackles accidents and bolts up change; 
Which sleeps, and never palates more the dung, 
The beggar's nurse and Caesar's (V.2.1-8). 
 
Cleopatra describes death as a form of escape into non-being, an act that triggers "sleep" and 
“ends all other deeds,” including tasting the dirt or mud associated with Egyptian theories of the 
afterlife by Antony earlier in the play.  Some scholars, following Theobald, have amended 




dependency—like suckling a “dug” or teat—full of “accident,” “change,” and the whims of an 
undiscerning Fortune.228 In both readings, suicide provides escape into nothingness, into a state 
of eternal stability and inactivity without change or accident, as distinct from the Roman dream 
of a reconstituted earthly life in Elysium.  
 In the opening scenes of the play, the characters in Antony and Cleopatra mention 
various theories of the afterlife, proposing at least three scenarios: the soul transmigrates, the 
soul never existed to begin with and death is merely the return of our material bodies to earth,  
the soul sleeps eternally after death. But as the titular characters approach death, they jettison 
these alternative, non-apotheotic theories of the afterlife, replacing them with visions of an 
anthropocentric afterlife in which they will be reunited. Shakespeare's plotting--the play's 
unusual doubled ending, with Antony dying first after the false report of Cleopatra's death, 
followed by the queen's suicide as she learns that he has died--allows for not one but two scenes 
in which characters engage in the rhetoric of following and reunion. Antony, falsely informed 
that Cleopatra has died, kills himself declaring that he will "o'ertake thee, Cleopatra" and, in 
language that mimics the reunion suicides of the 1590s, declares "I come, my queen" as he 
prepares for death, entertaining a vision of the two of them in the Elysian fields: “where souls do 
couch on flowers, we’ll hand in hand / And with our sprightly port make the ghosts gaze” 
(IV.xv.44-53). Antony augments this language of following and "o'ertaking" slightly later with a 
second description of how he will move into death: "I will be / a bridegroom in my death, and 
run into't / as to a lover's bed" (IV.xv.100-101). The image here--of a sprint into a reunion in the 
afterlife--looks back to the frantic motions of the hurled Marlovian body, of Zabina as she "runs 
against the cage" striving to meet Bajazeth in death or Olympia, who seeks to "cast her body in 
                                                





the burning flame / that feeds upon her son's and husband's flesh" (Tamb 1 V.i.319; Tamb 2 
III.v.70-71). Antony, in a final nod to these earlier scenes, is driven to suicide both by a desire to 
meet Cleopatra and by a fear of the objectification and display that will follow his capture. He 
describes this fear to Eros, painting a scenario in which after his capture he is "windowed" or put 
on display in Rome, "his face subdued/to penetrative shame" as he is led captive in a Roman 
triumph (IV.xv.75).  Like Marlowe's captured, humiliated kings and queens before him, Antony 
fears captivity because of the attendant loss of agency--here, described as a sexualized passivity--
and the shame of his transformation into an object of popular spectacle. Finally, even the form of 
Antony's speeches in this scene of his suicide--his impassioned apostrophe to his own heart to 
"crack thy frail case," for example--recalls the apostrophic complaints of Tamburlaine's suicides 
and their imitators in the 1590s (IV.xv.42). 
 Shakespeare's extended citation of these earlier suicides continues in the next scene, 
when Cleopatra meets the dying Antony, witnesses him expire, and then herself declares that she 
will follow him into Elysium. Her initial reaction self-consciously refers to the lament tradition, 
as she tells Antony to be silent and "let me speak, and let me rail so high / That the false huswife 
Fortune break her wheel": perhaps a direct nod to Zabina's own rejection of Fortune before her 
death in Tamburlaine (IV.xvi.44-45). She quickly turns from lament to the language of reunion, 
claiming that she will "meet Mark Antony” in death, and that “methinks I hear Antony call” to 
her to join him in the afterlife. She answers him in the stereotyped words of the reunion suicide, 
declaring “husband, I come” as she applies the asps. The verbs of motion the pair use to describe 
their transition into the afterlife recall and mimic the physical aspects of the suicides found in 
Marlowe's play: Cleopatra imagines herself "rush[ing] into the secret house of death" much as 




101). The pair imagine their reunion in the afterlife as a way to retain their royal power. Like 
Zabina, who dies imagining herself in jewels, a crown and a coach in the world to come, 
Cleopatra asks her servants to "give me my robe, put on my crown" as she dies (V.ii.279-280). 
She imagines that she is "again for Cydnus," the river where--as Enobarbus so lavishly and 
famously describes it earlier in the play--she first came to meet Antony in her full royal regalia 
(V.ii.228). Antony, similarly, imagines the pair of them as royalty in the afterworld: attended 
upon and observed by a flock of ghostly spectators, outstripping even Dido and Aeneas in their 
fame. The rapid additional suicides of Iras and Charmian at the play's end (both by poison) 
emphasize this even further; Cleopatra's servants die at the same time she does, and she jealously 
imagines Iras meeting Antony first in the afterworld.  
 By reproducing the trappings of the follower suicide, Shakespeare's play invites us to 
consider the consolation this act offers to these characters in the moment of their deaths 
compared to other pagan beliefs: the heroic and courageous actions that these characters are 
impelled to by, as Cleopatra describes it, their "immortal longings." But though the play shows 
us its protagonists dying triumphant, secure in their belief that they will soon meet re-crowned, it 
also sounds a much darker note that is not found in earlier versions of the trope. Marlowe and his 
imitators portrayed the attraction of the "follower" suicide as both reunion and escape: the 
spouse, children, or servants of the dead leader reunite in heaven and deny their conqueror the 
ability to incorporate any leftover royalty into a new imperial state, either by remarriage or 
through display in a triumph. Shakespeare's play, though it shows its protagonists dying secure in 
their dream of a heavenly reunion, gives the lie to the possibility of escape from incorporation 
into a new imperial order in one of Cleopatra's most memorable speeches: 
Cleopatra: Now, Iras, what think'st thou? 




In Rome as well as I. Mechanic slaves 
With greasy aprons, rules, and hammers shall 
Uplift us to the view. In their thick breaths, 
Rank of gross diet, shall we be enclouded, 
And forced to drink their vapour 
Iras: The gods forbid! 
Cleopatra: Nay, 'tis most certain, Iras. Saucy lictors 
Will catch at us like strumpets, and scald rhymers  
ballad us out o'tune. The quick comedians  
Extemporally will stage us, and present  
Our Alexandrian revels--Anthony 
Shall be brought drunken forth, and I shall see 
Some squeaking Cleopatra boy my greatness 
I'th'posture of a whore (V.ii.207-221). 
 
Cleopatra, as Antony did before his own suicide in the preceding scene, here imagines the 
debasement of being captured and brought into Rome as the process of being transformed into an 
agentless object of spectacle: a captive in a triumph who cannot prevent herself being breathed 
upon by the Roman poor,  a passive "puppet" whose only role is to act as proof of Octavian's 
victory. But most of all, Cleopatra fears the loss of agency that would occur by her transmutation 
into a narrative object, a story that can be appropriated and manipulated by Rome's theaters. 
Here, Shakespeare abruptly shatters the fourth wall: as the character of Cleopatra turns to suicide 
as the "way / to fool their preparation" and escape the debasing experience of being transformed 
into a public spectacle, the body of the English boy actor playing her reveals that her suicide has 
failed to prevent this appropriation. In this moment, Antony and Cleopatra exposes the dream 
embodied in these suicides--the hope of escape from narrative objectification--as illusory, and 
the English theater itself as implicated in this failure. In doing so, Shakespeare characterizes 
historical theater as an act of violent cultural appropriation akin to the action of the triumph, and 
the resurrection of historical figures as a denial of their hoped-for escape from the ravages of 
posterity. This description of the theatrical representation of history as a form of plunder or 




in the first two sections of this chapter. Marlowe's characters dream of an escape through suicide 
from the violent appropriative actions of the empires that outlive them; Shakespeare's play 
underscores this point in this moment of metadramatic self-reflexivity, arguing that theater itself, 
endlessly replaying the defeat of these characters onstage night after night, prevents the subjects 
of lost empires from ever fully achieving their escape. But though Shakespeare's play rejects the 
fantasy of royal suicides as enabling escape from history-telling, portraying them as victims of 
the stage's imperial eye, it nonetheless leaves intact the comforting fantasy of the pair roaming 
the Elysian fields together. In the process, it offered Christian audiences, themselves forbidden 
the comfort of erotic or romantic reunion in heaven, an vision of an ancient, alternate religious 
conception of the afterlife and a dramatization of the heroic acts this belief could inspire.  
V. Bajazeth's Afterlife III: All For Love and the Denial of Pagan Heaven 
 Shakespeare's play rejects a pagan fantasy of escape in this world, meta-theatrically 
revealing the failure of attempts to escape transformation into narrative objects. But Shakespeare, 
though he rejects the idea that these characters can escape the action of triumph and imperial 
story-telling, nonetheless allows us to believe that Antony and Cleopatra may have reunited in 
the Elysian fields. Later authors, however, would undermine both these characteristics of the 
noble pagan suicide set-piece: first, by diegetically suggesting that pagans who sought reunion in 
heaven did not find it, as we will see in John Dryden's All For Love, and then by dramatizing 
pagan believers who found in this creed not comfort but a paralyzing doubt that delayed heroic 
action, as in Southerne's Oroonoko. These plays, written in a moment of colonial expansion and 
amid increased missionary fervor in the late seventeenth century, cite the suicidal set-pieces of 




 John Dryden's All For Love self-consciously draws on Antony and Cleopatra, rejecting 
the escapist fantasy of Elysium that we find in Shakespeare and Marlowe. The relationship 
between Dryden and Shakespeare's works has been the subject of much criticism, but the 
difference between the death scenes has not occasioned comment, despite the fact that Dryden’s 
play, like Shakespeare’s before it, is suffused with suicide: five characters--Antony, Cleopatra, 
Iras, Charmion, and Ventidius--all kill themselves in the play’s last scene. 229  These and other 
characters also spend much of the play discussing the meaning of suicide and what might follow 
for those who commit it. An examination of Dryden’s treatment of suicide shows how post-war 
dramatists drew on and transformed the trope that originated in Marlowe, continuing to use it to 
limn alien theories of the afterlife even as they subtly changed how it was portrayed.230 Dryden 
conflates the royal pagan suicides of the pre-war theater with another pre-war dramatic tradition 
of representing suicide taken from revenge tragedies with Christian settings. In these scenes, 
revenging characters have proleptic visions of damnation as they kill themselves, experiencing 
heat or darkness at the moment of their death: older signs of a hellish destination that Dryden 
would attribute to pagan reunion suicides.  
Dryden, like Shakespeare before him, presents Egypt as a conflict zone between 
competing ideas about the afterlife, dramatizing Antony and Cleopatra's consideration and 
                                                
229 For a basic overview of the changes Dryden made to his Shakespearean source, see the 
introduction to the California edition. For the potential significance of some of these alterations, 
see David Bruce Kramer, The Imperial Dryden: The Poetics of Appropriation in Seventeenth-
Century England (Athens: U of Georgia Press, 1994). 
230 The literature around Dryden and alien religious forms is limited, and most critics who have 
focused on Dryden’s “imperial” plays do not concern themselves with their religious content and 
prefer instead to discuss them in the secularized terms of race or nation. For an example of this, 
see the nearly complete absence of any discussion of Protestantism or other religious forms and 
their relationship to empire in Laura Brown, “Dryden and the Imperial Imagination,” in The 




eventual rejection of non-apotheotic visions of heaven. These non-apotheotic visions take several 
shapes: for the play’s Egyptians, death comes as an eternal sleep, and suicide is imagined by the 
priest Serapion and others as a soothing release from earthly responsibilities and human bonds. 
This understanding of death appears early in the play, in one of the text’s few concrete depictions 
of Egyptian religious practices or ritual, when Serapion, a “priest of Isis,” orders a celebration of 
Antony’s birthday, calling for familiar pagan ritual objects and acts: laurel wreaths, flowers to be 
strewn, wine to be poured out, ritual sacrifice. But his most interesting command is that his 
people should “set out before your doors / the images of all your sleeping fathers” (I.i.144-145). 
This act, scoffed at by the by-standing Roman soldier Ventidius as “fine pageantry,” resembles 
the heretical mortalist belief of “soul sleep,” in which the dead sleep either eternally or until the 
Last Judgment. Later in the play, we see this belief in “sleep” being used to justify the possibility 
of suicide when Cleopatra, thinking she has been abandoned by Antony, considers the appeal of 
death in precisely these terms:  
For, if there be a place of long repose, 
I'm sure I want it. My disdainful lord 
Can never break that quiet; nor awake 
The sleeping soul, with hollowing in my tomb 
Such words as fright her hence (IV.i.175-180). 
 
Here, Dryden revisits Cleopatra's "sleep" speech that opens the final scene of Shakespeare's play, 
in which she dreams of suicide as an act that "shackles accident and bolts up change." Dryden's 
Cleopatra has a similar vision of the soul as in a permanent state of slumber that can never be 
broken. The play characterizes this as a specifically Egyptian belief, closing with a reiteration of 
it by the priest Serapion, who urges the dead couple to “Sleep, blest pair, / Secure from human 
chance, long ages out, / While all the storms of fate fly o'er your tomb” (V.i.516-518). Dryden 




mortalism, but here they are rendered as a religious credo endorsed by Egypt's priests and 
enshrined in their holidays.  
 These mortalist visions of escape into unconsciousness are rejected by the play’s Roman 
characters and, eventually, by Cleopatra herself, beginning with Ventidius’s scoffing dismissal of 
the Egyptian veneration of the “sleeping fathers.” Ventidius, in his own fantasy of what will 
follow death, imagines himself and Antony destroying themselves in a frenzied battle against the 
odds only to be greeted by a horde of cheering warriors in Elysium: an vision of an afterlife 
where social bonds are purified and reconstituted. Antony, the play’s other major Roman 
character, speaks in similar terms when he reassures Cleopatra that after death the pair will walk 
“hand in hand” in “groves below.” These fantasies of reanimated relationships in death drive the 
suicides in the play’s final act: even Cleopatra’s, who describes her own change of mind as an 
assimilation into a more “Roman” doctrine. She describes learning her role as suicidal widow 
from Antony: “I have not loved a Roman, not to know / What should become his wife…..My 
nobler fate / shall knit our spousals with a tie, too strong / For Roman laws to break” (V.i.412-
143, 417-419) Cleopatra’s vision of death as an eternal soul-sleep is replaced at the play’s end by 
the Roman dream of reunion, as she turns to an image of she and Antony achieving new 
“spousals” in the afterlife “as when I saw him first, on Cydnos bank” (V.i.460). These 
declarations are accompanied by a pervasive rhetoric of “following” and “leading” deployed by 
almost all these characters as the play ends. Antony describes Ventidius as being “ever his 
leader” after the latter kills himself and that "my Queen and thou have got the start of me, and 
I'm the lag" (V.i.336-338). Cleopatra reiterates her promise to Antony that she will “come” to 
him. Antony himself describes his failed suicide in the terms of joined movement, as a man “all 




images of joined movement—following, leading, returning to carry—all depict the transition into 
the afterlife as one in which the soul remains conscious and socially bonded to its companions in 
life.231  
By showing us Cleopatra's eventual conversion to a Greco-Roman model of the afterlife, 
Dryden at first seems to be replicating Shakespeare's play by demonstrating the consoling force 
of the idea of a reunion in heaven. But All for Love eventually sharply undercuts this, 
encouraging the audience to question the fantasy of reunion uncritically celebrated in the original 
Marlovian topos. In Cleopatra’s suicide speech, Dryden undercuts the potential comfort offered 
by any of the varied afterlife fantasies that have come before, whether Roman or Egyptian, as she 
describes the sensations she feels while dying: 
Already, death, I feel thee in my veins: 
I go with such a will to find my lord, 
                                                
231 We have seen how All For Love polyvocally plays with arguments about the nature of the 
afterlife, and in this Dryden achieved effects similar to but subtler than at least one other 
dramatist working in the subgenre of Roman tragedy. William Joyner’s twisty, fascinating, and 
little-known 1671 tragedy The Roman Empress uses its Roman setting to investigate similar 
issues but condenses them into a single, highly schematic scene. A group of characters, 
condemned to death at the end of the fourth act, argue about the nature of the afterlife while 
being heckled by their jailors. Joyner describes one of these characters, the soldier Honorius, in 
the preface as an example of “false pagan gallantry” and the dramatis personae describes him as 
“Epicurean in his opinions.” This is borne out in two sets of arguments he has while awaiting his 
death. His companion Arsenius believes they will be translated after death into an eternal life 
into the heavens, while Honorius objects that after death “comes the period of our 
friendship….there’s nothing after death.” (51) Their captors torment them by accusing both of 
the pair of taking “recourse to the false opinions of / Philosophers and Pedants; and would fain / 
perswade themselves, that death’s no miserie.”  Joyner’s play thus quickly sets up a theological 
contest between three groups—the Lucretian Honorius, the optimistic Arsenius, and the vengeful 
Fulvia and Aurelia, who predict nothing but “confusion and darkness” after death. The men then 
walk offstage to their execution at the end of the fourth act and do not reappear. Joyner’s 
characters are not suicides, but they share the same moment of preparation and meditation that is 
typically found in suicide scenes. The example of The Roman Empress shows us that Dryden’s 
play was writing into a dramatic milieu where the use of individual characters as mouthpieces for 





That we shall quickly meet. 
A heavy numbness creeps through every limb, 
And now 'tis at my head: My eyelids fall, 
And my dear love is vanished in a mist. 
Where shall I find him, where? O turn me to him, 
And lay me on his breast!—Caesar, thy worst; 
Now part us, if thou canst (V.i.494-502).  
 
Cleopatra’s speech begins with the reiteration of her hope that she and Antony will “quickly 
meet” in the afterlife. But unlike Shakespeare’s heroine, who makes a similar claim in her 
moment of death, dying secure in the knowledge that she is “again for Cydnus,” Dryden’s 
heroine experiences a troubling moment of uncertainty. As the poison takes effect, Cleopatra’s 
“eyelids fall” and Antony “is vanquished in a mist,” recalling an earlier moment in the play when 
she thinks she’s lost Antony forever, when she claims that: “my sight grows dim, and every 
object dances, / And swims before me, in the maze of death” (III.i.471-472). Both of these 
moments describe the descent into death in the physiological terms of blindness, and both do so 
in a way that implies damnation.  
Dryden drew this trope from the revenge tragedies of the pre-war stage, in which 
Christian revengers describe the physiological sensations of heat or darkness as they die at their 
own hands or others. In Hamlet (1599), The White Devil (1612), The Duchess of Malfi (1612), 
The Maides Revenge (1626), and The Broken Heart (1633), dying characters all give speeches 
that draw on a common bank of images that imply confusion, cessation, and misdirection in the 
moment of death. Flamineo in The White Devil’s last words are “O! I am in a mist!” Hamlet’s 
final vision is of nothing but “silence,” while Bosola’s dying words in the Duchess of Malfi 
claim that one of his last acts (murdering Antonio) was committed “in a mist.”232 Orgilius in 
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Bevington, Engle, Maus, and Rasmussen (New York: W.W. Norton, 2002), V.vi.261; William 




Ford’s The Broken Heart dies claiming that “a mist hangs o’er mine eyes, the sun’s bright 
splendor / is clouded in an everlasting shadow.”233 One of the most spectacular examples of this 
trope can be found in Shirley’s The Maides Revenge, in which the villainous Catalina, after 
scheming to murder her equally villainous sister Berinthia, accidentally ingests her own poison. 
The play's labyrinthine plot concludes with the death of both sisters, Catalina bewailing that she 
has been destroyed by her “owne engine”: 
...oh I muste walk 
The darke foggy way that spits fire and brimstone, 
No physicke to restore me? Send for Sharkino, a cooler 
A cooler, there’s a Smiths forge in my belly, and the  
Devill bloes the Bellows, Snow-water, Berinithia 
Has poysned me, sinke by mine own engine; 
I must hence, hence, farewell, will you let me die so? 
Confusion, torment, death, hell.234  
 
This spectacular death scene provides an example of how these speeches link the sensations 
experienced by the dying body to the imagined experience of an afterlife. Here, the confusion 
and burning generated by the poison become, proleptically, first the experience of the “darke 
foggy way” to hell and then internal intestinal torment by a bellows-wielding “Devill.” Catalina's 
last words explicitly link the “confusion” and “torment” of her bodily experience to her 
postmortem damnation. 
Dryden's corpus contains at least one other example of the revival of this "confusion" 
trope, one that, like All For Love, conflates the description of death by poison with a proleptic 
experience of the afterlife. At the end of Dryden’s heroic tragedy Aureng-Zebe (1675), written 
just a year before All For Love, the villainous empress Nourmahal escapes defeat by drinking 
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“poisonous draughts” and gives an extended speech that conflates the pains of hell with their 
excruciating effects. She imagines her body as a “burning Lake, that rowls and flows” that is 
stoked to higher heights by the souls of those she has betrayed.235 Here, as in All For Love, 
Dryden depicts suicidal pagans experiencing proleptic visions of their fates in the afterlife linked 
to the physiological effects—blindness, burning sensations—of death by poison. Dryden’s 
revival of the revenge death speech in All For Love and Aureng-Zebe was not the only such reuse 
of confusion speeches on the Restoration stage. In fact, the late 1670s and early 1680s saw other 
uses of the technique in heroic tragedies set in various locales, perhaps in imitation of Dryden. 
Roxana in Samuel Pordage’s The Siege of Babylon (1678) stabs herself only to ask “What thick 
dark fog is this, before my Eyes? / So---now my Soul, to unknown Regions flyes.”236 The Roman 
Teraminta in Lee’s Lucius Junius Brutus (1681) stabs herself only to realize that:  
I’m got already in the grove of death; 
The heav’n is all benighted, not one star 
To light us through the dark and pathless maze. 
I have lost thy spirit; O, I grope about  
But cannot find thee. Now I sink in shadows.237 
 
Teraminta, lost in a "dark and pathless" maze at the moment of her death, exemplifies this post-
war trend in the depiction of pagan suicide. A similar sequence ends Banks' Cyrus the Great 
(1695), when Panthea, after stabbing herself, declares that she "feels Death's giddy vapour in my 
                                                
235 John Dryden, Aureng-Zebe, ed. Frederick M. Link. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1971), V.i.640-647. John Archer, in Old Worlds, has argued that Dryden invokes the act of suttee 
or wife-burning in Nournmahal’s final moments. Archer is correct that the context may have 
triggered this association, but the terms of Nournahal’s vision closely resemble other 
theologically-loaded death-by-poison speeches found in plays with non-Indian settings. For other 
examples of conflations of poisoning and the proleptic experience of hell, see the conclusions of 
Tate’s Brutus of Alba (1678) and Phaeton, or the Fatal Divorce (1698). John Archer, Old 
Worlds: Egypt, Southwest Asia, India, and Russia in Early Modern English Writing (Palo Alto: 
Stanford UP, 2002). 
236 Samuel Pordage, The Siege of Babylon, EEBO, Huntington Library (London, 1678), 61. 





eyes."238 These characters--mostly women--react to proleptically-received sensory information 
about the afterlife as they die, a glimpse into their future that is of a very different order than the 
speechifying or fantasizing about the nature of the afterlife that appears in a play like Dryden's.  
 In Cleopatra's death speech, Dryden drew on two separate pre-war traditions: the trope of 
the revenging Christian who learns they are destined for hell after a spree of murders and the 
trope of the noble pagan suicide, derived from Marlowe. This conflation encloses pagan suicides 
within a Christian eschatological framework; in All For Love, this moment of panic and 
blindness serves to signal to us that Cleopatra is doomed, stripped of the comfort of her 
eschatological map in the moment when her failing body most needs its comfort.239 Dryden's 
play, another node in the long afterlife of Marlowe's trope, gives us an example of the way that a 
whole generation of Restoration dramatists revisited and rewrote the noble pagan suicides of the 
Elizabethan theater, rejecting their claims about pagan heaven while still celebrating the ability 
of these fictions to offer consolation and impel characters to action while they were alive.  
VI. Bajazeth's Afterlife III: Oroonoko and Pagan Doubt 
 Though many Restoration dramatists cited and revised pagan suicides in order to 
demonstrate that those who committed them were hell-bound, most did so, like Dryden, through 
the alteration of death speeches, indicating to audiences only at the last possible moment that 
these glorious visions were false. By doing so, these plays were able to have their cake and eat it 
too, so to speak, preserving the stage-worthy pagan actions that led up to suicide--the passionate 
                                                
238 John Banks, Cyrus the Great, or the Tragedy of Love, EEBO, British Library (London, 1696), 
55. 
239 Dryden uses blindness as a metaphor for the insufficiency of human perception elsewhere in 
the play, when Dolabella describes Antony’s inability to see how Cleopatra is destroying him. In 
one of the most unusual and resonant passages in the play, Dolabella describes the soul as first a 
person in a darkened room--able to see abroad but blind in regards to its own condition—and 




declarations of love and the heroic acts of self-wounding that were the staple of heroic tragedy in 
the 1670s--without fully endorsing a pagan viewpoint of the afterlife. But not all Restoration 
dramatists took this approach, and one play, Thomas Southerne's Oroonoko, staged during a 
ongoing revival of All For Love in the mid-1690s, revisits the reunion suicide topos again in 
order to provide an even more extreme critique of pagan religious belief. Adapted from Aphra 
Behn’s romance of the same name, which was initially published in 1688, the play was staged in 
1696 and went on to become one of the most popular and oft-revived tragedies of the entire 18th 
century.240 Oroonoko retains aspects of the century-spanning trope of the suicidal royal pagan 
families that I have been documenting in this chapter: the play tells the story of the African 
prince Oroonoko and his lover Imoinda who, after their enslavement and transportation to 
Surinam, attempt a rebellion, are captured by the English and commit suicide together in the 
play’s final scene.241 Scholars, when they have noted these suicides, have tended to read them 
alongside other “non-fictional” reports of slave suicide in the 17th century and later as triumphant 
emancipatory declarations of personal agency by slaves, that is, as an act of resistance in the 
manner of Marlowe's conquered queens and kings.242 Southerne’s use of suicide, as we will see, 
                                                
240 See the account of the play’s persistence in the 18th and 19th-century English dramatic 
repertoire (in its various altered forms and adaptations) in Rhoda Troboof, “Reproducing 
Oroonoko: A Case Study in Plagiarism, Textual Parallelism, and Creative Borrowing,” in 
Troping Oroonoko from Behn to Bandele, ed. Susan Iwanisziw (London: Ashgate, 2004), 108-
141.  
241 See the relevant records for the 1696 season in The London Stage: Volume 1, 1660-1700, ed. 
William van Lennep (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1960). 
242 The fullest recent scholarly account of slave suicide in the New World can be found in Terri 
Snyder, “Suicide, Slavery, and Memory in North America,” Journal of American History 97.1 
(June 2010): 39-62. Snyder’s source base, which mostly consists of the memories of ex-slaves 
and the later reception  (i.e. 19th century) of early accounts of transatlantic slave suicides, allows 
her to show that these events were eventually re-read as emancipatory, positive acts of resistance. 
Though I appreciate her desire to uncover a history of slave agency and resistance, Snyder tends 




though it invokes the topos of the noble pagan suicide, is considerably more complicated and less 
celebratory than these simple narratives of suicide-as-escape in modern criticism would 
suggest.243  
 Audiences watching Southerne's play would have been primed to understand the death of 
its protagonists in terms of the long tradition of royal pagan couple suicides. Premiering at the 
same time as a revival of Dryden's All For Love, the play features a pair of royal African 
protagonists who, having led a military expedition, are captured and humiliated before taking 
refuge in suicide rather than suffer further torments. As Oroonoko prepares his last act before he 
stabs himself---avenging himself on his nemesis the Governor--he utters a set phrase whose stage 
lineage dated back more than a century: "Imoinda, I'll come all to thee," describing his suicide as 
                                                                                                                                                       
ideologically motivated representations often produced by slavers and courts who may have had 
their own, less-than-transparent investments in representing slave deaths as suicide. It is not hard 
to see why, for example, slave owners might prefer to report suicide rather than admit culpability 
for slave death by maltreatment or murder. Oroonoko, like accounts of slave suicide reported by 
owners, works at a distance from slave death and has its own ideological motivations. For a gloss 
by a literary scholar of Oroonoko’s death in Southerne’s play as an example of a declaration of 
“sovereign self possession,” see Elliot Visconsi, Lines of Equity: Literature and the Origins of 
Law in Later Stuart England (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 2008), 182.  
243 For examples of “non-fictional” slave suicides, consult Snyder’s bibliography. Other 
examples of reported slave suicides in England may be found in Warren’s Impartial Description 
of Suriname (1667) and Richard Ligon’s A True and Exact History of the Island of Barbados 
(1657). The literature of Spanish conquest also featured many accounts of native suicides. For an 
overview of these (and the long historiographical tradition, beginning with the Black Legend, 
that surrounds them), see Zeb Tortorici, “Reading the (Dead) Body: Histories of Suicide in New 
Spain,” in Death and Dying in Colonial Spanish America, eds. Martina Will de Chaparro and 
Miruna Achim (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2011). Tortorici productively emphasizes 
the way that “suicide ascriptions” were part of a “narrative process” engaged in by state and local 
authorities interested in stabilizing the meanings of corpses. Tortorici also takes issue with 
readings that treat these acts as “resistance,” arguing that early modern historical sources about 





the act of "follow[ing]" his beloved.244 Other aspects of the scene cue us to understand it as part 
of the long history of the reunion suicide topos, particularly the unusual stage directions that 
direct Oroonoko to "throw himself by her" after she dies and, after he stabs himself, to again 
"throw himself by Imoinda's body" (V.v.280, 300). This action--the hurling of a dying body 
alongside an already-dead loved one--recalls the long tradition of similar action in scenes of 
reunion suicide, as does the fact that the two characters kill themselves in the same way, by 
stabbing. The scene leading up to these suicides--in which Oroonoko and Imoinda discuss its 
advisability-- mixes the tender moments characteristic of tragic heroes in post-1680s tragedy 
with angry apostrophes to heaven that date back to Marlowe, with Oroonoko at one point turning 
away from Imoinda to shout "Why, why, you gods?" (V.v.67). By linking this scene to a longer 
tradition of Marlovian suicides, Southerne nominally invited audiences to see this pair of slaves 
in the familiar language of defeated royal pagans who went into death confident of reunion, 
extrapolating a theatrically familiar religious paradigm to a new site. But as we will see, 
Oroonoko invokes this tradition through staging and language only to undercut it, providing a 
bleak vision of the inability of pagan religion to generate decisive heroic action or console its 
adherents. Written as England's involvement in the slave trade was radically expanding, 
Southerne's play works to generate a vision of pagan religious belief that cannot generate noble 
action and is fundamentally hamstrung by the absence of Christianity.  
 Like generations of dramatists creating staged reunion suicides before him, Southerne 
reworked his source, Aphra Behn's romance of the same name, in order to make the act more 
thematically and narratively central. In Behn's romance, the possibility of Oroonoko and 
Imoinda's self-murder is repeatedly invoked only to be deflected or defused. Behn’s romance 
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tells the story of Oroonoko, a Coramantien prince, and his love Imoinda: the pair are enslaved, 
separated, and shipped from Africa to Surinam, where the two reunite, incite a failed rebellion 
against colonial authorities, and ultimately die. In the gruesome final pages of the romance, both 
of Behn’s characters consent to the idea of suicide but never complete it. After the slave 
rebellion fails and Oroonoko is captured and whipped, he decides to kill and decapitate the 
pregnant Imoinda in before killing his nemesis, the colonial governor. In Behn's version, 
Imoinda agrees to her death, beseeching Oronooko “not to leave her a Prey to his Enemies,” but 
she ultimately plays no active role and leaves her execution to Oroonoko’s hand.245 The act is 
later described as “murder” by the English onlookers in the text (70). Like Imoinda in the 
romance, Oroonoko consents to suicide but never actually kills himself; he cuts out a piece of his 
throat and unsuccessfully tries to pull out his bowels after Imoinda’s death, but capture by the 
English prevents his suicide. Like his wife, his enthusiasm for the idea of self-destruction never 
comes to fruition in the text; he is nursed back to health by the English before his execution in 
the romance’s final scene. By preventing successful suicides in her romance, Behn may have 
wanted to preserve her characters from an act that would definitively damn them in order to 
preserve their potential assimilability as Christian exemplars.246  
                                                
245 Subsequent citations will appear in-text and refer to Aphra Behn, Oroonoko and Other 
Writings, ed. Paul Salzman (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994). 
246 At least one perceptive later reader suggested this, arguing that Behn portrayed the pair’s 
death as a form of triumphant martyrdom. Vita Sackville-West described the scene in her early 
20th-century biography of Aphra Behn, The Incomparable Astraea: 
As it is, we must be content with the hope that Oroonoko and Imoinda, glistening, ebony, 
tortured figures that they are, running with little rivulets of blood, crowned with their 
martyrdom, bear little resemblance to life on the plantations, even in the seventeenth 
century, but rise as splendid evocations, complete in themselves, from the odds and ends 
of legend that drifted about the verandahs of Surinam. 
In Sackville-West’s lyrical account of the protagonists’ deaths, any trace of their non-




 Southerne's characters, on the other hand, accomplish the suicides at which Behn's pair 
balk, and he also revised her lengthy descriptions of what Oroonoko and Imoinda believed would 
happen to them in the afterlife. In Behn, Imoinda smiles as she dies, confident in the thought that 
“that she shou’d dye by so noble a Hand, and be sent in her own Country, (for that’s their notion 
of the next World)” (68). Here, Behn describes Imoinda’s ability to face her death as derived 
from a fantasy of “the next World” that is a reconstituted version of her life before slavery, a 
return to the country of her origin. Scholars of African religion have demonstrated that this was a 
widespread belief among slaves in the American plantations, and Behn's account of this may thus 
derive from first-hand information she acquired during her own time in Surinam.247 However, 
despite the fact that this “notion” is accompanied by the consensus-implying plural term “their,” 
Oroonoko’s reaction to her death indicates that he might not subscribe to this same comforting 
vision. After he strikes the killing blow, he falls into a torpor next to Imoinda’s body for eight 
days, “still mourning over the dead Idol of his Heart” in a state that Behn records as one of 
“excess of grief” (69). Oroonoko, like other pagans who did not believe in the immortality of the 
soul, is left without the comfort of an eternal reunion and seems terrified of being separated from 
Imoinda in death. Here, the survivor who is left behind in despair fears that a loved one has left 
them forever; a reaction to the act quite unlike the perspective of Shakespearean or Marlovian 
characters who see death as an entry into a triumphant reunion. Behn’s text does not necessarily 
resolve the tension between these two very different visions, though by describing Oroonoko’s 
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excessive grief, she implies that he is uncomforted or unconvinced by Imoinda’s vision of the 
afterlife. If Behn’s text offers a final perspective on this conflict, it is only to stress the 
paralyzing, pacifying effects of pagan uncertainty or doubt. In the extended scene after 
Imoinda’s death, we see pagan doubt about the afterlife as a negative, immobilizing force that 
prevents Oroonoko from completing his revenge and leads to his capture and execution.  
 Southerne’s dramatic adaptation, written after Behn’s death, made many changes to her 
basic story: making Imoinda the daughter of a white man who has paganized and “changed his 
gods” for those of Oroonoko’s African nation, adding a named character who leads the slaves 
who panic and surrender during Oroonoko’s rebellion, letting Oroonoko succeed in killing the 
evil Governor at the play’s end, and adding a second, comic subplot featuring the romantic and 
sexual shenanigans of a pair of wily husband-hunters who arrive in the colony from London. 
Among these changes are the transformation of Behn's suicides, which he altered in order to pull 
them more in line with the stage conventions of heroic tragedy. The act becomes far more central 
and obvious in the play, and the self-murders that are suggested but deflected in the romance are 
followed to completion in Southerne’s version. In Behn’s text, Imoinda consents to her death but 
does not actually strike the blow; in Southerne’s play she and Oroonoko jointly drive a knife into 
her belly. Likewise, in Behn’s text, Oroonoko attempts to kill himself but fails; in Southerne’s 
play he succeeds before he can be prevented by colonial authorities. And most importantly, 
Southerne altered the way Behn’s text presents beliefs about the afterlife, cutting Imoinda’s 
vision of death as a form of “going home” and Oroonoko’s grief coma, instead replacing this 
episode with a long final scene in which the characters debate the advisability of suicide.  
 Southerne’s play transformed Behn's potentially first hand-account of slave beliefs, 




ultimate source in Marlowe). While citing these traditions, however, the play also makes 
alterations to these conventions that extend the critique of pagan religion that was being offered 
by dramatists like Dryden. Though Southerne's doomed royal heroes resemble those that came 
before, the representation of what their religious beliefs offer them is markedly different. 
Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra go assured into death; their belief in an afterlife in the 
Elysian fields works to console and indeed impel them to commit suicide; in Cleopatra's death 
speech, she steels herself to the act with the thought of meeting Antony, describing herself as 
ungendered, enduring stone, as “marble constant." Shakespeare, and Dryden after him, both 
produced plays in which fantasies of reunion offer consolation for pagans choosing between 
different theories of the afterlife, though Dryden's play ultimately shows this to be an illusion. 
Southerne's play takes the uncertainty that Dryden and other Restoration dramatists show 
gripping pagans at the moment of their death and expands it, denying his pagan characters even 
the consolation of being sure of Elysium in life.  
We see this uncertainty about the afterlife in the behavior of the other slaves, who 
surrender before Oroonoko’s rebellion can properly succeed. Their cowardice derives from their 
attachment to their families; when Oroonoko first tries to stir them to rebellion, an unnamed 
slave reminds him that they have “things more dear / to us than life, our children and our wives” 
(III.iv.15-16). This close attachment to their families is literalized in performance at the moment 
of their surrender, as the stage directions indicate, describing how “the Women with their 
children" are "gathering about the Men” and, just lines later, how the same women are “clinging 
about the Men” (IV.ii.49, 54). These acts of clinging symbolize a set of beliefs very different to 
those embodied in Marlowe's scenes of wives hurling themselves toward the same deaths as their 




the fear of permanent separation in death. This becomes even more explicit in the play’s 
treatment of Oroonoko and Imoinda’s relationship. Oroonoko initially sharply reproves the 
slaves for their uxuriousness, castigating them for cowardice and calling them “by nature slaves” 
(IV.ii.61). But he suffers from the same attachment to Imoinda, as we see in his reluctance to 
start the rebellion until he is convinced by Aboan in III.ii. It is, in fact, his love of Imoinda and 
his fear that he will lose her that compels his surrender to the Governor. As he lays down his 
weapons, he claims that “my Imoinda struggles in my soul / She makes a coward of me” 
(IV.ii.138-139). We might merely read this as a typical, schematic love-honor decision that the 
heroes of Restoration tragedy are often confronted with.248 Oroonoko, after all, opens the final 
scene by describing his dilemma in exactly these terms: “To honour bound! And yet a slave to 
love! / I am distracted by their rival powers” (V.v.1-2). Oroonoko’s love is so strong, Southerne 
tells us, that he eschews the polygamy common in his home country out of attachment to her 
(II.ii. 71-98). But Oroonoko’s fear is not just that he will be separated from Imoinda in life, it is 
that he will be forced “to part with her in death” (IV.ii.140). That is, Oroonoko worries about 
death as unbeing, seeing it as a state that might permanently dissever him from Imoinda. This is 
what ultimately causes him to surrender, and the play thus attributes pagan tenderness and 
attachment to the family as connected to their conception of the afterlife as a void. This 
tenderness, though designed as a touching display of familial love, is also ultimately paralyzing 
                                                
248 This scene, in its schematic love-versus-honor structure, is typical of the genre, and especially 
in the way that it emphasizes Oroonoko’s tenderness toward Imoinda. Novak has argued that the 
way Southerne pits tenderness (as opposed to passionate love) against heroism makes the play 





and unproductive; it causes the slaves to surrender and Oroonoko himself to lay down his 
sword.249 
Southerne's revision of the Marlovian tradition stresses the pagan inability to imagine an 
afterlife, and nowhere is this emphasis on delay and fear more pronounced than in the play's final 
scene, in which the heroic couple explicitly argue about whether or not they should kill 
themselves. Aboan, Oroonoko’s friend and devoted slave, triggers this discussion when he 
comes onstage “gashed and mangled,” having been tortured by the perfidious Governor. He 
seeks his own death, warns Oroonoko that similar tortures await him, and--in an unusual, broken 
half-line—tells him that “You must not live--” (V.v.38). Aboan’s insistence on suicide comes 
despite his uncertainty about whether or not “there is / A being after this.” This vision of the 
afterlife as potentially a void does not dissuade him from stabbing himself and expiring. But 
Aboan's entry paralyzes the couple and causes—just as it did in the extended debate over 
whether to rebel in III.ii—a scene unusually characterized by argumentation and delay, even by 
the standards of Restoration tragedy, a genre notoriously full of speeches that register indecision. 
This delay and indecision can be seen not just in the scene’s length—at 310 lines, it is the longest 
                                                
249 My reading contradicts other scholarly interpretations of this scene, which take Oroonoko’s 
castigation of the slaves at face value, reading it as evidence that Behn and Southerne 
uncomplicatedly portray him as “naturally better.” This is then taken as evidence that Behn and 
Southerne object to the enslavement of a prince (a horrifying violation of a cross-racial 
naturalized class hierarchy) rather than to the existence of slavery as a system. However, though 
it is true that both authors focus more on aristocratic suffering than on the sufferings of the 
average slaves, Southerne develops deliberate parallels between the “common” slaves and 
Oroonoko that are premised on their religious beliefs and their fear of the afterlife. For an 
example of a reading that insists that argues Behn and Southerne sharply delineate between 
Oroonoko and the “common blacks” see Antony Gerard Barthelemey, Black Face, Maligned 
Race: The Representation of Blacks in English Drama from Shakespeare to Southerne (Baton 
Rouge: LSU Press, 1987), 179. The task of evaluating the text’s ultimate attitudes about slavery 
is considerably complicated by the varied afterlife of Behn’s original story, which gained 
exposure in Southerne’s version and then underwent many alterations and repurposes during the 




in the play—but also in a series of hyperbolic visions with which Oroonoko tries to delay the act 
of suicide. These are punctuated, the stage directions tell us, by the repeated act of "embracing 
her [Imoinda]," a visual callback to the “clinging” done by the married slaves in the earlier 
rebellion scene. Oroonoko's desire to remain with Imoinda is underlined in one of these 
fantasies:  
O! That we could incorporate, be one, 
One body, as we have been long one mind. 
That blended so, we might together mix, 
And losing thus our beings to the world, 
Be only found to one another’s joys (V.v.211-215). 
 
Oroonoko’s wish mirrors the embrace he gives Imoinda and goes beyond it into a dream of their 
bodies literally as “blended” or “incorporate[d].” These hopes are precisely the opposite of the 
eternal separation the pair fear in death. Oroonoko’s tenderness is moving, but here, as in the 
rebellion scene, it also creates a curious delaying effect, as he gives three separate speeches and 
three embraces in this scene, iterations that create delay and bespeak his doubt and uncertainty. 
Indeed, if Southerne's play contains a signature performance motion or visual signature, it is 
Oroonoko and Imoinda embracing: stage directions have Oronooko "embracing" or "holding" 
Imoinda no less than eight times throughout the play.250 This act emphasizes the this-worldly 
attachment of these pagan characters, working as an inverted double of the flung bodies of the 
reunion suicide tradition. In the tradition originating in Tamburlaine, the dead body flies toward 
the dead loved one and the object (cage, pyre, sword, river) that killed them, emphasizing the 
prospect of "following" the loved one into another world. In Oronooko, the embrace works 
                                                
250 Hugs between Oronooko and Imoinda occur at II.iii.223, II.iii.189, III.ii.146, IV.ii.170, 
IV.ii.171, V.v.74, V.v.211, and V.v.230. Aside from the slave family embraces (discussed 
above), two other acts of embracing are shown, both associated with Oroonoko, who hugs his 




differently, particularly in the context of a suicide debate, emphasizing the lovers' attachment in 
this world and their fear of parting in death.  
 In Behn’s novella, this indecision is rendered as a coma; in Southerne's play, this pagan 
indecision is embodied in a curious aesthetic of dilation and uncertainty: the extended debates in 
which Oroonoko is torn between revolution with Aboan and continuing to suffer with Imoinda, 
the terrified slaves who fear losing their families forever in death, and the extended embraces and 
arguments that Oroonoko and Imoinda engage in before the pair are interrupted by the English 
and their hands are forced in the last scene. The lovers do eventually go through with their 
suicides, and Oroonoko's uxurious clinging gives way to a more Marlovian idiom as he twice 
throws his body down on the ground next to Imoinda's corpse, while claiming that he will 
"come" to her in the next life. But these actions work as an afterthought compared to the play's 
long scenes of indecision and delay, and the play further undercuts this vision of reunion with an 
epilogue in which the Christian character Blanford expresses a combination of hope and doubt 
over whether there "is a place of happiness / In the next world for such exalted virtue" (V.v.305-
306). Blanford's skepticism reminds us of the pagan nature of suicide and the unconverted state 
of the lovers' souls, suggesting that the pair may or may not find themselves in Christian heaven 
despite their "virtue."   
 By associating pagan beliefs in the afterlife with paralysis and doubt, Southerne's play 
strips away the last positive aspect of the trope he inherited, removing the decisive, heroic action 
that other dramatists showed reunion-based theories of the afterlife generating for their 
characters in life. The grand gestures and heroic deaths of pre-war tragedy are replaced, in 
Southerne's play, by a vacillating hero and his consort, so uncertain about the life to come they 




Christian captors are the imperial force threatening defeated pagan nobles, represents the final 
step in a long process in which the theater increasingly enclosed Marlowe-style noble pagan 
suicides within a Christian frame of reference. Paganism might have been, in Marlowe's day, an 
abstraction or piece of history whose theories could be entertained and used to generate pathos; 
by Southerne’s time, it had become a concrete and pressing political issue as English colonists 
and governors sought to deal with the indigenous populations surrounding their holdings in the 
New World and the transported slave populations that supplied those holdings with labor. 
Oroonoko is silent on the question of slave conversion, an issue which plagued profit-minded 
planters and devout Christians. Unlike the indigenous peoples of the Americas, who were, by the 
late seventeenth century, enslaved in fewer numbers and were the subject of enthusiastic 
conversion fund-raising campaigns in England, African slaves were the subject of reluctant 
debates about conversion because their highly-profitable enslavement was partially justified by 
their "heathenism" or "paganism."251 Southerne's play does not directly engage with these 
debates, nor does it make an explicit case for or against the conversion of slaves. But the play 
does link the pagan fear of separation in death to, first, a failed rebellion aimed at creating a new 
"colony" of Africans and then to the disabling doubt that Southerne imagines so vividly in the 
play's final scene. Oroonoko depicts a paganism that is unable to offer compelling visions of the 
future for even its most heroic adherents; in doing so, the play replays an argument we have seen 
                                                
251 For a case study of resistance to missionary efforts aimed at slaves the late seventeenth 
century Barbados, see Katherine Gerber, "The Ultimate Sin: Christianising Slaves in Barbados in 
the Seventeenth Century," Slavery and Abolition: A Journal of Slave and Post-Slave Studies 31:1 
(2010): 57-73. Gerber shows that slave Christianization was linked to slave rebellion in the 
popular imagination in the Caribbean in the 1680s and fiercely resisted by planters. For a more 
general overview of the complex history of Europeans justifying enslavement based on non-
Christian religious beliefs and the challenge posed to these justifications by conversion, see 
Robin Blackburn, The Making of New World Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern (New 





before. Like Shirley's Saint Patrick for Ireland, which juxtaposes a green, organic Christianity to 
an unnatural, sterile, futureless paganism, or Dryden's The Indian Emperor, in which even native 
magicians admit the destruction of their gods by the arrival of Christianity, Oronooko imagines 
pagans and a paganism whose eschatological uncertainty disables the imagination of any future 
in this life or the next.  
*************************************************************************** 
Marlowe's plays inaugurated an era of public theater in which Elysian suicides became 
the norm, used to imagine noble pagan death from ancient Britain to Carthage to Rome. The 
example of Marlowe's suicides and their dissemination through the repertory show how 
theatrical competition and the exigencies of reuse within repertories produced ethnological 
information for audiences in the 1580s and 1590s through iteration and accretion, inviting the 
discernment of parallels between pagan believers in vastly different settings and transforming old 
theatrical knowledge into new, fictional ethnological knowledge. These early representations of 
pagan religious thought were free from the skepticism or polemic rebuttals that characterized 
their portrayal in other cultural venues like theology or apologetics, inviting audiences to 
imagine suicidal characters escaping into a non-Christian afterlife in which they would reign 
forever. But like the Jacobean oracle scene, whose genesis onstage slightly post-dated that of the 
noble suicide, the miraculous or wondrous aspects of these portrayals of pagan belief eventually 
came under attack, and later plays look back to the Admiral's Men set-piece only to question 
whether these pagan suicides could succeed at removing their perpetrators from imperial history 
or to bring them to the afterlife they envisioned.  











 As this dissertation has argued, the seventeenth century English public theater had a 
robust performance vocabulary for representing pagans, one that was remarkably consistent 
across more than a hundred years of theatrical practice. Reconstructing these spectacles is a 
methodologically tricky business, relying on a combination of close reading speeches as well as 
stage directions in individual plays, the examination of para-theatrical documents (lawsuits, 
inventories, diaries) that reveal more about how these spectacles were put together and perceived 
by audiences, and, most importantly, the distant, aggregative reading of many plays to reveal 
continuities in staging and evidence of shared practices across time. This last methodological 
technique moves beyond traditional scholarly engagements with the plays I discuss and 
constitutes the dissertation's most important intervention, revealing the uncanny afterlives of set-
pieces of stage paganism as they were repurposed beyond individual plays and even individual 
repertories. These patterns of reuse, these shared systems of theatrical shorthand, did ideological 
work more substantial and more powerful than that of any one play, encouraging audiences to 
see connections between settings and turning old theatrical knowledge into new ethnological 
knowledge. In the process, I argue, the theater helped forge the homological illusions necessary 
to sustain the popularly understood religious taxon of the pagan even as individual plays did 
more granular and flexible work with these connections.   
 But this project, in turn, raises further questions: throughout this dissertation, I have 
argued that these spectacles, through their iteration, produced a species of what I refer to as 
"ethnological knowledge," knowledge about pagan ritual practices produced at a considerable 
distance from the societies to which these practices were attributed. But is knowledge an accurate 




intellectual content of these set-pieces, drawing our attention to what an attentive audience 
member might learn about pagan cosmology or ritual acts from these works. But plays are not 
theological tracts, and if these spectacles contained knowledge, it was a byproduct, accidentally 
embedded in works more interested in these set-pieces for their embodied, narrative, and 
affective aspects. These plays did speak to audiences about the same questions of religious 
difference under scrutiny by theologians and academics in the period, but to treat them merely as 
conduits for information about pagan societies downplays the complexity of the narrative and 
emotional machinery in which they were embedded: the very thing that set theater apart from the 
emerging descriptive sciences of antiquarianism and ethnology. Can the simple term 
"knowledge" capture the full range of these experiences? Perhaps not.  
  This dissertation also raises the question of whether the distant, aggregative reading 
practices available to patient modern readers with access to electronic texts can help us get any 
closer to the historical experience of play-going. Theater historians have always longed for 
evidence of what spectators saw and felt in the theater, even as it has been scant, consisting of 
only a handful of letters and diaries from the entire period. Without it, one is tempted to treat 
oneself as an ideal seventeenth-century audience member, mistaking our own nearly unlimited 
access to early modern dramatic texts for the perhaps very different knowledge of any given 
audience member. My dissertation reveals that the creators of the plays I discuss had a robust 
grasp of the history and techniques of creating stage paganism, but corresponding evidence for 
whether audiences shared this vocabulary may simply no longer exist. We are left, for the most 
part, only with the plays themselves, and the hopeful assumption that early modern playgoers 
were experienced, sophisticated consumers of theater capable of seeing subtle acts of citation and 




 Drawing on archaeology and commodity history might enable a more robust history of 
these performances as well, enabling us to see with more detail and clarity the contours of these 
moments. What can the history of gilding practices tell us about the golden chariot used by the 
Admiral's Men? What can new research into the feather arts of Mesoamerica tell us about the 
costumes in the Indian Queen? Finally, further work remains to be done on the relationship 
between the public theater and other performance sites in early modern England, particularly 
masques and pageants. These forms, known for their spectacular costuming, visual effects, and 
music, also took a keen interest in the representation of foreign and historical figures: a 
representational concern that they shared with the public theaters. I have demonstrated one 
connection between the masque and the public theater in my discussion of the Gray's Inn masque 
and the King's Men, but connections and possible borrowing between masques, pageants, and the 
public stage might reveal more about the trajectories and developments of the set of performance 
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Image 1: the frontispiece to the 1632 English edition of Hugo Grotius's Defense of Christian 




















Image 2: Woodcut illustration appended to the 1635 edition of Friar Bacon. Note the 






Image 3: The Faustus study scene woodcut, here repurposed for a verse version printed during 







Image 4: Frontispiece to Francis Kirkman's collection of drolls, depicting the revived Red Bull. 






































Image 3: A Roman Triumph, Rubens 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
